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1 Introduction and overview 
This thesis presents a study of code-mixing (hereafter CM) between Sinhala1and 
English2 and presents a structural analysis of the mixed language that has evolved as 
a result. The structural distinction proposed between the standard languages3 and the 
mixed language is by no means an attempt to suggest a hierarchy among the 
varieties of languages used in Sri Lanka4. Apart from identifying the main syntactic, 
phonological, morphological and semantic features of the mixed language, this study 
describes the sociolinguistic aspects of bilingual language usage in post-colonial Sri 
Lanka. In this attempt, this treatise strives to reveal not only the complexities but 
also the creativity and productivity that have evolved as a result of more than two 
hundred years of contact between an international language and an Indo-Aryan (IA) 
local language. 
 While some researchers have used the term code-switching (hereafter CS) 
for alternating or mixing two languages in speech, the term CM will be used in this 
study to refer to all types of mixing. The study is based on recorded spontaneous 
conversations of Sri Lankan bilinguals in urban areas5. For urban bilinguals, 
speaking in two languages is the norm rather than the exception. A typical example 
of a mixed conversation is given in (1). 
 
(1)  02.1.16:  oyaa kivva  də yannə kiyəla  
2sg   tell.PST  Q  go.INF CMP 
I told him but he is still there no? 
[Did you tell him to go? I told him but he is still there no?] 
                                                 
1 Sinhala (also Sinhalese, Singhalese) is the language spoken by the majority ethnic 
group in Sri Lanka. Sinhala belongs to the IA branch of the Indo-European language 
family. The population that speaks Singhalese or Sinhala (terms that are used 
interchangeably to refer to the language and the race), is estimated to be 13 million 
according to the Department of Census and Statistics (DCS), Sri Lanka. The 
Sinhalese comprise 82% of the total population according to DCS survey 2001.  
2 English is at present the link language and enjoys a considerable amount of 
prestige and power in the country as a result of colonial dominance which ended in 
1948. Even after independence in 1948, English continued as the language of 
governance and administration as well as the medium of instruction in education till 
1956. 
3 This refers to Sinhala and Sri Lankan English (SLE) 
4 Formerly Ceylon, Sri Lanka became the Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri 
Lanka in 1972, marking the end of British dominance. Sri Lanka was known as 
Ceylon prior to becoming a Republic. 
5 Most Sri Lankans living in urban (city or town) areas mix languages in speech. 
Urban areas offer high prospects of employment and social mobility, and thereby 
create an environment conducive to the use of two or more than two languages in 
speech.  Furthermore, the co-existence of many ethnic groups in urban areas 
promotes the use of more than one language in daily conversation. 
6 Speaker, recording and line number in parenthesis. 
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07.1.2:    I will tell him again,   
giyee  naet-nan? 
 go.EMP  NEG-CMP 
 [I will tell him again, if (he) does not go?] 
02.1.3:    call ek-ak     diila  aayet  kiyə-mu    
call NM.INDgive.PAR again tell-FU       
api-Tə  late  ve-nəvaa nee.         
1pl-DA   late be-PRS   EMP 
 [Call and tell him again if not we will get late.] 
07.1.4:  driver daen in-nəvaa aeti, …..mee   
driver now be-PRS must ….EMP  
you give him a call  nee də? 
you give him a call   EMP  Q 
 [The driver must be there...you give him a call can’t you?] 
02.1.5:   haa ehenan mamə call kəra-nnan.   
ok then 1sg call do-CMP  
oyaa  files      Tikə hadəla      laeaesti vennə. 
2sg files all   make.PAR   ready be.INF 
 [Ok then I will call. You get ready with the files.] 
 
The utterances in (1) illustrate some of the striking features of Sinhala-English CM 
in Sri Lanka today. In the dialogue, speaker 2 in line 1 begins in Sinhala and ends in 
English. The switch from one language to another is marked by the Sinhala 
complementizer particle kiyəla /kiyəla/. In response, speaker 7 in line 2 replies in 
English but brings in a Sinhala conjunctive particle for emphasis and switches to 
English again. Cleary, in Sinhala-English CM, particles play an important role. 
 The subsequent utterances of the two speakers reveal yet another important 
characteristic of mixing: that of inclusions from English. In line 3, speaker A uses 
‘call’ and ‘late’, which are single items from English in a predominant Sinhala 
sentence. The English item ‘call’ is followed by ekak /ekak/, which denotes 
indefiniteness in Sinhala, and ‘late’ is followed by venəvaa /venəvaa/, which is a 
matrix verb. The presence of the indefinite marker in Sinhala as well as the matrix 
verb in Sinhala appear to be facilitating the English inclusions in Sinhala dominant 
sentences.   
 Speaker 7 in line 4 also uses ‘driver’, a single English item in a Sinhala 
sentence, and then proceeds to speak in English but ends with the Sinhala emphatic 
particle needə /needə/. Apparently, determining the status of lone/single lexical 
items from both languages in mixed utterances is important. It is also apparent that 
bilingual speakers alternate between complete English and Sinhala constituents and 
that it is facilitated by structural features of both Sinhala and English. In most cases, 
the structural features that facilitate CM in the Sinhala-English bilingual corpus are 
related to Sinhala phonology and syntax.  
These are but a few of the many syntactic and morphological properties of 
Sinhala-English CM discussed and analyzed through out this study. 
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 3
1.1 Code-mixing in Sri Lanka 
Language mixing is one of the most criticized and undervalued linguistic 
phenomena in Sri Lanka today. It remains the subject of controversial debate in 
linguistic circles. In spite of its popularity and the phenomenal usage by most 
speakers, many believe that in mixing two languages, speakers are not speaking 
either language properly. In so assuming, the underlying significance of CM as a 
mechanism of language change is ignored.  
 This study treats language mixing as a mechanism that reflects change in 
the bilingual speaker and proposes that CM is and has become an essential feature of 
the identity of the post-colonial urban Sri Lankan, whose exposure to multi-cultural 
and multi-linguistic contexts is reflected in his/her verbal repertoire. 
A review of the literature focuses on different dimensions to CM, even 
though it holds such a low status in post-colonial bilingual societies. Many theories 
focus on a dominant language in mixed utterances. Other theories analyze CM as a 
discourse strategy for contextualization and nativization, both processes regarded as 
extremely productive. Accounts have also been proposed to emphasize the 
functional aspects of CM that makes it an important tool in daily discourse.  
 A review of literature also shows that definitions of CM and CS are 
ambiguous. Apparently, as terms they are loaded with presumptions. This study 
proposes CM as a better term to describe mixed data as it incorporates all types of 
mixing. Hence, the analysis proposed in this study treats all types of mixing, both 
single elements and complete constituents in two languages, as part of the mixed 
language. 
 This study also reiterates that the change is a result of the use of Sinhala 
and English together, and proposes that Sinhala is the most influential language in 
the emerging mixed variety. Sinhala, as the dominantly used language in Sri Lanka, 
influences the mixed variety in the domains of morphology, phonology and syntax. 
The mixed discourse variety shares related as well as unrelated characteristics with 
both Sinhala and English7. The data reveals striking syntactic, morphological, and 
phonological properties of the mixed variety that sets it off from both Sinhala and 
English languages.  
 Consider the appearance of ekə /ekə/, which behaves independently as a 
syntactic element in mixed discourse. ekə evolves as a nominalizer in the mixed 
variety to accommodate a host of insertions from English. The phenomenal use of 
ekə in mixed data can be described as a vital syntactic development of the mixed 
variety as illustrated in example (2a). Similarly, when including Sinhala elements in 
matrix English utterances, the English plural marker facilitates insertion of Sinhala 
items as indicated in example (2b). Furthermore, most English words, when inserted 
in Sinhala utterances are nativized as indicated in example (2c). 
 
(2) a. car ekə-Tə    naginnə 
car  NM.DF-DA get in.IMP 
                                                 
7 See chapter 6. 
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[Get in the car] (29:19)8 
b. Had to pin many kaTu-s there  
  /kaTus/ pin.pl (04:3) 
c. mamə compaeni-yə-Tə  giyaa 
1sg company-sg-DA    go.PST 
[I went to the company] (11:07) 
    
Observe also the example in (3) where both ‘car’ and ‘bend’ are mixed in an 
otherwise Sinhala sentence. 
 
(3)  gihilla  enə-koTə car  ekə  haeppila  
go.PAR come-CMP car NM.DF  crash.PAR  
arə  bend ekee. 
that     bend  NM.GEN 
[When I was returning the car has met with an accident at that 
bend.] (11:07) 
    
Observe too the influence of Sinhala on English pronunciation, illustrated in 
example (4), where the English noun ‘station’ is preceded by the front vowel /i/, and 
pronounced with a long vowel /ee/. 
 
(4)        oyaa isteeshan ekə-Tə  ya-nəvaa   də? 
2sg station.sg   NM.DF-DA  go-PRS   Q 
[Are you going to the station?] (24:17)  
 
The utterance in example (4) reveals an unexpected phonological pattern when 
pronouncing the English word. Speakers of English in Sri Lanka consider such 
phonological phenomena, as the insertion of the vowel /i/ at the onset of ‘station’, a 
feature of non-standard SLE, while the insertion of the long vowel is considered a 
feature of standard SLE. However, this study qualifies such phonological patterns as 
nativizations. Observe that the entire sentence is in Sinhala apart from the single 
English word ‘station’. In addition, the speaker has used the nominalizer in mixed 
data in the utterance. Consonant clusters that begin with the fricative /s/ are 
generally preceded by the vowel /i/ in Sinhala such as iskooləyə /iskooləyə/ ‘school’. 
When mixing an English word with a similar consonant cluster, the same 
phonological rule is applied by the native speaker of Sinhala. This study suggests 
that such pronunciations in Sinhala utterances are a direct result of CM. Even though 
these words are considered errors by fluent English speakers in Sri Lanka, this study 
proposes that they are nativized elements of English in predominant Sinhala 
sentences. If such deviations occur in Sinhala utterances, they can not be considered  
‘mistakes’ as the native speaker has simply applied the structure that is already 
available to him to pronounce the new word in his language. A different analysis is 
proposed if the same pronunciation occurs in the repertoire of the English speaker.  
                                                 
8 Speaker and recording number in parenthesis. 
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1.2 Definitions and terms 
 
A review of literature presents the reader with many definitions when referring to 
the use of two languages in conversation. Hence, before embarking further in this 
investigation, it is important to survey these terms and definitions and justify why 
certain terminology is used in this study of CM in Sri Lanka. 
 This section provides a brief survey of definitions of three terms CS, CM 
and borrowing and of sub-categories of each of these phenomena. Specialists in the 
field of language contact phenomena make use of either the term CM or CS to refer 
to the presence of linguistic elements from two or more than two languages in 
bilingual9 utterances10. The two terms are sometimes used interchangeably. There 
are many definitions given to these two terms. CS often is defined as the alternate 
use of two languages (at sentence boundaries) whereas CM refers to mixing within 
the utterance. In borrowing, foreign lexical items are phonologically, 
morphologically and syntactically adapted in the host language. The definition of the 
term ‘code’11 has been under review as well although there is consensus among 
researchers that a code in many instances will refer more frequently to a language 
than to a language variety. However, consensus regarding the terms ‘mixing’, 
‘switching’ and ‘borrowing’ has not been forthcoming. 
 
Switching 
 
In previous research, CS has been studied at the speech level merely as a linguistic 
phenomenon that takes place haphazardly, as opposed to borrowing. Research did 
not focus attention on rules that governed language mixing, particularly regarding 
single word mixes. However, the significance of language mixing was soon felt as 
its usage grew with bilingual speakers who resorted to frequent mixing in 
conversation.  
As a term CS gained status with Haugen. Haugen (1956) refers to the 
alternate use of two languages in speech as ‘switching’. In recent studies, scholars 
prefer CS as an umbrella term which usually signals the alternate use of languages in 
speech. CS is categorized into intra-sentential and inter-sentential switching. The 
term CS according to Milroy and Gordon (2003: 209) can describe a ‘range of 
language alternation and mixing phenomena’. Many researchers further categorize 
CS to include extra-sentential CS, which involves tags and fillers in conversation 
(Poplack 1980).  
 These definitions of CS are often linked to syntactic or morpho-syntactic 
constraints (Poplack 1980, Joshi 1985, Belazi et al 1994). Generally, the term CS is 
applied when there is equal participation of two languages in the utterance. Going 
                                                 
9 The term ‘bilingual’ refers to the language use of speakers who can speak two or 
more than two languages, in this study. 
10 The term ‘utterances’ will be used interchangeably with ‘sentences’ in this study 
to mean spontaneous speech productions of bilingual speakers. 
11 Gumperz (1982) reserves the term ‘code’ for genetically distinct languages. 
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into more detailed definitions on the term, Gumperz (1982) studying Spanish-
English, Hindi-English and Slovenian-German language pairs refers to CS as the 
‘juxtaposition within the same speech exchange of passages of speech belonging to 
two different grammatical systems or sub-systems’. Gumperz observes that 
alternation occurs when a speaker uses two subsequent sentences either to reiterate 
his message or to reply to someone else’s statement. A similar observation is made 
by Kachru (1983) on CM.  
 Hock and Joseph (1996) observe that ‘switching’ occurs at major syntactic 
boundaries. They limit switching to syntax and morphology. An important 
observation in this definition is that they suggest that the phonology of the entire 
utterance will be in the phonology of the speaker’s native language or dominant 
language. They distinguish CS from CM suggesting that where CS takes place at 
syntactic boundaries, CM is merely a lexical phenomenon. Auer (1984) observes 
that CS and code alternation have been used interchangeably by scholars. CS is 
defined by Auer (1984) as ‘language alternation at a certain point in conversation 
without a structurally determined return to the first language’.  
 Blanc and Hamers (1989) define CS as a phenomenon that ‘differs’ from 
CM and borrowing. To them CS is when ‘chunks from one language alternate with 
chunks from another’. A chunk can vary in length from a morpheme to an utterance. 
CS is categorized into intersentential and intrasentential switching and will include 
‘chunks that are constituents of a sentence’.   
 Poplack and Meechan (1995) define CS as the ‘juxtaposition of sentences 
or sentence fragments each of which is internally consistent with the morphological 
and syntactic (and optionally phonological) rules of its lexifier language’. Myers-
Scotton 
(1993a: 4) defines CS as the ‘selection by bilinguals or multilinguals of forms from 
an embedded language or languages in utterances of a matrix language during the 
same conversation’. Grosjean (1982) observes that CS is an extremely common 
characteristic of bilingual speech and defines it as ‘the alternate use of two or more 
languages in the same utterance or conversation’. 
 It can be observed that for many researchers CS deals with sentences that 
are switched in the course of conversation or involves a strategy where a  ‘rapid 
succession of several languages in a single speech event’ (Muysken 2000) takes 
place. 
 
Mixing 
 
As opposed to CS, CM has generated numerous definitions. In early studies, it has 
been dismissed as abnormal behavior. It was observed that except in ‘abnormal 
cases, speakers have not been observed to draw freely from two languages at once’ 
and that at any given moment they are actually speaking one language (Haugen 
1953). 
 Kachru (1978) defines CM as a strategy used for the ‘transferring’ of 
linguistic units from one language to another. This transfer results in a ‘restricted or 
not so restricted code of linguistic repertoire’ which includes the mixing of either 
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lexical items, full sentences or the embedding of idioms. In this sense, there is no 
limit to insertion. Kachru (1986) re-emphasizes the theory later on in his Alchemy of 
English.  
 Further, Hock and Joseph (1996) propose that CM occurs when content 
words are placed or inserted into the grammatical structure of another language. 
They also distinguish CM from lexical borrowing, stating that in CM the mixing is 
heavier than in lexical borrowing. Blanc and Hamers (1989) refers to CM as a 
strategy that ‘transfers elements of all linguistic levels and units ranging from a 
lexical item to a sentence’. Further, they observe that though it is difficult to 
distinguish between CM and CS, CM represents ‘lack of competence’ whereas CS 
does not.  
 In considering the above definitions, it is apparent that there is consensus 
among researchers that CM is a kind of ‘transfer’ of linguistic items, in most 
instances ‘content words’ or ‘constituent insertions’ from one language to another. 
Note that in many instances, there is reference to ‘insertions’ from one language to 
another, suggesting an asymmetrical involvement of languages in the bilingual 
lexicon.  
 Hence, in CM as opposed to CS, there is consensus that most often, the 
utterance (though bilingual) belongs to the structure of one language. There is also 
agreement among researchers that CM should be distinguished from its more 
celebrated counterpart ‘borrowing’, whilst acknowledging that the boundary that 
separates them is very thin. This observation is broadened in Muysken’s (2000) 
typology of CM. 
 
Switching versus mixing 
 
CM is used as a cover term to signify the presence of linguistic items from two 
languages. CS is less controversial in terms of definitions and analysis. Muysken 
(2000) argues that as an umbrella term, CM is more ‘appropriate’ than CS to refer to 
mixed utterances. Muysken (2000) suggests that CM as a term is more ‘neutral’ than 
CS. According to him CS ‘suggests the alternational type of mixing’ and separates 
bilingual language mixing too strongly from the phenomena of borrowing and 
interference. Muysken (2000) further argues that mixing as a language contact 
phenomenon is on par with lexical borrowing, semantic borrowing, interference, 
switching and convergence. Hence, in his analysis of CM, borrowing patterns are 
observed in the each of the three mixing strategies.  
 
Borrowing 
 
Definitions of borrowing vary as well. Many researchers consider borrowing as 
code-switching (Myers-Scotton 1993a/1993b), while others argue that borrowing 
can be and is essentially distinguished from CS (Poplack 1980). Grosjean (1982) 
proposes that borrowings are usually integrated lexical items as opposed to code-
switches, and admits that in certain cases distinguishing the two phenomena is a 
complex task. Muysken (2000) admits the possibility of both. Muysken suggests that 
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single words can be both borrowings as well as code-switches, depending on its 
symbolic and functional aspect to the bilingual in the utterance. Muysken (2000) 
further observes that there are borrowing patterns in insertional, alternational and 
congruent lexicalization (CL) patterns of mixing. This distinction is crucial in 
distinguishing mixing types in the Sinhala-English corpus as CM, borrowing, 
Sinhalization and hybridization12. 
 In definition, borrowing is the morphological, syntactic and (usually) 
phonological integration of lexical items from one language into the structure of 
another language. Borrowings show complete linguistic integration (Poplack and 
Meechan 1995) and because of the frequency of use become fossilized in the 
recipient language differentiating them from switches and mixes. According to 
Grosjean (1995) borrowing can also take place when a ‘word or a short phrase’ 
(usually phonologically or morphologically) is borrowed from the other language or 
when the ‘meaning component’ of a word or an expression in the foreign language is 
expressed in the base language.  
 Borrowings have also been termed as ‘loans’ or ‘established loans’. Some 
linguists have also used the term ‘importation’ for lexical items that are brought into 
a language. Established loans become part of the language as opposed to 
‘idiosyncratic’ or ‘speech’ loans (Grosjean 1995: 263) that are borrowed 
momentarily. Grosjean (1982) defines a code switch (whether it is just a word, 
phrase or sentence) as a complete shift to the other language whereas a borrowing is 
a word or a short expression that is adapted phonologically and morphologically to 
the language being spoken’ (Grosjean 1982: 308). However, there is also the 
tendency for a bilingual to engage in what is termed as ‘ragged’ switching which 
may entail some of the features of borrowing (morphological and phonological 
integration into the base). Hence, a switch or a borrowing may not always be as 
clear cut as one would expect it to be. Speech borrowings are sometimes defined as 
‘nonce borrowings’ (Poplack et al 1988), which are neither recurrent nor widespread 
but can contain most of the characteristics of established loans. 
 
Rationale for terms 
 
As terms, CS and CM carry pre-conceived assumptions about the competence of 
bilingual speakers. Scholars therefore attempt to use what they believe are ‘neutral’ 
terms. When there are fewer measurements used for monolingual speaker 
competence, these two terms (with their numerous definitions) are used 
interchangeably by many scholars to refer to bilingual competence or incompetence. 
However, some researchers refrain from using either CM or CS, and adopt terms 
like ‘transference’ (Clyne 2003) or ‘code alternation’ (Auer 1984). 
 This investigation understands the use of two languages in discourse as 
CM, and applies Muysken’s (2000) framework to determine the structural properties 
of Sinhala-English CM. It acknowledges that insertions are either partially or 
completely integrated into the host language. In the domain of nativization, lone 
                                                 
12 See chapter 6 of this thesis. 
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lexical items are analyzed as Sinhalizations and borrowings. Structural features that 
distinguish borrowings from Sinhalizations are based on the phonological patterns of 
the L1. Note that borrowings and Sinhalizations are distinguishable from code-
mixes most of the time due to phonological and lexical marking of the items. 
However, justifying Muysken’s (2000) claim, this study acknowledges that the 
mixing strategies are related to each other. The analysis claims that certain single 
word elements in predominant Sinhala utterances are not errors but nativized 
elements or Sinhalizations13, borrowed into Sinhala. In these cases, the speaker has 
simply used the structure that is already available to him to bring in a word from 
English. In some cases, these nativized single word borrowings and Sinhalizations 
may be accompanied by the invented article particle in code-mixed data. Based on 
Muysken’s theory, this further justifies the claim that borrowing patterns exists in 
insertion as well. Single word mixes that project alternating patterns of mixing 
reveal a functional use of the word to the bilingual. This study reiterates Muysken’s 
observation that borrowing patterns exist in congruent lexicalization (hereafter CL). 
In fact, patterns of CL are used to nativize and Sinhalize most single word English 
mixes in the Sinhala-English bilingual corpus. 
 Based on Muysken’s (2000) framework, code-mixes are analyzed as single 
word lexical items that reveal the workings of two varieties. The appearance of the 
mixed nominalizer is one of the main features used to distinguish code-mixes from 
borrowings, though in some cases, both mixing strategies are revealed. Insertion and 
alternation mixing strategies are prominent in code-mixes whereas CL mixing 
patterns are visible in Sinhalizations and borrowings. 
 Hence, the Sinhala-English situation can be best described by using the 
umbrella term CM for many reasons. There are borrowing patterns in all types of 
mixing: insertion, alternation and CL. Accordingly, single word mixes in the 
Sinhala-English bilingual corpus are analyzed as corresponding to insertion, 
alternation and CL. Apart from single word mixes, multi-word mixes are also best 
described under CM. Hence, hybrid nouns and verbs correspond to both borrowing 
and CM. In CL, mixing reveals innovation and creativity of the bilingual. Note 
Muysken’s observation that the insertional type of CM is frequent in post-colonial 
settings whereas the alternational type is more visible in stable bilingual 
communities. CL captures the creativity of the Sri Lankan bilingual, who makes use 
of this mixing strategy to create new vocabulary and to nativize foreign elements 
into Sinhala. Hence, it is appropriate to label urban Sri Lankan speakers as code-
mixers (which involve all strategies) rather than code-switchers.  
 This study also draws parallels between the Indian and Sri Lankan contexts. 
As this study investigates the phenomenon of mixing between a variety of English 
(SLE) and a native language (Sinhala), it is influenced by observations made by 
Kachru (1986) regarding code-mixed varieties of English in India where the 
varieties are distinguished by a ‘base language’. Kachru’s observations of the Indian 
                                                 
13 This term is coined based on the terms Englishization and  Indianisation 
introduced by Kachru (1986) 
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setting reflect a number of issues present in the Sri Lankan context, described in the 
sociolinguistic analysis in chapter 3 of this thesis.  
 Furthermore, CM is the appropriate term to determine varieties and styles 
of using two languages in conversation. Hence, this study takes into account the role 
of a ‘base language’ and the base language effect on CM (Grosjean 1982). The 
notion of a base language reiterates that the bilingual negotiates the language of 
interaction in the mixed discourse based on the situation, topic and interlocutor. The 
base language theory emphasizes that mixed language varieties have evolved as a 
result of CM.    
 
1.3 The present study  
 
The major goal of this thesis is to answer the following research questions: (a) how 
is CM sociolinguistically embedded in the Sri Lankan speech community? and (b) 
what are the structural properties of Sinhala-English CM?  
For a comprehensive analysis of the sociolinguistic features of urban Sri 
Lankan bilinguals, this study makes use of purposive or judgment samples of 
bilingual respondents. Data were collected on the basis of a sociolinguistic 
questionnaire (from 200 selected respondents, a judgment sample made by the 
researcher), a semi-structured interview (with 40 respondents known to the 
researcher and selected from the main sample of 200 respondents and whose 
(semi)spontaneous speech was used for the structural analysis) and a matched-guise 
attitude test (carried out with a sub-sample of 20 respondents). The three data 
collection techniques can be linked directly with the research questions: the 
sociolinguistic questionnaire with selected 200 respondents (research question (a)), 
bilingual language elicitation tasks with a sub-sample of 40 selected respondents 
(research question (b)), matched-guise test with a sub-sample of 20 selected 
respondents (research question (a)).  
The 200 respondents14 for the sociolinguistic survey came from the urban 
areas of Colombo, Kandy, Kurunegala and Galle. The selection of the 200 
informants was primarily based on language use. In other words, the sample 
included respondents who selected both Sinhala and English more than 5 times in 
questions related to language use (from 9 to 34 in the sociolinguistic questionnaire). 
The main criterion for stratification was their employment sector, government or 
private, as will be explained in subsection 1.3.1. For the structural language analysis, 
a sub-sample of 40 informants was selected on their observed language use by the 
investigator, self-assessed language use (these respondents selected both Sinhala and 
English more than 7 times in questions related to language use), in combination with 
their income level, employment sector and willingness to take part in the tests. For 
the attitudinal analysis, a sub-sample of 20 informants from the 40 informants was 
selected, based on their employment sector, employed position, income level and 
willingness to evaluate four recordings.   
                                                 
14 See § 1.3.1 
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To answer question (b), this study makes use of Muysken’s (2000) typology of CM, 
where three mixing strategies are identified. Muysken’s framework is used to 
analyze examples from spontaneous conversations of urban Sri Lankan bilinguals, 
occurring in natural and interview settings. This study proposes that Muysken’s CM 
typology succeeds in explaining most of the mixed constructions prevalent in the 
Sinhala-English bilingual corpus.  
 
Significance of the study 
 
The theoretical value of this research rests in its attempt to describe a major 
linguistic phenomenon that reflects language change in post-colonial Sri Lankan 
society with regard to Sinhala and English. The theoretical analysis provides insight 
into how the structures of the participating languages have evolved to create a mixed 
discourse variety, claiming that this is a result of language change in progress. 
Furthermore, the theoretical analysis provides evidence that the mixed language is 
rule-governed, maintaining that it has inherited structural elements from both 
Sinhala and English, although it is mostly influenced by Sinhala. The findings are 
significant for analyses of nativizations (borrowings and Sinhalizations) and code-
mixes. In addition, the findings provide insight into what are considered ‘errors’ and 
‘mistakes’ in Sinhala-English CM. This study claims that nativizations are results of 
a grammaticalisation process. Hence, the analysis offers new insight into language 
contact phenomena, and has implications for language teaching and learning. The 
analysis also offers insight into Sinhala-English mixed types spoken in urban Sri 
Lanka. 
 The description serves two purposes in answering the main research 
questions. First, it offers many examples from everyday conversations containing 
actual mixes. These examples contribute to a realistic comprehension of modern  
urban Sri Lankan mixed discourse. It reveals CM as a popular, ‘expected’  and an 
‘alternate’ code. Second,  since the research deals with English-Sinhala CM, the 
findings contribute to Sri Lankan studies. Thus, this research  makes a significant 
contribution to the advancement of sociolinguistics, and in general is important to 
the Sri Lankan bilingual.  
 
1.3.1 Respondents 
 
From the circulated questionnaires15, 200 respondents who acknowledged the use of 
both Sinhala and English more than 5 times in questions16 related to language use 
variables (from question 9 to 34) in the sociolinguistic questionnaire17 were selected 
for the sociolinguistic analysis. An almost equal number of males (99) and females 
(101) contributed to the analyses. The main variable for stratifying the sample was 
                                                 
15 250 questionnaires were circulated. 16 were not returned. 
16 Informants who ticked both Sinhala and English more than 5 times (20%) and 
accepted the use of both languages in the media were selected for the study.  
17 See Appendix 1. 
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the employment sector, because of the different position and the use of the 
languages involved, and the differences in educational level and income level of the 
bilingual speakers. This distinction is crucial to understand the language habits of 
bilinguals in both sectors. The reasons for this categorization are as follows: 
 
(1) The government sector  
 
Language use 
 
• The government sector functions mainly in Sinhala. 
• Sinhala is used in a majority of the state organizations. 
• The parliament functions in Sinhala. 
• Sinhala is the language of official documents with translations from other 
languages. 
• Apart from register-specific words, English is rarely used unless it is 
extremely necessary in certain formal domains with certain superior 
interlocutors. 
 
Employees 
 
• The higher education system is state monopolized in Sri Lanka and there is 
a high level of graduate unemployment which is currently a political issue. 
In an attempt to address this issue, the government sector tries to integrate 
graduates from Sri Lankan universities who follow their undergraduate 
studies often in Sinhala.  
• Most of those employed in well-paid jobs in the government sector are over 
25 years of age as they would be graduates. 
 
Income level 
 
• As a result, though most government sector employees are graduates they 
earn lesser salaries when compared with their private sector counterparts. 
• The salaries in the government sector are comparatively lower than the 
private sector. 
 
(2) The private sector 
 
Language use  
 
• The private sector functions mainly in English. 
• English is used in all official matters. A mixed discourse of Sinhala and 
English is used in informal conversations with peers. 
• The English language proficiency of speakers belonging to high-income 
groups in the private sector is presumably high. 
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• The need and use of English in the private sector is comparatively higher 
than in the government sector  
 
Employees 
 
• The private sector employs most of the youth in Sri Lanka usually just after 
their advanced level examination at the age of 18. 
• People of different ethnicity integrate easily into the private sector as a 
result of a neutral language being the medium of communication. 
 
Income level 
 
• The private sector usually pays well. The salaries for reasonably qualified 
persons commence from Rs 10,000 and goes up to Rs 70,00018 or more. 
 
1.3.2 Sociolinguistic analysis 
 
The questionnaire focused on language preference (are both languages used, or 
which of the two languages is preferred in certain occasions for certain purposes) 
and language desirability (are both languages used, or which of the two languages is 
preferred for reading, listening to the radio and entertainment purposes).  
The most crucial questions were concerned with self-reports of language 
use (are both languages used or which of the two languages is used with most 
interlocutors in most domains) and opinions concerning language policies (what 
should be the national, official language in Sri Lanka, and what languages should be 
more promoted to influence ethnic harmony). The self-assessments on language use 
were crucial in the selection of the 200 respondents for the sociolinguistic analysis. 
Questions in the questionnaire were classified into demographic variables, language 
use variables (domains and interlocutors), and attitudinal variables. The 
construction, administration and contents of the sociolinguistic questionnaire are 
given in Appendix 1. 
 
1.3.3 Evaluative judgments on language varieties 
 
To gather attitudinal data on Sinhala-English bilinguals, the matched-guise test was 
conducted with a sub-sample of 20 respondents (selected from the 40 bilinguals). 
The informants were selected based on their employment sector, employed position, 
income level and willingness to evaluate four recordings.  The test contained four 
texts: English, Sinhala, CM and a text containing terms that this study categorizes as 
nativizations19. The construction, administration and contents of the matched-guise 
test are provided in Appendix 7. 
                                                 
18 These figures of salaries vary depending on the institution and prevailing 
economic trends. 
19 See Appendices 3-6 
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1.3.4 Language analysis 
 
The structural analysis of the present study is based on data collected in three 
bilingual elicitation tasks and spontaneous conversations with selected 40 
informants. The sub-sample of 40 informants was selected on their observed 
language use by the investigator, self-assessed language use (these respondents 
selected both Sinhala and English more than 7 times in questions related to language 
use), income level, employment sector and willingness to take part in the tests. All 
the informants are known to the investigator which had the advantage that they 
spoke in their usual fashion. The semi-structured interviews provided spontaneous 
bilingual speech and were helpful in eliciting natural conversation. Hence, they are 
categorized under spontaneous conversations. In addition, data from a newspaper 
survey was also included to validate the findings of the language analysis. However, 
the main reason to include newspaper data was to emphasize the influence of CM on 
the written language. 
The actual occurrences of mixes and the various constraints surrounding 
these mixes were found in the natural setting where speakers’ inhibitions in 
language mixing were less prevalent. The main criterion, used in this part of the 
study to categorize the selected informants was based on their personally observed 
language use. Apart from this, the classification of the respondents was also based 
on their employment sector and income level. As indicated in § 1.3.1, the 
classification is based on the dominant use of Sinhala in the government sector and 
English in the private sector. Those who are earning higher salaries in the 
government sector would undoubtedly be graduates, usually educated in Sinhala. As 
the government sector functions mainly in Sinhala, written materials are in Sinhala 
accompanied by translations in English and Tamil. The private sector functions 
mainly in English and attempts to employ most of the youth in the country. 
Furthermore, the private sector also integrates people of different ethnicity as it 
functions in a neutral language. Also, educated bilinguals in the private sector earn 
very high salaries. 
The informants represent the relevant parts of the bilingual urban 
population in Sri Lanka. The informants chose the bilingual elicitation task. The data 
sources for the structural language analysis of the spontaneous speech were:  
 
(1) Picture descriptions 
Construction: Pictures ranging from family photographs, work place photographs, 
bilingual advertisements, tourist destinations were used as prompts to provoke 
spontaneous speech. 4 informants took part in the picture descriptions. 
 
Administration: The informants chose the picture they wanted to describe. They 
were given a few minutes to go through the pictures and talk about them. In 
instances when informants did not produce much spoken data, several pictures were 
given to generate more speech.  
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Classification of data: Data was recorded and transcribed and repetitions were 
excluded. The transcriptions were limited to the actual mixes that took place in the 
conversation. The investigator’s own contributions were left out of the 
transcriptions. 
  
(2) Crossword puzzle 
Construction: The designing of the crossword puzzle was deliberate. One part of the 
crossword included politeness markers and expressions in Sinhala and the other part 
included politeness markers in English. 18 informants took part in the crossword 
game. 
 
Administration: The investigator conducted the crossword puzzle game in 
environments selected by the informants. Two informants took part in the game each 
time, which lasted for around 30 minutes. The crossword puzzle was the most 
successful test for generating spontaneous bilingual speech.  
 
Classification of data: Data was recorded and transcribed and repetitions were 
excluded. The transcriptions were limited to the actual mixes that took place in the 
conversation. 
 
(3) Film re-telling task 
Construction: A Hindi film (Don) and a Hindi tele-drama sub-titled in Sinhala 
(maha gedera) were chosen as prompts for the film re-telling task. The movie was 
easily available in CD format and an episode of the tele-drama was recorded for the 
film-retelling task. 4 informants took part in the film re-telling task. 
 
Administration: The informants were given a choice of selecting the place and time 
to conduct the recordings. The informants were also given a choice between the 
movie and the tele-drama. Then, a short clip (from the movie or the tele-drama) of 
about 2 to 3 minutes was shown to the informants and they were asked to talk about 
it. The test was conducted with two informants to elicit free-spoken data  
 
Classification of data: Data was recorded and transcribed and repetitions were 
excluded. The transcriptions were limited to the actual mixes that took place in the 
conversation.  
 
(4)  Spontaneous conversations  
 
Spontaneous data from all the informants, in conversations on chosen topics, in 
conversations between the informants and in interviews with the investigator, were 
gathered as free spoken data. Conversations between the informants that occurred 
before and after the tests were also categorized as spontaneous data. The investigator 
conducted semi-structured informal interviews while the informants filled in the 
sociolinguistic questionnaire in order to elicit spontaneous data. The questionnaire 
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acted as a guide to the interviews. Informal conversations on a variety of topics 
ranging from work to entertainment and hobbies were also recorded as spontaneous 
data.  
 This proved to be the most productive technique in gathering realistic and 
spontaneous data. In addition, the investigator was able to engage all the informants, 
mainly using the questionnaire as a guide to provoke conversation. It was in these 
recordings that most of the language mixes were recorded and transcribed in the 
structural language analysis. In these instances, the investigator was able to turn on 
the recorder in most of the conversations that took place in the public domain 
(without an observer’s paradox). Conversations just before starting the tests were 
also recorded in a bid to gather spontaneous bilingual data. 
 
Recordings 
 
A total of 25 recordings were made. There were no individual recordings and all the 
recordings were used to gather data for the language analysis. Many informants 
participated in at least two tests and most others engaged in informal discussions 
which lasted for more than 15 minutes. None of the informants appeared alone in the 
tests. The semi-structured interview was conducted with the informants, after the 
tests when they were filling in the questionnaire. Hence, the interviews were also 
part of the recordings and acted as a technique to elicit spontaneous speech. The 
crossword game and the film-retelling task were conducted with at least two 
informants at a time. Even in the picture description task, the investigator engaged in 
the description with the informant to elicit actual mixes. 
Further data were obtained from newspapers. More than 50 English and 
Sinhala Newspapers were surveyed to gather written as well as ‘spoken’ data in 
written format (in the form of dialogues and interviews). The most popular English 
and Sinhala daily newspapers as well as Sunday newspapers published in 2006 and 
2008 were included in the survey. The newspaper data is used only to emphasize the 
influence of CM on the print media and the written language. The code-mixes from 
the newspapers are cited in the language analysis in chapter 6 of this thesis along 
with the spoken data to emphasize that CM takes place even in written form. The 
data is used only to validate the findings of the bilingual tests.   
 
Data coding procedures 
 
More than 250 cases of mixings from 25 recordings were available for the structural 
analysis.  Data from all parts of the test/interview were used in the language analysis 
with the exception of repetitions and mixes with similar patterns. 
Each instance of a mix was transcribed to discover the syntactic elements 
surrounding the switch point. The syntactic elements, which preceded and followed 
the switch were coded according to its syntactic categories. However, since most 
single word English mixes (especially nouns and verb stems) carried similar 
syntactic elements from Sinhala, repeated mixes were left out of the study. In 
addition, mixes that carried similar characteristics were left out of the analysis. 
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These repeated single word mixes that were left out were nouns, modifiers and verb 
stems followed by ekə, the article particle in mixed data. Other exclusions from the 
study involved many repeated hybrid verbs by speakers such as count-kəra-nəvaa 
and point-kəra-nəvaa. Many Sinhala particles in predominant English utterances that 
were repeated in similar contexts were also excluded from the study to achieve a 
more realistic view of the data. In Sinhala mixes in English, many pluralized nouns 
that were repeated in the data were also excluded from the study. Examples of 
Sinhala-English CM are cited in Appendix 8 for easy reference.  
 
1.4 Organization of the thesis 
This thesis is organized as follows: Part I of the thesis contains a background study 
of the Sri Lankan setting, including the introductory Chapter 1. Chapter 2 contains 
a detailed description of the two languages: Sinhala and English, which is the 
subject matter of this thesis. Section 2.1 presents the historical and social contexts of 
Sinhala. This includes the origins of Sinhala, dialects or varieties of spoken Sinhala, 
influence of Pali, Sanskrit, Portuguese, Dutch, Malay, Tamil and English on spoken 
Sinhala. Other social factors that contributed to the development of present day 
Sinhala is provided along with a description of the morphological, phonological and 
syntactic properties of Sinhala relevant to this study of CM in sections 2.2, 2.3 and 
2.4. In § 2.6, a detailed description of SLE is provided for a deeper understanding of 
the language situation in Sri Lanka.  
 Part II is concerned with the sociolinguistic embedding of 
multilingualism and CM in the Sri Lankan speech community and comprises two 
chapters. Chapter 3 contains data from two direct measurement techniques. The 
direct techniques are used to answer the following more specific research questions: 
Who are the Sinhala-English code-mixers in Sri Lanka? Where or when does 
Sinhala-English CM take place? Accordingly, a detailed description of the 200 
respondents focusing on demographic characteristics in § 3.1.1, domains of 
language use in § 3.1.2, interlocutors and language use in § 3.1.3 and attitudinal 
characteristics in § 3.1.4 is provided. The sociolinguistic questionnaire focuses on 
the perception and use of both Sinhala and English by urban Sri Lankan bilinguals. 
Both techniques describe sociolinguistic features of the Sri Lankan bilingual and 
their motivations to mix languages in discourse. Furthermore, the findings elicit 
attitudinal information on language varieties in Sri Lanka. Data from the direct 
measurement techniques reveal that actual language use differs considerably to 
behavioral intentions of Sri Lankan urban bilinguals. The findings prove the use of 
Sinhala and English as an alternate code to Sinhala.  
Chapter 4 describes the matched-guise technique, conducted with a sub-
sample of 20 urban bilinguals (from the 40 informants who were part of the 
language analyses), to gather attitudinal information on how CM is evaluated by 
urban Sri Lankan bilinguals. The analysis focuses on attitudes toward Sinhala, 
English, CM and Sinhalization (a mixed discourse type that contains phonetic and 
phonological adaptations, structurally different to CM). The test is used to answer 
the following research question: How is CM evaluated in urban Sri Lanka.? This 
chapter ascertains that though the mixed types are frequently used, they carry a low 
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social standing. Accordingly, in § 4.1, a description of the 20 respondents focusing 
on demographic characteristics in § 4.1.1, domains of language use in § 4.1.2, 
interlocutors and language use in § 4.1.3 and attitudinal characteristics in § 4.1.4, is 
provided. The analysis shows that Sinhalization looses to all the other guises in 
every aspect. It is revealed as the most negatively viewed mixed guise in the 
analysis. It is also shown that the low status associated with Sinhala, is also 
associated with the mixed types (CM, borrowing and Sinhalization) that are modeled 
dominantly on Sinhala morpho-syntax. Sinhalization, which reveals closer 
affiliations to Sinhala than CM, is categorized as the least dominant of the mixed 
types tested. The low status accorded to Sinhalization is based on a few Sinhala 
phonological characteristics that are negatively viewed by bilingual speakers in Sri 
Lanka. The statistical analysis proves that there are significant differences in all the 
four guises tested in this study. Furthermore, the analysis provides evidence that 
English is the high code over Sinhala and the mixed types. 
Part III of the thesis focuses on the study of CM. Chapter 5 reviews the 
development of CM as a research topic from the 1950’s to the present day, focusing 
on  models and theories of Gumperz,  Kachru, Auer, Fasold, Heller, Grosjean, 
Poplack, Myers-Scotton, Muysken, and Thomason. The theories forwarded by these 
scholars are decomposed under the following: sociolinguistic analyses (why and 
how language mixing is used in society) in § 5.3, psycholinguistic analyses (what 
are the structural and abstract rules that govern language mixing) in § 5.4, structural 
analyses (what activates language mixing in the bilingual) in § 5.5, and language 
change (how does language change which leads to language mixing take place) in § 
5.6. Finally, in § 5.7, challenges and additional observations on the theories, with a 
summary of the analyses presented and reviewed are provided. The theories and 
models described in chapter 5 are amalgamated for a structural account of the 
Sinhala-English bilingual data in chapter 6.  
Chapter 6 of this thesis presents a formal syntactic analysis of the structural 
properties of Sinhala-English corpus based on Muysken’s (2000) typology of CM. A 
description of the 40 informants who contributed to the structural analysis is 
provided in § 6.1 along with their demographic characteristics in § 6.1.1, domains of 
language use in § 6.1.2, interlocutors and language use in § 6.1.3 and attitudinal 
characteristics in § 6.1.4. Furthermore, a detailed scaling of the informants is given 
in § 6.1.5. In § 6.2, Muysken’s (2000) CM framework adopted for this study is 
described. The organization of data in this chapter is as follows: English elements in 
Sinhala sentences (§ 6.3), Sinhala elements in English sentences (§ 6.4) and 
conjoined sentences (§ 6.5). Results of the structural analysis are given in § 6.6. 
Based on the analysis, this study categorizes four types of mixing in the Sinhala-
English bilingual corpus as CM in § 6.6.1, borrowing in § 6.6.2, Sinhalization in § 
6.6.3 and hybridization in § 6.6.4.  
Chapter 7 proposes a framework based on sociolinguistic approaches to 
language mixing to analyze the functional aspects of Sinhala-English CM. They are 
described as ‘foregrounding’ in § 7.2, ‘neutralization’ in § 7.3, ‘nativization’ in § 
7.4, and ‘hybridization’ in § 7.5 (Kachru 1986). The strategies of foregrounding and 
contextualization (Gumperz 1982 and Auer 1984) are used in the registral function, 
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style function, and identity function in Sinhala-English CM. In neutralization, lone 
lexical items that are attitudinally and contextually neutral are used in bilingual 
discourse. The most important function of CM for the urban Sri Lankan remains in 
the process of nativization described in § 7.4. Data provides evidence that Sinhala-
English CM is an acculturated functional discourse variety in post-colonial urban Sri 
Lanka, motivated by style, identity and role functions. In this sense, mixing does not 
merely entail filling lexical gaps that exist in the language. The extensions and 
reductions in the mixed code, which are direct influences of CM, are functionally 
relevant in the Sri Lankan context. The functional relevance is most visible in the 
mixed varieties, as they are often used to determine the identity of the speaker, as 
revealed in the matched-guise analysis.    
Part IV contains the conclusion and appendices. Chapter 8 contains 
concluding remarks, the rationale for the research questions, and a summary of the 
thesis.  
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2 The Sri Lankan setting 
 
Many languages are spoken in Sri Lanka1 but this study focuses on the mixing 
context involving two of them: Sinhala and English. At present, Sinhala is one of the 
legislated official national languages and is spoken by about 82% 2 of the population 
in Sri Lanka. Sinhala is legislated as a medium of instruction in education and the 
language of written work in the government. English is legislated as a link language. 
It holds the key to upward social mobility and is a symbol of power and prestige. 
The mixing context between these two languages in Sri Lanka has brought about 
changes not only within these languages but also in the socio-economic status of the 
speakers. Furthermore, it has resulted in creating a mixed discourse variety. The aim 
of this chapter is to present the historical and social contexts and the structural 
properties of Sinhala and English languages that characterize this mixed variety. 
 Initially, this chapter focuses on Sinhala in the Sri Lankan setting with 
emphasis on the historical and social factors that contributed to the development of 
present day spoken Sinhala. Parts of this chapter are therefore largely descriptive. 
Then, a detailed description of the structural properties focusing on the 
morphological, phonological and syntactic aspects of present day spoken Sinhala, 
relevant to this study of CM, is provided in § 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4. Finally, this chapter 
ends with a detailed sociolinguistic description of Sri Lankan English3 (SLE).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
1  Formerly Ceylon, Sri Lanka became the Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri 
Lanka in 1972, marking the end of British dominance. Mainly there are four 
languages spoken in Sri Lanka, and they are Sinhala, Tamil, Malay and English. The 
Department of Census and Statistics (2001) lists the ethnic groups in Sri Lanka as 
Sinhalese, Sri Lanka Tamil, Indian Tamil, Sri Lanka Moor, Indian Moor, Europeans, 
Burgher and Eurasian, Malay, Veddhas and others respectively. 
2 The Department of Census and Statistics in census 2001, estimated that over 13 
million people in Sri Lanka were Sinhala speakers. The Census was conducted in the 
whole country but excluded most northern and eastern districts due to the political 
situation in those areas but included the district of Ampara. 
3 Sri Lankan English is the term used to describe the variety of English spoken in Sri 
Lanka. For a comprehensive work on English in Sri Lanka, see Passé (1948), 
Kandiah (1981), Fernando (1982), and Kandiah (1987). 
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2.1 Sinhala in the Sri Lankan setting 
 
Sinhala is an Indo-Aryan language (IA)4 . Since the first permanent settlements of 
Ceylon, believed to be in the first millennium, Sinhala has developed in isolation 
from its sister languages by both its location, and the continuous contact it had had 
with the Dravidian languages of South India for over two millennia (Gair 1998: 3). 
The distinct features of Sinhala morphology, phonology, syntax and semantics owe 
much to this historical background. Furthermore, the vocabulary of Sinhala displays 
a number of loans from the colonial languages Portuguese5, Dutch6 and English and 
some from Malay7, Tamil8 and other languages that have come in contact with 
Sinhala. Fundamentally ‘Indo-Aryan’ (Gair 1998: 5), the distinctiveness of Sinhala 
                                                 
4 Sinhalese is the ‘southernmost IA language’ (Gair 1998: 1) and is closely related to 
Divehi of the Maldive Islands. Sinhala is also unique as it has affinities to other IA 
languages of North India and to the most influential Dravidian language of South 
India, Tamil. See Gair (1998: 12) for a reference to the preservation of the Aryan 
character of the Sinhala language in spite of its geographical isolation from other IA 
languages. This preservation of identity of Sinhala is considered a minor ‘miracle’ 
(Gair 1976: 259) of linguistic and cultural history. Gair (1998:4) summarizes the 
development of Sinhala as a language that has emerged with a unique character 
within the South Asian linguistic area, a result of its IA origins, Dravidian influence, 
repeated colonial invasions and independent internal changes. 
5 For a comprehensive work on the Portuguese in Sri Lanka see de Silva (1972) and 
Winius (1971). For Portuguese loans in Sinhala, see Gunasekara (1891: 368-75). 
The Portuguese and Dutch influences on Sinhala were mainly due to the invasions, 
illustrated in Table 2.2. The Portuguese, Dutch and Malay languages brought in a 
host of foreign loan words to Sinhala. These borrowed words are mostly used in 
present day spoken Sinhala and some are used in the written language. Importantly, 
the influence of these borrowings is most obvious in the spoken variety of Sinhala 
than the written variety, which retains its Sanskrit affiliations.  
6 For a comprehensive work on the Dutch in Sri Lanka, see Hart (1964) and 
Sannasgala (1976). For Dutch loans in Sinhala, see Gunasekara (1891: 375-78). 
7 Malay is spoken by a subgroup of Muslims in Sri Lanka. The Sri Lankan Muslims 
are categorized into two groups – the Moors or Sri Lankan Muslims (descendant 
from Arab Muslims) and the Malays (a group of Muslims who originated from Java 
and the Malaysian Peninsula and were brought to the island by the Dutch). Apart 
from these two groups, there are also Indian (Tamil) Muslims who are migrants 
from Tamil Nadu and who settled down in the island for purposes of trade. For 
Malay loans in Sinhala, see Gunasekera (1891: 239) 
8Tamil belongs to the Dravidian family and is spoken by the second largest ethnic 
group in Sri Lanka. Tamil was declared an official and a national language in the 
1978 Constitution of the Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka. An electronic 
version of the Constitution of Sri Lanka is available on 
http://www.priu.gov.lk/Cons/1978Constitution/Chapter_04_Amd.html (visited on 
30.04.08). For Tamil loans in Sinhala, see Gunasekara (1891: 356-68) 
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from other IA languages is a result of prolonged, intense contact situations that 
prevailed in the country since ancient times. In the following sections, this study 
describes Sinhala in the Sri Lankan setting focusing initially on its speakers and 
geographic position, and then describing the dominant role it plays in the domains of 
religion, education and the mass media in present day Sri Lankan society. 
 
Sinhala speakers 
 
In multi-ethnic, multi-cultural and multi-linguistic Sri Lanka, more than 13 million 
people speak Sinhala (see Table 2.1). Data in Table 2.1 shows that by ethnic 
distribution in the whole island, more than 80% of the population in Sri Lanka is 
Sinhalese. Furthermore, in the districts selected for the sociolinguistic analysis, there 
is a high concentration of Sinhala speakers. 
   In Sri Lanka, Sinhala is spoken alongside Tamil, English and Malay. It is 
widely used in both formal and informal contexts. Apart from being widely used at 
home, a visit to the bank or a government office most certainly means using Sinhala 
for many speakers. Though not used in some specific formal domains, Sinhala is 
used in most domains with many interlocutors by most Sri Lankan bilinguals.  
 An important characteristic of the Sinhala community relevant to this study 
is that many Sinhala speakers use Pali and Sanskrit borrowings related to Buddhism 
9 in informal discourse. Being mainly an agriculture-based community10, the Sinhala 
people are also categorized into castes11. Speakers belonging to these specific castes 
also speak their own types of languages. A multitude of terms, which are culture-
specific, characterizes the repertoire of the Sinhala speaker based on these 
affiliations.  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
9 According to de Silva (1981:9), the early Aryans brought some form of 
Brahmanism with them. By the 1st century B.C., Buddhism was introduced and well 
established in the main areas of settlement in Sri Lanka. De Silva (1981:9) records 
that according to the Mahaavamsə, Buddhism entered Sri Lanka during King 
Devanampiyatissa’s reign (250-210 B.C.). In the Mahaavamsə /mahaavamsə/, the 
story of man in Ceylon begins with the arrival of Vijaya in the 5th century B.C. On 
the Mahavamsa, see Wilhelm Geiger’s translation (London 1934). 
10 For conventional words and phrases used in paddy cultivation, see Geiger (1938: 
170). Paddy cultivation has always been an enormously disciplined culture and a 
communal activity around which the social and economic life of the village 
revolved. Chena (in Sinhalese hena) cultivation is practiced by the peasantry in Sri 
Lanka. 
11 On the secularization of caste in Sri Lanka, see  Pieris (1956) especially part V, 
and  Hocart (1950) as quoted by de Silva (1981: 149) 
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Ethnic group Ethnic 
distributi
on in the 
whole 
island  
In %  Ethnic 
distribution  
by district 
Colombo in % 
Ethnic 
distribution  
by district 
Kandy in % 
Ethnic  
distribution   
by district 
Galle in % 
Sinhala 13,876 
245 
82 76 74 94 
Sri Lanka 
Tamil 
73,2149 4 11.0  
4.1 
1.1 
Indian Tamil 85,5025 5 1.1 8.1 0.9 
Sri Lanka Moor 13,39331 8 9.0 13.1 3.5 
Burgher/  
Eurasian12 
35,283 0.2 0.7 0.2 0.0 
Malay 54,782 0.3 1.0 0.2 0.0 
Others 
including 
Chetty and 
Bharatha 
36,874 0.2 0.6 0.2 0.0 
Table 2.1 Ethnic groups in Sri Lanka (Source: Department of Census and Statistics, 
Sri Lanka – Census year 2001) 
 
Geographic position 
 
The geographical boundaries of the Sinhala ethnic group, with regard to the whole 
country, are noteworthy even though this study does not take into account the 
language habits or linguistic diversity of the entire island. Though Sinhala is spoken 
in most parts of Sri Lanka, it is predominantly used in the south. Hence, for the 
quantitative sociolinguistic analysis of Sinhala-English bilinguals, this study 
concentrates on areas that represent linguistic habits of urban bilinguals. In rural 
areas, people tend to be more monolingual in Sinhala as the need to use English and 
interact with speakers of English is extremely limited or non-existent. Furthermore, 
the selected urban areas Colombo, Galle, Kurunegala and Kandy are dominated by 
the Sinhala ethnic group13 (see Table 2.1). Hence, this study observes that Sinhala 
speakers dominate other speakers in the selected urban areas. 
 
2.1.1 The historical context 
 
Consider now the origins or the history of Sinhala in Sri Lanka. It has been long 
disputed whether Sinhala originated as a western or an eastern language (Gair 1998: 
                                                 
12 Burghers are descendants of European settlers many of whom intermarried with 
other ethnic groups. The Burghers were an influential community during colonial 
rule and made up about 0.6% of the total population at the time of independence in 
1948. Since then, emigration chiefly to Australia, Canada and the United Kingdom 
has reduced numbers (de Silva 1997: 4-5). 
13 Ethnic group membership data revealed by the Department of Census and 
Statistics of Sri Lanka (2001) are taken as reliable language interpretable (Fasold 
1984: 123) data in this study. 
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3). According to Sinhala tradition, it is believed that the language was first brought 
to the island by North Indian invaders, presumably after the passing away of the 
Buddha in 544-543 B.C14. Furthermore, there are also arguments for eastern origins 
of Sinhala (Karunathilake 1969). 
The four schools of thought in contention on the origins of Sinhala were the 
IA, the Dravidian, the Polynesian and the Indigenous (Dissanayake 1976:19). The 
Dravidian theory was based on the co-existence of Tamil alongside Sinhala in Sri 
Lanka for centuries. Hence, historians assumed Sinhala belonged to the Dravidian 
language family as Sinhala and Tamil co-existed for a long time, a situation that 
usually results in a host of borrowings. There was also speculation that Sinhala is 
closer to Tamil due to certain phonological similarities, mainly the loss of aspirated 
consonants in Sinhala phonology (Silva 1961). However, this hypothesis is yet to be 
proven. The affinity is more likely to be the result of constant language contact 
situations that prevailed in the island for centuries. 
 The Polynesian theory was based on the argument that Sinhala has an 
affinity to Divehi, the language spoken in the Maldives (Dissanayake 1976: 20). 
Divehi is considered an offshoot of old Sinhala. The affinity according to 
Gunesekara (1891) between Divehi and Elu may be due to the fact that Ceylon and 
the Maldives were both colonized by people of the same race. The Polynesian theory 
argues that the language spoken in the Maldives is a historical dialect of Sinhala, 
and that the Maldivian dialect of Sinhala branched off after the proto-Sinhalese 
period (Geiger 1938: 168).  
 Furthermore, the Indigenous theory argued that Sinhala came into being by 
itself and defined it as helə15. At present, the fundamentally accepted scientific 
theory regarding the historical origins of Sinhala is the IA theory. The IA theory is 
justifiable considering the basic structures (phonology and morpho-syntax) of 
Sinhala. Based on the IA theory, Sinhala is related to modern Aryan languages of 
North India such as Hindi, Bengali, Gujerati, Marathi, Assamese, Oriya, and 
distantly related to European languages such as English, Dutch, German, French, 
Portuguese and Spanish. The uncertainty or doubt as to the IA origins of Sinhala 
would have been because it left India somewhere as early as the 6th Century B.C. 
before most of the sound changes took place (Gair 1998: 4). Phonologically, the 
influence of Tamil was considered relatively less on Sinhala, for it to be traced 
genetically to Dravidian languages (Gair 1998: 5). In the lexicon too, though a 
number of words were borrowed from Tamil (see the extensive list in Gunasekara 
1891: 356-68), Sinhala remains ‘fundamentally’ an IA language (Gair 1998: 5). 
Table 2.2 lists important milestones of the Sinhala language from the 4th Century 
B.C. to 1978. 
 
 
 
                                                 
14 According to Gair (1998: 3), old Sinhala inscriptions, dating from the early second 
or late third century B.C. confirm this date. 
15 helə /hela/ , Ilə, or Silə  are terms used for the ancient  Sri Lankan inhabitants.  
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Date Key events 
C. 400 BC Sinhala-Prakrit  
Sanskrit influence 
North Indian influence through long-distance trade. 
C. 250 BC Pali and Sanskrit influence Arrival of Buddhism & Jainism along with Brahmi 
inscriptions. 
1505 Portuguese influence The first Europeans, the Portuguese, arrive in the island 
led by Francisco de Almeida. 
1592 The Sinhalese moves their kingdom to Kandy16. 
1602 Dutch influence The Dutch arrives in the island bringing with them a host 
of Dutch loans to the language. 
1660 The Dutch controls the whole island except Kandy. 
1796 British influence The Dutch are ousted by the British. Ceylon becomes 
part of the British Empire. English is established as the 
only official language17. 
1802 
 
British rule dominates the entire island except in Kandy. 
English is de facto the language of rule in the island. 
1815 Fall of the Kandyan Kingdom The entire island comes under British rule with the fall of 
the Kandyan kingdom. The British begins to bring in 
more Tamil speaking people to work in the tea, coffee 
and coconut plantations. 
1833 English is made the official language of the country. 
1948 Independence Ceylon receives independence from British rule. English 
still remains the only official language of Ceylon and 
remains the language of rule. 
1956 Sinhala, the only official language The Official Languages Act18  passed. The Official 
Languages Act No.33 of 1956 declared Sinhala as the 
‘one official language of Ceylon’. 
1957  Decision to teach in Sinhala, Tamil and English in the 
University of Ceylon from 1960 announced. 
1972 Democratic Socialist Republic  
of Sri Lanka 
Sri Lanka becomes the Democratic Socialist Republic 
ending British dominance. The name of the country 
officially changed from Ceylon to Sri Lanka. 
1973 Language of the Courts bill passed in parliament. 
1978 Sinhala and Tamil as official national 
languages 
The Constitution of the Democratic Socialist Republic of 
Sri Lanka declares Sinhala and Tamil as official national 
languages of the country. Sinhala and Tamil become 
official national languages and the languages of 
instruction in education. English no longer rules and is a 
link language. The Department of Official Languages19 
was formed 
Table 2.2 Important milestones of the Sinhala language 
                                                 
16 The kingdom of Kandy was the last to fall before the British took complete 
control of Ceylon (de Silva 1981: 133-220). 
17 English was the language of rule in Ceylon from 1796 to 1956. Note that it 
remained the language of rule even after Ceylon gained independence in 1948, until 
1956. 
18 The Official Languages Act No.33 of 1956 is also known as the ‘Sinhala Only 
Act’ or the svabhaasaa panatə /svabhaasaa panatə/.  
19 The Department of Official Languages is the sole authority that implements 
language policy in Sri Lanka. 
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2.1.2 The social context 
 
This section describes the role of Sinhala in Sri Lanka focusing on its influence in 
the domains of religion, media, education and language policy. The dominant role of 
Sinhala is a major factor that contributes to the phenomenal use of the Sinhala-
English mixed discourse. About ninety percent of the population20  in Sri Lanka are 
either bilingual (Sinhala/English, Tamil/English, Malay/English), trilingual (Tamil 
/English/ Sinhala, Tamil/ English/ Malay,Sinhala/ Tamil/ Malay) or quadrilingual 
(English/Malay/Tamil/Sinhala).  
  
Colloquial Sinhala  
 
Ancient writers identified two dialects of Sinhala, which they named Elu21 (the pure 
dialect) and Misra Sinhala (mixed Sinhalese). Elu is the name retained in classical 
Sinhala used by Sinhala poets. Elu shows an aversion to change perhaps due to its 
conservative nature. The Sinhala epic poems Muvadevdavata and Sasadavata (12th 
Century A.D.) and Kavsilumina (13th Century A.D.) are written in Elu. 
Furthermore, the large collection of Sigiri Graffiti22  does not contain foreign 
borrowings but highly classical poetry written in Elu.  
 The history of present day Sinhala is traced in the inscriptions, Sigiri 
Graffiti and literary documents23 dating back to the 14th Century A.D24. It is 
diglossic (Gair 1968; Dharmadasa 1967; de Silva 1967) supporting distinct literary 
and colloquial varieties. Dharmadasa (2000: 146) observes that ‘educated 
Sinhalese’, who comprise of 71.9%, use two codes,25 one for speaking and the other 
for writing.  
                                                 
20 See Department of Census and Statistics, Statistical Pocket Book, Sri Lanka 
(2005: 3-5.) 
21 elu /elu/ is the term given to the pure dialect of Sinhala, unmixed with foreign 
words  and the mixed dialect is identified as misra /misra/ Sinhala , though the two 
terms do not have much difference. Pali Sinhala (Sanskrit Simhala) = 
Sinhala=hela=Elu.  
22 Sigiriya Graffiti deciphered by Professor Paranavithana, dates to the 8th, 9th and 
10th century A.D. and is an important contribution to Sinhala literature. 
23 The inscriptional, graffiti and literary documents along with descriptive statements 
of the phonology and morphonemics of modern colloquial Sinhala, were used by 
Karunathilake (2001) to trace the history of the Sinhala language from the earliest 
inscriptions through to the 14th Century A.D. The study also contains an analysis of 
the Sidat Sangarava (generally ascribed to the 13th Century A.D.) the oldest extant 
grammar of Sinhala. 
24 For a comprehensive work on the development of Sinhala see Karunathilake 
(2001) who traces the history of the Sinhala language from the earliest inscriptions 
through the 14th century A.D. in a number of stages.   
25 The maintenance of such linguistic distinctions has been categorized as diglossia 
according to (de Silva 1967) as quoted by Dharmadasa (2000: 156). 
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Literary Sinhala is distinct from spoken or colloquial Sinhala, both in 
function and in structure. Gair (1998: 226) defines the spoken variety of Sinhala 
diglossia as follows: 
 
It lacks literary verb agreement but has two main varieties. (A) 
Formal spoken Sinhala, which makes use of one of more 
grammatical features of literary Sinhala (other than verb 
agreement) with relative consistency. It characteristically makes 
considerable use of a formal lexicon shared with literary Sinhala. 
(B) Colloquial Sinhala, which is the language of ordinary 
conversation.  
 
Hence, the spoken variety used for purposes of general conversation is termed as 
colloquial Sinhala 26 in this study, based on Gair’s (1998) analysis. The colloquial 
variety has been receptive over the years to a host of borrowings from Pali, Sanskrit, 
Dravidian and European languages, and is used by all Sri Lankans, at all social 
levels. In essence, colloquial Sinhala cuts across class, education and social 
boundaries. Many sub-varieties of spoken Sinhala can be categorized under the 
colloquial variety of Sinhala. Geiger (1938: 168) observes that though there are 
differences between the up-country and the low-country varieties, there are hardly 
any dialectal differences between the two to be established as two varieties. The 
Maldivian dialect, which branched off shortly after the Proto-Sinhalese period27, is 
recognized as a true dialect of Sinhala (Geiger 1938: 168).   
 Though not categorized as dialects, phraseology differences distinguish the 
western from the southern varieties of spoken Sinhala. Furthermore, conventional 
language varieties of Sinhala are used in conversation by certain castes or groups in 
Sri Lanka (Geiger 1938: 170-171). Among them are (a) the language of the rodiya28 
caste, (b) the govi basava29 or the language used by the cultivators, (c) the kale 
                                                 
26 See Gair (1968) and de Silva (1979) for spoken varieties of Sinhala. 
27 The history of the Sinhala language has been divided by Gieger (1938: 2) into four 
periods: Sinhalese-Prakrit, Proto-Sinhalese, Medieval-Sinhalese, and Modern 
Sinhalese. According to Karunathilake (2001: 1), Sinhala-Prakrit is used as a term 
by Geiger to cover the language represented in the Brahmi inscriptions of Ceylon 
from about 200B.C to the 4th or 5th c. A.C. The Proto-Sinhalese period according to 
Karunathilake (2001: 1) refers to the period from 2.c. A.D. to 8.c. A.D. 
28 roDiyaas  /roDiyaas/ low caste people who make their living by fortune-telling. 
The language they speak is colloquial Sinhala. 
29  goi baasaavə /goi baasaavə/ language used in paddy cultivation. Only auspicious 
words are used. Words conveying an unlucky sense are carefully avoided. Words 
and phrases different from the existing Sinhala language are used for the operations 
of cultivations and the implements employed by them.  
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basava30 or the language of the jungle and (d) the Veddha language 31(Geiger 1938: 
170-172). These varieties are not investigated in this study.  
 
The Pali and Sanskrit influence 
 
The vocabulary of Sinhala exhibits a significant influence of Pali and Sanskrit, 
especially since the arrival of Buddhism 32 in Sri Lanka. Sinhala tradition traces the 
link between Sinhala and Buddhism to 544-543 B.C (Gair 1998: 3)33. Scholars 
regarded the introduction of Buddhism to Sri Lanka, as the beginning of Sinhala 
culture and Sinhala literature. Ludowyke (1956: 91) describes the impact of 
Buddhism on the development of Sinhala ‘for creative and artistic purposes’. 
Furthermore, De Silva (1981: 57) observes Buddhism as the greatest stimulus to 
literary activity among the ancient Sinhalese34. In the History of Ceylon, de Silva 
writes: 
…spoken Sinhalese had been enriched by the languages of the two 
western powers that had ruled it in turn, the Portuguese and the 
Dutch.  Neither of these languages were a substitute for the 
traditional sources of Sinhala culture, especially Sanskrit. (1981: 
479) 
 
Table 2.3 shows the population by religion in Sri Lanka where Buddhists dominate. 
In the development of Sinhala, Pali and Sanskrit borrowings are visible at all levels, 
and in particular, in the domains of religion, education and administration.  
The Theravada Buddhist scriptures brought to Sri Lanka were in Pali, an 
immediate descent of Prakrit35. Hence, it was in Pali that the ancient Sinhalese first 
                                                 
30 kaelae baasaavə /kaelae baasaavə/ was originally invented by the Veddhas. This 
language is used when they are wandering or hunting and its purpose is the same as 
the goyi basava. 
31 The vaeddha /vaeddha / language used by the aborigines of Sri Lanka. 
32 For comprehensive work on Buddhism in Sri Lanka, see Adikaram (1946), 
Walpola Thero (1966), and Paranavithane (1967). 
33 Inscriptions have been found to this effect in old Sinhala dating from late 3rd to 
early 2nd centuries B.C. by which time the Sinhala language has already undergone 
important changes that made it distinct from any of the other IA languages of North 
India (Gair 1998: 4). 
34 See de Silva (1981: 479) especially chapter 34 on Literature and the Arts: the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries.  
35 Prakrit /praakrit/ the word Prakrit means ‘natural’. The word is used for 
vernacular languages spoken in ancient India.  Out of the many Prakrits that existed 
in India at the time, the language of the Buddha is important. No Prakrit language 
has received so much attention from scholars as Pali because of Buddhism. Geiger 
(1938) uses the term ‘Sinhalese Prakrit’ for the language represented in the Brahmi 
inscriptions of Ceylon. Prakrit was used as a common mode of communication 
between Sri Lankans and South Indians for purposes of trade during ancient times. 
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started to write. As a result, a considerable body of writing consisting of exegetical 
works, religious texts and historical accounts were in Pali and old Sinhalese. Sinhala 
developed as a distinct language under the influence of the Pali chronicles and 
Buddhism (de Silva 1981: 58). Consequently, a vast number of Pali and Sanskrit36 
terms entered the Sinhala language in subsequent centuries. It is noteworthy to 
mention that contrary to expectations, many Pali and Sanskrit forms are retained at 
least in colloquial form, in the language used by the masses. Terms such as tanhaavə 
‘desire’ and dharməyə37 ‘doctrine’ (among many others), are commonly used words 
by speakers of colloquial Sinhala. 
 
Religion Population 
by religion – 
all island 
% Colombo 
(western 
province) 
in % 
Kandy 
(central 
province) 
in % 
Galle 
southern 
province) 
in % 
Language of 
religion38 
Buddhist 12,986 548 77 70.1 73 94 Sinhala 
Hindu 1312970 8 8.7 10.5 1.5 Tamil 
Islam 1435896 9 10.7 13.6 3.5 Arabic/ 
Tamil/Malay 
Roman 
catholic 
and other 
Christians 
10,35 740 6 8.1 1.8 0.5 English/ 
Sinhala 
Total 16,929 689      
Table 2.3 Religions in Sri Lanka (Source: Department of Census and Statistics, Sri 
Lanka – Census year 2001) 
 
Observe the Pali and Sanskrit borrowings retained in written English in Sri Lanka as 
illustrated in (1). 
 
(1)  a. He was thoroughly familiar with the texts and adhered strictly to 
the principle, as putting them besides the dhammə and vinəyə, the 
doctrine and the discipline, to be accepted only if they conform 
and rejected if they do not. One could be confident therefore that 
everything he said was supported by the teerəvaadə texts, usually 
the suttəs  themselves. (SL: 08.01.06)  
                                                                                                                   
This emphasizes the presence of the language from which Sinhala evolved even in 
ancient times. Prakrit was also the language of the elite. The profound effect of 
Prakrit on the Sinhala people would have also been influenced by the dominant 
number of its speakers. Apparently, Sinhala-Prakrit survived to lay the foundations 
to present day Sinhala. 
36 Just as Pali was the language of Buddhism, Sanskrit was the sacred language of 
the Brahmins, Hinduism and of Mahayanism (de Silva 1981: 59). 
37 The literary form is dhamma. 
38 The language of religion means the language used in delivering sermons, religious 
discussions, religious speeches and dhamma preaching that takes place at the 
temple, koovil /koovil/ or church.  
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b. Though the svastikə was considered as a symbol of luck, good 
fortune and well being by the two religions, it was given a new 
dimension in the 20th century. Buddhists consider the svastikə as 
the dhammacakkə, the main symbol of Buddhism. (SL: 11.02.07) 
c. President declared year 2006- Year of the Buddhə Jayanti… and 
presented Buddhə Jayanti coins to the Prelates of the Three 
Nikayəs – Siyam Nikayə, Sri Lanka Ramanyə Nikayə and 
Amarapurə Nikayə. (DN: 01.05.06) 
d. Our pilgrims stay in the Budhhəgayaa for three days. They 
observe sil …offer kiripiDu daanə.. and conduct boodi poojas too. 
(Quoted from the Friday Newspaper) 
 
The language used by Buddhists at the temple is distinct due to the inclusion of a 
number of Pali and Sanksrit terms. A few examples of the most commonly used Pali 
terms  that characterize language used at the temple by a Sinhala speaker are /sil/ 
‘meditation’, /pooyə/ ‘full moon day’, /nirvaanə/ ‘enlightenment’, /dhammə/ 
‘doctrine’, /teeroo/ ‘a Buddhist monk’ and /dukkə/ ‘ sorrow’ (Gunasekara 1891: 
381). These Pali terms are used to convey reverence and respect. In addition, 
Sanskrit borrowings are used in the discourse of Buddhist concepts. In fact, many 
colloquial words used in the Buddhist’s discourse are based on Pali and Sanskrit. 
Table 2.4 gives a list of Pali terms, used by Sinhala Buddhist speakers.  
 
Word in colloquial Sinhala Word used for clergy Meaning in English 
/vaturə/ /paen/ water 
/ennə/ /vaDinnə/ come 
/nidaagannəvaa/ /saetapenəvaa/ sleeping 
/aahaarə/ /daanəya/ lunch (food) 
/ovv/ /ehey/ yes 
/kanəvaa/ /valədənəvaa/ eating 
/bonəvaa/ /valədənəvaa/ drinking 
/kiyənavaa/ /deeshanaa karənavaa/ preaching 
Table 2.4 Pali words in spoken Sinhala  
 
The Dravidian influence 
 
There are hosts of Tamil 39 borrowings in the Sinhala vocabulary, visible in a variety 
of domains. Dravidian loans coming under various domains highlight the linguistic 
and socio-cultural relations between the two languages that had gone on for 
centuries. Furthermore, the influence of Tamil in the religious domain of the Sri 
                                                 
39 De Silva (1981: 12) observes that there is no firm evidence to suggest as to when 
the Dravidians first came to the island or whether they came as invaders or as 
peaceful immigrants. By the 3rd century B.C, the Dravidian influence in the affairs 
of Sri Lanka became very marked. In 177 B.C. two South Indians usurped power at 
Anuradhapura and ruled for twenty years, to be followed ten years later by another, 
Elarə /elaarə/, who according to Mahavamsa, ruled Sri Lanka for forty four years.   
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Lankan is noteworthy. The pioneer missionary of Mahayana40 Buddhism in Ceylon, 
Sanghamitra41  whom the Sinhala King Mahasen42 appointed as his teacher, came 
from South India. King Parakramabahu43 too had a preceptor who came from South 
India. Furthermore, Hinduism, the religion of the Tamils, also influenced Sinhala 
society.  
 Wilhelm Geiger in A Grammar of the Sinhalese Language (1938) points to 
the occurrence of Tamil loans in Sinhala vocabulary and admits the possibility of the 
influence of Tamil on the phonology, morphology and syntax of Sinhala, though the 
influence is now most visible in the loan words. Gunesekara (1891) lists a number of 
Dravidian loans in Sinhala. Presumably, the Dravidian influence on the written 
Sinhala language is dated some time after the 14th century A.D. (Silva 1961).  
 Tamil significantly influenced the development of Sinhala mostly by 
expanding its vocabulary (Karunathilake 1974), and in some instances in the 
grammar as well (Silva 1961). Gair (1998: 5) cites a few examples of Tamil 
borrowings in Sinhala such as massina /massinaa/ ‘cousin’, akkaa  /akkaa/ 
‘sister’and  appoccaa /apoccaa/ ‘father’. The nature of these terms is argued to be 
South Indian by Gair (1998). Example (2) illustrates how borrowings from Tamil 
are retained by speakers (Sinhala and English) in Sri Lanka. 
 
 (2)  The family was however worried because the girl did not attain 
age for many years. Finally, she became a periya pillai44 at the age 
of 18. (SL: 04.02.07) 
 
Phonologically, consider the presence of the pre-nasals or half nasals in Sinhala, 
which according to Gair (1998: 5), makes it distinct from both the IA and Dravidian 
languages. Furthermore, scholars argue that the vowels /ae/ and /aeae/ are a distinct 
characteristic of Sinhala45 . Possibly, due to the influence of the Dravidian languages 
(Gair 1998: 7), present day Sinhala speakers no longer retain the mahapranas46. This 
is regarded as the most noteworthy phonological feature of Sinhala, attributed to the 
contact with Dravidian languages47. The de-aspiration of aspirates, which makes 
Sinhala unique among other Middle Indian dialects, is possibly a result of the 
influence of Dravidian languages on Sinhala phonology (Geiger 1938: 13).  
                                                 
40 A branch of Buddhism. 
41 /sanghəmitrə/ 
42 /mahaseen/ a king who ruled Sri Lanka in the 4th century A.D. 
43 /paraakrəməbaahuu/ was a famous King of Ceylon who ruled the country in the 
14th century A.D. 
44 /periyə pillai/ in Tamil means to attain age or become a ‘big girl’. 
45 See Geiger (1938: 18ff); Karunathilake (1969: 77ff) as quoted by Gair (1998: 7) 
46 /mahapraanə/ ‘aspiration’ is no longer present in spoken Sinhala and its deletion 
from the language is still unaccounted.  
47 However, this hypothesis has not been researched enough to draw substantial 
conclusions. 
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 Furthermore, certain morpho-syntactic features of Sinhala distinguish it 
from other IA and Dravidian languages (Gair 1998: 7). As examples, the 
development of three main conjugation of verbs, the third of which constitutes 
involitive verbs are cited (see Geiger 1938: 138; Gair 1970: 261). Consider 
examples (3a) and (3b) as quoted by Gair (1998: 8): 
 
(3)  a. mamə   atin viiduruvə bindunaa 
  1sg  AG glass.sg  break.PST 
  [I broke the glass (accidentally).] 
 b. mamə viiduruvə binda 
  1sg glass.sg  break.PST 
  [I broke the glass (on purpose).] 
 
Sinhala gender categories, which have given up the IA grammatical gender for 
natural gender (a feature of Dravidian languages, which have natural gender), and 
Sinhala pronouns and demonstratives (which resemble a Tamil distinction) are 
among other characteristics that makes it distinct from IA languages (Gair 1998: 8-
12).  
 The Pali and Sanskrit influence along with the Dravidian influence is 
important when considering the development and changes that occurred in the 
grammar and the lexicon of Sinhala in subsequent years. For example, the de-
aspiration of consonants, which is a characteristic feature of Sinhala, influences the 
speaker of English in Sri Lanka. In the next section, this study describes the 
dominant role of Sinhala in the media in Sri Lanka, which contributes to the 
phenomenal use of language mixing in daily discourse. 
 
Sinhala in the media 
  
The media in Sri Lanka is dominated by Sinhala. There are more than 20 radio 
stations48 and many of them function in Sinhala. As indicated in Table 2.5, Sinhala 
is used by most television channels49  in the country. According to the Lanka Market 
                                                 
48 Sri Lanka Media Ministry website 
http://www.media.gov.lk/about_the_ministry.php visited on 30.04.2008. 
49 Television was first introduced to Sri Lanka by the Independent Television 
Network (ITN) in 1979 soon after which the government took over national 
telecasting. In 1982, the Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation (SLRC) commenced 
telecasting with one television station and two sub-transmitting stations. The state 
channels are SLRC, ITN and Channel Eye. In 1992, the private sector was permitted 
to set up channels and at present, 4 private stations are operating 6 media channels 
namely Sirasa/ Shakthi, TNL, Swarnavahini, ETV and ART TV. TV Lanka mainly 
caters to the expatriate community. Apart from these, Indian channels are received 
through dish antennas by some 50,000 households (LMRB). Also, not listed in the 
LMRB statistics table are other electronic media channels such as Max TV. Also, 
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Research Bureau (LMRB)50 statistics, most of the tabloid and broadsheet 
newspapers in Sri Lanka are in Sinhala. The highest selling newspapers are in 
Sinhala and most advertisements in the print and electronic media are in Sinhala. In 
the film industry, most of the films produced locally by the Sri Lanka Film 
Corporation51, are in Sinhala. This emphasizes the dominant role of Sinhala in the 
media industry at present. 
 
Chan-
nel 
Medium Comments Viewer
-ship52 
% 
Transmission 
area 
Rupa-
vahini  
Sinhala SLRC is state-run and uses standard 
written Sinhala. As many people look 
up to the BBC for correct English 
pronunciation, so will most Sri 
Lankans look up to SLRC for correct 
Sinhala pronunciation. The 
announcers/talk show hosts uses 
conventional Sri Lankan dress code, 
news is delivered in standard written 
Sinhala. 
23.09 All island  
Indepe
ndent 
Tele-
vision 
Networ
k (ITN) 
Sinhala The first TV channel in Sri Lanka., is 
also state-run and  use the 
conventional Sri Lankan dress code 
and written standard Sinhala. 
14.48 All island 
except the north 
and east 
 
Sirasa 
TV 
Sinhala Uses colloquial spoken Sinhala, is 
very popular with the masses, and 
uses a formal dress code. 
25.24 All island 
including Jaffna 
but excluding 
the east. 
Swarn- 
Avahin
i 
Sinhala Uses colloquial spoken Sinhala, 
formal dress code, popular with the 
masses. 
20.52 All island 
except north 
and east 
 
Tele- 
shan 
Sinhala Uses standard written Sinhala in most 
instances, no particular dress code, 
popular with the masses. Some 
2.04 Colombo,Matar
a, Kandy, 
Nuwara Eliya, 
                                                                                                                   
see Sri Lanka Media Ministry website 
http://www.media.gov.lk/pdf/guide_to_media.pdf, visited on 30.04.08. 
50 The Lanka Market Research Bureau (LMRB) is Sri Lanka’s first market research 
company established in 1981. It is today recognized as a fully equipped market 
research company and has conducted many island-wide surveys on media habits 
every year. At present LMRB has introduced a new technique of monitoring TV 
viewer-ship called ‘Peoplemeter’, which electronically monitors media habits of 
people. 
51 According to sources at the Sri Lanka Film Corporation, only 20 films are 
produced each year. English and Tamil films are imported and brought from Film 
suppliers, based abroad.  
52 Currently, the primary source for TV viewer-ship data is ‘LMRB Peoplemeter 
system’, which does not cover the north and east. The viewer-ship data is up to 19 
August 2006. 
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Net 
work 
(TNL) 
programs in English. Ratnapura,Kuru
negala, Badulla, 
Matale. 
 
TV 
Lanka 
Sinhala An entertainment channel televising 
mostly Sinhala songs. 
0.82 Colombo, 
Matale, Matara, 
Badulla, 
Kandy, 
Vavuniya and 
the expatriate 
community53. 
 
ETV 
English All programs in English. Considered 
the most popular English channel. 
0.52 Greater 
Colombo area 
Chan- 
nel One 
MTV 
English All programs in English. Formal dress 
code. 
6.72 All island 
including Jaffna 
Chan-
nel Eye 
Tamil/ 
English 
Is state-run and is the sister channel of 
SLRC, all programs in Tamil and 
English. 
5.41 All island 
 
Shakthi 
TV 
Tamil All programs in Tamil. 6.72 All island 
including Jaffna 
but excluding 
some areas in 
the east. 
 
ART 
TV 
English Was originally Dynavision and 
changed into ART TV in 2003.All 
programs in English. Second most 
popular English channel 
0.6 Greater 
Colombo area 
only 
Derana 
TV54 
Sinhala All programs in Sinhala 0.56 Colombo, 
Matara only 
Table 2.5 Television media audience in Sri Lanka (Source: LMRB up to August 
2006 and Sri Lanka Media Ministry websites visited on 30.04.08) 
 
Sinhala and language policy 
 
The dominant role of Sinhala in Sri Lankan society today owes much to the 
legislation that was passed after 1948 when Sri Lanka gained independence. Since 
then, the statuses of both Sinhala and English have been unambiguous, at least 
officially. From 1948 to 1956, English remained the official language in the country. 
In 1956, Sinhala was declared the only official language. In 1978, both Sinhala and 
Tamil were legislated as national official languages in Sri Lanka. English at present 
is legislated as a link language, and officially lost its status to Sinhala in 1956. 
Furthermore, Sinhala replaced English in the education system.   
 Many motives are cited for the promotion of Sinhala as the sole national 
language in the country in 1956, the main being the lack of state support for 
Sinhala55 and the role of Christians (who spoke English) in education and in elite 
                                                 
53 LMRB Peoplemeter 
54 Derana TV introduced a ‘Singlish’ sms program in 2009. 
55 There was displeasure towards the ‘prestige’ and ‘influence’  of the Christian 
population, a result of the system of education run by missionaries under western 
rule (de Silva 1981: 515)  
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positions (de Silva 1997: 281). Wickramasuriya (1976: 15) documents the rise of the 
opposition to the system of education in which English was the ‘sole or the most 
important’ language of instruction in schools during the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries in Sri Lanka. Then, the ‘Ceylonese elite’ (Wickramasuriya 1976: 
17) were offsprings of this system of education, run by the missionaries. Four 
decades ago, Passé (1948: 33) successfully captures the dilemma that then existed 
between non-speakers and fluent (or RP) speakers of English in Sri Lanka: 
 
It is worth noting too that Ceylonese (Sri Lankans) who speak 
Standard English are generally unpopular. There are several 
reasons for this: those who now speak Standard English either 
belong to a favored class, with long purses that can take them to 
public schools and universities, and are so disliked too much to be 
imitated, or rather painfully acquired  this kind of speech for social 
reasons and so are regarded as the apes of their betters; they are 
singular in speaking English as the majority of their  countrymen 
cannot or will not speak it….Standard English has thus rather 
unpleasant associations when it is spoken by Ceylonese. (1948: 
33) 
 
Owing to this, there was a wave of nationalism in the second half of the nineteenth 
century. As a result of the indifference of the administration especially towards 
Buddhism, which up until the British invasion, enjoyed the highest government 
patronage, there arose a  ‘Sinhala- Buddhist revival’ and ‘nativistic 
reaction’(Dharmadasa 2000: 148)  to colonial rule. This resulted in the eventual 
displacement of English, which was to be later supplanted by the native languages in 
1956. However, the implementation of the Official Languages Act in 1956 failed to 
appease all Sri Lankans as a result of the prominence given to the majority language, 
Sinhala, and consequently in 1978, the constitution of Sri Lanka declared both 
Sinhala and Tamil as official national languages in the country.  
 This transition from English to local languages influenced the education 
system in Sri Lanka, which in turn influenced language use, language varieties and 
most importantly attitudes toward speakers in subsequent years. English, in the 
possession of a few, held on to its power and prestige over the vernaculars56 
especially when it came to social mobility and status of the speakers. Hence, the 
situation with regard to English as a marker of class distinctions in Sri Lanka did not 
vanish even after giving institutional prominence to both native languages Sinhala 
and Tamil. Ironically, the Official Languages Act created even more disharmony by 
alienating and isolating the non-English speakers from the English speakers. While 
                                                 
56 Vernacular according to Kachru (1986: 58) is the mother tongue or the L1 of a 
speaker. In this instance, refers to Sinhala and Tamil languages. 
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English grew as a tool of social class distinctions, Sinhala was employed as a 
language of the state57 (see Table 2.6).  
 
 2004 ( in thousands) 
Government schools58 10,458 
Private schools 9,766 
# of students applied for G.C.E A/L 239,711 
# of students sat for G.C.E O/L 342,068 
# of students in universities 60,350 
Table 2.6 Statistics on education in Sri Lanka in 2004 (Source: University Grants 
Commission and the Ministry of Education in Sri Lanka) 
 
The nationalization of the native languages and the displacement of English from its 
official status posed new challenges for the next generation of Sinhala speakers in 
Sri Lanka. As English no longer was a language of instruction in schools, it became 
an increasingly inaccessible, expensive and enviable commodity, hated by the 
masses of native Sinhala speakers for common reasons: its colonial, elitist 
associations and the power it gave to an elite few in the country. 
 The native Sinhala speaker, without English, had the least social mobility. 
Simply, they had no access to English and neither were they able to afford it in 
private schools housed in the cities. Due to this mass alienation, an abyss grew 
between Sinhala and English speakers in Sri Lanka. Being the sole possession of a 
few Sri Lankans who had access to it, the colonial tongue was and is still viewed as 
the kaDuvə59 (Kandiah 1984: 117-154) by most Sri Lankans. Adding to this 
predicament, the fostering and nurturing of the three languages (Sinhala, Tamil and 
English) by the government and those vested with power, varied immensely.  
 Hence, the gap between the non-speakers of English and speakers of 
English which widened after 1956, kept on widening despite the 1978 amendment to 
the Languages Act, creating a new linguistically motivated class system in Sri 
Lankan society. There were speakers of English and non-speakers of English. 
Though four decades ago Passé (1948) was referring to the disillusionment of the 
non-RP speakers, at present there is even more despair with the non-English 
speakers in Sri Lanka. Added to this categorization of speakers is yet another new 
category: the code-mixers. At present, constant mixing between Sinhala and English 
is used as a marker of social class especially when it results in unexpected 
                                                 
57 Sinhala is used in all forms of official communication, transactions, in the 
National State Assembly, state departments, and corporations and in all state 
publications (Dissanayake 1976: 33). The national languages Sinhala and Tamil 
were constitutionally legal to be used in parliament, education, administration, 
legislation and courts. It was imperative for government officials to learn the three 
languages (Sinhala, Tamil and English) in order to work in any part of the country. 
58 Includes only functional schools in the country 
59 /kaDuvə/ in Sinhala refers to the sword and is used as a metaphor to symbolize 
social discrimination. For an analysis of English in Sri Lanka, see Kandiah (1984).  
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pronunciations60. Given this background, three types of Sinhala-English bilingual 
speakers can be identified in Sri Lanka based on the languages used and manner of 
use (see Table 2.7). 
 In urban areas, the upper elite class in Sri Lanka, which constitutes only a 
minority, is mostly monolingual in English. The working class61 or the middle class 
is mostly bilingual, using English most prominently at work, and both English and 
Sinhala in general informal discourse62. The lower class comprises speakers whose 
general discourse is in the vernacular, characterized with frequent English inclusions 
(as borrowings or Sinhalizations). For easy reference, Table 2.7 presents a general 
description of these three groups.  
 
Speaker type Social class Comments Characteristics 
of discourse in brief 
Monolingual 
English speakers 
Upper and elite 
class 
Forms a minority. 
Mostly belong to the 
upper elite rich class 
and hold high positions 
in society. Speakers 
reside in cities and 
urban areas.  
A few words in Sinhala 
mixed in conversation with 
peer groups but mostly 
functions in English. 
Bilingual speakers Middle class & 
upper working 
class 
Forms a substantial 
majority. Mostly from 
the working class or the 
middle class. Speakers 
scattered around the 
country from urban to 
rural areas. 
Speakers use English 
predominantly at work and 
both English and Sinhala in 
general discourse. These 
speakers form a special group 
as they can move back and 
forth from being a 
monolingual in English to a 
monolingual in Sinhala and 
bilingual when the occasion 
demands.  
Monolingual 
Sinhala speakers 
Lower-class & 
working class 
Forms a majority and 
mostly belong to the 
lower class. Speakers 
reside predominantly in 
the rural areas of Sri 
Lanka and in urban and 
suburban slum areas63. 
Most speakers are in 
the low-income groups. 
Speakers use predominantly 
Sinhala in their discourse 
with frequent inclusions in 
English. These inclusions are 
register-specific. Many 
English inclusions are 
nativized into Sinhala.  
Table 2.7 A general categorization of speaker types in urban areas of Sri Lanka 
 
This position of Sinhala is important for a deeper understanding of its overall 
influence not only on other language varieties spoken in the country, but also in the 
                                                 
60 See chapter 6, subsection 6.6, of this thesis. 
61 The lower class is also part of the working class in Sri Lanka. 
62 In chapter 3, note the comments of employed bilinguals, given in boxes, where 
they report the dominant use of  Sinhala in work places. 
63 Areas in the outskirts as well as centers of cities such as Colombo, Kandy,and 
Galle. 
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social organization of the Sri Lankan society. From the analysis, it is apparent that 
Sinhala is one of the most influential languages in Sri Lanka.  
     
2.2 The morphology of spoken Sinhala 
The striking characteristic of present day Sinhala is that it has borrowed from all the 
languages64  it came in contact with, and mostly from English. In § 2.1.2, 
borrowings from Pali, Sanskrit, Portuguese, Dutch and Tamil in the vocabulary of 
Sinhala65 were discussed. Apart from borrowing, other morphological processes 
such as compounding and reduplication are also important to this study. In this 
section, this study presents a few examples of English inclusions in various forms66. 
Then, this section presents various morphological processes of Sinhala, used by 
speakers who code mix between Sinhala and English such as compounding, 
collocations and reduplications.  
 The example in (4a), from a Sinhala newspaper, and in (4b), from free 
spoken data, illustrate the impact of English inclusions in present day spoken and 
written Sinhala. At present, the inclusion of English lexical items is widespread in 
the repertoire of the Sri Lankan bilingual. This is a result of the extensive use of 
English register-specific vocabulary in the spontaneous discourse of bilinguals. 
English words are either included as direct lexical forms such as in the examples in 
(4) or as nativized elements as in the examples in (5). 
 
(4)       a.      van-riyə  paedəvu  taruniyə   break    
van-vehicle.s drive.PAR.RL  girl.sg  break  
venuvəTə  acsələreetərə-yə  paagəla. 
instead of       accelerator-sg stepped on.PAR 
[The young girl who drove the van has (accidentally) stepped 
on the accelerator and not the break.] (LD: 02.01.06) 
 b. mamə yanə-koTə accident  ek-ak  daekka. 
  1sg go.RL-CMP accident  NM.IND see.PST 
  [When I was going, I saw an accident.] (17:12) 
 
In the examples in (4), the speaker retains the phonological features of the donor 
language in the lone words ‘van’ and ‘break’. Observe the examples in (5) where 
borrowed English items are patterned according to Sinhala phonology. 
 
 
                                                 
64 Gunesekara (1891) lists a host of Pali, Sanskrit, Portuguese, Dutch, Malay and 
Tamil loans in Sinhala. The languages listed in this thesis follow no particular order. 
65 The languages listed in this thesis follow no particular order. 
66 English words are included in Sinhala utterances as direct inclusions (code-mixes) 
or nativized elements (borrowings and Sinhalizations). These mixed types are 
analyzed in detail in chapter 6 of this thesis. When English words are nativized, they 
are transcribed as they are pronounced by Sinhala speakers. When CM takes place, 
the English word is retained as it is. 
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(5)  a. ee miniha gal geennə  yanə-koTə 
that  man.sg   stone.pl bring.INF    go.RL-CMP       
Traectara-yə  kaeDuna. 
tractor-sg     break.PST 
[When I was going to bring stones, the tractor broke down.] 
(23:16) 
 b. gederə  family   paarTiy-ak. 
  home.sg  family   party.IND-sg 
  [A family party at home] (Advertisement) 
c. oyaa-Tə ma-Tə nombərə-yə dennə   
2sg-DA  1sg- DA number-sg   give.INF      
baeri  də? 
can.NEG   Q 
  [Can’t you give me the number?] (25:18) 
 
In (5a),(5b)  and (5c), the English items ‘tractor’, ‘number’ and ‘party’ pattern 
syntactically and phonologically with the borrower language. The Sinhala suffix yə 
facilitates the process of integrating the alien items phonologically, syntactically and 
morphologically in all cases. Hence, when incorporating other-language English 
items in spoken or written Sinhala, a variety of processes can be observed. These are 
discussed in detail in chapter 6 of this thesis. 
 
Compounding  
 
The compounding of nouns and verbs in Sinhala significantly influences Sinhala-
English CM. Observe the following examples of compound nouns in Sinhala. The 
examples in (6) are also used by English speakers in Sri Lanka.  
 
(6)  a. /rastiyaadu kaarəya/ ‘rowdy fellow’ 
 b. /boru kaarəya/ ‘liar’ 
 c.  /ganan kaarəya/ ‘a high minded person’ 
 d. /vaeDa kaarəya/ ‘a good worker’  
 
Note the inanimate compounds in (7), which are also retained by English speakers in 
Sri Lanka. These compounds follow a modifier + head construction and are non-
hybrid Sri Lankanisms67. It is important to note that in mixing contexts, most of the 
modifiers in Sinhala are retained while Sinhala heads are replaced by English heads. 
Hence, this construction gives rise to mixed compound nouns in mixed discourse68 
and is important to this study. 
 
(7) a. /avurudhu kaevili/ ‘new year sweetmeats’ 
 b. /malə batə/ ‘traditional meal given after a funeral’ 
                                                 
67 See § 6.6.4 of this thesis. 
68 These mixed constructions are categorized as hybrids in chapter 6. 
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 c. /mul galə/ ‘the foundation stone’  
 d. /daanə gedərə/ ‘the house in which the alms offering is held’ 
 e. /pirit poojaa/ ‘offering of sermons’ 
 f. /pirit gedərə/ ‘the house where sermons are conducted’ 
 
Collocations 
 
There are many collocations in Sinhala, used by the English speakers and sometimes 
even translated into English in monolingual contexts. Observe the following 
examples in (8), listed by Passé (1948) and quoted by Kachru (1986: 41) as denoting 
matrix language conversational patterns, translated into English in Sri Lanka. These 
English collocations belong to a group which Kachru (1983: 36) categorizes as ‘non-
shared’ with L1 varieties of English. They are register and culture-bound in the post-
colonial setting. 
 
(8) a.  aran  de-nəvaa.   
  get.PAR   give-PRS 
  [To buy and give] 
 b. paeanala   ya-nəvaa.  
  jump.PAR  go-PRS 
  [to jump and run] 
 c. duvəla  e-nəvaa.   
  run.PAR   come-PRS 
  [To run and come] 
 d. aran  e-nəvaa.   
  take.PAR   come-PRS 
  [To take and come] 
  
Added to the list in (8) are the following collocations that are also loan translations 
frequently used by bilingual speakers69. The participle + verb patterns in (8) and (9) 
are characteristic syntactic features of English used in Sri Lanka. 
 
(9) a. diila   ya-nəvaa. 
  Give.PAR  go-PRS 
  [To give and go.] 
 b. tiyəla            ya-nəvaa. 
  keep.PAR  go-PRS 
  [To keep and go.] 
 c. gihilla   e-nəvaa. 
  go.PAR   come-PRS 
  [To go and come.] 
 
                                                 
69 The examples are data from personally observed conversations by the investigator 
of the 40 bilingual speakers selected for the language analysis in chapter 6. 
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Reduplication 
 
The process of reduplication is a linguistic characteristic associated with South 
Asian languages, as claimed by Kachru (1986) and Passé (1948). In reduplication, 
lexical items belonging to various classes and groups are reduplicated for emphasis. 
Kachru (1986: 40) suggests that reduplications are the result of the underlying 
influence of the native languages on spoken English. In (10), Passé (1948), as 
quoted by Kachru (1986: 40), lists a number of lexical items that are reduplicated 
following matrix language conversational styles in Sri Lanka. These reduplications 
are important to this study as bilinguals constantly use them in mixed discourse. 
 
(10) a. /unu unu/ ‘hot hot’ 
 b. /digəTə digəTə/ ‘long long’ 
 c.  /punci punci/ ‘small small’ 
 d. /kavudə kavudə/ ‘who who’ 
 e. /monəva monəva/  ‘what what’ 
 f. /hemin hemin/ ‘slowly slowly’ 
 
2.3 The phonology of spoken Sinhala 
This section discusses the phonological features of spoken Sinhala. The most 
significant aspect of the influence of Sinhala phonology, is in the context of mixing 
lone lexical English items in predominant Sinhala utterances. In such instances, the 
native Sinhala speaker either resorts to the phonological pattern available to him/her 
to pronounce the alien word, or retains the phonological properties of the donor 
language in the lone word. When the English item is patterned along Sinhala 
phonotactics, the lexical item becomes a nativized borrowing or a Sinhalized item 
(see chapter 6) in Sinhala. If phonological properties of the donor language are 
retained, then the working of a mixed grammar is prevalent (resulting in code-
mixes). Thus, this study proposes that the phonology of Sinhala plays a crucial role 
in identifying and distinguishing borrowings and Sinhalizations from code-mixes. 
Furthermore, Sinhala phonology influences the categorization of the mixed types 
used in Sri Lanka. Note that the variety of SLE is distinguished from BE and the 
non-standard variety of SLE mainly by phonological means. Socially, Sinhala 
phonology plays an even greater role in class distinctions in present day Sri Lankan 
society. It isolates the non-speaker of English from speakers of English in Sri Lanka. 
In addition, pronouncing lone lexical English items using Sinhala phonology 
stigmatizes the native Sinhala speaker as a godee70. This study proposes a structural 
analysis of Sinhala-English mixed data in chapter 6 of this thesis where such 
nativizations are treated as results of grammatical processes. Hence, the following 
phonological properties of Sinhala are crucial to a sociolinguistic and structural 
analysis of Sinhala-English CM. 
 
  
                                                 
70 /godee/ ‘unrefined’ or ‘un-educated’. Also, see Meyler (2007: 100). 
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2.3.1 The vowels 
 
Sinhala71 has 24 consonants72 and 14 vowels as shown in Tables 2.8a and 2.8b.The 
vowels of Sinhala are either ‘long’ or ‘short’, the difference being that of duration 
which is phonemic. Table 2.8a and 2.8b illustrate the short and long vowels, 
characteristic of Sinhala. 
 
 Front Central Back 
High I  u 
Mid E ə o 
Low Ae  a 
Table 2.8a The Sinhala short vowel chart based on Gair (1998: 7)  
 
 Front Central Back 
High i i  u u 
Mid e e əə o o 
Low ae ae  a a 
Table 2.8b The Sinhala long vowel chart based on Gair (1998: 7)  
 
The long vowels of Sinhala heavily influence the SLE speaker in Sri Lanka. In place 
of the diphthongs used by the native speaker of English, the SLE speaker, as a result 
of the influence of Sinhala phonology, uses long vowels. Vowels in spoken Sinhala 
occur not just as single units  such as /ou/ ‘yes’, /ei/ ‘may’, /æi/ ‘why’, /koi/ ‘where’ 
but also as vowel clusters in words such as /aiyaa/ ‘brother’, /ainə/ ‘edge’, 
/avuruddə/ ‘year’. These vowel clusters are similar to diphthongs.  
 The vowel sounds of Sinhala are crucial to monolingual speakers and 
bilingual speakers in Sri Lanka. The standard and the non-standard varieties of SLE 
spoken in Sri Lanka are distinguished mainly by the use of the back vowels /o/ and 
/ɔ/. It is assumed that the confusion of speakers of the non-standard variety of 
English in Sri Lanka is due to the presence of the foreign back vowel /ɔ/ from 
English.  
 
2.3.2 The consonants 
Table 2.9 presents the 24 consonants in Sinhala as given by Gair (1998: 6). The 
table excludes the foreign consonant /f/. 
 
 
 
                                                 
71 Characteristics of spoken Sinhala are different from written Sinhala. One of the 
most striking features of spoken Sinhala is the redundancy of subjects in certain 
contexts.  
72 According to Gair’s (1998: 6) classification, 24 consonants are identified in 
Sinhala phonology. Dissanayake (1991: 31) identifies 26 consonants in Sinhala 
phonology taking into consideration the foreign consonants.  
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 Labial Dental Retroflex Palatal Velar 
Stop p t T c k 
Stop b d D j g 
Pre-nasal mb nd ňd  ňg 
Nasal m N  ň Ŋ 
approximant w     
Trill   r   
Lateral   l   
Fricative   s  h 
Glide   y   
Table 2.9 The Sinhala consonant chart based on Gair (1998:6) 
SLE has many characteristics based on Sinhala phonology. The alveolar stops /t/ and 
/d/ in BE becomes retroflex stops in SLE in words such as ‘dog’ and ‘tank’. 
Furthermore, dental fricatives /ð/and /θ/ of BE become dental stops in SLE, as in 
many other South Asian languages (Kachru 1986: 39). 
 
2.4 The syntax of spoken Sinhala 
 
Sinhala is left branching and is a consistent OV language (Lehman 1978, ch.1). In 
CM with English, the syntax of colloquial spoken Sinhala plays a key role. Hence, 
this section includes a detailed description of syntactic features of spoken Sinhala, 
relevant to a study of CM.    
Sinhala like other South Asian languages shows diglossia and has different 
varieties used for spoken and written purposes as discussed previously in this 
chapter. Literary Sinhala is the variety used in written material. Colloquial Sinhala is 
used in daily discourse (Gair 1968; de Silva 1979). Spoken & written Sinhala not 
only differ from their form and structure but also in function. The striking syntactic 
properties of spoken Sinhala73 relevant to this study are its postpositions discussed in 
§ 2.4.1, colloquial verbs in § 2.4.2, articles in § 2.4.3, emphatic forms and particles 
in § 2.4.4, plural suffixes in § 2.4.5, case makers in § 2.4.6, affirmation and negation 
markers in § 2.4.7 and complementizers in § 2.4.8.   
 
2.4.1 Postpositions 
 
In Sinhala, postpositions are of two kinds: postpositional particles and substantive 
postpositions. Postpositional particles are particles that follow substantives to form 
postpositional phrases as in example (11a) from Gair (1998: 22)74. Substantive 
postpositions, like postpositional particles follow substantives to form phrases as in 
example (11b). 
                                                 
73 For a comprehensive work on Sinhala syntax, see Gair (1998). 
74 Gair’s (1998) example does not carry a number. 
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(11) a. ee potə  gaenə. 
that book.sg  about 
[About that book.] 
b. gaha langə. 
tree.sg    near 
[Near the tree.] 
 
2.4.2 Colloquial verbs 
 
The verb in colloquial Sinhala differs from that of literary Sinhala. Most 
importantly, literary verbs agree with their subjects whereas colloquial verbs do not 
(Gair 1998: 216). The colloquial Sinhala verb is a simplified form of the literary 
version. As opposed to a simple verb formation process used in colloquial Sinhala, 
literary Sinhala makes use of a variety of suffixes, determined by grammatical 
categories such as person, number and gender. Notably, in the literary variety, the 
differences are in the use of cases, mainly the direct and accusative. Observe the 
examples in (12) taken from Dissanayake (1976: 9)75. According to Dissanayake 
(1976), the simple verb liyənəvaa , have at least six different renderings in the 
literary version. Observe (12a), where liyə -mi agrees with the subject in the first 
person singular. Similarly, (12b) illustrates the literary version of first person plural. 
Examples (12c) and (12d) illustrate a few verbal forms, which are used when the 
subject of the sentence is third person singular. 
 
(12) a. mamə liyə -mi. 
1sg     write-PRS 
[I write.] 
b. api  liyə -mu. 
1pl       write-PRS 
[We write.]          
c. ohu liyə-y. 
3sg write-PRS 
[He writes.]   
 
Colloquial Sinhala exhibits no verbal agreement as indicated in the examples in 
(13). In place of the variety of suffixes that are attached to the stem of the verb in the 
literary variety, the colloquial variety makes use of a single suffix for all numbers, 
genders and persons. 
 
(13) a. mamə liyə-nəvaa. 
1sg write-PRS 
[I write.] 
 b. api liyə-nəvaa. 
                                                 
75 The examples in Dissanayake (1976: 9) do not carry numbers. 
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1pl    write-PRS 
  [We write.] 
   
Hence, the suffixes added to the root of the verb in written Sinhala are replaced in 
colloquial Sinhala with just one suffix nəvaa. Furthermore, Gair (1998: 26) 
describes three types of verbs that share a common root in spoken colloquial 
Sinhala. In the examples in (14), derivational affixes are added to the roots of verb 
stems to create volitive, involitive and causative. 
 
(14)  a. kapə-nəvaa ‘cut’ 
 b. kaepe-nəvaa ‘get cut’ 
 c. kapəvə-nəvaa ‘cause to cut’ 
 
Furthermore, some colloquial verbs involve peculiarities in placement on the 
grammatical and semological dimensions. Observe the examples in (15). According 
to Gair (1998: 35), tiyenəvaa and innəvaa, which imply a continuing state, occur 
with animate and inanimate nominals respectively. However, venəvaa, which 
implies a change of state, occurs frequently in phrasal verbs, in impersonal and 
active sentences. 
 
(15)76 a. in-nəvaa ‘be’ (animate) 
 b. tiye-nəvaa ‘be’ (inanimate) 
 c. ve-nəvaa ‘be, become’ 
 
Quasi verbs 
 
It is noteworthy to mention a group of stems that Gair (1998: 16) lists as quasi verbs, 
which occur frequently in mixed data. They are: 
 
 (16) a.  naeti ‘not’ 
 b. aeti ‘might be’  
 c. baeae ‘impossible’ or cant’ 
 d. oona ‘necessary’ or ‘want’ 
  
 
According to Gair (1998: 16), these stems resemble verb forms either in clause types 
or in shape.  
 
Phrasal verbs  
 
Colloquial Sinhala is characterized by a variety of phrasal verbs. A phrasal verb is a 
combination of a verb stem bearing the main inflection preceded by another form 
that may or may not be verbal. These phrasal verb constructions present a number of 
                                                 
76 For a comprehensive analysis of colloquial verbs, see Gair (1998). 
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possibilities to the code-mixer. Observe the following examples listed by Gair 
(1998: 19). 
 
(17) a. /vaeDə karənəvaa/ (noun stem + verb) 
 b. /hitaa gannəvaa/ (verb stem + verb) 
 c. /hambə karənəvaa/ (indeterminate stem +verb) 
 d. /teerun gannəvaa/ (verbally based derived noun stem + verb) 
 e. /saarə venəvaa / (adjective + verb) 
 
Non-verbal sentences 
 
Apart from these differences in literary and colloquial Sinhala, colloquial Sinhala 
also possesses non-verbal sentences. Observe example (18) taken from Gair (1998: 
217), his example (1a). 
 
(18)   mee potə  alut. 
  this book.sg  new 
  [This book is new.] 
 
2.4.3 Articles 
 
In Sinhala, definite and indefinite articles are expressed by suffixes /aa/, /a/, /ak/ and 
/ek/. Inflectional suffixes are added to the definite/indefinite articles77. According to 
Weerakoon (1982) 78, the Sinhala speaker makes use of a four-term demonstrative 
article system in the absence of separate articles. 
 Demonstrative particles ee /ee/ ‘that’, mee /mee/ ‘this’, oyaa /oyaa/ ‘that’, 
arə /arə/ ‘that’, function as determiners in the absence of the definite article in 
Sinhala (Gunesekara 1891: 141). The particle ee is almost equivalent to the definite 
article but not the same. Furthermore, it acts similarly to the English definite article 
by preceding Sinhala nouns. No gender or number can be distinguished in the use of 
these demonstrative particles. The behavior of the demonstratives is illustrated in 
(19): 
 
(19) a. mamə eyaa-Tə ee      potə      dunna. 
1sg 3sg-DA  that book.sg   give.PST 
[I gave him that book.] 
                                                 
77 See Nagita Thero (2000). 
78 Weerakoon (1982) shows that in Sinhala, the article is embedded in the noun. In 
English, the definite article occurs pre-nominally and is a separate particle closely 
linked to the noun. This is one of the biggest difficulties that the Sinhala learner of 
the English language undergoes, as the grammaticality is foreign to him/her. In such 
circumstances, the speaker tends to omit both the definite article and the indefinite 
article when speaking or writing English. Therefore, the behavior of the definite 
article in English is bound to cause problems for the second language learner.  
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b. mamə eyaa-Tə   pot-ak        dunna. 
1sg 3sg-DA book.sg.NM-IND   give.PST 
[I gave him a book.] 
c.  mamə eyaa-Tə  potə  dunna. 
1sg   sg-DA   book.sg   give.PST 
[I gave him the book.] 
 
 Animate Inanimate 
Definite pota /potə/ ‘the book’ gonaa /gonaa/ ‘the bull’ 
Indefinite potak /potak/ ‘a book’ gonek /gonek/ ‘ a bull’ 
Table 2.10 Definiteness in Sinhala based on Gair (1998: 9) 
 
The numeral ek ‘one’ is used as the indefinite article in Sinhala. It is suffixed to the 
bases of nouns denoting animate objects while ak (another form of ek) is suffixed to 
the bases of nouns denoting inanimate objects (Gunesekara 1891: 134). Consider the 
examples in (20): 
 
(20) a. gey-ak ‘a house’ 
b. gah-ak ‘a tree’ 
 
One of the main analyses of this study is the diachronic evolution of ekə /ekə/, from 
being just a numeral in Sinhala, to a nominalizer in code-mixed data.  
 
2.4.4 Emphatic forms and particles 
 
Focus marking forms in Sinhala include the question marker /də/, ‘reportative’ /lu/, 
‘if’ /nan/, emphatics /tamaa/, /tamay/, /y/, and /nee/. They follow the verb of a 
neutral sentence or the focus of a focused sentence. The particles, emphatic and 
focus marking forms encountered frequently in code-mixed data are as follows. 
 
Interrogative particle 
 
The question marker /də/ is an interrogative particle and is used at the end of a 
sentence or phrase. This particle occurs frequently in code-mixed data. It is used in 
forming yes/no questions, either neutral or focused, following the questioned 
constituent (Gair 1998: 53). 
 
Emphatic particles 
 
 /mə/ is an emphatic focus marking particle and is suffixed to words to denote 
emphasis. /mə/ is suffixed to denote the superlative form as in hondəmə /hondəmə/, 
narakəmə /narakəmə/. /mə/ is also used after verbs to mean ‘when’. This particle too 
is frequently used in CM and usually follows English plural forms and adjectives. 
 nee /nee/ ‘no’ is the most frequently encountered emphatic particle in code-
mixed data. It usually appears at phrase-final position and can be interpreted as a 
question form when combined with the question form /də/. Even without the 
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interrogative particle, /nee/ is employed by speakers as a question particle. The 
power of /nee/ can be seen in English sentences of Sri Lankans. In SLE, /nee/ 
replaces a host of tags in Standard English with a simple ‘no’. The emphatic particle 
/nee/ replaces ‘no’ in English in code-mixed data. Its appearance in colloquial 
discourse is one of the most distinct features of SLE and CM. 
 
Reportative particle 
 
The reportative or quotative /lu/ is another particle that frequently appears in code-
mixed data. Generally, in Sinhala, it was used to recall what has been said by others. 
It is now used to denote present, past and future events. This particle too appears in 
CM data and usually follows English verb forms and adjectives. /lu/ is suffixed to 
Sinhala verbs and the same structure is retained in CM. 
 
2.4.5 Plural suffixes  
 
The Sinhala plural suffixes are attached to most English nouns when being 
integrated into Sinhala bases. There are two plural suffixes /la/ and /val/ that appear 
in code-mixed data. 
 
Animate subjects 
 
la /la/ is a plural suffix attached to Sinhala animate nouns.  
 
Inanimate subjects 
 
val /val/ is a plural suffix that is suffixed to inanimate nouns in Sinhala. Both /la/ 
and /val/ is also used in the matrix structural pattern in CM. 
 
2.4.6 Case markers 
 
Nouns 
 
In Sinhala, nouns are inflected for different cases. Differences exist between literary 
and colloquial Sinhala case marking (Gair (1998: 215). In both varieties, Gair 
(1998:214) notes that nouns are inflected for number, definiteness and case79. There 
are nine cases according to Gunesekara (1891: 97). They are: 
 
(21) a.  Nominative miniha /minihaa/‘the man’ 
b. Accusative  minihavə / minihavə/‘that man’ 
c. Instrumental  minihagen /minihagen/ ‘from the man’ 
d. Auxiliary  pihiyen / pihiyen/ ‘with the knife’ 
e. Dative   minihaTə / minihaTə/ ‘to the man’ 
                                                 
79 See Gair’s (1998: 215) comparison of colloquial and literary forms. 
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f. Ablative  gasakin / gasakin/ ‘from a tree’ 
g. Genative  minihagee /minihagee/ ‘the man’s’ 
h. Locative  paree /paree/ ‘on the road’   
i. Vocative  minihoo80 /minihoo/ ‘man’ 
Sinhala case markers can be treated as clitics and not affixes for phonological 
reasons. The phonological dependence of the case markers is evidence that they can 
be treated as clitics, which makes them ‘exceptional monosyllables’ (Inman 1993). 
Most of the case markings in Sinhala also appear with English noun forms in code-
mixed data such as the ones indicated in (22). 
 
(22) a. servant-və  -AC 
b. servant-gen   -INS 
c. servant -Tə  -DA 
d. servant-gee  -GEN 
 
2.4.7 Affirmation and negation markers 
 
Sinhala has a number of polarity markers. In CM, these frequently appear as lone 
lexical items in the conversation of bilingual speakers. The primary negation marker 
naeae /naeae/ serves as an existential negative of the existential verb tiyenəvaa 
/tiyenəvaa/ ‘be exist’ (inanimate) and innəvaa /innəvaa/ ‘be exist’ (animate). naeae 
directly follows the verb and sometimes serves as the neutral negation marker  in 
non-focused verbal sentences. nemey /nemey/ also behaves like focus marking forms 
such as də.. The suppletive negated modal epaa /epaa/ ‘do not want’ and the 
suppletive negation oona /oonaa/ ‘want or necessary’ and baeae /baeae/ ‘can’t or 
impossible’ are also used to express the negative imperative (Inman 1993).  
 
2.4.8 Complementizers  
 
In Sinhala-English CM, a Sinhala complementizer most often marks the embedding 
of sentences. Sinhala has a number of complementizers, all rightwards in accordance 
with the left branching nature of the language (Gair 1998: 55). The complementizer 
particles in (23) require specific suffixes on verbs that precede them.  
 
(23)  a.  /yana koTə/ ‘‘while going’  
b. /yana kan/ ‘till (he) goes’ 
c. /yana hindaa/, /nisaa/ ‘because (he) goes’  
 
 
 
                                                 
80 In the vocative case, a noun or a pronoun is used to address a person or a thing. In 
the sentence minihoo mehe ennə ‘man you come here’ the noun ‘man’ is in the 
vocative case. Similarly, in daruvanee mehe ennə ‘children, come here’, the noun 
‘children’ is in the vocative case (Gunsekara 1891: 95). 
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The quotative complementizer 
The most important complementization process in Sinhala relevant to this study is 
complementization using kiyəla ‘so saying’. The complementizer kiyəla acts as a 
link between the matrix sentence and the embedded sentence in CM. The 
complementizer particles kiyəla ‘that’ and nan ‘if’, occur following sentences with 
root characteristics and allow processes like focusing to occur within them (Gair 
1998: 55). 
The process of embedding in CM heavily makes use of the quotative 
complementizer kiyəla. kiyəla is post-positional in constituents and  appears in 
dominantly in VPs. It is important to note that early studies in colloquial Sinhala did 
not give much prominence to kiyəla shrugging it off as just a word that appeared in 
the surface structure (Weerakoon 1988). kiyəla is not limited to contexts of speaking 
but occurs with verbs of thinking and knowing (Gair 1998: 209). Weerakoon (1988) 
observes that though the most frequent occurrences of kiyəla are with verbs of 
thought and perception, it can occur with any matrix verb.  
 Furthermore, kiyəla is much more than a surface element in CM. Its 
syntactic power in CM is as phenomenal as ekə. It links the subordinate sentences 
(or utterances) which in a code-mixed sentence would be in English or Sinhala, to 
the matrix. Most often, the quotative complementizer appears in the juxtaposition of 
full sentences.  
 
2.5 Summary 
 
In sum, language use in the education system, the prominence given to certain 
languages in employment sectors, the use of languages in radio, television and print 
media, the social and geographic mobility of speakers of certain languages are issues 
that have direct bearing on the use of languages in urban Sri Lanka. The vocabulary, 
syntax, semantics and phonology of Sinhala makes it distinct from other IA 
languages. The sources of Sinhala are many including borrowings inherited from 
Pali and Sanskrit as well as from Dravidian, European and other languages. 
Sinhalese digolissia is apparent in the two varieties: literary and colloquial (or 
spoken) Sinhala. Where the literary variety is specifically used in written material, 
colloquial Sinhala finds its life in the daily discourse of the Sri Lankan bilingual. 
The two varieties not only differ in form and structure but also in function. 
Commonly used lexical forms such as /okkoomə/ ‘all’, /-t ekkə/ ‘with or also’, 
/gaenə/ ‘about’, /eyaa/ ‘he or she’ and /oyaa/ ‘he or she’ pertain to colloquial 
Sinhala. Colloquial Sinhala was receptive over the years to new lexical forms from 
other languages. The existence of all these forms in mixed data emphasizes the 
influence of colloquial Sinhala on CM. Furthermore, depending on statistics on 
population, religion and ethnicity provided by the Department of Census and 
Statistics, it is evident that colloquial Sinhala is widely used in Sri Lanka. Its wide 
usage in entertainment is revealed in the statistics provided by the Lanka Market 
Research Bureau. The constitution of Sri Lanka reveals the influence Sinhala was 
legislated to make in the domains of administration, education and the judiciary in 
the country.  
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2.6 Sri Lankan English (SLE) 
The contact between Sri Lanka and Britain can be traced back to the first diplomatic 
mission of the Madras establishment of the English East India Company, which 
arrived in the island in 176281. In 1815, with the fall of the Kandyan kingdom82, the 
entire island came under British rule and English became the official language in the 
country. Since then, English has remained an important medium of communication 
and an instrument of social mobility for Sri Lankans for more than 200 years. It held 
the highest government patronage during colonial rule as the official language of the 
country until 1956, when it was replaced by the native languages. 
 Sinhala, heavily influences the variety of English83 spoken in Sri Lanka. Sri 
Lankan English or Lankan English84, used by Sri Lankans who speak English as 
their first language and Sri Lankans who are bilingual (see Table 2.7), is one of the 
non-native varieties of English in the South Asian region. Tracing the development 
of the non-native varieties of English, closely related to colonization, Kachru (1986: 
88) points out that characterization of these  Englishes85  cannot be presented in the 
native vs. non-native dichotomy. Accordingly, the non-native varieties of English 
are characterized by ‘socio-cultural, motivational and functional’ aspects (Kachru 
1982a: 37). In characterizing these non-native varieties of English, it is important to 
consider what Kachru (1986: 89) refers to as the exo-normative (external) and endo-
normative86 (local) standards for the non-native Englishes.  
 SLE accordingly, is marked by linguistically and culturally characteristic 
morphological, phonological, syntactic and semantic features that sets it off from the 
native varieties of English such as BE or AE. The interaction between English and 
Sinhala has also resulted in a number of linguistic processes such as transfer from 
L1 to L2, collocations and hybridizations. Linguistic innovations such as 
hybridization and collocations are vital in the context of mixing, and are categorized 
87 as Sri Lankanisms in this study88.  
                                                 
81 See de Silva (1981: 157) 
82 The Kandyan kingdom was the last to fall before the British acquired complete 
control of the whole of Sri Lanka.  
83 There are many terms to refer to the variety of English spoken in Sri Lanka such 
as Sri Lankan English (SLE) or Lankan English (Kachru 1986: 41). Also, see 
Meyler (2007: xi)  
84 Kandiah (1987: 31) refers to the variety of English used in Sri Lanka as ‘Lankan 
English’. Also, see Kandiah (1980) for an analysis of English used in Sri Lanka. 
85 Emphasis is the author’s. See Kachru (1983: 18) on new Englishes. 
86 See Kachru (1986: 89) 
87 Based on Kachru’s (1983: 2) analysis, this study terms Sri Lankanisms as  items 
containing structural features that are distinguishable from native or Standard British 
English. Sri Lankanisms or deviations are referred to  as ‘linguistic manifestations of 
pragmatic needs for appropriate language use in a new linguistic and cultural 
context’ (Kachru 1983: 2) 
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 Sri Lankanisms reflect the enormous influence of Sinhala on the spoken 
and written varieties of English in Sri Lanka. The process of hybridization, resulting 
in Sri Lankanisms reveals the relationship of the hybrids to the Sri Lankan linguistic 
and socio-cultural context. Sri Lankanisms can be hybrids and non-hybrids 
compounds. This study analyses the first category as hybrid formations89, illustrated 
in (24). These are lexical innovations and a direct result of CM. Consider the 
example in (24a) from written data and (24b) from spoken data. The examples in 
(24) are hybridized items, most often used in the discourse of the SLE speaker. 
 
(24)        a.  He realized that the best use to which life could be put was to try 
and make as much progress as possible on the Buddha’s road and 
shorten the Sansaric journey.  
/sansaaric/ cycle of life (SL: 8.01.06)90 
 b. They think the kaDu department is isolated.  
/kaDu/ or /kaDuvə/ means sword in Sinhala and is used as a 
metaphor for the English language (07:1) 
  
The second category of Sri Lankanisms consists of non-hybrid Sinhala compounds, 
which are unique to Sri Lankan bilingual speakers. Observe the example in (25). 
 
(25) a. He wanted to conduct a boodi puja for his son. 
  /boodi pujaa/ offerings to the sacred bo tree (31:23) 
 b.  At first I thought he was a kalu suddaa. 
/kalu suddaa/ a native Sinhala person pretending to be an English 
speaker (07:1) 
 c. We had super Sinhala kaeaemə.  
  /sinhalə kaeaemə/ local food or sweetmeats (15:10) 
d. It was during avurudu kaaləyə that we went. 
/avurudu kaaləyə/ festive season (15:10) 
e. koTə uDə at Kotte.  
/koTə uDə/ stalled (DM: 26.04.08) 
 
                                                                                                                   
88 Pointing out to the new contexts of English usage, Kachru (1983: 10) refers to the 
terms Indianisms, Americanims or Australianisms and describes that these are not 
unique ‘linguistic situations’ but simply different contexts  of  English usage where 
it has been  moulded to reflect that new context. Dissanayake (1976: 28) talks about 
‘Sri Lankisms’, Sinhalisms’, or ‘Ceylonisms ’when referring to the presence of 
Sinhala structural characteristics in the English used in Sri Lanka. 
89 Hybrids or mixed formations are lexical units which comprises two or more 
elements, and in which at least one element is from the local language and one from 
English. 
90 Letters and numbers indicate the name of newspaper, day, month and year in 
parenthesis. 
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The third category of Sri Lankanisms consists of non-hybrid English compounds, 
which are extremely frequent in the Sinhala-English bilingual corpus.  
 
(26) a. Fraud case: Obesekera was confused says house doctor.  
(ST: 11.02.07) 
b.  The home guard was killed in an attack. (DM:15.02.07) 
c.   House burglars in custody. (DM: 26.04.08) 
d.  I gave him a belly full. (41:1) 
  
These hybrids are analyzed according to their structural elements in chapter 6 of this 
thesis as corresponding to Muysken’s (2000) mixing strategies. Examples (27a), 
(27b), and (27c) illustrate the transfer of L1 items to L2 items, which involve the 
transfer of not only lexical items but also higher units of description. Observe the 
transfer of Sinhala colloquial expression ‘go and see’ in (27a), ‘go to the village and 
face the people’ in (27b), ‘village to village and town to town’ in (27c) and the use 
of the lone word paan in (27d). These syntactic and semantic deviations from BE 
are characteristic of the variety of SLE, embedded in the linguistic and socio-
cultural setting of Sri Lanka. Most of these deviations are considered standard in 
SLE. 
 
(27) a. ‘Don’t you know? Go and see what they have done to the seating     
arrangement’. (SL: 11.02.07) 
b. “We can’t go to the villages and face the people”. (SL: 11.02.07) 
c. Though the degree of New Year festivities change from place to 
place, from village to village and from town to town and 
according to people's means its seasonal cheer and its love and 
friendship are perennial throughout the length and breadth of Sri 
Lanka. (DN: 13.04.05) 
d. They can’t even say paan.91  
 /paan/ bread (IS 7.05.07) 
 
There are two types of English spoken in Sri Lanka, defined as standard and non-
standard SLE. This study proposes that some of the features associated with the non-
standard type as results of nativization, a highly productive process in language 
contact situations. This study proposes that these nativized elements are part of the 
repertoire of the Sinhala speaker.  
 It is important to keep in mind that the standard features of SLE are 
modeled on BE and the non-standard features are linked to Sinhala or Tamil 
influence. Standard SLE is used by the elite class and by middle class speakers in Sri 
Lanka. At present, English has become more Sri Lankan in the linguistic and socio-
cultural setting of Sri Lanka, and CM has contributed enormously to this new 
                                                 
91 The Sinhala expression paan kiyaaganna baeae is directly translated into English 
in this instance. 
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identity of SLE. In the following section, this study presents the phonological 
features of the accepted variety of SLE, relevant to this study.  
 
2.6.1 The phonology of SLE 
 
Table 2.11 presents some distinctions between SLE and BE vowels and consonants 
relevant to this study of mixing. Note that these phonological features are a result of 
the influence of the local languages (Sinhala and Tamil).  
 
Consonants Vowels Comment92 
The phoneme / υ/ which is a 
labio-dental approximant is used 
in place of both consonants in 
BE /v/ and /w/. 
Long vowels /ee/ and /oo/ in 
place of the BE diphthongs /ei/ 
and /au/.  
 
Sinhala has long vowels. 
 
Dental stops for dental fricatives 
/ð/and /θ/  in BE 
The use of the front vowel /i/ in 
front of consonant clusters 
beginning with /s/. 
 
Sinhala has dental stops  
and not fricatives. Hence, 
voiceless /ð / as in ‘think’ 
and voiced /θ/ as in ‘that’ 
are pronounced as stops 
(Meyler 2007: xxi).  
 Sinhala phonology inserts a 
high vowel in front of 
consonant clusters 
beginning with /s/. 
Retroflex stops for alveolar stops 
/t/ and /d/ in BE. 
The replacement of the foreign 
consonant /f/ with the familiar 
/p/. 
The replacement of the back 
vowel /ɔ/ with /o/. 
Sinhala has retroflex stops 
and not alveolars. 
Sinhala does not contain the 
consonant /f/ but has 
borrowed it as a result of the 
intense contact with 
English. Sinhala also does 
not contain the back vowel 
/ɔ/.  
In CM, /ɔ/ is retained. In 
nativizations, the vowel is 
replaced by the familiar /o/.  
Table 2.11 Vowels and consonants of SLE relevant to CM 
The variety of English used in Sri Lanka share features with other South Asian 
Englishes such as Indian English. The substitution of retroflex consonants with 
alveolars, the substitution of fricatives with stops (Kachru 1986:29) and the presence 
of a single /l/ ( for both the dark and the clear /l/) and /υ/ for /v/ and /w/  of BE,  is 
characteristic of SLE phonology. In Kachru’s (1986) analysis of phonological 
features of South Asian Englishes, the presence of the high vowel in front of 
consonant clusters /sk/, /sp/, /sm/ and /st/, when pronouncing words such as ‘school’, 
‘spoon’, ‘smile’ and ‘station’, is important. These deviations are characteristic of 
SLE. It is important to note that as lone lexical items occurring in predominant 
Sinhala utterances, these nativizations are not categorized as mistakes or errors, in 
this study. 
                                                 
92 For Sinhala phonology, see Dissanayake (1991: 26-33) 
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 The influence of the local languages is prevalent in the features listed in 
Table 2.11. The long vowels of Sinhala also characterize SLE. The non-standard 
variety of SLE is distinguished when speakers ‘confuse’ two vowels. It is 
worthwhile to note that the ‘confusion’ is due to the non-existence of the back vowel 
/ɔ/ in Sinhala phonology. This study observes that words such as ‘call’, ‘ball’ and 
‘morning’ if not pronounced with the back vowel /ɔ/ in predominant Sinhala 
sentences, is the result of nativization that occurs in integrating lone words into the 
Sinhala, creating unexpected phonological patterns.  
With regard to consonants, contact with English has added the fricative /f/ 
to Sinhala. The addition results in more unexpected pronunciation patterns. The 
consonant /f/ is replaced by /p/ in most instances, as it is alien to native speakers of 
Sinhala. The replacement of /f/ with /p/ in the speech of English speakers has also 
resulted in class distinctions93 in Sri Lanka. In considering these unexpected, 
phonological patterns, CM reveals itself as one of the most important mechanisms of 
language change in the Sri Lankan setting.  
 
2.6.2 The morphology of SLE 
All the languages that influenced Sinhala have influenced the morphology of 
English used in Sri Lanka. In fact, most of the words that are borrowed to Sinhala 
from languages such as Pali, Sanskrit, Portuguese, Dutch, Tamil and English94, 
remain borrowed in SLE. This reveals the influence that Sinhala exerts on English in 
Sri Lanka95. Observe the caption in (28) from a prominent English daily newspaper, 
which typically exemplifies the syntax and morphology of SLE.  
 
(28)  The first day of the annual navam maha perahera96 of the 
gangaramaya97 Temple at Hunupitiya commenced last night with 
the participation of a large number of devotees. The final day 
procession will parade the streets tonight. Here, the main tusker of 
the temple carrying the Casket during the procession. (DM: 
01.02.01) 
 
Apparently, the influence of Sinhala on English used in Sri Lanka, has eventually 
resulted in characterizing the phonology, morphology, syntax and semantics of 
present day SLE. This study argues that the hybrid formations, such as the ones 
                                                 
93 The replacement of /f/ and /p/ and the back vowels /o/ and /ɔ/ are considered 
features of non-standard English in Sri Lanka. 
94 The list of languages follows no particular order. 
95 Commenting on ‘Sinhala English’, Dissanayake (1976: 29) writes that ‘Sinhala-
English is rich in English words that have been given a local coloring’. 
96 /navam mahaa perəhaerə/ the procession which takes place on the full moon poya 
day during the month of February. 
97 /gangaaraaməyə/ a Buddhist temple in Colombo. 
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given in (29), as characteristic of mixing98 as they occur in the speech of both 
English and Sinhala speakers. A classification of these hybrid forms are given in 
detail in chapter 6 of this thesis. 
 
(29)  a. kaDu faculty 
b. paeduru99 party 
c. muDukku100 joint 
d. kasippu101 house 
e.  pooruva102 ceremony 
 
The examples in (30) highlight some of the main morphological properties in SLE. 
 
(30) a. V + N  compounds 
cook-woman, love marriage, proposed marriage, play area, basket-
woman,  cool-spot 
      b. N+N compounds  
cousin brother, house doctor, basket woman, male nurse, home 
guard, jumbo cabinet, bathroom slippers 
c. Exo-centric compounds 
going away103 
d. Non-native English collocations104 
uncleared areas, border villages, rhythm chat, auspicious time, 
national dress, national question, unmatched returns, newly 
married, clearing operations. 
e. Duplication105 (Passé 1948: 384) 
hot hot coffee, long long hair, to go crying crying, who and who, 
slowly slowly 
                                                 
98 Kachru (1983: 153) refers to hybrid formations as characteristic of South Asian 
Englishes.  According to him, such hybridized lexical items are used in all non-
native varieties of English and represent linguistic evidence for the nativization 
process of English.  
99 /paedurə/ mat woven with reeds. /paeduru/ is the plural form. 
100 /muDukku/ the plural form of /mudukkuvə/ a corner of a degrading place. 
101 /kasippu/ illicit alcohol 
102 /pooruvə/ a traditionally laid out platform on which a bride and groom stands, at 
a Sinhala wedding.  
103 The ‘going away’ is the ceremonious departure of a couple, soon after they are 
married.  
104 These non-native English collocations may deviate grammatically from British 
English compounding and may be the result of loan shifts from the native languages, 
according to Kachru (1983: 135). Some of the examples are from personally 
observed conversations by the investigator. 
105 The word is duplicated to emphasize the meaning. Passé (1948: 384-85) lists 
reduplication as a feature of SLE. 
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Table 2.12 highlights a few Sri Lankanisms from a survey of daily and Sunday 
English newspapers106 in 2006 and 2007 in Sri Lanka and from spontaneous 
conversations in natural settings conducted for this study. These non-hybrid lexical 
items are contextually Sri Lankan and are compounds in SLE. This study 
categorizes them into different registers.  
 
Religious Traditional/ritual Political Social 
Middle path 
(ST: 04.06)107 
Demon specialists (SO: 
12.06) 
National/ethnic question 
(SL: 01.06) 
Upcoming actress 
(SL: 01.06) 
ordination 
ceremony 
(DM: 03.07) 
Traditional offering 
(ST: 04.06) 
Police commission, 
Independent commission, 
Bribery commission 
(SL: 01.06) 
Hill capital/hill 
country 
(SO: 04.06) 
Enlightened one 
(DN: 04.06) 
Seventh month 
remembrance 
(SO: 01.07) 
 
Jumbo cabinet, jumbo 
delegation 
(SL: 02.06) 
three wheeler driver, 
three wheeler junction 
(ST: 02.07) 
 
Full moon 
(DN: 05.06) 
Main tusker, 
transplanting paddy 
(SO: 05.06) 
Seating arrangement 
(SL: 02.06) 
Kandyan dance, 
kandyan custom 
(SL: 02.07) 
Five precepts 
(DM: 04.06) 
 
Hair anointing 
ceremony, auspicious 
time 
(ST: 04.06) 
Ethnic problem, language 
problem, national 
problem 
(ST: 01.06) 
Funeral /wedding 
house (07: 2)108 
Mindful deeds 
(ST: 04.06) 
Anointing Oil 
(ST: 04.06) 
Ten point plan 
(SL: 02.06) 
Settee back109, going 
away, home 
coming110, 
engagement party. 
(07: 2). 
Noble truths 
(ST: 04.06) 
First meal, milk rice 
(ST: 04.06) 
Mango/rebel /breakaway 
group 
(SL: 01.06) 
Meat eating people, 
rice eating people 
(ST: 04.06) 
Boat people 
(DM: 02.07) 
 
Triple gem 
(ST: 04.06) 
lay custodian, 
main chapters 
(SL: 02.07) 
Oil cake 
(SO: 04.06) 
Breakaway faction 
(SL: 02.06) 
 
Brick maker  
(SL: 01.06)  
Marriage brokers 
(SO: 12.06) 
Sacred relics Sweetmeats, oil cakes Mud slinging campaign Mask culture 
                                                 
106 The newspapers included in the survey were The Daily Mirror (DM), The 
Sunday Leader (SL), The Sunday Observer (SO), The Daily News (DN), The 
Sunday Times (ST), and the Island (IS) from 2006 to 2008. The list of newspapers 
follows no particular order. 
107 (ST:03.06) letters and numbers indicate the name of the newspaper, month and 
year in parenthesis 
108 (07:1) indicates speaker and recording number in parenthesis. 
109 See Meyler (2007: 236) 
110 See Meyler (2007: 114) 
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(DM: 04.06) (ST: 04.06) (DN: 02.07) (SO: 12.06) 
Buddhist 
sermons 
(DN: 04.06) 
Bullock cart 
(SL: 02.06) 
Striking path  
(ST: 02.07) 
Respectable partner, 
cultured family,  
 (SO: 05.06) 
Giant lantern 
( DN: 04.06) 
 
Casting horoscopes, 
reading horoscopes 
(SL: 02.07) 
Village re-awakening 
program (SO: 12.06) 
Low country dance, 
up country dance 
(SO: 12.06) 
main tusker, 
rogue tusker 
(SO: 12.06) 
Betel leaves 
(DN: 04.05) 
One shot (SL: 02.06) 
 
King coconut drink 
(SO: 11.06) 
breaking coconuts 
(SL: 02.06) 
 
Table 2.12 Non-hybrid Sri Lankanisms 
 
2.6.3 The syntax of SLE 
 
The transfer of native linguistic, cultural and social elements into English is visible 
in the syntax of SLE. Observe the use of tags in (31a), direct translation of Sinhala 
expression gihilla ennan from Sinhala in (31b), subject deletion in (31c) and 
duplication in (31d).  
 
(31) a. you are coming, no?  
 b. I will go and come. 
 c. How?111 
 d. I am very very happy. 
 
As in morphology and phonology, in the syntax of SLE there are certain variants 
that reveal the direct influence of Sinhala. Some of the examples listed in (32) are 
from advertisements and hoardings, used in public places112. These examples follow 
syntactic patterns of colloquial Sinhala and are used in daily discourse by fluent 
speakers of English in Sri Lanka. The syntactic patterns in (32) clearly distinguish 
SLE from BE.  
 
(32)   a. This stain, that stain, any stain  (Surf Excel washing powder)   
 b. On your way home     (Cargills)    
c. Why? Mosquitoes?       (Mortein mosquito repellent) 
d. Keeps its promises.   (Development Lottery) 
e. Now selling.    (Luxury apartments) 
f.  Big or small    (Ceylinco insurance) 
g. Next to king Dutugamunu.  (An advertisement of  the  
president) 
h. On the spot.    (Ceylinco insurance) 
                                                 
111 Colloquial Sinhala ‘kohomada?’ is replaced by ‘how’ in SLE. 
112 Data from advertisements were part of the newspaper survey, and was used only 
to emphasize the influence of mixing in the written language and entertainment 
purposes. 
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i. Freedom is in your hands.   (Mobitel) 
 
With regard to the syntactical deviations that occur in SLE, this study observes the 
presence and the absence of the articles in the speech of speakers. Based on 
Kachru’s (1986) analysis, he observes that all three exponents of the article (definite, 
indefinite and zero) are present in the South Asian varieties (Kachru 1986: 40).   
Constitutionally, English is a link language but its importance and prestige 
is phenomenally high. Sinhala offers less social mobility to its speakers in spite of 
its extensive use. An extended education requires the knowledge of the language of 
power: English. Prospective employers in Sri Lanka look for fluency in English 
though there is a tendency now to be bilingual. English is clearly the fabled 
Aladdin’s lamp113 . Hence, it matters less that English is not a national or an official 
language. It is still the voice of power and the invisible kaDuva that dominates urban 
Sri Lankan society.  
 
2.7 Conclusion 
 
The morphological, phonological and syntactic characteristics of Sinhala presented 
in this chapter emphasize the influence it has on mixed discourse. The use of 
postpositions, colloquial verbs, articles, emphatic forms and particles, plural 
suffixes, case markers, affirmation and negation markers and complementizers of 
Sinhala when mixing with English, signifies the evolution of the mixed variety to 
accommodate changes in post-colonial Sri Lankan society. The mixed code has 
effectively equipped the Sinhala speaker to meet the challenges of the present. 
Furthermore, the historical and social development of Sinhala provides a wider 
understanding to the emergence of CM. As a result of Sinhala mixing with English, 
a mixed variety has emerged as the language of the masses. It is evident that the 
mixed discourse displays more affiliations towards Sinhala than to any other 
language spoken in the country. Furthermore, the structural features of SLE 
presented in this chapter, indicate the overall influence of colloquial Sinhala on the 
variety of English spoken in Sri Lanka. English is culture-bound in the social setting 
of Sri Lanka. The facts presented in this chapter clearly indicate the dominant role of 
colloquial Sinhala. Colloquial Sinhala is the most influential language on other 
language varieties, spoken in Sri Lanka.   
 
                                                 
113 Kachru (1986: 1) suggests that in comparison with other languages, knowing 
English opens the ‘linguistic gates to international business, technology science and 
travel to its speakers’. He further emphasizes that ‘acquiring English is like going 
through a linguistic reincarnation…English initiates one into the caste that has 
power and more important, that controls vital knowledge about the miracles of 
science and technology’ (Kachru 1986: 1). 
3 The sociolinguistic context 
 
In the previous chapter, I sketched the overall language situation in Sri Lanka, and 
the various languages used. This chapter focuses in detail on the sociolinguistic 
setting of my own research. A sociolinguistic questionnaire was handed to 250 
respondents out of which 200 respondents were selected for the analysis. The 
outcomes provided information about the sociolinguistic context in Sri Lanka and 
about the sociolinguistic characteristics of urban Sri Lankan bilinguals, and 
consequently, how the use of Sinhala and English (SE)1 is sociolinguistically 
embedded. This chapter aims to answer the following two more specific research 
questions: Who are the Sinhala-English code-mixers in Sri Lanka? And when does 
Sinhala-English CM take place? Accordingly, data gathered from the questionnaire 
are classified in terms of demographic characteristics in § 3.1.1, domains of 
language use in § 3.1.2, interlocutors and language use in § 3.1.3 and attitudinal 
characteristics of the sample in § 3.1.4. Based on the data, this study argues that 
actual language use differs considerably to behavioral intentions of urban Sri 
Lankan bilinguals, as exemplified by their comments and arguments rendered in the 
boxes included in this chapter. In addition, reported and observed data from the 
semi-structured interviews with the sub-sample of 40 informants (cf. chapter 1) are 
used to substantiate and validate the findings of the questionnaire. The construction, 
administration and contents of the questionnaire are given in Appendix 1. 
 
3.1 Respondents 
 
200 informants2 were selected based primarily on their self-assessed language use 
through the network of the researcher. In questionnaires, these informants reported 
that they used both Sinhala and English in at least 20% of the questions dealing with 
language use with regard to domains and interlocutors. Furthermore, they have 
accepted the use of both languages in the media in a majority of the questions 
related to language use in the media (questions 16, 18, 31, 32, 33, 34 in the 
questionnaire). The categorization of the respondents was also based on their sector 
of employment. The reasons for this categorization are given in chapter 1.  
The private sector informants outnumber government sector informants in 
the sample (in ration of about 2: 1) because their language behavior was expected in 
the phase of informant selection to be more variable, including a higher degree of 
CM. A large majority of speakers reported Sinhala as their first language (see Table 
3.1). More background data on the two sub-samples are discussed in the next 
subsection.   
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
1 SE = The use of both Sinhala and English. 
2 From the circulated 250 questionnaires, 16 were not returned.  
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3.1.1 Demographic characteristics of the sample  
 
 Government Private Statistical test 
Number of 
informants 
68 
 
132 
 
 
Age Between 19 to 40 yrs  = 
59 
Between 40 to 50 yrs  = 
9 
Between 19 to 40 yrs = 
131 
Between 40 to 50 yrs = 1 
Fisher exact test, 
p=,000 
Gender Female = 42 
Male = 26 
Female = 59 
Male = 73 
χ2 (1) = 7,194,  p = 
,007  
 
Ethnicity (Sri Lankan) Sinhalese 
= 66 
(Sri Lankan) Moors = 2 
 
(Sri Lankan) Sinhalese = 
121 
(Sri Lankan) Moors = 2 
(Sri Lankan) burghers =1 
(Sri Lankan) Tamil = 8 
Sinhalese vs. Other 
ethnicities: Fisher 
exact test, p= ,226 
First language Sinhala = 66 
English = 2 
Sinhala=118 
Malay=1 
English=4 
Tamil=9 
Sinhala vs. other 
languages:  Fisher 
exact test, p= ,294 
Language of 
instruction 
Primary – 
secondary 
Sinhala = 67 
English = 0 
Tamil = 1 
Sinhala = 119 
English =4 
Tamil =9 
Sinhala vs. other 
languages: Fisher 
exact test, p= ,065 
Language of 
instruction 
Tertiary 
Sinhala = 45 
Tamil = 1 
English = 6 
Nw = 16 
Sinhala = 26  
Tamil = 4 
English = 56 
Nw = 46 
- Sinhala vs other 
languages  χ2 (1) = 
41,130, p = .000  
- tertiary education 
vs. no tertiary 
education (=Nw): χ2 
(1) = 2,493, p = ,114 
 
Table 3.1 Demographic characteristics of the two sub-samples. The chi square test 
was used to test differences between the two sub-samples. The Fisher exact test was 
applied when expected cell frequencies in the cross-tabulations were too low; Nw = 
not written or not answered 
 
As reported in Table 3.1, 101 respondents are female and 99 are male. The influence 
of gender is predicted to be less on the data gathered from this sample. Observe that 
most of the respondents are in the age group of 19 to 40 years. This indicates that, 
based on self-assessments of language use with this sample, respondents in this age 
group are more likely to mix or use Sinhala and English in urban Sri Lanka 
 
Ethnicity of the sample 
 
The ethnicity of the sample is overwhelmingly Sri Lankan Sinhalese. Accordingly, 
in terms of demography, the number and distribution of users of Sinhala within the 
speech community selected for the sociolinguistic analysis is significantly higher 
than the non-users of Sinhala. Hence, the majority ethnic group represented by the 
sample population is Sinhala.  
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First language of the sample 
 
Of the 200 informants, 184 consider Sinhala as the first language. Only 16 
informants have chosen other languages as the L1 in this sample. 
Sinhala is  perceived as the language that carries ‘cultural values’. There 
were also views that a person does not have to ‘speak’ Sinhala to be identified with 
it. Participant-observation was not carried out on the entire sample population that 
contributed to the questionnaire.  
However, participant-observation and interviews of the 40 informants 
revealed that the separation of English and Sinhala with regard to L1 was based on 
identity and proficiency. Data from the interviews indicated that English was 
selected as L1 based on self-assessed proficiency of the speakers and Sinhala was 
chosen on the basis of identity and cultural affiliations. These results seem to 
indicate that identity of the Sinhala-English bilingual is based on self-assessment of 
a person’s enthusiasm to be associated with a particular culture, and proficiency of a 
language. Hence, certain speakers who were proficient in English chose Sinhala as 
the L1 and certain speakers proficient in Sinhala chose English as the L1. 
 
Box 3.1 Bilingual language use 
 
I use Sinhala with anyone who speaks Sinhala, and English with anyone who 
speaks it. However, I like to speak in English as I feel that if I use Sinhala that I 
am imposing my authority on them (Tamils/Moors/Malaya/Burghers). I do not 
think I’m 100% bilingual but I can communicate well in both English and Sinhala. 
I try not to use both languages in conversation. I think I have gained immensely 
by being a bilingual. Socially, I can communicate across boundaries of social 
classes when I use English since it is a class symbol in Sri Lanka. When I express 
my views in English, academics and bureaucrats in Sri Lanka take my opinions 
seriously.  
Buddhist priest (40 yrs) 
 
 
Language of instruction 
 
Observe the overall actual-language behavior with regard to education of the 200 
informants in the sociolinguistic survey. Almost all of the government informants 
have declared that they received their secondary education in Sinhala. In the private 
sector, 119 informants have received their secondary education in Sinhala. Based on 
the data, the dominant language of instruction at primary and secondary levels for 
this sample is Sinhala. A majority of informants who have chosen Sinhala as a 
language of instruction for tertiary education (26 private and 45 government) is in 
the government sector. This may be due to Sinhala being the medium most used in 
the government sector.  
Note that only 16 informants have had English or Tamil as the language of 
instruction in the primary and the secondary levels. At tertiary level however, 
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contrary to government informants, a majority of the private informants have opted 
for English as the language of instruction. 
The data elicited an important aspect of behavioral intentions of the 
informants. It is apparent that Sinhala is reported as the dominantly used language of 
instruction in the secondary and tertiary education levels by the majority of 
informants selected for this study. Some of the non-Sinhala speakers too report that 
even they followed instruction at all levels in Sinhala. Meanwhile, the use of English 
has increased and the use of Sinhala has decreased at the tertiary level. This is 
indicative of English as the most popular language by choice, at higher education 
levels.  
In the interviews with the sub-sample of 40 informants, it was reported that 
a motivating factor for the preference of English at higher education is due to the 
fact that most private sector higher education institutes function and offer programs 
in English. In addition, being educated in English at tertiary level ‘gives the edge’ 
for speakers when it comes to gaining white-collar jobs in both the government and 
the private sectors.  
The interviewed informants also reported the following. When questioned 
as to why English is chosen at tertiary level more than at secondary level, informants 
reported  that in a ‘practical sense’ the need for English grows after secondary level 
as it prepares potential English speakers for the job market in Sri Lanka. Some 
informants did not accept that English is chosen at tertiary level more than at 
secondary level. These informants assumed that English should be promoted at all 
levels3. Furthermore, informants did not accept that Sinhala is a dominant language 
of instruction in Sri Lanka at all levels of education. When faced with the facts, 
informants reported their ‘surprise’ and commented that it should be taken into 
consideration by policy makers in the country. According to them, English should be 
the most promoted language in Sri Lanka, especially in education as it holds the key 
to power and prestige. Another key issue facing young Sri Lankans is that most of 
them do not get to choose the language of instruction at secondary level education, 
especially in state-run schools. They do however have a choice when it comes to 
tertiary level education, depending on the areas of study.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
3 Note that most of the 40 informants who took part in the recorded conversations 
for the structural analysis are Colombo-based bilingual speakers. 
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3.1.2 Domains of language use 
 
Box 3.2: Bilingual language use 
 
My first language is Sinhala and my second language is English. I have a 
smattering of Tamil. I use Sinhala with my spouse and sometimes when I speak to 
my son and daughter. I use both languages a lot in daily discourse with my family. 
As a medical professional living overseas, I have had difficulties understanding 
and making myself understood on many an occasion (due to my Sinhala 
influence) both in the UK and in Australia, due to pronunciation differences. This 
is more pronounced when I speak on the telephone and when speaking with the 
elderly, whose hearing is impaired. In these situations, I have managed to avert 
many difficulties by acknowledging to the person with whom I am speaking, that 
we have a problem making ourselves understood, due to our different accents. 
Believe me, they appreciate this. We Sri-Lankans suffer from the delusion that we 
speak English with an Oxford accent. If we speak accented English, we are 
accused of trying to be a kalu sudda. On the other hand we look down on the 
people who do not speak “polished English”, by our self-defined standards. 
Medical professional (45 yrs) 
 
 
In this section, this study presents the behavioral characteristics of the 200 
informants. Tables 3.2 reveal data regarding language use in five core domains by 
the informants.  
 
group language club Office home Supermarket temple 
G SE 53 (77,9) 55 (80,9) 0 (,0) 55 (80,9) 2 (2,9) 
P SE 92 (69,7) 73 (55,3) 6 (4,5) 84 (63,6) 13 (9,8) 
G S 11 (16,2) 10 (14,7) 65 (95,6) 10 (14,7) 65 (95,6) 
P S 22 (16,7) 24 (18,2) 108 (81,8) 42 (31,8) 108 (81,8) 
G E 2 (2,9) 2 (2,9) 0 (,0) 3 (4,4) 0 (,0) 
P E 14 (10,6) 31 (23,5) 7 (5,3) 6 (4,6) 1 (,7) 
G Other 0 (,0) 0(,0) 3 (4,4) 0 (,0) 1 (1,5) 
P Other 0(,0) 0(,0) 11 (8,4) 0 (,0) 2 (1,5) 
G Nw 2 (3,0) 1 (1,5) 0 (,0) 0 (,0) 0 (,0) 
P Nw 4 (3,0) 4 (3,0) 0 (,0) 0 (,0) 8 (6,2) 
Table 3.2 Core domains of language use in frequencies and percentages (in brackets) 
for SE (Sinhala and English), S (Sinhala) and E (English) for (G) government and 
(P) private sector (Nw = not written or answered, Other = languages other than SE, 
S and E) 
 
The domain data in the above table produces high percentages in the use of SE 
(Sinhala and English) with both government and private groups in this overall data 
set. The use of both languages is mentioned in all except the religious domain. 
Sinhala is used as the main language in the religious domain. Low percentages are 
indicated for English with both groups.  
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Use of English 
 
The use of English is low with this sample. The lowest rating for English as a 
language used at home and at the temple is recorded with the government 
informants. It is the least used code by all informants in the religious domain. The 
data suggests that Sinhala and SE dominate the use of English in daily discourse. 
 
Use of Sinhala 
 
Observe the dominant use of the low variety or the mother tongue by the informants 
in informal domains. The highest ratings for the mother tongue are projected in the 
religious domain whereas its lowest is recorded in the formal domains. Sinhala has 
received the highest ratings by private informants as a language used at home and at 
the temple. Based on the data, the use of Sinhala is higher with private informants. 
Overall, Sinhala seems to be exchanging places with SE in many domains. In 
domains where Sinhala dominates, SE receives low ratings. The data indicates SE as 
an alternate code for Sinhala.  
 
Box 3.3: Bilingual language use 
 
When I am out with strangers, I use a lot of Sinhala especially if I feel that those 
around me cannot speak English. I use English with my superiors and with official 
friends and whenever I go out with my husband. When I visit government 
institutes, I make it a point to speak in Sinhala as I’m most certain they are not 
offended. I am mostly bilingual at home as I use both languages with my son and 
my husband. I want to make sure that my son’s first language is Sinhala. I realize 
that my affiliations with Sinhala are deep-rooted and culture-bound. In fact I am so 
proud that Sinhala is my first language. I find myself switching to Sinhala for 
various reasons but most importantly to make friends and also to convey to others 
that I’m a friendly person. Even in formal occasions I might use Sinhala to imply 
my identity/proficiency with it. Most of my close friends do the same thing. We 
use a lot of Sinhala and English in conversation. Using Sinhala gives me a lot of 
pride and a sense of identity. Being fluent in Sinhala as well as in English has been 
so advantageous to me. I feel that I am an effective user of both languages. 
Government official (35yrs) 
 
 
Use of Sinhala and English (SE) 
 
The use of Sinhala and English is observed in all the domains except in the religious 
domain. It is revealed as a dominant code in informal domains, and in many 
domains, exchanges roles with Sinhala. Note that SE is preferred even in formal 
domains. In these domains, Sinhala has received lower ratings. This further justifies 
that SE is an alternative code used by the native Sinhala speaker. In domains where 
Sinhala is assumed ‘unsuitable’, SE is the alternate code.  
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What the data reveals is that urban Sri Lankans prefer being bilingual rather 
than monolingual in most domains. The data confirms the position of Sinhala as the 
language of religion. Hence, the indication and acceptance of the use of both Sinhala 
and English, emphasizes the assimilation of the language of power (English) and the 
language of cultural values and identity (Sinhala). SE symbolizes an important 
attitudinal shift that has taken place in the mindset of the urban Sri Lankan bilingual. 
SE replaces or overlaps Sinhala, in chosen domains with chosen interlocutors. The 
facts suggest that SE is different to Sinhala in function and in usage. 
 
3.1.3 Interlocutors and language use 
 
group language priest superiors spouse relatives shop.asst Friends 
G SE 2 (2,9) 34 (50,0) 11 (16,2) 19 (27,9) 14 (20,6) 54 (79,4) 
P SE 13 (9,8) 69 (52,3) 49 (37,1) 57 (43,2) 84 (63,6) 57 (43,2) 
G S 65 (95,6) 12 (17,6) 15 (22,0) 45 (66,2) 51 (75,0) 12 (17,6) 
P S 101(76,5) 25 (18,9) 15 (11,4) 63 (47,7) 42 (31,8) 54 (40,9) 
G E 0 (,0) 16 (23,5) 1 (1,5) 2 (2,9) 3 (4,4) 1 (1,5) 
P E 1 (,7) 32 (24,2) 4 (3,0) 3 (2,3) 6 (4,6) 10 (7,6) 
G Other 1 (1,5) 0 (,0) 1 (1,5) 2 (3,0) 0 (,0) 1 (1,5) 
P Other 17 (13,0) 3 (2,3) 4 (3,0) 9 (6,8) 0 (,0) 9 (6,8) 
G Nw 0 (,0) 6 (8,9) 40 (58,8) 0 (,0) 0 (,0) 0 (,0) 
P Nw 0 (,0) 3 (2,3) 60 (45,5) 0 (,0) 0 (,0) 2 (1,5) 
Table 3.3 Interlocutors and language use in frequencies and percentages ( in 
brackets)  for SE (Sinhala and English), S (Sinhala) and E (English) for (G) 
government and (P) private sector (Nw = not written or answered, Other = languages 
other than SE, S and E) 
 
The overall data with regard to interlocutors produces high percentages for Sinhala 
especially with the government groups as can be observed in Table 3.3. The 
percentages for SE appear to be exchanging roles with Sinhala with both groups.  
 
Use of English 
 
The use of English is lower as indicated in the data. The lowest percentage for 
English is with the priest at the temple as Sinhala is used dominantly at temples. The 
respondents in this sample report English as the least used language. 
 
Use of Sinhala 
 
Sinhala reports higher percentages. Sinhala is mostly used with the priest. Observe 
that in instances where Sinhala reports high percentages SE reports low percentages. 
The difference in usage is most visible with the government informants. In instances 
where Sinhala obtains lower percentages, SE obtains higher percentages, justifying 
that SE is used as an alternate code to Sinhala. The data reveals that Sinhala is 
dominantly used with a variety of interlocutors. 
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Use of Sinhala and English 
 
The data reveals a striking overlap in the use of Sinhala and SE with this selected 
sample. In some instances, the roles are exchanged. Private informants use SE more 
often than their government counterparts. Apart from the priest at the temple, 
Sinhala and English is  used with most of the interlocutors by the private informants.  
In analyzing data reported by the 200 informants regarding language choice 
in domains and participants, Sinhala emerges at the top of all the codes used in the 
urban Sri Lankan setting. English appears to be the least used code by this sample. 
The use of both Sinhala and English emerges as a popular choice. SE is revealed as 
an alternate code to Sinhala. The dominant preference for both Sinhala and English 
shows that the urban Sri Lankan prefers to be bilingual with a variety of 
interlocutors.  
 
Box 3.4: Bilingual language use 
 
The language I’d call my “first language” in terms of fluency is English. French. I 
started learning at the Alliance française, and the “fun” motivation meant I 
absorbed it with great liking. The sense of being part of many social groups, in 
this country and the world over, is for me the most valuable aspect of my tri-
lingual skills. I have many Sri Lankan friends from different racial backgrounds, 
but we’ve had no problem in communicating since we all speak English. English 
words are also seamlessly woven into Sinhala conversation. A boy may say: 
“Giya week-eke, ara girl mata maara look-ekak dunna; pissu double, sonna! 
Habay mama cool-eke giya, call karannam kiyala promise karala.  Maara scene-
eka!” I myself do converse in certain informal circles in this fashion – and no one 
bats an eyelid, as there is a very natural flow to it all, for all of us have been 
exposed to a certain amount of English [I hear some Tamil speakers doing the 
same]. However, I don’t quite take to the affectation that certain Sinhala radio 
presenters now seem to have adopted, which is a forced introduction of English 
words into Sinhala in order to sound hip and with it. When I am among Sinhalese 
teachers of French, we often use French, English, and Sinhala in one conversation 
as we code-switch often, and replace certain words with the equivalent in another 
language. This helps to maximize one’s language skills, for one cannot do this 
kind of patch-work any old how! The only drawback is that you suddenly throw, 
say, French words into the conversation with Anglophones, by mistake, or lack of 
concentration. I myself admit, my thoughts are a mish-mash of all 3 languages. 
Pissu double, n’est-ce pas?  
Teaching professional (37 yrs) 
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3.1.4 Attitudinal characteristics of the sample 
 
Attitudinal data on societal treatment of languages (national language, official 
language), language desirability (preference for languages in the mass media) and 
opinions concerning language policies and promotion of languages, obtained the 
results presented in Table 3.4. The original answer categories for the attitude 
questions ranged between 1 to 4.  
 
group Languag
e mixing 
in 
the 
media 
 
#1 
Equal status 
for English 
 
#2 
English as 
the medium 
in the media 
#3 
Sinhala as 
the only 
national 
language # 4 
Tamil 
promoted 
more than 
Sinhala 
#5 
English as 
the 
official 
language 
#6 
Govt. 2,96 
(,747) 3,00 (,739) 2,78 (,775) 2,25 (,823) 
2,40 
(,760) 
2,67 
(,824) 
Private 2,55 
(,861) 2,97 (,746) 2,31 (,818) 1,97 (,787) 
1,95 
(,791) 
2,41 
(,823) 
Total 2,69 
(,845) 
F 
(1,196)= 
10,724 
p=,001 
 
2,98 (,742) 
F(1.195)= 
,076 
p=,784 
 
2,47 (,831) 
F(1,194)= 
14,836 
p=,000 
 
2,07 (,809) 
F(1.195)= 
5,602 
p=,019 
 
2,10 
(,808) 
F(1,195)= 
15,153 
p=,000 
2,50 
(,831) 
F(1,195)= 
4,545 
p=,034 
 
Table 3.4 Mean values and standard deviations for attitude statements for the 
government and private groups: the resulting statistics for testing the differences 
between the two groups are given in the last row 
 
The ANOVA revealed significant differences in attitudes between the government 
and private groups in the attitudinal statements, as indicated in Table 3.4. Note the 
differences between statement #2 and the other statements, especially with regard to 
the government respondents. Observe the highest mean score, recorded by the 
government group in statement #2.  Observe that the private group produces lower 
mean scores (below 2.5) indicative of a negative attitude towards statement #3. In 
both statements, the government group produces high mean scores (above 2.5) 
indicative of positive attitudes. Overall, the government group is more positive in 
the attitudinal statements than their private counterparts, in the overall data. This 
positive approach in the government group can be attributed to the less use of 
English.  
With regard to English, the analysis shows positive attitudes with the 
government group and negative attitudes with the private group in behavioral 
intentions of the respondents.  However, in actual usage, Sinhala takes precedence 
over English. Intentional behavior of the informants with regard to higher education 
points out that English is the preferred language for higher education. Informants 
reported considerable preference for English over the national languages citing 
economic, political, social and academic opportunities it offers to speakers. The 
yearning for English stems from several reasons. Mainly, it is due to an increasing 
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awareness of English as the least used language, an increasing awareness of the 
dominant use of Sinhala and English, and Sinhala only in daily discourse. 
Interestingly, both government and private groups produces lower mean 
scores (the private group produces the lowest) on Sinhala as the only national 
language, rejecting the statement. Note that the majority of informants reported their 
identity as ethnic Sri Lankan Sinhalese4. Furthermore, the use of two languages in 
the media is positively viewed by this sample. 
 
Neutral and national languages 
 
  English Sinhala Tamil Malay Nw 
For a national 
language in Sri 
Lanka, your 
choice is… 
 
G 
 
16(23,5) 
 
51(75,0) 
 
0 (,0) 
 
0 (,0) 
 
1(1,5) 
 P 51 (38,6) 75 (56,8) 1(,8) 0 (,0) 5(3,8) 
Total  67 (33,5) 126 (63,0) 1 (,5) 0 (,0) 6(3,0) 
As the most 
neutral 
language in Sri 
Lanka, your 
choice is… 
 
G 
 
38 (55,8) 
 
28 (41,2) 
 
1(1,5) 
 
0 (,0) 
 
1 (1,5) 
 P 90 (68,2) 32(24,2) 8(6,0) 2 (1,6) 0(,0) 
Total  128 (64,0) 60 (30,0) 9(4,5) 2 (1,0) 1(,5) 
Table 3.5 Preference for English and Sinhala as national and neutral languages in 
percentages 
 
As revealed in Table 3.5, respondents from both groups reveal an overwhelming 
preference for Sinhala as a national language. Furthermore, a majority of 
respondents from both groups accept English as the most neutral language. The 
preference for English as the most neutral language was much more outspoken in 
the private group (chi square on the preference for English versus Sinhala = 11, 852, 
p=, 001) 
In sum, the analysis shows that speakers accept the use of both Sinhala and 
English as an alternate code for Sinhala in many instances. Hence, the ‘low’ status 
accorded to Sinhala speakers is also inherited by the users of two languages. This 
study shows that the use of two languages in speech is identified more with Sinhala 
speakers than with English speakers. This is confirmed by the exchanging roles 
between Sinhala and SE. In fact, using two languages is less frequent in 
                                                 
4 Sri Lanka’s demographic make-up was crucial in the implementation of Sinhala 
(along with Tamil) as one of the official national languages. Sinhala is widely 
spoken in Sri Lanka. Its socio-economic status is salient as it relates ties to a single 
ethnic group, which is the majority. However, the social mobility it offers to 
speakers is limited. 
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monolingual English speaker contexts. However, SE occurs in bilingual and 
monolingual Sinhala speaker contexts.  
Furthermore, the use of English descends as apposed to the use of Sinhala, 
and this trend reveals other connotations regarding language use and attitudes in Sri 
Lanka. English is the least used code as reported in the data. The use of both Sinhala 
and English performs the important role of not isolating the native Sinhala speaker. 
The native Sinhala speaker has evolved and has adapted to different post-colonial 
bilingual speaker contexts.  
The sociolinguistic analysis confirms CM (indicated in the acceptance of 
the use of both Sinhala and English by the respondents) as the alternate code for 
Sinhala used by Sri Lankan bilinguals where English is integrated (along Sinhala 
syntactic rules) in daily discourse.  
The analysis reveals important attitudes toward Sinhala and English in 
urban Sri Lanka. Where the rationales in favor of Sinhala covers just two (although 
considered extremely vital) aspects such as  identity and culture, English seems to 
cover a variety of other aspects ranging from  political, economic and social gain to 
technical, occupational and academic pursuits. The enthusiasm towards promoting a 
neutral language as an official language is also suggestive of the attitudinal shift that 
is taking place in Sri Lanka. This may be due to the ethnic disharmony that has 
resulted by promoting languages that are linked to ethnic groups in the country. 
Furthermore, this yearning for a neutral language reveals the positive attitudinal 
changes in the post-colonial Sri Lankan bilingual. 
 
Box 3.5 Bilingual language use 
 
Of course, it’s natural to use both Sinhala and English in conversation. I use it all 
the time even with customers, strangers and everyone. But at work we use mostly 
Sinhala even though this is a high profile private company and we are expected to 
talk in English but the truth is that we don’t. However, when I meet someone for 
the first time, I use English as a ‘starter’ and gradually gets on to Sinhala. I am 
dominant in Sinhala and fluent in English. I listen to both Sinhala and English 
music but my heart lies with Sinhala as I think Sinhala is a beautiful language. 
English is a powerful language and essential for work and ‘making a point’, 
nothing else! 
 Sales professional (35 yrs) 
 
 
3.2 Conclusion 
 
In conclusion, it is apparent that the number of informants speaking Sinhala 
dominates speakers of other languages in this sample. Furthermore, Sinhala is 
increasingly used in both formal and informal domains, although it is prominently 
used in informal domains. A growing ethnic consciousness has caused Sinhala to be 
considered a ‘prominent’ language by its users in relation to identity and cultural 
values. However, its ‘low’ status is associated with the low social mobility it offers 
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to speakers and class distinctions associated with it. This finding corroborates with 
Carranza’s (1982: 64) evaluation of attitude patterns of high and low languages. 
Sinhala acquires a high status in many formal contexts5 and informal contexts. This 
not only reveals the changing roles languages acquire based on different socio-
cultural contexts but also portray the diversity that is inherent in language varieties. 
The diversity is exemplified in the attitudes of speakers, which assign different 
social statuses to languages in different socio-cultural contexts. The functional 
allocation of Sinhala is most often bent towards providing identity to the speakers. 
Sinhala can be considered the ‘inclusive’ or the ‘free access code’ (Kachru 1982: 61) 
which has been sought for nationhood (as it is termed as one of the national 
languages) and educational policy (as it is legislated as one of the languages of 
instruction) in the country.   
Accordingly, the roles of Sinhala are determined most often by 
interlocutors. As reported by the informants, Sinhala dominates and assumes 
superiority as the in-group language. Interestingly, the use of both Sinhala and 
English in conversation too assumes similar functional roles as Sinhala. However, in 
most cases, the use of Sinhala and English appears to replace the use of Sinhala. SE 
emerges as an alternate code, successfully integrating English with Sinhala. Positive 
attitudes on English are based on upward social mobility, desire for higher 
education, travel, and obtaining white-collar jobs in both government and private 
sectors.   
The sociolinguistic questionnaire data corroborates the findings of the 
interviews and participant-observations. While English retains its association with 
power, status and elitism in Sri Lankan society, its usage has dimmed in the use of 
two languages in conversation. Furthermore, as speakers seem to be aware of this 
trend, informants prefer more institutional support for English as an official 
language in the country, as this will undoubtedly increase its usage. Informants 
reported that English would be accessible to the majority if it assumes the role of 
official language. Consider the identification of English as the most neutral language 
in Sri Lanka mainly because of its non-association with any ethnic group in the 
country. The majority of informants felt that since English cannot be linked to any 
particular ethnic group, this increases its neutrality. In addition, based on the 
interviews, the adults felt children should acquire more English than Sinhala 
although data from the sociolinguistic questionnaire indicated the use of two codes 
with children rather than one. Most urban bilinguals felt that English should be used 
more than Sinhala with children as it is the language that offers social and economic 
benefits to them.  
Who are the Sinhala-English code-mixers in Sri Lanka? When does 
Sinhala-English CM take place? Data from the sociolinguistic survey confirm that 
the use of both Sinhala and English in discourse is becoming widespread with urban 
bilinguals between the age group of 19 to 40. It is clear that mixing is the alternate 
code for Sinhala. In many instances, SE overlaps with the use of Sinhala. English is 
the least used code as it is integrated in SE. In essence, urban Sri Lankans have 
                                                 
5 Sinhala is the medium of communication in most government establishments. 
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chosen to be bilingual in most domains with most interlocutors. The rationales for 
the widespread use of both languages in the media, especially in urban areas, can be 
categorized as both functional and symbolic. Observe that this categorization is 
similar to the categorization of Sinhala. The preference for the mixed code over 
monolingual codes is mainly due to the fact that it is ‘informal’, as stated by most 
informants. Many urban bilinguals reported that they code-mix ‘without thinking’ 
and that it is an unconscious behavior. Presumably, language mixing is essential to 
signal two identities. In formal domains, English is used as a ‘starter’ although in the 
course of conversation a word or two is used in Sinhala and eventually a string of 
Sinhala follows (see Box 3.5).  
Attitudes towards the use of two languages in speech are similar to the 
attitudes expressed towards Sinhala. This is because SE is dominantly modeled on 
Sinhala. Informants reported that even with business associates and strangers, 
mixing occurs the moment a ‘friendly link’ is formed. The analysis shows that SE is 
not employed to fill lexical gaps. In contrast, speakers felt that superior knowledge 
in both languages is displayed when using two languages in conversation. Interview 
informants reported that English lone words are used in daily discourse as they are 
easily available and are more often used than their Sinhala counterparts. Some 
informants even reported that Sinhala words are getting redundant and ‘out-of-place’ 
if used in register-specific contexts where English words are most often used. There 
is also the view that the word-stock of Sinhala is limited which has resulted in the 
increase in borrowings and mixings from English. 
Apparently, motivations for the use of Sinhala and English represent the 
attitudes of informants mainly towards their interlocutors and not necessarily 
involving specific domains. One informant even reported that he used both Sinhala 
and English with the priest at the temple as he was well aware that the priest ‘knew 
his English’ as well as Sinhala.  
Both direct measurement techniques indicate that the urban Sri Lankan 
bilingual frequently uses both languages in most formal and informal domains. CM 
is used as an alternate code to Sinhala, and constant mixing governed by Sinhala 
phonetics has given rise to Sinhalization (mixed discourse that contains items with 
phonetic and phonological adaptations). In instances where the use of SE is high, the 
use of Sinhala is low. In contexts where SE is deemed ‘unsuitable’, the speaker 
resorts to Sinhala. It is apparent that Sinhala governs the use of the mixed discourse. 
English is integrated in the use of the mixed code.  
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4 Evaluation judgments on language varieties in Sri 
Lanka: matched-guise results 
 
The sociolinguistic analysis in chapter 3 revealed that in core domains and with 
principal interlocutors, speakers use both Sinhala and English. This chapter 
comprises an attitudinal analysis of Sinhala, English, and the mixed types (CM, 
borrowing and Sinhalization) using the matched-guise technique as the main 
method. The analysis in this chapter shows that next to English and Sinhala, two 
other mixed types play a role in the Sri Lankan speech community. The matched-
guise technique successfully brings out the differences represented in the mixed 
types in the Sinhala-English corpus. The mixed types evaluated by the respondents 
produce different outcomes. The test turns out to be successful, as the respondents 
clearly make an evaluative distinction between the mixed types CM, borrowing and 
Sinhalization. Note that CM does not show observable interaction /influences 
between the languages. Based on results of the language analysis in chapter 6, this 
chapter shows that a few phonetic and phonological adaptations make Sinhalization 
significantly different to the mixed type CM, and to Sinhala and English in the Sri 
Lankan setting. The aim of this chapter is to acquire information on how CM is 
evaluated in urban Sri Lanka. To obtain a comprehensive response to this research 
question, evaluative reactions toward the mixed types are compared with reactions 
toward Sinhala and English. In addition, CM is analyzed against the mixed type 
termed as Sinhalization in this study. The construction, administration and contents 
of the matched-guise texts are provided in Appendix 7. The test contained four texts: 
English (Appendix 3), Sinhala (Appendix 4), CM (Appendix 5) and a text 
containing terms that this study categorizes as borrowings and Sinhalizations 
(Appendix 6).The attitude questions in the questionnaire provided information on 
how speakers treat the mixed types.  
 
4.1 Respondents 
 
A sub-sample of 20 informants from the 40 who contributed to the sociolinguistic 
and the language analysis took part in the matched-guise technique. The selection 
was based mainly on the informants’ observed language use (personal observations 
carried out by the researcher revealed that all the respondents use Sinhala-English 
mixing in daily discourse), employment sector (an equal number of private and 
government informants took part in the test), position of employment (all the 
respondents hold high positions and are employed in positions of authority), and 
income level (the respondents belonged to the higher income group earning high 
salaries). Their professions range from sales, marketing, education to banking. The 
income level of the respondents is over Rs 30,000. The positions of the respondents 
along with their higher income level and education level1 are indicative that these 
are educated bilinguals with authority. Hence, judgments and opinions that they 
                                                 
1 All of the respondents have completed their secondary level education and 5 
informants have moved on to tertiary level education.  
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represent on speakers and languages matter at the middle to the upper level of Sri 
Lankan society. Personal observations conducted by the researcher and self-
assessments revealed that these respondents are frequent users of Sinhala-English 
CM, in addition to being fluent in both English and Sinhala.  
They were all willing to fill in the questionnaires on the four recorded 
guises. Each recording lasted for around 1 minute. A questionnaire on each 
recording was filled in by the respondent whilst listening to the recording. A 
recording was played only once. A respondent took about 8 minutes to complete the 
task of listening to the four recordings and filling in the four questionnaires. The 
guise2 was provided by a speaker who did not take part in any of the bilingual tasks 
or the sociolinguistic analysis. 
The following section comprises a detailed description of the informants 
focusing on the demographic characteristics in § 4.1.1, domains of language use in § 
4.1.2, interlocutors and language use in § 4.1.3 and attitudinal characteristics of the 
sample in § 4.1.4. The reason to discuss these background data in detail is to show 
that these 20 informants are the proper group for detecting the evaluative status of 
the language types in urban Sri Lanka. 
 
4.1.1 Demographic characteristics of the sample 
 
 Government  Private  
Number of informants 10 
 
10 
 
Age Between 27 to 48 yrs  Between 22 to 45 yrs 
Gender Female = 10 
Male = 0 
Female = 3 
Male = 7 
Ethnicity (Sri Lankan) Sinhalese = 10 
 
 
(Sri Lankan) Sinhalese = 6 
(Sri Lankan) Moors = 2 
(Sri Lankan) burgher = 1 
(Sri Lankan) Tamil = 1 
First language Sinhala = 8 
English = 2 
Sinhala = 6 
Malay = 1 
English = 2 
Tamil = 1 
Language of instruction 
Primary – secondary 
Sinhala = 10 
 
Sinhala = 10 
 
Language of instruction 
Tertiary 
English = 4 
Nw = 6 
English = 1 
Nw = 9 
4.1 Demographic characteristics of the sample (Nw= not written or answered) 
 
As reported in Table 4.1, 13 female and 7 male informants participated in the 
matched-guise task. As this study was mainly concerned with the structural features 
of CM of urban bilinguals, the impact of gender was not taken into consideration. A 
majority of the informants belong to the Sri Lankan Sinhala ethnic group. This 
corresponds to the demographic characteristic in the overall data where a majority of 
speakers reported that they belong to the Sri Lankan Sinhala ethnic group. The age 
                                                 
2 Information on the guise is given in Appendix 7. 
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group of the sample is between 22 to 48. A majority chose Sinhala as their first 
language and all the informants have received their secondary education in Sinhala 
with a few moving on to tertiary level education in English.  
 
4.1.2 Domains of language use 
 
group language club office home supermarket temple 
G SE 0(,0) 1(10,0) 2(20,0) 5(50,0) 2(20,0) 
P SE 5(50,0) 6(60,0) 7(70,0) 6(60,0) 1(10,0) 
G S 1(10,0) 1(10,0) 4(40,0) 4(40,0) 7(70,0) 
P S 0(,0) 0(,0) 2(20,0) 2(20,0) 4(40,0) 
G E 9(90,0) 8(80,0) 4(40,0) 1(10,0) 0(,0) 
P E 5(50,0) 4(40,0) 1(10,0) 2(20,0) 0(,0) 
G Other 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 1(10,0) 
P Other 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 5(50,0) 
G Nw 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 
P Nw 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 
Table 4.2 Core domains of language use in frequencies and percentages (in brackets) 
for SE (Sinhala and English), S (Sinhala) and E (English) for (G) government and 
(P) private groups (Nw = not written or answered, Other = languages other than SE, 
S and E) 
 
The domain data in the above table produces high percentages for English 
(especially with the government group). In the overall data, the use of Sinhala and 
English dominated with both groups. English dominates with this sample as all the 
informants are employed in high positions. However, the use of Sinhala and English 
obtains high percentages with the private group. This reflects the findings in chapter 
3 where the use of Sinhala and English was prominent with the private group as 
well. Sinhala is the least used language with this sample. This is in contrast to the 
overall data where Sinhala was the most used language. With the overall data, 
English was the least used language. 
 
4.1.3 Interlocutors and language use 
 
group language priest superiors spouse relatives Shop.asst friends 
G SE 2(20,0) 0(,0) 5(50,0) 3(30,0) 5(50,0) 6(60,0) 
P SE 1(10,0) 3(30,0) 6(60,0) 7(70,0) 6(60,0) 10(100,
0) 
G S 7(70,0) 1(10,0) 0(,0) 5(50,0) 4(40,0) 1(10,0) 
P S 4(40,0) 0(,0) 1(10,0) 7(70,0) 2(20,0) 0(,0) 
G E 0(,0) 9(90,0) 2(20,0) 2(20,0) 1(10,0) 3(30,0) 
P E 0(,0) 7(70,0) 1(10,0) 0(,0) 2(20,0) 0(,0) 
G Other 1(10,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 
P Other 5(50,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 
G Nw 0(,0) 0(,0) 3(30,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 
P Nw 0(,0) 0(,0) 2(20,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 
Table 4.3 Interlocutors and language use in frequencies and percentages (in 
brackets) for SE (Sinhala and English), S (Sinhala) and E (English) for (G) 
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government and (P) private sector (Nw = not written or answered, Other = languages 
other than SE, S and E) 
 
The data in the tables with regard to interlocutors produces high percentages for 
English with superiors with the government group. In the overall data, Sinhala was 
the dominant language. Note that the private group has obtained the highest 
percentage in the use of both languages. This reflects the findings in chapter 3 where 
the private respondents obtained higher percentages for Sinhala and English 
especially in the informal domains. This also justifies the observation that private 
informants use both languages in conversation more than their counterparts. The 
data suggests that the use of both languages with this sample is high except with 
superiors where English dominates with both groups. 
 
4.1.4 Attitudinal characteristics of the sample 
 
The scale values, running from strongly disagree (=1) to strongly agree (= 4) were 
used to compete mean scores and standard deviations. The results are given in Table 
4.4. 
 
Group 
Language 
mixing in 
the media 
#1 
Equal 
status for 
English 
#2 
English as 
the 
medium in 
the media 
#3 
Sinhala as 
the only 
national 
language 
#4 
Tamil  
promoted 
more than 
Sinhala 
#5  
English as 
the official 
language 
 
#6 
Goverment 1,86 (,900) 1,86 (,378) 1.86(.900) 2,75 (,707) 2,90 (,316) 2,20 (,421) 
Private 2,22 (,667) 1,78 (,441) 2.22(.667) 1,97 (,632) 2,90 (,316) 2,40 (,516) 
Total 2,06 (,772) 1,81 (,403) 2.06(.772) 2,07 (,645) 2,90 (,308) 2,30 (,470) 
Table 4.4 Mean values and standard deviations for attitude statements for the 
government and private groups 
 
As indicated in Table 4.4, the ANOVA did not reveal significant differences in 
attitudes between the government and private groups in the attitudinal statements 
with this sub-sample. However, the overall data in chapter 3 revealed significant 
differences with the two groups. There were differences in attitudes between 
statement #2 and all the other statements in the overall data, especially with regard 
to the government respondents. Hence, in the overall data, there were significant 
differences between the two groups, not revealed with this sample. This maybe due 
to the fact that this sub-sample (both private and government) belongs to the high-
income group holding high positions in their employment institutions. The data 
reveals that both groups view English favorably. Note that in statement #4, Sinhala 
produces mean scores, similar to the overall data in chapter 3, with both groups. 
 Overall, the domain data with regard to the 20 respondents indicated a high 
preference for English. The preference for English is mainly due to the high 
positions held by these selected informants, their exposure, need and use of English. 
Although there are demographic similarities, data with regard to domains, 
interlocutors and attitudes distinguish the matched-guise respondents from the 
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overall data set in chapter 3, in favor of English. This applies also to interlocutor and 
attitudinal data.  
 
4.2 Procedure and classification of data 
 
The classification of characteristics of the guises from the attitudinal questionnaire 
was based on a score each guise obtained on two dimensions: power and solidarity 
(Fishman 1971). The adjectives that were used in the matched-guise test were 
adapted from the ‘language attrition test battery’, a handout by M.S. Schmid, 
delivered at the LOT winter school 2006. The questionnaire designed by Schmid 
was adapted to this research as it was based on general literature on matched guise 
and language attitude research. This study did not use the same adjectives as 
Schmid, and used adapted terms that are familiar to Sri Lankan speakers when 
describing people. Hence, most of the adjectives used in the table are terms 
frequently used by Sri Lankans. The informants were then instructed to rate the 
voices in the recordings on a scale from (0) to (4), for each of the characteristics 
listed in the questionnaire3. The marks awarded for each characteristic were then 
calculated along the following scales: 
 
Power + Power - Solidarity + Solidarity - 
(1)Ambitious (6)Easy to please (11)Pleasant (16)Forceful 
(2)Educated (7)Obedient (12)Decent (17)Intolerant 
(3) Competent (8)Submissive (13)Presentable (18) Impolite 
(4) A  good leader (9) Approachable (14)Attractive (19)Ill mannered 
(5) Smart (10) Friendly (15)Sociable (20)Self conscious 
Table 4.5 Subdivision of 20 adjectives on power and solidarity scales 
 
In addition, three other evaluative questions were asked about the four voices, 
regarding (1) English competence, (2) likeability of the speaker, and (3) about her 
status in society. 
 
4.3 Analysis 
 
A principal component analysis (SPSS varimax rotation) was applied to the 20 
adjectives to investigate whether the four groups of adjectives returned as two or as 
four dimensions.  On the basis of an Eigen value larger than 1, six factors or 
dimensions were retained (explained variance 69.7%), but that solution did not 
produce an outcome (after rotation) that was basically different from a solution with 
four factors or dimensions (explained variance 58.7%). Moreover, the last solution 
reproduced in a straightforward way the four groups implemented. The rotated 
solution is given in Table 4.6. 
 
 
                                                 
3 The construction, administration and content of the matched-guise test is provided 
in Appendix 7. 
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 Component 
  1 2 3 4 
(1)Ambitious ,715 ,196 ,122 -,120 
(2)Educated ,786 ,317 ,161 ,004 
(3)Competent ,568 ,522 ,055 -,055 
(4)A good leader ,785 ,270 ,180 -,014 
(5)Smart ,721 ,225 ,260 -,133 
(6)Easy to please ,067 -,170 ,559 ,090 
(7)Obedient ,267 ,162 ,644 ,185 
(8)Submissive -,048 ,236 ,639 ,333 
(9)Approachable -,077 ,531 ,483 -,440 
(10)Friendly ,177 ,011 ,788 -,174 
(11)Pleasant ,122 ,772 ,095 -,080 
(12)Decent ,406 ,651 ,039 -,050 
(13)Presentable ,519 ,519 ,281 -,130 
(14)Attractive ,326 ,669 -,043 ,150 
(15)Sociable ,212 ,437 ,549 ,012 
(16)Forceful ,240 ,060 ,281 ,548 
(17)Intolerant -,541 ,014 ,194 ,475 
(18)Impolite -,291 -,193 ,092 ,708 
(19)Ill mannered -,257 -,446 ,037 ,404 
(20)Self conscious -,434 ,050 -,305 ,506 
Table 4.6 Principal component analysis of the 20 evaluative adjectives with four 
factors after rotation (varimax); factor loadings > .40 in italics  
 
The loadings in Table 4.6 have structure with the four groups of adjectives. All 
adjectives have a loading of .40 or more on the factor that they were meant for. 
Those adjectives were excluded for further analysis, which were ambivalent, 
meaning that they did not have the highest loading on the factor they were meant 
for. That applied to the adjectives sociable, approachable, intolerant and ill-
mannered, which were excluded from further analysis. The remaining scales are 
listed in Table 4.7, with new labels assigned to subsume their more general meaning. 
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Power positive  
(ppos) 
Power  negative 
(pneg) 
Solidarity positive 
(spos) 
Solidarity  negative 
(sneg) 
Ambitious Easy to please Pleasant Self-conscious  
Educated Obedient Decent Impudence 
Competence Subservience Presentable Forceful 
A good leader Friendly Attractiveness  
Smart    
Table 4.7 Subdivision of 16 characteristics on power and solidarity, subsumed under 
new labels 
 
The labels of competence and attractiveness can be linked directly to power and 
solidarity. The labels of the negative groups were more difficult to conceptualize, as 
is often the case with negative statements in attitude research. The consequence 
could be that the dimensions with the negative labels produce less outspoken results 
for the guises. The scores of the guises on the four dimensions (the mean of the 
scores of the adjectives involved) are given in table 4.8. 
 
Guises Competence Subservience Attractiveness impudence 
1.English 1,76 1,55 1,83 ,89 
2.Sinhala 1,52 1,78 1,75 ,66 
3.CM 1,02 1,18 1,60 1,07 
4.Sinhalization ,480 1,00 ,60 ,90 
Statistics F (3,57)=12,433, 
p=,000 
F (3,57)=5,334, 
p=,003 
F (3,57)=14,109, 
p=,000 
F (3,57)=2,257, 
p=,091 
Table 4.8 Values for the new adjectives on the four dimensions 
 
 
Table 4.9 Mean values assigned for the language types in the four scales 
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Three clusters give a significant result, meaning that there are differences between 
the four language types. Guise 1, Sinhalization, has obtained the lowest mean values 
in all the scales. English and Sinhala have obtained similar mean values in all the 
scales.  Pairwise comparisons between the guises (Bonferroni) show that 
Sinhalization is significantly different from the other three types for ppos. 
Furthermore, there is a significant difference between English and CM. For pneg: 
Sinhalization vs. Sinhala, CM vs. Sinhala. For spos: Sinhalization versus the three 
other varieties. Overall, the mixed types evaluated are more negative, and that 
applies especially to Sinhalization. Furthermore, Sinhalization is different from CM. 
In fact, Sinhalization loses to all the other guises in the ppos scale. In the pneg scale, 
guise 2 differs with 1, guise 3 with 1, and guise 4 with 1. Guise 1 differs to all the 
other guises in the pneg scale as well. Based on the data, Sinhalization differs with 
all the other guises. 
It is apparent that Sinhala and English emerge positively in the ppos scale. 
This corroborates with findings in the sociolinguistic analysis in chapter 3 where 
informants indicated the dominant use of Sinhala in formal and informal domains. 
Furthermore, English retains its status as a power language in formal domains 
though its usage is significantly lower than Sinhala. English is significantly different 
only to the mixed types Sinhalization and CM, whereas Sinhala is different only to 
Sinhalization. This further justifies the claim that the use of English is integrated in 
the use of the mixed code.  
 Data shows that the mixed types lose even in the pneg scale to the standard 
languages. This indicates that characteristics such as friendliness and 
approachability are not associated with the mixed types though they are the most 
used in informal discourse with most interlocutors as shown in chapter 3. 
Based on the analysis, it is clear that Sinhalization differs with all the other 
guises in the matched-guise analysis except in the sneg scale where it shows a 
significant difference only to Sinhala. Sinhala and English differ with Sinhalization 
in three scales (spos, ppos and pneg) and with both Sinhalization and CM in two 
scales (ppos and sneg). From the analysis, it is apparent that the mixed types reveal 
significant differences to the standard guises. However, CM appears to be less 
negatively viewed than Sinhalization. In sum, the analysis shows Sinhalazation as 
significantly different to all the guises tested.  
 
Fluency of Sinhala 
 
Guise 
 
Fluency-Sinhala Fluency-English Likeability Job 
1.English 3,30 2,15 1,80 2,85 
2. Sinhala 4,85 2,40 1,80 2,50 
3.CM 3,85 2,30 2,90 1,71 
4.Sinhalization 4,35 1,45 1,10 1,00 
Statistics F (3,76)=11,621 
p=,000 
F(3,76)=3,757 
p=,014 
F(3,76)=32,349 
p=,000 
F(3,64)=59,607 
p=,000 
4.10 Values for fluency, status and job: fluency 5 points scale (from no (1) to 
definitely (5)), status 4 (from no (1) to very much (4)), job 3 (maid (1), shop 
assistant (2), maid (3)). 
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Data in Table 4.10 reveals Sinhala as the most positively viewed guise over the 
other guises. Even in the mixed guises, the fluency of Sinhala is most positively 
viewed by the respondents. This is not the same with the English guise, which 
obtains lower values when compared with the Sinhala guise. Snhalization is the 
most negatively viewed guise as illustrated in the table. The extremely negative 
view of the Sinhalization guise corresponds to the general definition of ‘errors’ and 
‘mistakes’ in Sinhala-English CM4. The data confirms that the negative attitude 
toward Sinhala-English CM stems from the existing attitudes toward Sinhala. The 
low status accorded to the mixed types is due to them being identified with Sinhala. 
CM is the most positively viewed guise on the likeability scale. Sinhalization again 
loses to all the other guises on likeability, whereas Sinhala and English produced 
similar values. 
Apparently, professionalism is associated more with the English.  The data 
reveals that professionalism is also associated with Sinhala. Again, the mixed types 
produce lower values. Most speakers assumed that the Sinhalization guise belonged 
to a maid. In the ‘other’ category (in Sinhalization), speakers indicated that the guise 
belonged to a housewife. Speakers reported that both ‘a maid’ and a ‘housewife’ do 
not require an educational background. Accordingly, the lowest social standing rated 
by the respondents selected for this study, is revealed in Sinhalization, 
corresponding to its negative view discussed earlier. 
 
4.4 Conclusion 
 
As expected, the high language type is associated with the high socio-economic 
status group symbolizing power, education, status and class of the speaker. That 
English is the language by which status is measured is revealed in the data, produced 
by the matched-guise analysis. Furthermore, the domain, interlocutor and attitudinal 
data produce high scores in favor of English.  
The low language types, in this case Sinhala, CM and Sinhalization are 
associated with the low socio-economic groups. Results from the matched-guise 
technique indicate that CM suffers a loss of respect over both English and Sinhala 
guises. Interestingly, Sinhala is viewed with more respect in comparison to the 
mixed types. However, data reveal that CM and Sinhalization are associated with 
Sinhala and not English. This further justifies the claim that bilingual speakers use 
CM as an alternate code to Sinhala. Observe too that the negative view of 
Sinhalziation is higher than that of CM. This is mainly due to the association of 
Sinhala phonology with Sinhalization discussed in detail in chapter 6 of this thesis. 
Sinhala is more positively viewed over CM. This view is indicative of the negative 
implications of language mixing in conversation.  
The low status of Sinhala is associated with the low social mobility it offers 
to speakers and class distinctions associated with it. Similar attitudes are conveyed 
                                                 
4 Errors and mistakes that occur in code-mixing are analyzed in chapter 6 of this 
thesis. 
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toward CM. Hence, this study argues that the low attitude towards the mixed types is 
due to speakers’ association of the mixed types with Sinhala phonology. Negative 
attitudes towards CM are also generated as speakers assume that ‘it does not belong 
to any language’. These findings justify the findings in chapter 3 where CM was 
identified more with Sinhala speakers than with English speakers. The analysis in 
chapter 3 proved that CM in many instances replaces Sinhala, and in others, 
overlaps with it. Hence, the low status accorded to CM stems from the low status 
accorded to native Sinhala speakers in urban Sri Lankan society. 
Observe that in the attitudinal analysis, the lowest profession is associated 
with the mixed type Sinhalization. This study maintains that the low social standing 
associated with the mixed types is based on the ‘familiarity with Sinhala’, 
exemplified by the ratings obtained by Sinhalization. Results also reveal that 
speakers are friendlier towards CM. Hence, group solidarity is clearly associated 
with CM, where speakers feel that their own language is used. This corroborates 
with the findings in chapter 7, where CM is identified as the ‘expected code’ in 
urban Sri Lankan society.  
Overall, the data in this chapter reveals that Sinhalization is significantly 
different to all the other guises. Note that the differences lie with a few phonetic and 
phonological adaptations made by bilingual speakers when mixing some English 
items with Sinhala5. In the analysis, Sinhalization looses to all the other guises in 
every aspect. Furthermore, the analysis shows that there are significant differences 
in Sinhalization, English, Sinhala and CM. Based on the significant differences 
revealed in this chapter, this study treats Sinhalization as a separate mixed type, 
distinguishable from CM. It seems that urban Sri Lankans do not deny the 
phenomenal use and the popularity of CM in daily discourse. They also do not deny 
that CM is a friendly code. However, the increase in usage does not imply positive 
views of the mixed code. However, the view of code-mixes is better than that of 
Sinhalized items. Sinhalization, governed by Sinhala phonology, has obtained the 
lowest social standing in the matched-guise task. From the languages and mixed 
types discussed in this study, Sinhalization is the least dominant in the urban Sri 
Lankan setting. It does not offer any social mobility to its speakers and carries an 
extremely low social standing. Its low status is due to its identification mostly with 
the negatively viewed Sinhala phonetic and phonological features. Note that it is 
these same features that have given rise to the derogatory term ‘not pot’ English or 
non-standard English in Sri Lanka.  
 
 
                                                 
5 See chapter 6. 
5 Code-mixing as a research topic 
 
It is clear from the discussion and review of languages in the Sri Lankan setting in 
chapter 2 that Sinhala plays a dominant role in Sinhala-English CM. The present 
chapter reviews the development of CM as a research topic from the 1950’s to the 
present day. Emphasizing the important shift that took place in bilingual studies in 
the 1950’s, this chapter initially provides a survey of models and  theories from the 
1970’s to the present day focusing on Poplack (1980), Gumperz (1982), Grosjean 
(1982), Kachru (1983), Auer (1984), Fasold (1984), Myers-Scotton (1993), Heller 
(1995),  Muysken (2000), and Thomason (2001). On the basis of theories and 
models presented by these scholars, the issue of CM is dealt under sociolinguistic 
analyses in § 5.3 (why and how language mixing is used in society), 
psycholinguistic analyses in § 5.4 (what activates language mixing in the bilingual), 
structural analyses in § 5.5 (what are the structural and abstract rules that govern 
language mixing), and language change in § 5.6 ( how does language change which 
leads to language mixing take place). Finally, in § 5.7, challenges and additional 
observations on the theories with a summary of the analyses presented and reviewed 
are provided. 
 
5.1 Previous views 
 
The study of language change has been traditionally assigned to historical linguistics 
although it is now being reviewed by contributions from anthropological, 
sociolinguistic, psycholinguistic and neuro-linguistic research. Scholars previously 
engaged in studying sound and structural changes, focused on what happens to 
languages as they evolve through time, and dealt less with what happens to 
languages when they are in contact with others. Historical linguistics concentrated 
on internally motivated factors that change the internal character of a language, 
mainly in syntax (e.g. change in word order in English from SOV to SVO) and 
phonology (e.g. the Great Vowel Shift in English).   
 With the turn of the 21st century, the perceptions on language change due to 
language contact, transformed. This transformation was facilitated by the concept of 
the world as a global village. The significance of contact-induced language change is 
at present acknowledged as a force that cannot be ignored in a world where more 
than 5000 languages are spoken. 
 This has given rise to views that changes in languages occur due to both 
internal psycholinguistic factors and external sociolinguistic factors. Colonial 
invasions, military invasions, slavery, living in border areas of different linguistic 
communities and migration are observed as externally motivated factors of language 
change that causes one language to come into contact with another. Scholars 
propose that prolonged and intense contact between languages can change them 
significantly. Research into mixed languages, pidgins and creoles reveal that there 
are no limits to the extent in which one language can affect another.  
 Scholars also acknowledge that bilingualism or multilingualism, resulting 
in language mixing is neither aberrant nor deviant but a skilled linguistic 
performance. However, perspectives toward bilingualism differ among scholars 
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themselves. Where some scholars argue that bilingualism resulting in language 
mixing is a skilled performance, others maintain that bilinguals are rarely fluent in 
their languages. Scholars point out that stable bilingualism exists in bilingual 
communities where the languages enjoy equal prestige. In these situations, the 
languages are international prestigious languages. In post-colonial bilingual societies 
where one language is always dominant over another, a different situation prevails. 
In these communities, the socially dominant language is usually the colonial 
language. 
Previous views on the bilingual’s use of two languages were different to 
those that are held at present. Bilingualism, according to Weinreich (1953) occurs 
when a person uses two languages ‘alternatively’. In defining the perfect bilingual, 
Weinreich in Languages in Contact (1953) held the view that the ‘perfect bilingual’ 
cannot mix unless there are changes in the ‘speech situation’ and ‘not within a 
sentence’ (p.73). In addition, Haugen in the The Norwegian Language in America 
(1953) reiterates that even if bilinguals ‘switch’ languages rapidly in conversation, at 
any given moment ‘they are speaking only one’.  
 
5.2 Contemporary views 
From the 1970’s to the 1980’s perceptions of the bilingual and bilingual phenomena 
transformed mainly as linguists believed that external factors do have a significant 
influence on changes in languages perhaps even more than internal factors. 
Language change was not merely researched from the perspective of monolingual 
studies but now was included in bilingual contact situations as well. The change 
resulted in a revolutionary perception of the bilingual. Current research now 
includes terms such as ‘skilled’, ‘performance’ and ‘strategy’ to describe bilinguals 
and their speech. Linguists after the 1970s, for example Timm (1975), Pfaff (1976,) 
Lipski (1978), Kachru (1978), identifies mixing languages as both functionally and 
formally, a rule-governed process that has collocational and grammatical 
constraints.  
 The bilingual’s use of two languages is viewed as ‘socially significant’ 
(Gumperz 1982: 72), emphasizing the speaker as a skilled performer using both 
languages at his/her disposal as a tool in society. This attitude towards the use of two 
languages in speech resulted in the flourishing of research in the years that followed.  
 Supported by anthropological linguistics, sociolinguistics, and 
psycholinguistics, the field of contact linguistics has grown in leaps and bounds in 
the last twenty years and has shown that mixing languages cannot be judged from 
the perspective of the monolingual. The bilingual’s use of the two languages 
depends on the domain, topic and interlocutor. It is also governed by social and 
individual norms.  
 CM is now the focal point of research in contact language phenomena. Are 
these mixed utterances structurally constrained, and therefore are they governed by 
one grammar or two grammars, which would suggest that mixing takes place at 
specific turns or points? On the other hand, are they unconstrained making available 
a number of possibilities to the bilingual to switch and mix at any point or turn, 
which would account for the simplicity and the fluidity with which it is employed? 
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What are the social constraints that govern language mixing in bilingual societies? 
What are the norms in bilingual societies and how are they different to monolingual 
societies? How does language processing take place in the bilingual brain when 
producing mixed utterances? These questions reflect the many challenges that lie 
ahead for researchers engaged in this field.  
 At present, scholars have agreed on many issues. They are at a consensus 
that mixed utterances are constrained and that these constraints are structural, social 
and individual. There is also agreement that bilingual norms are different to 
monolingual norms, and hence bilingualism cannot be judged by monolingual 
standards. To an extent researchers agree that the two lexicons of the bilingual 
contribute to a code-mixing grammar, and that in language processing in the 
bilingual, the mixed grammar provides clues to the fluency of the two languages in 
the bilingual. 
 Researchers also focus on a universal approach towards CM. Such a 
universal approach needs to include issues such as the bilingual context, the period 
of contact between languages, the status, the typology, the competency of speakers, 
and the motivations for activation of certain languages over others. In post-colonial 
countries where CM with English is a relatively widespread phenomenon , other 
issues such as the status of the imperial language after colonization, the amount of 
fostering and nurturing it has received by the local governments after independence, 
and attitudes towards languages need to be considered. 
  
5.3 Sociolinguistic analyses  
 
5.3.1 Gumperz  
 
J. J. Gumperz (1982) emphasizes that CS is a discourse strategy and a pragmatic 
phenomenon. To Gumperz, CS is exhibited in the ‘informal speech’ of urban 
bilinguals in modern ‘urbanizing’ areas. Gumperz observes that speakers in these 
regions live in situations of ‘rapid transition where traditional inter-group barriers 
are breaking down and norms of interaction are changing’ (Gumperz 1982: 64).  
The CS exchanges reveal that bilinguals have their ‘own socially defined 
notions of code and grammatical systems’. In CS, Gumperz (1982: 96) proposes that 
speakers rely on the ‘juxtaposition of grammatically distinct subsystems’ to produce 
conversational inferences. Gumperz observes that a pragmatic and conversational 
analysis of CS relates bilingual speech to nonlinguistic environments that require 
conversational inferences. In his analysis, CS is described as a discourse marker in 
bilingual interactions where lexical items are incorporated in daily discourse not for 
referential purposes but as contextualization cues. In the bilingual domain, CS 
signals the ‘contextualization of information’ whereas ‘prosody or other syntactic or 
lexical processes’ are used for such purposes in the monolingual domain (Gumperz 
1982: 98). He also observes the importance of separating CS from the phenomenon 
of established as well as idiosyncratic borrowing. 
 The pragmatics or sociolinguistic aspects of the use of two languages in 
discourse was significant to Gumperz’s analyses of situational (a code or a speech 
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style associated with a certain class of activities) and metaphorical (involves a shift 
in contextualization cues and is much more complicated than situational CS) CS. In 
Gumperz and Hernandez-Chavaz (1972), CS is a ‘communicative skill which 
speakers use as a verbal strategy in much the same way that skilful writers switch 
styles in a short-story’. Gumperz’s was an influential sociolinguistic approach and 
most of the subsequent sociolinguistic approaches to CS owed much to his theory 
that language cannot be taken in isolation from society.  
 
Conversational CS 
 
Conversational CS is defined not only as the ‘juxtaposition within the same speech 
exchange of passages of speech belonging to two grammatical systems or 
subsystems’ but also as the ‘juxtaposition of cultural forms’ (Gumperz 1982: 65) 
which differentiates bilinguals from monolinguals. Gumperz observes that bilinguals 
are aware that their own mode of behaviour is ‘one of several possible modes’ 
(Gumperz 1982: 65). Accordingly, ‘communicative style’ is employed by a speaker 
to affect the intended interpretation of the message. 
The social norms that govern the rules of conversational CS are akin to 
grammatical rules according to Gumperz (1982: 61). It is observed that speakers use 
situational norms to communicate ‘metaphoric information’ about how they want 
their message to be understood by the participants. Gumperz further suggests that 
CS does not necessarily mean or indicate imperfect knowledge of the grammatical 
systems concerned where the speaker resorts to a dominant language in search of a 
word to express what he/she want to say in a particular code. CS also is not 
indicative of educational inferiority. In fact, conversational CS is marked by in-
group (which is marked by the juxtaposition of cultural forms) and out-group 
standards (where the majority style prevails), which ‘best characterizes the bilingual 
experience’ (Gumperz 1982: 65). 
 
The ‘we’ and ‘they’ codes  
 
The juxtaposition of cultural forms described in conversational CS reveals that 
speakers identify the minority or ethnically specific language as the ‘we’ code, 
which is associated with in-group activities, and the majority language as the ‘they’ 
code, associated with out-group activities.  
 
 Metaphorical and stylistic CS  
 
Gumperz (1982) observes that the motivations for bilinguals to code-switch are 
stylistic and metaphorical1 than grammatical. Accordingly, rather than an internal 
structural interpretation, an external interpretation of how and why words, phrases 
and sentences from another language are used to convey meaning, would yield 
realistic information. Blom and Gumperz (1972) proposed that the use of different 
                                                 
1 Emphasis is the author’s. 
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codes depended on topic and participants. The different codes convey different 
messages while depicting linguistic repertoire that is both ‘patterned and predictable 
on the basis of certain features of the local system’. Most important to later research 
in conversational analysis is the distinction made between situational and 
metaphorical switching. It was observed that the situation (in situational switching) 
and relationship (in metaphorical switching which invites conversational 
implications) dictates the codes speakers use in certain domains (Blom and Gumperz 
1972).  
 Accordingly, situational CS occurs when the language change accompanies 
a change of topic or participant or any time the communicative situation is 
redefined. Style may also shift in situational CS depending on the participants. In 
metaphorical CS, switching adds meaning to the conversation as it is defined by the 
relationship with the participant. 
 
Borrowing and CS 
 
Gumperz emphasizes that CS must be separated from ‘loanword usage or 
borrowing.’ (Gumperz 1982: 66). Borrowing is defined as a process where other 
language items2 are incorporated in the grammatical system of another language. In 
contrast, CS is defined as a process which relies on the ‘meaningful 
juxtapositioning’ of two grammatical systems. Gumperz further notes that where 
borrowing is a word-clause level phenomenon, CS requires a context-bound 
bilingual ‘conversational interpretation’ (Gumperz 1982: 68) where words are not 
just used for referential purposes but also for contextual and social purposes. The 
conversational interpretation of CS data requires a range of ‘interpretable 
alternatives’ or ‘communicative options’ which enables the linguist to distinguish 
between meaningful discourse and errors due to lack of grammatical knowledge. In 
borrowing, the ‘conversational effect’ of the utterance is that of a single variety and 
not of two. Gumperz (1982: 67) observes that the new items ‘phonetically’ and 
‘rhythmically’ integrate into the utterance to provide the conversational effect of a 
single variety in borrowing. 
Gumperz further proposes that in borrowing, there is actually one grammar 
at work whereas in CS there are two. Reflecting on an example from Hindi (1a) his 
example (6) which obeys Hindi syntactical rules, Gumperz (1982: 67) observes that 
the word teacher is a borrowing and therefore part of the ‘we code’3 (Gumperz 
1982: 66). In (1b) his example (10), Gumperz (1982: 67) observes that an English 
stem is combined with an inflected auxiliary from Hindi to form a compound verb. 
In the same example, ‘fix’ is compounded with a native auxiliary verb kiya. In 
example (1a) taken from Gumperz (1982: 60) his example (6), the English word 
‘teacher’ is classed as a Hindi item as it obeys Hindi gender and number rules and 
hence can be classified as a borrowing. In this sense, loans are described as items 
that conform to the grammatical rules of the new language.  
                                                 
2 Emphasis is the author’s. 
3 See Gumperz (1982: 66) 
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(1) a. Jo wa əccha tičər hota (anyone who is a good teacher) he’ll come 
  straight to Delhi. 
 b. Usne fix kiya. (He fixed it) 
 
Suggesting a hierarchy for borrowings, Gumperz’s theory proposes that grammatical 
features (which are placed at the lower order) too are borrowed to create ‘borrowed 
syntactic constructions’ which are integrated into higher order rules.  
 Note that rather than concentrating on structural constraints, Gumperz’s 
theory focuses on the creativity and opportunity available to the bilingual because of 
being able to speak two languages. CS is exploited as a functional strategy in 
conversational CS. He observes that CS does not simply depend on topic, participant 
and the situation alone, but also is prompted by the speaker’s choice of a ‘discourse 
strategy’. Gumperz (1982) observes that the discourse strategy of an individual has 
‘symbolic value’ which emphasizes the social meaning of code choices in CS. 
Gumperz’s situational and metaphorical distinctions of CS is significantly prevalent 
in Kachru’s (1983) definition of code-mixed varieties in post-colonial societies 
described in § 5.3.2 in the present chapter. Gumperz’s interpretations of CS are also 
developed in Auer’s (1984) model that distinguishes between units of interaction 
and points of interaction in a conversation described in § 5.3.3 of this chapter. 
Hence, it is apparent that subsequent research on the sociolinguistic and functional 
aspects of CS (as an important communicative strategy and a vital discourse marker) 
was influenced by Gumperz’s theory. 
 
5.3.2 Kachru  
 
Perhaps the most important study in code-mixed varieties in the former colonies of 
the British Empire was made by Kachru (1978/1983/1986). Especially, his reference 
to the two faces of English (Englishization and nativization), the processes of 
nativization, the process of hybridization, the process of neutralization and the 
categorization of code-mixed varieties in India, are important to this study. 
 He emphasizes the importance of English in South Asia as carrying the 
‘weight’ of the South Asian experience. He observes that to South Asians, English is 
a symbol of ‘modernization’, ‘success’, and ‘mobility’ (Kachru 1986: 1). Kachru 
(1983) defines CM as a marker of modernization, socio-economic position, and 
membership in an elite group. In stylistic terms, it marks deliberate style. The widest 
register range is associated with CM in English. CM continues to be used in contexts 
where one would like to demonstrate authority, power, and identity with the 
establishment. His observation that varieties of English  spoken in former Anglo-
American colonies are not a ‘mistake’ but a ‘deviation’(1986: 29) from the standard 
variety of English is significant to the later development of world ‘Englishes’ as a 
whole (Kachru 1965: 396).  
 Important to this study of CM between Sinhala-English are the definitions 
of ‘mistake’ and ‘deviation’. To Kachru (1983: 2), a ‘mistake’ is unacceptable in 
several accounts. A mistake is an ‘unEnglish’ term which is not the result of a 
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systematic grammatical or ‘productive process’ such as nativization, neutralization 
and hybridization. However, Kachru observes that these dichotomies are not always 
clear-cut and hence defining a ‘mistake’ from a ‘deviation’ is not that easy. Further, 
defining what he meant by ‘deviant’, Kachru (1986: 29) suggests that a ‘deviation’ 
can be ‘different to the norm’4  but is a result of a ‘productive and systematic 
process’ unlike a mistake. Kachru observes that the nativization, hybridization and 
neutralization processes result in the lexical and stylistic innovations and are 
characteristic of the non-native varieties of English in post-colonial societies. For 
Kachru, it is through CM that all these productive and grammatical processes take 
place. 
 
CS as a discourse strategy 
 
Accordingly, CS entails the ability to switch from one code to another, determined 
by the function, the situation and the participants (Kachru 1983: 197), an echo of 
Gumperz’s theory. Analyzing CS in creative writing, Kachru (1983) observes that 
CS is employed as a marker of attitude, emotional intensity, or various types of 
identities. Kachru’s definition of CS insists that when a speaker switches, it is 
indicative of ‘change of context’ (Kachru 1982b). Furthermore, CS is employed to 
reveal or conceal region, class and religion (Kachru 1983) and can lead to code-
mixed varieties.   
 
CM as a process of nativization  
 
Observe that to Kachru, mixing means much more than switching and borrowing. 
He defines CM as ‘the use of one or more languages for consistent transfer of 
linguistic units from one language to another’ and observes that such a language 
mixture can be ‘a new restricted or not so restricted code of linguistic interaction’ 
(Kachru 1978: 28). This definition essentially means that elements from the donor 
language are integrated into the base language and the donor language acts as an 
additive source of linguistic material in the development of a specialized register.  
 Analyzing CM in the Indian context, Kachru (1983) proposes that the 
formal exponents of mixing form a hierarchy. In this hierarchy, mixing of simple 
lexical items ranks lowest and mixing of sentences ranks highest such as the 
examples in (2) taken from Kachru (1983: 202)5. 
 
(2) a. NP insertion 
urad and  moong fall sharply in Delhi. 
b.  VP insertion 
apne career ke liye boss ko impress karna koi dhandhli nahi… 
c.  Unit hybridization 
ap admit hoiye, situation log khud samajh jayage. 
                                                 
4 ‘norm’ in this context refers to the language of the native English speaker 
5 The examples from Kachru (1983) do not carry numbers. 
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d.  Sentence insertion 
mai ap ko batati hu, he is a very trusting person, people have 
exploited him. 
e.  Idiom and collocation insertion 
aur mai parivartan ghar se suru karuga ky uki charity begins at 
home. 
f.  Inflection attachment and reduplication 
This refers to certain productive processes which are typical of 
South Asian languages but are now extended borrowed items in 
the code mixed varieties of languages. 
e.g. petrol vetrol 
 
Note that the examples in (2) carry both insertional and alternational mixing. 
Studying CM in the multi-cultural and multilingual context of India, Kachru (1978) 
proposes three kinds of CM strategies (as quoted by Blanc and Hamers (1989)) 
employed by the Indian bilingual. In these three CM strategies, the base language is 
always one of the many Indian languages, mixed with three other languages: 
English, Persian and Sanskrit (Kachru 1983: 66).  
 Kachru (1983: 66) labels the processes as Englishization (where English is 
mixed), Sanskritization (where Sanskrit is mixed), and Persianization (where Persian 
is mixed) with any one of the local languages of India. Motivations for the adoption 
of these mixed codes by a speaker will be different. A highly Englishized code 
where alternation between English and Hindi takes place is used for political and 
administrative purposes which may signal aspirations of upward mobility of the 
speaker (Kachru 1978). Englishized Hindi is used with the family and non-
Englishized Hindi with the domestics.  
 The Englishized mixed code is used as a marker of high social class, as an 
indication of elite membership and an expression of power and prestige by the 
Indian middle class and sometimes by the lower classes as well. According to 
Kachru (1978), the Englishized mixed code is typical of the Indian middle class. 
 Instances where one of the local languages will be mixed with Sanskrit, 
which is labeled as Sanskritization can be a marker of caste or religious identity used 
in philosophical, literary or religious discourse (Kachru 1978) whereas the third type 
of mixing labeled as Persianization is associated with Muslim culture symbolizing it 
as a marker of Muslim religious identity. Table 5.1 taken from Kachru (1983: 196)6 
illustrates the Sanskritized, Persianized and Englishized verb formations in Hindi. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
6 Author does not carry a table number. 
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Englishized Persianized Sanskritized Meaning in English 
worry karma phikir karma cinta karma To worry 
love karma pyar karma prem karma To love 
marriage karna sadi karma vivah karma To get married 
Table 5.1 Bilingual verb formations in Hindi based on Kachru (1983: 196)  
This type of mixing is identified as a productive process, distinguished from 
pidginization as it involves grammatical rules, expresses abstract concepts, involves 
mutually intelligible languages, and reveals a variety of functions. Note that in 
Muysken’s (2000) theory, these hybrid verbs are categorized as bilingual verbs in 
mixed data7. 
 CM is also separated from borrowing, as the process is not merely used for 
the supplementation of lexical items for gaps in a language. The appearance of 
single or lone lexical items from English may be results of nativization (where the 
words undergo phonological and morpho-syntactical integration into the borrower 
language) or neutralization (where the words will be direct insertions and used to 
suppress cultural connotations). The appearance of single words is not just to fill 
lexical gaps in the language but a much more productive process, which is driven by 
sociolinguistic and pragmatic considerations of the bilingual. In addition, most of 
the lone items can be register-specific. 
 Apart from single words, Kachru also discusses the significant transfer of 
longer linguistic units in bilingual utterances. The transfer can range from clauses, 
sentences, collocations to idioms. Hence, the longer the mixed item, the more 
distinguishable it is from borrowing. Such mixing results in the extension of the 
register and style of the language. According to Kachru (1983), code-mixed varieties 
can provide sociolinguistic indicators of various types of language use. Consider the 
examples in (3) taken from Kachru (1983: 195) his examples (2), (3) and (4). 
 
(3)          a. tum nahi janti, he is chairman Mr. Mehta’s best friend yaha do car 
din ko  hi aye hai.maine soca, I should not miss the opportunity. 
b. bhej do. Another fifteen minutes and I am off to the station. 
Lautne tak kaphi rat ho sakti hai.khane ke liye weit mat karma. 
c. kisi ne driver ka driving license china, kisi ne registration card , 
koi backview mirror, khat khat ane laga, koi truck ka horn bajane 
laga, koi brake dekhne laga.unho ne footpath hila kar dekha. 
 
Kachru identifies examples (3a) and (3b) as socially accepted CM and therefore a 
marker of education indicative of the westernization of India. The lexical spread in 
(3c) is identified as determined by the context indicative of register-specific mixing 
where the speaker has to employ specific lexis words in order to talk about a truck. 
Note the importance of Kachru’s observation that example (3c) is merely register-
specific and is not therefore characteristic of un-educated speech. 
                                                 
7 See § 5.5.3 of this chapter. 
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 Englishization is also used to re-express and re-define what has already 
been stated in the native language. CM with English will occur to express neutrality 
and therefore as an automatization strategy to distract attention. The aim is to use 
more neutral and less suggestive words in speech. In this context, mixing is used to 
conceal various types of identities. In many instances, a term like ‘wife’ in English 
is preferred according to Kachru (1983) to local words, as the English word does not 
reflect formal or colloquial connotations. Another positive attribute of 
Englishization noted by Kachru is that it does not reflect religious connotations and 
hence ‘cuts across religious boundaries’.  
 
CM as a process of hybridization 
 
Kachru (1983) makes an important analysis of the mixed lexical items found in 
bilingual data. Accordingly, a mixed form or a hybrid is described as one, which is 
composed of elements from two or more different languages. Hence, a hybrid 
comprises two or more elements and at least one element will be from a local 
language. These hybrid forms are also referred to as Indianisms (Kachru 1983: 138). 
The elements of a hybrid formation belongs either to an open-set (no grammatical 
constraints on the selected items) or to a closed-system (one of the elements belong 
to a closed-system of the local languages) in lexis. Kachru also proposes that there 
are certain structural and contextual constraints on hybridization and categorizes 
hybrids into (a) hybrid collocations (b) hybrid lexical sets (c) hybrid ordered series 
of words and (d) hybrid reduplication. For purposes of analysis and categorization of 
Sinhala-English data, this study considers the hybrid collocations proposed by 
Kachru. The examples in (4) highlight Hindi-English hybrid collocations, which are 
register-restricted or bound in the local language taken from Kachru (1983: 154) his 
example 4.3.1.  
 
(4)  a. Sarvodaya leader 
 b. Satyagraha movement 
 c.  Swadeshi cloth 
  
Classification of hybrid forms 
 
Kachru also classifies hybrid forms according to the units and elements, which 
operate in their structure, and groups them into (a) South Asian item as head and (b) 
South Asian item as modifier. Table 5.2 illustrates the classification of hybrid forms 
where the modifier is from English and the head is from a local language in India 
(taken from Kachru (1983: 157), his examples 4.5.1). 
 
Noun +Noun Adjective+ Noun ing as a modifier 
christian sadhu eternal upavasi burning ghee 
evening bajan imperial raj burning ghaut 
tamarind chutney swadeshi cloth  
Table 5.2 Hybrid forms- South Asian item as head based on Kachru (1983: 157)  
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Table 5.3 provides examples taken from (Kachru 1983: 157) his examples 4.5.2, 
where an English item functions as a head. 
 
Derivative Noun ing as head Agentive Verb as head Noun +Noun 
kashi pilgrimage beedi smoking beedi seller ghee fried ahimsa soldier 
bazaar musician Durri weaving sarvodaya leader sari clad ayurveda 
system 
Table 5.3 Hybrid forms – English item as head based on Kachru (1983: 157)  
 
Contextual distribution of hybridized forms 
 
Kachru also provides a contextual classification and identifies a variety of semantic 
areas in which hybrids occur. Accordingly, the hybrid items are classified into 
agriculture, administration, flora /fauna, art/music, buildings, clothes, concepts, 
edibles, drinks, education, habits, medicine, modes of address, occupations, politics, 
religion and rituals, and vehicles. In classifying all the mixed lexical items 
contextually, Kachru acknowledges hybridization as an innovative lexical process 
brought about by the linguistic and cultural contact with English. Kachru considers 
this a creative process born out of contact situations and acknowledges the 
significant influence it has on the development of languages.  
 
CM as a neutralization strategy 
 
Another important theory on post-colonial varieties of CM is Kachru’s observation 
that mixing is a strategy of neutralization. The process of mixing English words in 
Hindi discourse is observed by Kachru (1978 and 1982c) as a process that 
neutralizes the identities ‘one is reluctant to express by the use of the native 
languages or dialects’. In such contexts, the strategy of mixing single words from 
English which are culturally, traditionally, socially and emotionally neutral is an 
extremely successful process. According to Kachru (1986: 9), this is not borrowing 
in the sense of filling a lexical gap. The borrowed item has referential meaning and 
no cultural connotations with regard to the context of its use. Hence, the power of 
neutralization too is associated with English where English provides an additional 
referential code with no cultural connotations. Such mixing practices also give rise 
to new code-mixed varieties (Kachru 1978) especially in the contexts of discussing 
kinship, taboo items, sex organs, death and science and technology. 
 
Constraints and cohesiveness in CM 
 
Discussing constraints on CM, Kachru (1986: 71) observes that there may be 
‘acceptable’ and ‘odd’ mixing. The educated varieties of mixing include registral or 
style specific CM. The constraints are listed as rank-shift constraint (the rank shift 
clause is not from another language), conjunction constraint (conjunctions such as 
and, or are not used to join non-English VPs or NPs), determiner constraint and 
complementizer constraints (Kachru 1986: 72). These constraints constitute only a 
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part of the picture according to Kachru on the enormous possibilities inherent in 
CM.  
 In this analysis of CM, it is apparent that single words as well as extended 
linguistic units that are mixed in bilingual data are socially significant. Kachru 
observes that CM is used for register identification as a ‘foregrounding’ strategy to 
‘attract attention’. CM is used as a discourse strategy for specific communicative 
purposes such as style, elucidation, neutralization and interpretation. A function is 
assigned for each code (Kachru 1983). An important observation made by Kachru’s 
proposal is the fact that it is educated Indians that employ CM in conversation.  
 Observe Kachru’s positive attitudes towards CM in his argument that CM 
with English is pan-South Asian. In attitudinal and functional terms, it ranks highest 
and cuts across language boundaries, religious boundaries and caste boundaries. 
Referring to the special names that have been associated with mixing languages, 
Kachru (1983) observes that this is also characteristic of the phenomenon of CM not 
only in Asia but also in Europe and cites that CM has been labeled as Hinglish 
(Kachru 1979), Singlish (Fernando 1977) and Tex Mex (Gumperz 1970) by 
scholars. In this sense, there is more to language mixing than meets the eye.  
 
5.3.3 Auer  
Peter Auer (1984) observes that CS is much more than a rule-governed 
phenomenon. He proposes that there are distinctions between alternation (points in 
interaction) and transfer (units of interaction) which accounts for a coherent 
functional use of CS using verbal cues (discourse related) and attributes of the 
speaker (participant related) in the strategies outlined. Transfer, according to Auer 
(1984) does not correspond to language contact and second language acquisition, 
which according to the old school of thought, results in interference.  
 Adopting an ethno-methodological conversational analysis framework, he 
observes that conversational analysis should take into account the sequential 
development of an interaction considering important cues such as, fillers, pauses, 
hesitations, backchannels, and overlaps. Auer distinguishes between language 
alternation and other contact language phenomena by the local functionality of 
language alternation. In his observation, the appearance of a mere word from the 
other language reflects only a referential function. Hence, the speaker does not mark 
the lexical item’s ‘other languageness’ and does not employ it for anything else 
other than for reference i.e. there is no indication that the speaker is alternating 
between two languages.  
 On the other hand, if the speaker produces an item that marks the ‘other 
languageness’, Auer suggests ‘he or she makes it visible to the co-participants and 
the linguist’ that the lexical item has a locally established meaning and a function 
which also ‘signals the speaker’s superior lexical knowledge’. In his approach, 
frequencies do not matter to the functional aspect of code alternation. 
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CS as a contextualization strategy 
 
Auer (1984) interprets CS as a strategy that contextualizes verbal activities and 
draws parallels between CS and other contextualizing strategies in speech such as 
lowering or heightening of pitch, change of posture and change of speed and 
delivery. In addition to verbal means, contextualization strategies depend on 
prosodic cues, gestural and kinesic cues. CS is defined as one of these cues.  
 
 Discourse related switching 
 
In discourse related language alternation, CS is related to specific language tasks 
where participants use different languages for different topics and is considered one 
of the contextualization cues in verbal interaction. CS implies a change of topic in 
discourse related switching where a ‘new language’ marks a ‘new footing’. The 
notion underlying this type of alternation is sequentiality of language choice. It 
implies a relationship between what happened before the change of language and 
what happened afterward, contextualizing the new activity. CS is considered an 
additional strategy available to bilinguals to ‘mark’ the beginnings or returns to 
topics by a different language. In such conversations, repair initiators according to 
Auer (1984: 42) such as ‘what? hm? who?8 may be used and termination will be 
signaled by terms such as ‘I see’ and ‘aha’. CS is described as an ‘additional 
strategy’ available to bilinguals (Auer 1984: 42). 
  In this type of language alternation, Auer (1984:) emphasizes the functional 
use of CS referring to speakers’ need to provide their hearers ‘not only with well-
formed propositions’ but also with a ‘context’ in which these propositions can be 
‘embedded’ and appropriately ‘interpreted’. This notion implies that the context 
needs to be created and maintained by participants in addition to what they say. In 
this sense, discourse related switching is observed as a contextualization strategy 
that initiates ‘new footing’. 
 
Participant related switching 
 
Most important are Auer’s observations related to participant related switching that 
is ‘unmarked’ by a new topic. Participant related switching takes place due to the 
preference of ‘same language talk’ by the speakers. Switching of this type is marked 
by a speaker’s preference of one language over another and conveys the 
interactional function or meaning of using two languages with a participant (Auer 
1984: 47). The assumption is that speakers prefer ‘same language talk’ and there are 
different implications when those same speakers use different languages. 
 The contributions marked by a new language are conversationally 
‘unmarked’. Auer (1984) observes that bilingual conversationalists appear to 
‘monitor’ their partner’s speech production for ‘mistakes’ or ‘insecurities’ with 
regard to grammar and pronunciation (whereas these members’ analyses of 
                                                 
8 Emphasis is the author’s. Also, see Auer (1984: 42) 
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correctness and grammaticality may differ from those of renowned linguists) and 
‘adapt’ their language choice to the ‘assessed’ bilingual abilities of the other. Auer 
suggests that such switching for the benefit of the co-participant is not welcome, as 
it assigns linguistic incompetence to the other speaker. CS of this type points either 
to the speaker’s ‘unbalanced’ bilingual competence or to the ‘diverging preferences’ 
for the two languages. 
 
Transfer 
 
As opposed to switching, transfer is considered neutral with respect to the negotiated 
language of interaction. Transfer is marked by items in this model whereas CS is 
marked by points. Auer’s transfer does not correspond to language contact and 
second language acquisition.  
 
The sequentiality of Code Alternation 
 
Code alternation is a contextualization strategy on par with other devices such as 
intonation, rhythm, gesture or posture, which are used in the ‘situated production 
and interpretation of language’ (Auer 1995: 123). Accordingly, contextualization 
cues do not have referential meaning. It is a sequential analysis that carries the 
situated meaning of code alternation. 
 Auer’s (1984) model of interpreting language alternation based on a 
sequential analysis of conversation re-emphasizes Gumperz’s notions of CS as a 
discourse strategy. The functional aspect of CS is observed as ‘embedded in a 
sequential development of the conversation’. Language alternation is dealt 
structurally by drawing distinctions between units and points in a conversation. If it 
is a unit, then we are dealing with transfer and if it is a point, then we are dealing 
with CS. Language alternation is also dealt with regard to the issue of signaling by 
drawing distinctions between discourse (an aspect of the conversation ) and 
participant related (with participants) CS.  
 Note that the appearance of single words carries only referential meaning in 
Auer’s model. He observes that there are complications regarding the criteria (based 
on adaptation and non-adaptation of lexical items) put forward by scholars 
attempting to define the appearance of single lexical items from one language in the 
structure of another. In his model, what is important is the fact whether the speaker 
‘marks’ or ‘unmarks’ the lexical item’s ‘other languageness’ which would account 
for language alternation. 
 Note also that in Auer’s interpretation of the functional uses of language 
alternation, the subject of CS is approached without preconceived assumptions of 
both the codes and the speakers. CS is discussed as a strategy used to contextualize 
an activity. Auer acknowledges the advantage of the bilingual as opposed to the 
monolingual, of having more than one language at his/her disposal as an ‘additional 
resource for contextualization’. 
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5.3.4 Fasold 
Ralph Fasold (1984) observes that languages are linked with the identity and 
ethnicity of social groups in society. Commenting on both the behaviorist view 
(attitudes towards languages based on responses in actual interactions) and the 
mentalist view (attitudes towards languages based on an internal mental state), 
Fasold observes attitudes towards languages as often reflecting ‘attitudes towards 
members of various ethnic groups’ (Fasold 1984: 148). 
 In his analysis, Fasold focuses on the relations between high and low 
varieties of language and observes that there is a social hierarchy present in the use 
of such varieties in society. Analyzing a series of language-attitude tests carried out 
by various researchers, Fasold proposes that the high (which will be rated high in the 
power scale) and low (which would be rated high on solidarity scale) varieties do 
not always provide the expected language relations between power and solidarity 
scales. Fasold also distinguishes between the strategies of convergence and 
divergence employed by speakers of subordinate and dominant groups respectively 
and stresses the importance of domains (where the low varieties are prominently 
used over high varieties) and participants in language choice.  
  
Power and solidarity in language 
 
Fasold (1984) notes that attitudes are a valuable tool that reveals the ‘social 
importance’ of language and how it is used as a ‘symbol of group membership’ in 
society. Commenting on a number of language attitude analyses that yielded 
‘unexpected’ results, Fasold (1984: 158) observes that speakers who used the high 
variety were rated higher in the power as well as the solidarity scales. Generally, the 
low varieties are rated higher in solidarity scales whereas the high varieties dominate 
the power scales. The results of many analyses reveal that the high varieties have 
higher ratings on the likeability factor than the low varieties. Accordingly, this 
indicates that speakers preferred the high varieties to ‘mother tongues’ or low 
varieties for status as well as affective scales (Fasold 1984: 159).  
 Citing examples between European-French (high variety) and Canadian-
French (low variety), where Canadian-French should have been rated higher in the 
affective scale, Fasold reports that there was no ‘significant’ difference between the 
ratings of the two varieties by the informants. In societies where diglossia exists, 
Fasold observes that attitude studies should yield predictable results where the high 
varieties (carrying prestige and power) have greater power over low varieties, which 
are ‘often disparaged’.  
 
Strategies of convergence and divergence 
 
Commenting on Giles’ (1977) accommodation theory, Fasold (1984) observes that 
accommodation takes the form of convergence (where a speaker chooses a language 
variety to suit the needs of the participant) and divergence (where a speaker makes 
no effort to ‘adjust’ his speech to suit the needs of the participant). Divergence 
occurs when the speaker wants to ‘emphasize’ his loyalty to his own group and 
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‘disassociate’ himself from the participants’ group. Fasold observes that speakers 
can adjust or not adjust their speech to suit the linguistic needs of the participants. If 
the speaker changes his language accordingly, he /she will use ‘words’ or ‘larger 
units’ from another language to ‘converge’. His comments on the linguistic 
preferences of dominant and subordinate groups are noteworthy for this study. In a 
society, if a dominant group wishes to remain dominant, then they will expect the 
subordinate groups (who are expected to converge when dealing with the dominant 
group) to make the necessary linguistic changes whereas they (the dominant group) 
will retain their prestige language without any convergence. The divergence strategy 
is used by dominant groups to emphasize their linguistic differences (which can also 
indicate the societal and class differences between the two groups as in the case 
between English speakers and Sinhala speakers in Sri Lanka) when they feel 
threatened by a socially improving  subordinate group (Giles 1977 as quoted by 
Fasold 1984: 190). Hence, subordinate group members who wish to gain social 
acceptance and mobility in the larger society use the convergence strategy. 
 
Domains and participants 
 
Commenting on the importance of domains and participants in language choice 
Fasold cites two analyses important to this study. In analyzing which variety of 
language a certain speaker would use in a certain domain, Fasold cites Parasher’s 
(1980) analysis where the mother tongue ratings were higher than the English 
language ratings in the domestic domains. From the seven domains cited, it would 
appear that family, friendship, neighborhood might be low domains and that 
education, government, and employment might be high domains. Hence, the 
expected result accordingly would be that the mother tongue to be dominant in the 
three low domains and English, Hindi or the regional dialect to be dominant in the 
high domains (Fasold 1984: 185).  
 The analysis accordingly yielded interesting results. It is observed that the 
low variety (in this case the mother tongue) is preferred over the high (English) in 
the family domain and English is the preferred language in the employment, 
education and government domains which is the expected result (Fasold 1984: 185). 
Interestingly, it was observed that there was very little use of Hindi or the other 
regional dialects in the domains that were expected to rate the local languages higher 
over English. English dominated in the friendship domain and had the highest 
ratings in the neighborhood domain, which is ‘surprising’ (Fasold 1984: 185). 
 The high variety is reserved for the formal domains. Parasher’s (1980) 
analysis as cited by Fasold (1984: 184) proposes  that language ‘understood by 
participants’ is a crucial factor in language choice and emphasizes the significance 
of  the use of the vernacular in low domains. English was observed to have higher 
ratings in all but the family domain (Fasold 1984: 186). Ratings cited by Parasher 
(1980) as quoted by Fasold (1984: 186) reveals ratings for mother tongue in a 
descending-order. Fasold attributes the descending-order of the use of the mother 
tongue as a ‘diglossia-like pattern’ of language choice. Furthermore, he proposes 
that in communities with diglossia, high languages will be ‘revered’ and low 
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languages ‘disparaged’ even though everyone knows the low language and ‘very 
few speaks the high’.  
 The significance of the role of the participant in language choice is also 
emphasized by Gal (1979). Citing Gal’s (1979) implicational scale for language-
choice between Hungarian (the traditional in-group language and the low variety) 
and German (the national language, language of education, language of the 
professional class and the high variety) in Austria, Fasold observes that younger 
speakers (exposed to urban values associated with German), are the most likely to 
use German with most interlocutors than older speakers. 
 
5.3.5 Heller  
Monica Heller (1995) emphasizes the significance of CS as a communicative 
strategy in society especially for subordinate groups. CS strategies such as 
assimilation (through inter marriage and language learning), brokerage (through 
mediating between the linguistic groups) and collective mobilization (through 
creating different market places or taking over the valuable resources) are listed as 
methods used by subordinate groups in a society to ‘resist’ or cope with the 
domination of dominant groups. Focusing on Anglophones and Francophones in 
Canada, the role of language in imposing domination and exercising domination by 
members of dominant groups over subordinate groups is discussed.   
 Elaborating further on CS as a conversational strategy, Heller describes it 
as a tool or instrument through which ‘social, economic and political’ goals are 
achieved. Heller proposes a framework where language is seen as related to power 
in two ways: a process of social action and interaction and a process to gain access 
to and exercise power (Heller 1995: 159). In the analysis, CS is viewed as a strategy 
that provides access to and control over ‘valuable material and symbolic resources’. 
 Using a metaphor of power as a game, Heller suggests that in order to gain 
access to the game, one not only has to display ‘appropriate linguistic and cultural  
knowledge’ but also has to accept the rules as ‘universal’ rather than ‘as conventions 
set up by dominant groups’ in control of valued resources of the ‘market place’9. In 
other words CS is a strategy to play the ‘game of social life’ and more importantly to 
use the rules and even go further by changing them. In Heller’s view, groups that 
control valued resources in society also control the market place. Similarly, 
linguistic resources, which are also not equally distributed, are accessible to people 
who hold high positions in a given society. Note the emphasis on the social position 
of the speaker in Heller’s analysis. 
 
5.3.6 Conclusion 
 
It is apparent that the sociolinguistic analyses are dominated by the social 
significance  of CM. Gumperz’s (1982) theory on situational and metaphorical CS is 
                                                 
9 Heller (1995: 160) refers to the concepts of symbolic capital and symbolic market 
places in a society. 
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a reflection of  Kachru’s (1983/1986) and Auer’s (1984) interpretation of CS as an 
important ‘discourse strategy’ from a conversationalist’s point of view. Auer’s 
interpretation of the functional use of CS as a contextualization strategy where the 
sequential embeddedness carries social significance, builds on Gumperz’s notion of 
contextualization. The theories emphasize that CS is best analyzed and explained 
from the point of its social significance. Gumperz (1982) emphasizes that rather than 
a grammatical analysis of CS, an interpretation of how the bilingual metaphorically 
and stylistically uses two languages to communicate meaning is significant to 
comprehend bilingual language processing. The analyses propose that CS is not 
merely a ‘matter of linguistic well-formedness’, and argue that the social meaning 
and communicative role of CS transcends a syntactic analysis. For Heller too CM 
strategies are social strategies, whether they are individual or collective. The 
analyses propose that language relations are bound with power and solidarity. These 
social strategies of assimilation, bilingual brokerage and collective mobilization 
distinguish the hierarchical social organization where the ‘market place’ is 
controlled by dominant linguistic groups. For Heller, CM is most significantly a 
strategy adopted by subordinate groups in coping with and resisting to that 
domination exercised by socially dominant linguistic groups. According to Heller, 
the social strategies are used by subordinate groups, either to win over or to take 
complete control of the valuable resources that are unequally distributed in society. 
Heller’s analysis of CS as a strategy employed by subordinate linguistic groups 
reiterates Giles’ convergence strategy, illustrated by Fasold (1984). In an 
amalgamation of attitudinal research carried out by a number of scholars, Ralph 
Fasold (1984) justifies the social significance of CM as significantly revealing the 
hierarchical organization of society. He further distinguishes between high and low 
varieties, strategies of convergence and divergence, as well as power and solidarity 
issues in CM. Kachru’s definition of CM as a strategy for nativization and 
hybridization, significantly distances itself from the structural analyses, focusing on 
the positives that are achieved rather than the negatives of CM. Language deviation 
to him is a process that has resulted in language varieties in post-colonial societies. 
Deviations distinguish the post-colonial varieties of English from the native varieties 
of English and are not always indicative of non-standard language varieties. In fact, 
deviations are different to mistakes. What is analyzed as register-specific by Kachru 
would yield a different interpretation from a variationist. For Kachru, CM is a 
productive and an extremely creative process brought about by centuries of 
linguistic and cultural contact with English especially in post-colonial societies. The 
analyses of these scholars are important as they concentrate less on structural and 
abstract constraints and more on social constraints that govern CM reflecting on the 
possibilities and tendencies of emerging mixed varieties. The focus on CM is as one 
of the most important discourse strategies in bilingual conversation. In fact, the 
proposals undoubtedly characterize CM as an integral part of bilingual speech.  
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5.4 Psycholinguistic analyses  
 
5.4.1 Grosjean 
 
Francois Grosjean (1982) proposes that ‘language borrowing is the legacy of those 
who live with two languages’ (Grosjean 1982: 341). The bilingual who is described 
as a unique person will use two languages: 
 
for different purposes and with different people and often one of 
the two languages will be their more familiar, more personal code. 
(1982: 256) 
 
Accordingly, it is the prerogative of the bilingual to code-mix, code-switch and 
borrow from the languages available to him/her. Contrary to monolingual views, 
CM, CS and lexical borrowing in bilingual communities is the norm and not the 
exception. It is now understood and acknowledged that bilinguals do not speak in a 
haphazard way, and that CM, CS and lexical borrowing are rule-governed 
phenomena. Psycholinguists in bilingualism are intrigued by the rules that govern 
language mixing in the bilingual. How is this mixed language processed in the 
bilingual? Is the bilingual functioning with one or two lexicons? How many 
grammars employed by the bilingual when speaking to monolinguals and bilinguals? 
Though there have been many explanations including the co-ordinate, compound 
and sub-ordinate distinction, Grosjean (1982) observes that a successful explanation 
for the intricate language processing of the bilingual has still not been provided. 
 Reviewing a number of studies conducted on bilingual aphasics and the 
processing of language in the bilingual brain, Grosjean proposes that the bilingual’s 
fluency in each language reflects the ‘need for that skill in that language’. The 
analysis emphasizes that the needs and skills differ according to the language history 
of the bilingual and the domains of use of each language. This in turn influences the 
fluency of each language in the bilingual. 
  The emphasis now is on the processing of language in the bilingual’s 
different language modes: the monolingual mode (where interference, 
overgeneralizations, hypercorrections takes place) and the bilingual mode (where 
CM, switching and borrowing takes place). Based on the observation Grosjean 
(1995: 261) proposes that bilinguals travel along a situational continuum where at 
one end bilinguals are ‘restricted’ to be monolingual with their monolingual 
counterparts and at the other, they can be bilingual with their bilingual counterparts. 
Underlying this observation is another significant analysis. In the preface to his book 
Life with two languages (1982), Grosjean observes that: 
   
Contrary to general belief, bilinguals are rarely equally fluent in 
their languages; some speak one language better than another, 
others use one of their languages in specific situations and others 
still can read and write one of the languages they speak. (Preface) 
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Accordingly, Grosjean proposes that bilinguals differ among themselves for many 
reasons: as a result of not being totally fluent in their respective languages, as to the 
‘extent they travel along the continuum’ and due to the ‘intermediary levels’ that 
exist between the two ends of the continuum (Grosjean 1995: 262). Grosjean 
observes that bilinguals have to ‘restrict’ themselves to the monolingual mode, when 
they are among monolinguals. Since bilinguals cannot totally deactivate their 
bilingual mode, this imposed restriction causes language deviations. The language 
deviations are due to the deactivated language.  
Language deviations 
According to Grsojean one of the best methods to investigate the language 
processing mechanisms that functions in the bilingual brain is through language 
deviations10. However, note that this premise is based on the notion that the 
bilingual’s language competencies with regard to each language differ and that the 
bilingual is ‘totally’ not fluent in his/her languages. Grosjean stresses that the 
bilingual develops proficiency in his/her languages based on the communication 
needs required of each language. Hence, the bilingual can never be totally fluent in 
both languages. This is best exemplified according to Grosjean, when the bilingual 
speaks to a monolingual. In such an instance, the language of the bilingual is 
characterized by many language deviations as a result of the deactivated language. 
 Though false starts, slips of the tongue and hesitations are common to any 
speaker, Grosjean proposes that these very features enable to identify the language 
processing mechanisms that take place in the brain of the bilingual. This is 
because in the monolingual language mode, the bilingual is restricted to activate 
only one language and since this is a near impossible task according to Grosjean, 
certain deviations occur that mark the ‘interference of the ‘deactivated’ language. 
Such deviations are of two types (a) within language deviations (such as 
overgeneralizations, hypercorrections and simplifications) and (b) between language 
deviations (such as interference). Overgeneralization is also referred to as false 
analogy or under learning. Grosjean lists a number of examples where the non-fluent 
bilingual will overgeneralize patterns (such as the past tense rule) which result in 
language ‘deviations’. This observation is important in analyzing errors in the 
Sinhala-English corpus (where non-fluent speakers of English overuse the plural 
marker which results in ‘furnitures, jewelleries, informations’, overuse or omission 
of determiners, overuse or omission of prepositions etc). Hypercorrection, avoidance 
of certain difficult words and phrases and spelling pronunciation are also listed as 
within language deviations. Interference according to Grosjean is a speaker-specific 
‘deviation’, which is caused due to the influence of the ‘deactivated’ language. 
Interference is defined as ‘the involuntary influence of one language over the other’ 
Grosjean (1982: 299) which is most prominent when a bilingual is speaking to a 
monolingual. Grosjean observes that in words and idiomatic expressions which are 
similar to borrowings (at word level), the appearance of syntactic patterns of one 
language in another which are ungrammatical but understood (at syntactic level), 
                                                 
10 Emphasis is the author’s. 
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and the influence of one language over the spelling system of the other ( at 
orthographic level) can cause interference. 
  
Bilingual language mode 
Unlike the monolingual mode where language deviations characterize the verbal 
repertoire of the bilingual, in the bilingual mode, both languages are activated and 
the bilingual’s language is characterized by obvious strategies such as CS, CM and 
lexical borrowing. In fact, CS, CM and lexical borrowing are considered ‘an integral 
part of the language varieties developed in bilingual communities (Grosjean 1982: 
330). It is acknowledged that in the bilingual communities several language varieties 
are developed as a result of these phenomena. Similar to monolingual language 
norms developed in monolingual communities, there are also bilingual language 
norms where mixed varieties are present. Hence, code-switching and lexical 
borrowing are part of the bilingual community and is the norm and not the 
exception. The analysis proposes that these phenomena are governed by both 
structural and social constraints.  
  In the bilingual mode, the speaker is able to access another language freely. 
This link with the other language may be merely for a word, a phrase or a complete 
sentence which results in the mixed language varieties. The social constraints 
proposed are significant. According to Grosjean, the bilingual chooses his/her 
language depending on the situation, topic, and the interlocutor. Switching or mixing 
takes place if the environment permits. 
  Grosjean also proposes that the numerous single word items that occur in 
bilingual discourse as ‘speech borrowings’. Speech borrowings’ (or ‘nonce 
borrowings’) accordingly differ from a word that has ‘become part of a language 
community’s vocabulary’ (Grosjean 1995: 263). In borrowing, the bilingual can 
‘extend the meaning of a word from the language he or she is speaking under the 
influence of the other language (Grosjean 1982: 308). 
  
Base language 
Providing a psycholinguistic interpretation to CS, Grosjean’s theory focuses on 
single word elements that can be analyzed as either code-switches or borrowings. It 
is observed that the elements are perceived by bilinguals to be either code switches 
or borrowings depending most significantly on the phonological effect of the base 
language on the word.  
 Grosjean (1982) observes that the effect of the base language ‘probably 
depends on the acoustic-phonetic characteristics’ of the code-switched words. In an 
analysis to test how bilinguals accessed ‘guest’ words in bilingual speech 
production, Grosjean (1995) refers to a study,  which confirmed (a) that the words 
identified sooner  were phonotactically marked as belonging to the guest language  
than words that were not marked in this way and (b)  that words belonging solely to 
the guest language only were identified sooner than words belonging to two lexicons 
and (c) that words that have homophones in the base language as well as the guest 
language were identified with difficulty by the bilingual informants. The tests also 
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confirmed that the probability for single word items to be code-switches than 
borrowings is much greater in mixed data. The study proved that the phonotactics of 
the guest word and the absence or presence of homophones are significant factors 
for the bilingual in the access of single word items in the bilingual mode. In this 
sense, the influence of the base language in the bilingual mode is most important. 
 The influence of topic, interlocutor and situation when choosing a base 
language in bilingual speech production is also significant in Grosjean’s 
psycholinguistic analysis. In some cases it is observed that ‘bilinguals also switch 
back and forth between languages within one semantic domain’ (Grosjean 1982: 
321). Hence, difficulties are observed in determining a base language to every mixed 
utterance spoken by a bilingual: 
   
Determining a base language used is far from easy except in the 
most straightforward cases such as tag switches or single noun 
switches.    (1982: 321) 
 
In recent studies, Grosjean proposes that what actually happens is a negotiation of a 
base language in bilingual interaction. In the bilingual language mode the bilingual 
chooses a base language whenever interacting with another bilingual. This base 
language is defined as the ‘main language of interaction’ (Grosjean 1995: 262). 
Though a base language is chosen the bilingual may ‘decide’ to switch the base 
language during the conversation. This decision is also referred to as the ‘language 
choice’ (Grosjean 1995: 263) of the bilingual. Accordingly, language mixing (CM 
and CS) occurs when the bilingual decides to bring in other-language elements into 
the already chosen base language. If a word, phrase or a sentence is taken from 
another language then there is a ‘language shift’ (or CS) and if these other-language 
elements are integrated into the base language (which is decided by the bilingual) 
then borrowing takes place. This observation emphasizes that the bilingual 
negotiates the base language depending on external as well as internal variables. 
This observation acknowledges the social and psycholinguistic constraints 
governing language mixing in bilingual societies, which cannot easily be 
comprehended by monolingual language norms. 
 
Borrowing 
Grosjean (1982: 333) refers to Weinreich’s analogy that speech borrowing is like 
sand being carried by a stream; language borrowing is like the sand that is deposited 
at the bottom of a lake. Spontaneous, speech, idiosyncratic or nonce borrowings are 
extremely important in a study of CM as they occur most frequently and are an 
integral part of the bilingual’s speech. Are words initially borrowings or are they 
code-mixes? Why do some speakers borrow a word and some other speakers use the 
same word as a code-mix? Grosjean (1982: 333) observes that a word is initially a 
‘speech borrowing’ before it gets phonologically or morphologically adapted to the 
receiving language and becomes a ‘language borrowing’. It is also noted that a word 
undergoes a transitory period or an ‘uncertain linguistic period’ (Haugen 1956: 55 as 
quoted by Grosjean 1982: 314) between being a speech and a language borrowing. 
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A word becomes a language borrowing when it becomes a part of the borrowing 
language and is no longer treated as an other-language element according to 
Grosjean (1982).  
 Words that are borrowed go through phonological, morphological and 
syntactical integration into the base language. The most significant change a word 
undergoes when it is borrowed is phonological adaptation into the base language 
where base language phonemes are substituted for the original phonemes of the 
word. In morphological adaptation of loan words, pluralization is mostly affected. 
Pluralization, when adapting a loan word, usually patterns along base language 
rules. Grosjean (1982) analyses an example from German-English such as ‘two 
carpenter’ as a borrowing patterned along German pluralization rules.  
 Referring to Weinreich’s description of loan words, Grosjean (1982) 
observes many reasons for words to become part of a language such as expressing 
new concepts, ideologies, technology, new places, as well as spread of religion and 
colonial invasions. The prestigious status and other positive elements associated 
with international languages are also significant factors that influence speakers to 
borrow. Speakers may also borrow if they wish to integrate into the majority or 
dominant group in society especially if the dominant group is also linguistically 
powerful. In essence, borrowing is a ‘reflection’ of the speaker’s wish to acculturate. 
Accordingly, it is observed that ‘those who wish to acculturate faster are more prone 
to borrow than those who wish to maintain their identity as members of a different 
linguistic group’ (Grosjean 1982: 313). 
 
5.4.2 Conclusion 
In conclusion, the most important analyses in Grosjean’s psycholinguistic 
interpretation of CS are the importance of a base language in mixed data, the 
observation of a situational continuum in bilingual language use, differences 
between monolingual and bilingual modes as well as norms of language use and 
language deviations11, and the interpretation of single word mixes in bilingual 
speech.  
 Note the observation that the base language is negotiated and chosen by the 
bilingual indicating that CS and CM are strategies employed by the bilingual to 
perform his/her communicative needs in a bilingual society. All strategies CS, CM 
and lexical borrowing are observed as the norm and not the exception in bilingual 
language use. When interacting with fellow bilinguals, the bilinguals opt to 
negotiate a language of interaction, which is also referred to as the base language. 
The moment this language choice is made, the bilingual may wish to extract a word, 
a phrase, or a complete sentence from another language resulting in CS or CM 
(language shift). Lexical borrowing or language borrowing occur when the word 
becomes part of the borrower language phonetically and morpho- syntactically. 
Language use of the bilingual in the monolingual mode of the situational continuum 
is of utmost importance as it is in this mode that language deviations take place. 
Language deviations of the bilingual in the monolingual mode provide insight into 
                                                 
11 Emphasis is the author’s. 
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the language processing of the bilingual. Note also the emphasis that CS, CM and 
lexical borrowing are the norm in bilingual communities. The aptness of using these 
strategies depends on the interlocutor, topic and situation. Hence, new language 
varieties each with specific norms and domains of use evolve as a result of CS, CM 
and lexical borrowing.  
 The analysis reiterates that single lexical items can be both code-switches 
and borrowings depending on the nature of integration into the base language. The 
importance laid on phonological features of single words when deciding the degree 
of integration into the base, is also significant.  
 Note that many of the language deviations observed by Grosjean will be 
viewed differently by post-colonial researchers in contact linguistics. In fact, 
interference, which results in producing certain ‘grammatical’ syntactic and 
phonological features modeled on native languages when speaking English in post-
colonial societies are an integral part of the new Englishes around the world. These 
language deviations are not considered non-standard or as errors, though they differ 
largely from the native English varieties. These non-native English varieties with 
their ‘language deviations’ are acculturated and culture-bound in the societies which 
have produced them. These same deviations are an essential part of the identity of 
the bilingual in modern post-colonial societies.  
 
5.5 Structural analyses  
 
5.5.1 Poplack 
 
Shana Poplack (1980) outlines the Free Morpheme and the Equivalence Constraint 
as governing language mixing in bilingual utterances. It is noted that CS constitutes 
the ‘skilled manipulation of overlapping sections of two (or more) grammars’. 
Accordingly, based on studies of English-Spanish bilingualism among Puerto Ricans 
in New York, the CS strategies were identified as inter-sentential12 , intra-
sentential13 and extra-sentential14 by Poplack (2000: 255).  
The framework forwarded by Poplack et al (1988) describes constraints 
based on surface-linear equivalence of the two languages. Adopting a variationist 
approach, their theory focuses on the point where two languages meet and on the 
grammar, that provides the switch.  
                                                 
12 Inter-sentential CS is defined as instances when full sentences are switched by 
bilinguals ( Poplack 1980). 
13 Most of the intra-sentential switches were analyzed by Poplack (1980) as nouns, 
and the major constituents in the data were analyzed as supportive of the 
Equivalence Constraint which states that ‘whole constituents’ are switched rather 
than ‘elements’ if the syntactic rule for generating the constituent is ‘not shared’ by 
both L1 and L2’ of the utterance.  
14 According to Poplack (1980), extra-sentential CS requires less knowledge of two 
grammars since they are freely distributable within the discourse. 
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 The grammaticalization theory forwarded by Sankoff and Poplack (1981) 
proposed that when constituents alternate, they preserve their monolingual structural 
characteristics. In their theory, the authors propose the existence of one code-
switched grammar and two monolingual grammars. They argue that intra-sentential 
CS may occur freely at equivalence sites and the code-switched grammar is a 
combination of lexicons and grammatical properties of the two languages, limited by 
constraints. 
 The theoretical constraints proposed by Poplack (1980) and Sankoff and 
Poplack (1981) are the Equivalence Constraint and the Free Morpheme Constraints 
which identifies specific points at which switches wouldn’t occur and poses limits 
on the utterances.  
 
Equivalence Constraint 
 
In the Equivalence Constraint (Poplack 1980; Sankoff and Poplack 1981), code-
switches tend to occur at points where the juxtaposition of L1 and L2 items does not 
‘violate a syntactic rule of either language’, as indicated in a structural 
representation provided in Poplack (1980: 586).  
The Equivalence Constraint proposed and still maintains that the ‘boundary 
between adjacent fragments’ occurs between two constituents that are ‘ordered’ in 
the same way in both languages ensuring the ‘linear coherence’ of the sentence 
structure without ‘omitting’ or ‘duplicating’ lexical material (Poplack 2004: line 55). 
Accordingly, a switch cannot occur within a constituent where the ‘grammar is not 
shared by the ‘other language’. The Equivalence Constraint claims that there is 
linear order and structural hierarchy in code-switched utterances. The constraint is 
also based on the notion that the word order of the two languages is ‘homologous’ 
around the switch point (Poplack and Meechan 1995: 200).  
 In the Equivalence Constraint, codes tend to be switched at points where 
the surface structures of the languages map onto each other suggesting that 
utterances (which contain elements from both languages) follow the word order of 
both languages at sentence level. The constituents on both sides of the switch must 
be grammatical simultaneously in both languages referring to the fact that the 
switched utterance contains monolingual chunks. Observe that the theory is based on 
the symmetry of the languages concerned where languages are balanced in the 
production of the utterance. The Equivalence Constraint is based on the notion that 
CS is allowed within constituents as long as the word order requirements of both 
languages are met at sentence level.  
 
Free Morpheme Constraint 
The Free Morpheme Constraint proposes that code-switches will not occur within a 
word such as between two affixes and a stem and an affix. The constraint suggests 
that ‘codes may be switched after any constituent in discourse provided that 
constituent is not a bound morpheme’. The example in (5) taken from Poplack 
(2000: 227) her example (5), illustrates the violation of the Free Morpheme 
Constraint. 
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(5)  .  *estoy  eat-iendo 
‘I am eat-ing’ 
Poplack and Sankoff (1988) observes that the word flipeando is a well-formed 
Spanish form whereas run-eando (running) and eat-iendo (eating) are not, as the 
phonology of ‘run’ and ‘eat’ is English (not adapted phonologically) and eando, 
iendo are Spanish forms. Therefore, run-eando and eat-iendo are excluded (as the 
English verb stems are not phonologically adapted) whereas flip-eando is possible 
(as the verb stem is phonologically adapted). These examples are cited to illustrate 
the Free Morpheme Constraint. Poplack (1980) includes idiomatic expressions 
which are considered to behave like bound morphemes under the Free Morpheme 
Constraint. What the Free Morpheme Constraint suggests is that mixing is possible 
anywhere except between a bound morpheme and a stem 
 The argument is that if there are elements of the source and receiving 
language within a word then it is a case of borrowing (as borrowings are usually 
morphologically, syntactically and usually phonologically integrated into the 
receiving language) and not switching. Note that in this interpretation, code-
switched elements are not integrated into the receiving language unlike borrowings, 
which are ‘nativized’ and adapted. The proposed constraints only apply to CS and 
not borrowing. Poplack and Meechan (1995) also suggest that in some instances 
‘constituent insertion’ may also occur. In such instances, the grammar of the 
sentence belongs to the language into which the constituent is inserted. This 
interpretation suggests the structural dominance of a base language. 
 
Emblematic switching 
Emblematic switching includes tags such as understand?, you know, interjections 
such as oh my god, shit, idiomatic expressions such as no way, quotations and fillers 
such as mmm, I mean15, which according to Poplack (1980) can occur freely ‘at any 
point in the sentence’. Poplack (1980) adds tag switching to inter-sentential and 
intra-sentential switching. Tag-switching involves the insertion of a tag such as 
‘isn’t it?’ or ‘you know’, in a sentence that is otherwise entirely in a different 
language. Tags can also be interjections or exclamations. The inclusion of tags and 
interjections are not considered ungrammatical in CS.  
 
Borrowing or switching? 
Poplack et al 1988 and Sankoff et al (1990) maintain that CS and borrowing are two 
distinct and separate phenomena. However, the ambiguity of lone other-language 
items continues to intrigue researchers, as there is little or sometimes no linguistic 
distinction between a code-switch and a borrowing. 
 Poplack and Meechan (1998: 127) contend that in lone word integration or 
switching, the items are usually positioned syntactically in the borrower language 
and often appear to retain the phonological and morphological properties of the 
                                                 
15 Emphasis is the author’s. See Poplack (2000: 237). 
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donor language. They argue that CS implies alternation16 and hence single word 
code-switches should therefore show ‘less integration’ into the other language 
(Poplack and Meechan 1998:129). The presence and degree of phonological and 
morpho-syntactical integrations accordingly is the one feature that enables the 
distinction of a borrowing from a code-switch. A small number of lone other-
language items are categorized as code-switches, as they do not pattern with the 
recipient-language whereas ‘most’ lone other-language items are defined as 
borrowings. Poplack and Meechan (1998: 136) argue in favor of nonce borrowing17 
proposing that however different linguistic properties are in language pairs, and 
however typologically distant they are, lone other language items18 can always 
resurface. This accordingly, is evidence that these single word elements are 
borrowed into the recipient language. 
 
Nonce borrowings 
Hence, a vast number of lone other-language items in Poplack’s theory are defined 
as borrowings and not switches. They are described under the nonce borrowing 
theory where the nonce borrowings are distinguished from their more established 
counter-parts; established borrowings. 
 Poplack and Meechan (1995: 200) significantly distinguishes borrowing 
from CS. CS is defined as the ‘juxtaposition of sentences or sentence fragments’ 
which are ‘internally consistent’ with the lexifier 19language. Borrowing is the 
morphological, syntactic and ‘often phonological’ adaptation of lexical material to 
the patterns of the recipient language. Hence, borrowing is analyzed as a ‘very 
different process from CS, subject to different constraints, conditions and ultimately 
outcomes’. While retaining etymological identity of the donor language, established 
loanwords ( borrowings) differ from code-switches according to Poplack (2004) as 
they often ‘assume’ the morphological, syntactic and somewhat  phonological 
features of the recipient language and can be further distinguished as there is no 
morphological, syntactic and phonological involvement with the donor language. 
Hence, the proposed constraints apply only to CS and not borrowing. As CS is 
viewed as the alternational type of mixing, single word elements are treated as 
borrowings not code-switches. The theory of nonce borrowing (taken from 
Weinreich 1953: 11) was designed to explain the number of spontaneous speech 
‘borrowings’ found in bilingual data.  
 Accordingly, Poplack and Meechan  (1995: 200) differentiates the two 
categories of borrowings as (a) established borrowings,  defined as lexical items that 
are morphologically, syntactically and often phonologically integrated into the 
borrowed language and  (b) as ‘nonce’ borrowings ( Poplack et al 1988; Sankoff et 
al 1990). A ‘nonce’ borrowing is defined as ‘incorporation’ of a singly uttered word 
from another language by a single speaker in some reasonably representative corpus.  
                                                 
16 Emphasis is the author’s. 
17 Emphasis is the author’s. 
18 Emphasis is the author’s. 
19 Emphasis is the author’s.  
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 Nonce borrowings according to Poplack and Meechan (1998) tend to 
involve lone lexical items. These are mostly content words, which display similar 
morphological, syntactic and phonological features as their established counterpart, 
borrowings, the only difference being that they are neither recurrent nor widespread. 
In an elaborate analysis of the two processes, Sankoff et al (1990) suggests that the 
two processes are best distinguishable by the degree of syntactic and morphological 
integration of the loanword into the host language. In Tamil-English data, the 
creation of Tamil adverbs with the addition of the adverbial suffix –aa to borrowed 
English adjectives and nouns, English-origin direct objects preceding Tamil verbs 
and Tamil-origin objects following English verbs are thus analyzed as cases for 
‘nonce’ borrowings and not code switches (Sankoff et al 1990). While differing 
from the relevant patterns of the donor language, the lone items can be considered 
borrowed, as ‘only the grammar of the recipient language is operative. If the lone 
items reveal similar monolingual donor language patterns while at the same time 
differing from the recipient language patterns, then these must be considered code-
switches (Poplack 2004). 
 In analyzing Poplack’s theory, it is clear that the CS constraints are based 
on linear equivalence of languages. In the Free Morpheme Constraint, mixing is 
possible in any constituent except between a stem and a bound morpheme. It forbids 
word internal mixing. The Equivalence Constraint proposes that CS is possible 
where the surface structure of the languages match suggesting syntactic integration. 
Mixing that violates the constraints are treated under a special borrowing system 
labeled ‘nonce borrowings’. The constraints apply only for CS not borrowing. 
Nonce borrowings display total embedding in the Matrix Language (ML) and 
displays morphological integration. 
 
Alternation of the base language 
Apart from the independent structural constraints, Poplack (1980) also points out to 
the alternation of a base language in CS. This strategy is highlighted as used by the 
balanced bilinguals. The example in (5) taken from Poplack (1980) her example (11) 
has a noticeable change in the base language. The first prepositional phrase is 
considered a switch into Spanish from an English base while the second a switch 
into English from a Spanish base. This interchangeability of the base language in the 
same discourse in balanced bilinguals highlighted by Poplack is re-emphasized by 
Grosjean’s (1982; 1995) theory of the negotiated base language in CS by bilinguals. 
 
5.5.2 Myers-Scotton 
Carol Myers-Scotton (1993a) proposes a matrix language frame model (MLF) in an 
attempt to explain intra-sentential CS patterns found in Swahili-English. The MLF 
theory is used to explain insertions, which exclude established loan words. The 
theory proposes that a set of abstract principles govern intra-sentential CS and 
forwards an abstract frame governed by a dominant language to interpret bilingual 
data. The MLF model makes distinctions between content morphemes and system 
morphemes, ML hierarchy and EL hierarchy and between the Morpheme Order 
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Principle and the System Morpheme Principle. In a recent study, developing on the 
Morpheme Order Principle and the System Morpheme Principle, Myers-Scotton also 
introduces the 4-M model. The theory deviates from other morpho-syntactic 
frameworks, developed to explain rules of switching languages. 
 
The Content vs System Morpheme distinction 
The content morpheme and system morpheme distinction suggest that all the content 
words (basically noun forms, verbs and adjectives which are often switched), belong 
to the Embedded Language (EL), while all system morphemes for the frame (which 
included all affixes that are bound morphemes and some function words), are 
provided by the ML. CS conforming to this is referred to as Classic CS. Note that 
discourse markers are considered content morphemes in this analysis. 
 
The ML hierarchy vs the EL hierarchy distinction 
The ML hierarchy is defined as when one language is the base and takes control of 
the grammar of the utterance, and the EL hierarchy is defined as when the switched 
elements are at the periphery of the utterance (which includes adjuncts and idiomatic 
expressions). 
 
The Morpheme Order principal vs the System Morpheme Principle 
 
The Morpheme Order Principle proposes that the surface order of the mixed 
constituent (which may consist of at least one word from the EL and a number of 
words from the ML) will be that of the ML. The System Morpheme Principle 
suggests that all the system morphemes, which have grammatical relations external 
to their head constituents will be from the ML. 
 
The Matrix Language Frame Model (MLF) 
 
The MLF model suggests that there is a dominant language that provides the 
morpho-syntactic frame for the bilingual utterance and this dominant language is 
named the ‘matrix’ language (ML). The other language that acts as a guest in the 
utterance is the ‘embedded’ language (EL). The model presumes that the CS 
utterance contains ML islands and EL islands. 
 In the MLF model, the word order of the utterance is governed by the 
matrix language. Several structural features of the matrix language were outlined for 
it to be identified. These features include the structure of the discourse (morpho-
syntactic frame which is provided by the matrix language), in certain instances the 
branching of the sentence (which should indicate the matrix language) and the 
number of morphemes in an utterance where the assumption is that the matrix 
language provides more morphemes (Myers-Scotton 2001a). The theory 
presupposes that in bilingual speech production, one language is always more 
activated (the matrix language) than the other (the embedded language). Note that 
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the theory is based on the asymmetry between the languages where the asymmetry 
acts as an indicator to the matrix language of the utterance. 
 Myers-Scotton describes intra-sentential CS also under the heading ‘CS as 
an unmarked choice’ or as ‘classic CS’. In the MLF theory, the ML will not change 
in conversation in the ‘unmarked CS’ type. The ML will always be one of the 
local/native or indigenous languages which will be mixed with an international 
language. Singly occurring EL forms are a distinct feature of unmarked CS. 
 The type referred to as ‘unmarked CS’ is ‘very common’ according to 
Myers-Scotton (1993b) in Hispanic, African and South East Asian communities. 
Note that in most of these communities, one of the languages in the bilingual 
utterance is an internationally powerful prestigious language such as English or 
French that formerly belonged to the colonial ruler. Note also that in Myers-
Scotton’s theory, momentary borrowings are code-switches. This is illustrated in 
example in (6) taken from Swahili-English mixing from Myers-Scotton (2006: 254) 
her example (9). 
 
(6)  ulituma barua ya application? 
  ‘Did you send the letter of application?’ 
 
In this sentence, the matrix language is analyzed as Swahili into which an EL form 
from English is inserted and the EL form is analyzed as a code-switch not a 
borrowing. Note however that there is also the argument that all EL forms that are 
found in data may not be code-switches and that they may be established 
borrowings. 
 The theory of the MLF forwarded by Myers-Scotton presumes that there is 
either a ML or an EL hierarchy in CS. It observes that all syntactically active system 
morphemes of the utterance belong to the ML. The theory is used to describe CS 
between language pairs that are distant to each other e.g. Swahili-English. 
 
The markedness model 
 
Myers-Scotton’s (1993a) markedness model proposes that speakers have a ‘sense of 
markedness’ in the use of the linguistic codes available to him/her and that all code 
choices can be explained in terms of speaker ‘motivations’ (Myers-Scotton 1993a: 
109). Accordingly, speakers make the ‘unmarked’ choice for safer and simpler 
reasons. Referring to an audio-recorded conversation at a bus stop in Nairobi, where 
most of the conversation takes place in Swahili, Myers-Scotton proposes Swahili as 
the ‘umarked choice’ (1993a: 78). Describing further, Myers-Scotton suggests that 
the ‘umarked’ code generally acquires ‘fewer distinctive features’ and represents 
‘greater frequency’ (Myers-Scotton 1993a: 80). In essence, the language that is less 
expected to be used at a given interaction with an interlocutor represents the ‘marked 
code choice’.  
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5.5.3 Muysken  
Pieter Muysken (2000) suggests that theoretical constraints proposed in the literature 
so far can be defined ‘in terms of four primitives’ namely: 
 
(7) a.    the potential role of word order equivalence 
b.   the potential role of catergorial equivalence 
c.   peripherality in the clause: is CM favored in adjoined or peripheral 
positions? 
d.   restrictions on function words 
 
Based on these primitives, Muysken suggests that there are ‘asymmetrical insertion, 
symmetrical alternation and CL models’, and identifies three types of CM strategies 
in intra-sentential CM namely insertional CM, alternational CM and CL.  
 Observing CM patterns in bilingual data from typologically different 
languages as well as similar ones, he explains that these three strategies are 
governed by different structural, psycholinguistic and social constraints. Proposing 
an approach based on the notion of an interaction between the grammars and the 
lexicons of the bilingual speaker, he suggests that both insertion and alternation are 
strategies that are constrained and that those same constraints do not apply to CL. 
The three strategies are used to elucidate bilingual data in a variety of contexts 
ranging from colonial settings to stable bilingual communities. Functional elements 
are used to elucidate insertional CM while the bilingual verbs are analyzed as 
indicative of the three types of CM strategies by Muysken.  
 The strategies are also distinguished by social and psycholinguistic factors 
that prompt a speaker to code-mix. This section first outlines Muysken’s theory of 
insertional, alternational and CL, and then looks at the analysis of bilingual verbs in 
determining CM strategies. 
 
Insertional CM 
In Muysken’s framework, borrowings, nonce borrowings and constituent insertions 
are governed by the same conditions and fall in the category of insertional CM. 
Structural characteristics of insertions proposed by Muysken (2000) are that they are 
usually single, content words (such as nouns and adjectives) which are 
morphologically integrated. The word order of the sentence displays a nested a b a 
structure. This means that the elements preceding and following the insertion are 
grammatically related. The following is quoted as an example taken from Muysken 
(2000) his example (6). 
 
(8)   a  b  a nested form20 
                                                 
20 According to Muysken (2000: 7), A and B are ‘language labels for non-terminal 
nodes i.e. fictitious markers identifying entire constituents as belonging to one 
language and a and b are labels for terminal i.e. lexical nodes, indicating that the 
words chosen are from a particular language.  
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Chay-ta  las dos de la   noche-ta   chaya-mu-yku. 
     That- AC the two of the night- AC arrive-CIS-1pl 
     ‘There at two in the morning we arrive’. 
  (Muysken 2000: 63) 
 
Furthermore, the example in (9) taken from Muysken (2000: 5) his example (3), 
illustrates the grammatical relations preceding and following the switched items. 
 
(9)   Embedding 
  Yo anduve in a state of shock por dos dias 
  ‘I walked in a state of shock for two days’. 
       (Pfaff 1979: 296) 
        
Muysken argues that in (7) chaya-ta and chaya-mu-yku are part of the same clause 
just as the verb anduve in (8) is related to por dos dias.  Note the observation of a 
dominant language playing a key role in insertion, which is indicated in the 
syntactical relationship between the string preceding and following the switch. 
Hence, the characteristics of insertion according to Muysken (2000) are as follows: 
they are single, selected content words. Apart from these, there are also dummy 
word insertions and telegraphic insertions. These insertions are morphologically 
integrated. The utterance displays a nested a b a structure. 
 
Alternational CM 
 
Muysken describes alternation as a strategy of mixing where the two languages 
remain separate in the bilingual utterance as A…B unlike in insertion. He reaffirms 
theoretical views by Poplack (1980) that when there is linear word order equivalence 
between the two languages, alternation takes place also suggesting that in alternation 
the symmetrical relations of the languages concerned play a key role. 
 Defining structural features of alternation, Muysken observes that 
alternation occurs when several constituents are mixed in a sequence. Discourse 
particles and adverbs are analyzed as alternations. In addition, alternation is 
observed to display a non-nested A…B…A structure, which means that the elements 
preceding and following the ‘switched string’ are not ‘structurally’ related. Note that 
this observation deviates from the notion of a matrix language dominating the mixed 
string. The example in (10) by Treffers-Daller (1994) is cited by Muysken (2000: 
97) his example (4) as a case for alternation: 
 
(10)   A…..B  non-nested form 
Bij mijn broer y a  un ascenseur en alles 
‘At my brother’s place/there is an elevator/ and everything’. 
     (Treffers-Daller 1994: 204) 
 
Providing examples for alternation from French/Dutch CM, Muysken (2000) 
observes that alternation can be defined by the structural position of the switch at 
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either clause-central or clause-peripheral. Adverbial modifications and flagging are 
also observed as characteristics of alternation. Other instances where alternation 
occurs can be determined by the use of syntactically un-integrated discourse markers 
and by tag switching. The following examples in (11) from Treffers-Daller (1994) 
are cited in Muysken (2000: 99-101) his examples (14), (12), (27) and (16) 
respectively to describe some features of alternational mixing present in French-
Dutch CM. 
 
(11) a. Adverbial modification 
En automatiquement klapte gij ook schoon Vlaams 
‘And/ automatically/ you would switch to standard Flemish.’ 
     (Treffers-Daller 1994: 178) 
 b. Interjections  
Aller a l’hopital toch niet? 
‘Going to the hospital/you don’t mean’ 
     (Treffers-Daller 1994: 213) 
 c. Flagging 
Daar zetten ze euh des barriers 
‘There they put up eh/ barriers’ 
     (Treffers-Daller 1994: 204) 
 d. Co-ordination 
Nous on parle francais le flamand en de hele boel 
‘We speak French, Flemish/and all the rest’ 
     (Treffers-Daller 1994: 207) 
 
The example in (12) from Poplack, Wheeler and Westwood (1987) cited in 
Muysken (2000: 104) his example (40) to describe features of alternational mixing 
present in Finish-English. 
 
(12)  Doubling 
Mutta se oli kidney-sta to aorta-an 
But it was kidney-from t aorta-to 
‘But it was from the kidney to the aorta’  
                                                    (Poplack, Wheeler and Westwood 1987: 54) 
 
In (12), the adpositions according to Muysken are repeated both in English to and in 
Finish an and can be indicative of alternation. Where the presence of a single 
foreign constituent can be analyzed as insertional mixing, the mixing of several 
constituents in a sequence according Muysken (2000) can lead to either alternation 
or congruent lexicalization. 
 Muysken (2000) views alternation as a strategy akin to Poplack’s inter-
sentential CS. The striking structural characteristic is that alternation displays the 
‘juxtaposition’ of L1 and L2. It is observed that in alternation, a sentence begins 
with language A and ends in language B. However, structural features of alternation 
are not that simple to identify as cited earlier in this section. The analysis of 
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alternation has broadened to include, tags, exclamations, interjections, self-
corrections, doubling, flagging, conjunctions and repetitions. In alternation, several 
constituents are mixed in an order that displays linear equivalence. The sentence 
reveals a non-nested a b a structure. Long constituents, peripheral switches and 
switches at major clause boundaries are characteristic of alternation according to 
Muysken (2000). The typical context in which alternation occurs requires the 
symmetrical involvement of languages.   
 
Congruent lexicalization (CL) 
 
The framework proposed by Muysken suggests that considerable contact between 
typologically not-so-distant language pairs may lead to ‘congruent lexicalization’ 
(CL). The theory of CL characterizes the convergence of two grammatical systems 
into one that can take place between either related dialects or a dialect and a standard 
language. It is based on the notion of style shifting and variation. 
 In CL, the grammar of the sentence is shared either fully or in part by the 
two languages. The example in (13) taken from Muysken (2000: 5) his example (7), 
from Crama and van Gelderen (1984) on English-Dutch CM illustrates CL. 
 
(13)   Weet jij [whaar] Jenny is? 
‘Do you know where Jenny is?’ 
 
Muysken argues that the sequence where Jenny can also easily be Dutch and the 
word whaar is close to English where. Linear and structural equivalence, multi-
constituent code-mixing, bidirectional code-mixing and non-constituent code-
mixing are listed as characteristics of CL. In addition, the syntactic structure of CL 
displays non-nested a b a structures, mixing of all categories including function 
words and frequent back and forth switches (Muysken 2000).   
 Furthermore, Muysken’s theory of CL suggests that constraints do not 
apply for multi-constituent and non-constituent CM, as constraints presupposes that 
there is order in the sentence. In CL, all function words are switched, as there is no 
matrix language. The examples in (14) are taken from Muysken (2000: 130) his 
examples (16) and (13) from Giesbers (1989) as illustrative of CL. 
 
(14) a. sommie elastiekjes zin kapot 
‘some rubber bands are broken’ 
(Giesbers 1989: 151) 
b. ja maar bij ouwe mensen kompt dat gauwer tot stilstand als  
bij jonge mense wa  
‘yes but with/older people/that comes/to a halt more quickly than 
with younger people eh’ 
(Giesbers 1989: 147) 
 
Hence, CL is characteristic of a convergence of two systems into one, which is 
lexically accessible by both systems. This convergence of two systems into one will 
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be most prominent between a dialect and a standard language, between related 
dialects and between languages that are not so distant to each other such as Dutch 
and German. The strategy occurs by bringing together two systems that are already 
structurally similar, closer, to such an extent that they look identical. CL includes 
mixing of non-constituents, diverse constituents, function word switches, selected 
elements, homophonous diamorphs and mixed collocations. It also displays non-
nested a b a structures, morphological adaptation and integration, linear equivalence 
and bidirectionality. Diagnostic features of the three patterns of CM are listed in 
Muysken (2000: 230, his Table 8.1). 
 
Bilingual verbs 
Muysken (2000) observes that verbs play an important role in CM literature and 
defines bilingual verbs in relation to the three strategies of CM. The four types of 
bilingual verbs identified in CM literature according to Muysken (2000: 184) are 
situations where: 
 
(15) a.  the new verb is inserted into a position corresponding to a native 
    verb (in adapted form or not) 
b. the new verb is adjoined to a helping verb. 
c.  the new verb is a nominalized complement to a causative helping 
verb in a compound. 
d.            the new verb is an infinitive and the complement of a native 
auxiliary 
 
Analyzing a variety of data, Muysken (2000) suggests that foreign verbs are 
‘sometimes inserted as finite stems and sometimes as infinitives’. He observes that 
there is also evidence of adjunction and congruent lexicalization patterns suggestive 
of a ‘full range of CM strategies’ in the bilingual data.  
 Muysken (2000) observes that many Indic languages indicate a pattern 
where a ‘helping verb’ from the native language is combined with a foreign verb 
stem. He suggests that though the verbs can be thought to be borrowings, they are 
neither phonologically adapted nor integrated into the language. The process where 
a foreign verb is combined with a matrix auxiliary (helping) verb is described as a 
‘productive process’ and as having three types namely adjoined, nominalized 
complement and infinitive complement. Muysken (2000) observes that adjunction 
takes place in alternation strategies where as in insertion strategies, single verb 
stems are incorporated in place of native verbs. Instances of particle plus verb 
constructions are indicative of CL, according to Muysken (2000).  
 
Psycholinguistic and sociolinguistic interpretations 
 
Providing a psycholinguistic interpretation to the three strategies of CM found in the 
data, Muysken (2000) observes that languages are differently activated in bilingual 
speech production. In insertion, activation of one language would be temporarily 
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diminished whereas in alternation activation would shift from one language to 
another. In CL, the two languages partially share their systems (Muysken, 2000). 
 Note that insertional CM occurs between typologically distant language 
pairs where there is considerable asymmetry between languages and asymmetry in 
the speaker’s proficiency of the two languages. The asymmetry of languages is also 
determined by the functional ‘elements’ (or system morphemes) that are in a 
bilingual utterance. Muysken (2000) argues that functional elements, which make 
the ‘backbone of the clause’, play a key role in insertion. In insertion, the matrix 
language provides the functional elements. However, analyzing the bilingual verb, 
Muysken observes that the verb + helping verb construction is indicative of 
alternation. 
 Reflecting on the social settings of the strategies, insertional CM is 
observed as occurring in colonial settings and in recent migrant communities 
whereas alternational CM is assigned to more balanced bilingual communities. In 
alternational CM, the speaker’s equal proficiency of the languages is significant. CL 
is observed in closely related languages with equal prestige and with ‘no tradition of 
separation’ Muysken (2000).  
 
5.5.4 Conclusion 
 
The grammatical or structural theories on language mixing are intrigued by singly 
occurring lexical items in bilingual data and propose many analyses to explain their 
presence in mixed discourse. Whereas there is less disagreement regarding the 
alternation of stretches of utterances between two languages, it is apparent that there 
is no consensus among scholars regarding the appearance of lone lexical items in 
mixed data. The question that dominates scholars is whether these singly occurring 
lexical items are borrowings or code-switches/mixes. It is apparent that many 
scholars view single word mixes as borrowings and many others as code-switches. 
Researchers also argue that both strategies provide a plausible explanation to 
describe the presence of lone items in mixed data. 
 Poplack (1980, 2004) distinguishes CS from borrowing by maintaining that 
the proposed constraints (Equivalence and Free Morpheme) apply only to one 
phenomenon (CS) and not to the other (borrowing). To describe the enormous 
number of lone lexical items found in bilingual data and to explain the violations of 
the constraints most often present in SOV-SVO language contact situations, Poplack 
(1980) and Sankoff et al (1990)  propose the theory of ‘nonce’ borrowing ( which is 
implied as a strategy that is  unconstrained as opposed to CS) referring mainly to 
Tamil-English data. In counter-argument, Myers-Scotton (2002, 2004) proposes and 
maintains that all singly occurring EL forms are code-switches and not borrowings. 
Where Poplack et al focus on the notions of structural hierarchy and linear order, the 
abstract structural analysis of CS of Myers-Scotton (1993b) focuses on the structural 
asymmetry between the languages concerned where many violations of the 
constraints were found. The argument is that these singly occurring EL forms violate 
the constraints, and therefore they are code-switches not borrowings. There are also 
similarities in Myers-Scotton’s (1993a) ‘markedness’ model and Auer’s (1984) 
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description of CS as a contextualization strategy. Providing a structural 
interpretation to a variety of mixed data in a variety of contexts, Muysken’s (2000) 
CM typology admits the possibility of all strategies of mixing. Muysken’s (2000) 
theory of CM provides a satisfactory explanation to the diversity prevalent in 
bilingual discourse. In his framework, he admits that there is no single borrowing 
strategy just as there is no single CM strategy. Describing three mixing strategies as 
characteristic of bilingual speech, Muysken explains that borrowing patterns are 
prevalent in insertional, alternational as well as CL mixing strategies. The strategies 
are linked to each other. In his analysis involving SVO-SVO to SVO-SOV contact 
situations, language mixing display both constrained (insertion and alternation) and 
unconstrained (CL) mixing patterns. Although there seem to be little agreement 
regarding the appearance of single words, multi-word, mixed items and terminology 
in mixed data, specialists agree on a number of structural issues regarding mixed 
utterances. There is consensus on (a) patterns in CM that reflect constraints, which 
may be structural or abstract (Poplack 1980; Myers-Scotton 1993a), and that (b) 
there are situations, which do not reflect constraints where anything is possible 
(Muysken 2000).  
 
5.6 Language change  
5.6.1 Thomason  
Sarah G Thomason (2001) lists seven mechanisms of language change that operate 
either independently or in combination. Through the mechanisms, distinctions 
between borrowing and interference are outlined. Furthermore, an important 
distinction between mechanisms that cause changes where imperfect learning is not 
a significant factor  
(more transfer of vocabulary and less structure in borrowing) and mechanisms that 
cause changes where imperfect learning is a significant factor ( less transfer of 
vocabulary and more structure in shift induced interference) is drawn. The results of 
the mechanisms are categorized as morphological, syntactic and phonological 
changes in languages. Mechanisms that result in phonological interference and 
syntactic interference are considered shift induced language change whereas 
borrowing interference and certain structural interference are not. 
 
Mechanism 1- CS 
 
The first in the list of the seven mechanisms is CS due to the fact that it is the most 
visible mechanism and therefore the most studied (Thomason 2001). Thomason 
refers to nativization as a feature of CS. The observation is made that there are two 
extremes in the stance taken by scholars in CS research. Thomason argues that at 
one extreme there are specialists who propose that CS can never turn into 
borrowings and at the other, there are specialists who propose that CS is the only 
mechanism through which foreign elements can be incorporated into a language. 
Thomason argues that neither stand has been successful to describe all the available 
data. Thomason cites complications when determining the criteria for code-switches. 
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First, if monolingual speakers use a ‘source language element’ when speaking their 
language, interference is plausible (as speakers cannot code-switch to and from a 
language that they do not know). However, the observation is not valid with regard 
to a bilingual or a multilingual community. The second criterion is that if an element 
is nativized, it is plausible that it is an ‘established interference feature’. If it is not 
nativized then it could be either an established interference feature or a code-switch. 
Then, there is also the observation that if a foreign element appears just once in a 
bilingual speaker’s discourse, it is safe to assume that that is a code-switch 
(however, determining the frequency of appearance of an item is a difficult task). 
The final criterion is the constraints. Determining what cannot change in CS has 
proved an extremely difficult and complicated task for scholars as many theories and 
models have been greeted with an equal number of counter examples. 
 Thomason argues that CS is a major mechanism for borrowing interference 
and structural interference (where imperfect learning does not play a significant 
factor). The examples cited are the borrowing of single word items and the insertion 
of words that have no equivalent in the receiving language. The use of the English 
conjunction and in Maori/English is cited as a case for structural interference. She 
argues that ‘probably CS is not a major mechanism of shift induced language change 
(where phonology and syntax predominate) and hence does not contribute to 
imperfect learning as the most common code switches are single word items and 
phrases.  
 
Mechanism 2 - Code alternation (CA) 
 
Code alternation hereafter referred to as CA is the other mechanism that is 
observable though less than CS. Thomason defines CA as a communication strategy 
that does not occur in the same conversation with the same speaker but a strategy 
used by bilinguals where one language is used in one set of environments and 
another in another set of environments by the same speaker. In each instance, the 
bilingual will be speaking to monolinguals hence CS will not be used as a 
communicative strategy. The domains where CA is common are cited as when 
speakers use one language at home and another in the work place. Note that the 
mechanism of ‘negotiation’, discussed later in this section, is observed to be 
involved in this mechanism. Examples of CA are less according to Thomason not 
because they are not there but because the mechanism can be confused with CS. 
According to Thomason’s observation, in CA though the situation requires the 
bilingual to use only one language, the other is not totally de-activated, and hence 
results in ‘leaks’. Borrowing interference is considered less in CA comparatively 
with CS however, Thomason gives no indication whether this mechanism results in 
shift induced language change. The distinction drawn is that CS licenses the 
activation of both languages whereas CA does not. 
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Mechanism 3 – Passive familiarity (PF) 
 
Passive familiarity hereafter referred to as PF, described as an ‘even less visible 
mechanism’ than CA occurs when speakers acquire a feature from a language that 
he/she understands but has never actively spoken it (Thomason  2001: 139). Like 
CA, PF too involves partial activation of a foreign system. Examples for PF are 
found from languages that are closely related and share much of their vocabulary as 
in American/African American English, British/American English. An example 
cited by Thomason is the distinction between the sentence-initial who and whom in 
English. At present, Thomason (2001) observes that it is very common not to use 
‘whom did you see?’. ‘Whom did you see?’ is now replaced by ‘who did you see?’. 
Another example is the word ‘taboo’ (from Tongan tabu) which has entered English. 
The examples given are not considered as instances where imperfect learning takes 
place since the interference features match the source language model. 
 
Mechanism 4- ‘Negotiation’ 
 
This mechanism marks the turning point in the scale. The ‘negotiation’ mechanism 
is based on the proficiency of the speakers in the languages concerned. It is defined 
as when ‘speakers change from language A to language B’ by emulating the patterns 
in language B (Thomason 2001). This mechanism ‘crucially includes’ settings 
where more than two languages are in contact with one another. The situation 
involves speakers who are not fluent in the languages. In such situations, speakers of 
language A (who are not fluent in language B) trying to emulate the patterns of the 
other, ends up creating an entirely ‘new language’ a pidgin. This type of 
‘negotiation’ ends in imperfect learning and interference 
 A situation akin to convergence may take place if the speakers are 
proficient in both languages i.e. bilinguals, where the structures of A and B will 
converge. In this type of ‘negotiation’ there will be no errors according to Thomason 
(2001). A number of examples to justify this premise where imperfect learning does 
not take place are cited by Thomason (2001). Hence, this mechanism can result in 
both borrowing and shift induced language change. Negotiation is observed to be 
part of other mechanisms such as CA, second language acquisition strategies, 
bilingual first language acquisition, and deliberate decision. 
 
Mechanism 5 – Second language acquisition strategies 
 
The notion that underlies this mechanism is a change in the first language when 
acquiring the second. Negotiation is also one of the strategies used by second 
language learners when learning L2. The others listed are the gap filling approach 
(using material from the native language while speaking the target language similar 
to insertion), maintaining distinctions and patterns of the native language in 
constructing the target language (the projection of L1 structure to L2 structure), 
ignoring distinctions of the target language which results in errors of omission and 
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failure to learn certain features of the target language. These according to 
Thomason, result in shift induced language change.  
 
Mechanism 6- Bilingual first language acquisition 
 
This mechanism is observed to occur in the domain of acquiring two languages 
simultaneously as L1’s. The example cited by Thomason involves children growing 
up bilingual in French and German. Accordingly, the subjects do not reveal 
borrowing or shift induced language changes in their speech. Their speech, 
according to Thomason revealed an increase in word order patterns. Another feature 
that characterizes Mechanism 6 is phonological features like intonation. However, 
Thomason observes that there are not enough examples to ‘encourage 
understanding’ of the mechanism. 
 
Mechanism 7 – Deliberate decision 
 
Mechanism 7 suggests that standard languages can deliberately undergo significant 
changes. The notion based on Mechanism 7 is that speakers can if they wish to do 
so, deliberately change their language by adopting certain loanwords, phonological 
categories and syntax (Thomason 2001) i.e. make their own code. Examples such as 
‘skunk’, ‘moose’, ‘handsomest for most handsome’ and a phonological feature from 
the Ma’a speakers are listed by Thomason. This mechanism is not observed as co-
relating directly with shift induced language change and borrowing though in some 
instances the mechanism results in the creation of ‘secret’ and ‘mixed’ languages . 
 According to Thomason, Mechanism 7 elaborates the no-constraint theory. 
It suggests that bilinguals, if they want, can make changes in any area of structure 
that they are aware of. This would leave only aspects of language structure that 
speakers are not (and cannot become) aware of invulnerable to deliberate change’.  
 
5.6.2 Conclusion 
 
Thomason’s theory is that ‘there is no consensus among specialists that any of the 
proposed constraints on CM are valid’ and comments ‘it’s hard to tell in the present 
state of research, whether the lack of constraints on any mechanism is the way 
things are in the world or simply a result of the fact that not one of the mechanisms 
is fully understood’. It is also observed that either all mechanisms are governed by 
different constraints or every mechanism lacks absolute linguistic constraints.  
 In analyzing Thomason’s seven mechanisms, a continuum from mechanism 
1 to 5 can be observed. Many mechanisms can take place in environments where 
other mechanisms are at work such as ‘negotiation’ and deliberate decision. CS and 
CA take place in similar environments (bilingual). PF does not take place in 
environments where CS and CA are visible. The results of the mechanisms are 
categorized as morphological, syntactic and phonological changes in languages.  
The following section focuses on some of the challenges that have been 
brought forward on the theories and models developed so far in CM. It describes 
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similarities and dissimilarities in the interpretations. Apart from the critique, the next 
section provides further justifications, observations and additions to the three CM 
strategies developed by Muysken based on Sinhala-English mixed discourse. 
 
5.7 Observations and challenges to contemporary views 
Theories and models that were developed to identify constraints that co-ordinate the 
participation of two languages in bilingual discourse have been greeted with a 
number of counter-examples and arguments. Sections  5.7.1, 5.7.2 and 5.7.3  
analyzes counter-arguments on theories and models, focusing mainly on the 
controversy surrounding lone lexical items in bilingual data, word internal mixing, 
the abstract frame model (Myers-Scotton 1993a, 1993b) and the structural 
constraints (Poplack 1980). Similarities between proposed theoretical frameworks 
developed by Auer (1984) and Muysken (2000) are also outlined in this section. 
Furthermore, this section contains additional observations and justifications on the 
theories. 
 
5.7.1 Lone lexical items: borrowings or code-mixes? 
The most controversial area in CS literature is perhaps the question of the nature of 
single words in bilingual data. Are these lone lexical items borrowings or code-
switches? First, consider the two approaches towards single word insertions in 
bilingual data.  
 On the one hand, there are scholars who propose that single words are 
actually code-switches and not borrowings. These scholars also propose an 
asymmetry between the languages when switching (Myers-Scotton 1993b; Joshi 
1985). They assume that a dominant or a base language determines the structure of 
the utterance where words from another language are ‘inserted’. On the other hand, 
there are scholars who propose that single word items are a different type of 
borrowings referred to as ‘nonce borrowings’. These scholars observe a symmetrical 
relationship between languages in CS (Poplack 1980). Poplack (2004) contends that 
established ‘loanwords’ take on the morphological, syntactic and ‘often’ 
phonological features of the language it is borrowed into. Note the use of the term 
‘loanword’, which implies borrowing. Clearly, not only the perspectives but also the 
terminology used is significantly different in these theories. It is apparent that the 
symmetrical and asymmetrical relationship of languages plays a key role in 
determining the status and relationship of lone words in an utterance according to 
these specialists.  
 Apart from structural integration, other scholars propose a functional 
integration to interpret lone lexical items. If the lexical item has a significant 
‘symbolic’ or functional use that indicates the ‘other languageness’ (Auer 1984: 42), 
then the speaker’s superior lexical knowledge is displayed in using the two 
languages or it can be used for mere referential purposes (Auer 1984: 17). This 
reflects a third approach towards defining lone lexical items. Auer (1984) identifies 
CS as ‘an additional strategy’ available to bilinguals where especially single words 
act as conversational cues. 
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 This approach is exemplified by Muysken’s (2000) structural interpretation 
of insertional CM and Auer’s (1984) sequential interpretation of transfer to identify 
the role single word items play in bilingual data. In the sequential analysis, the 
marked21 or unmarked nature of lexical units determines a functional role in the 
interaction. Auer (1984) observes that the phonological or morphological adaptation 
of lone items is a ‘performance’ phenomenon. He suggests that there are cases 
where regularly or exclusively used ‘other language items’ remain un-adapted. 
Hence, the structural criteria forwarded by some scholars to distinguish borrowing 
from switching may not be effective to analyze lone lexical items in these situations. 
Further elaborating on this, Auer (1984) suggests that the same speaker may treat an 
insertion as a borrowing and a code switch. This interpretation is also shared by 
Muysken (2000). Situations where monolingual norms have to be adhered may 
promote the use of more ‘marking’ or ‘unmarking’ of items which eventually leads 
to a ‘Transituational development’ where more ‘other language’ items are in 
constant use. This situation will lead to an ‘overlapping area’ between the two 
varieties according to Auer (1984). 
 The behavior of single words is significant in Muysken’s (2000) theory of 
CM. He proposes that single words can be either borrowings or code-mixes 
depending on the nature of integration and structural elements. Muysken observes 
that there is not a ‘single borrowing process’. He comments that apart from the usual 
insertional pattern of inserting nouns and adjectives by a bilingual, there is also a 
pattern of alternation with regard to single words (involving interjections and 
conjunctions) and CL. The clause or phrase peripherality of the insertion is 
indicative of alternational insertion. In CL, borrowing patterns are revealed in the 
mixing of single words in mixed data. Muysken predicts a similar situation like 
Auer, where borrowing may involve all categories including functional words.  
 This third approach is also elaborated in Grosjean’s (1982) psycholinguistic 
analysis of single words in mixed data. In Grosjean’s theory, single words are 
categorized as borrowings or code-switches depending on the base language effect 
on the word. Grosjean (1995) suggests that the momentary shifts of the base 
language can create ‘language mixing’ situations resulting in CM, CS and lexical 
borrowings. The continuous appearance of lone items in bilingual data for Kachru 
(1983) is register specific and results in mixed varieties. 
 To describe the presence of the enormous number of lone lexical items in 
Sinhala-English CM, this study proposes the following analyses, which 
amalgamates the theories forwarded by Kachru (1983), Auer (1984), Grosjean 
(1982), and Muysken (2000). 
 
(16) a. This study analyses the presence of lone words in mixed data as 
 corresponding to the three CM strategies proposed by Muysken 
(2000). 
b. Hence, in insertion, alternation and CL, borrowings  patterns 
exist as illustrated in the Sinhala-English bilingual corpus.  
                                                 
21 Emphasis is the author’s. 
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c. Based on Muysken’s (2000) CM typology, this study identifies 
several mixing types in Sinhala-English CM.  
d. Many single word English items in Sinhala-English CM are 
phonologically or morphologically marked.  
e. When phonologically marked single word items in English are 
patterned along Sinhala phonetic  rules, in dominant Sinhala 
utterances, such cases are not considered ‘mistakes’ in this study. 
They are categorized as results of the process of nativization. 
Nativization is categorized into borrowings and Sinhalizations 
based on their structural features. 
f. However, this study reiterates that nativizations may 
have first found their way in the form of code-mixes. Hence, 
nativizations carry structural features of code-mixes in many 
instances. 
g. Where insertion and alternation have given rise to code-mixes, CL 
mixing patterns have given rise to borrowings and Sinhalizations. 
h.  Hybrid verbs are also analyzed as indicative of borrowing patterns 
that reveal alternational CM and CL based on Muysken’s (2000) 
framework. 
i. Hybrid compound nouns are analyzed as indicative of borrowing 
patterns  that reveal insertional mixing or CL based on Muysken’s 
framework  
 
5.7.2 The MLF Model - challenges and observations 
By proposing the MLF model, Myers-Scotton (1993b, 2001b) approaches the 
subject of the co-ordination of two languages in an utterance by forming a set of 
abstract rules, which do not require catergorial distinction. The distinction is 
between the system and content morphemes of the frame. The basic premise is that 
the morpho-syntactic frame is provided by the matrix language (an abstract frame, 
which is filled based on directions from lemmas in the mental lexicon). 
 The MLF Model raised a number of questions especially with regard to the 
criteria that characterized it. Scholars argued that it is a rigid model and that there is 
complication with regard to the characteristics of the matrix language i.e. definition 
of morphemes, more morphemes to reflect the matrix, left to right parsing etc. In 
response, in recent versions of the MLF, the more morpheme principle was 
abandoned by Myers-Scotton (2002) as it was not clear to which constituent in 
discourse it should apply, and because, though the language that provides more 
morphemes is usually the matrix language it is not always the case in bilingual data. 
 Another problematic area with the MLF model related to the definitions of 
content and system morphemes. System morphemes are the grammatically active 
items that form the structure of an utterance. Myers-Scotton (2001b) proposes and 
still maintains that the ML provides the system morphemes and that they are 
indicative of the base or matrix of an utterance. However, Muysken proposes that 
system morphemes which he refers to as ‘functional elements’ are not always easy 
to identify as they can either be categorized as lexical or grammatical. Muysken 
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(2000) proposes that certain grammatical categories take on lexical form in certain 
situations and may not always be from the ML. In counter argument Myers-Scotton 
(2002) states that the system morpheme principle ‘does not suggest that all the 
system morphemes should come from only one language’ but only those that have 
‘grammatical relations external to their head constituent’.  
 In response to the complications regarding the system morpheme principle, 
the 4-M model was added by Myers-Scotton (2002) where the system morphemes 
are categorized into early system morphemes, bridge late system morphemes and 
late system morphemes. According to Myers-Scotton, the 4-M model shows how 
surface morpheme distributions can be explained if they are related to abstract 
entries in the mental lexicon.  
 Another problematic area with the MLF model is regarding definitions of 
discourse markers. In the MLF model, Myers-Scotton defines discourse markers as 
content morphemes, which are assigned thematic roles at discourse level. According 
to Myers-Scotton, discourse markers come from the EL and are embedded in the 
structure of the ML hence analyzing discourse markers as inserted items.  
 However, most bilingual utterances start with discourse markers and 
interjections, which are analyzed as a feature of alternational CM by Muysken 
(2000) and not insertion where the ML plays a role. Interjections are analyzed under 
tag-switching by Poplack. Consider the following example in (17) from Muysken 
(2000: 99) his example (11) which is analyzed as alternation. The switch occurs at 
clause-peripheral position in (17). 
 
(17)  Alors, dat…..ik zou het niet voor de tweede keer willen doen door 
  ‘Well, that…I wouldn’t want to do it a second time, really.’ 
    (Treffers-Daller 1994: 213) 
Consider Muysken’s (2000) observation that discourse markers, interjections, 
adpositions and conjunctions are indicative of alternational CM. Muysken (2000: 
111) his example (63) cites (18) as a case for alternational CM. Even though the 
switch occurs at clause-central position and is a functional element, it occurs at a 
major clause boundary. 
 
(18)  Ik ben een dokter wella ik ben een ingenieur 
   ‘I am a doctor or I am an engineer’ 
  (Nortier 1990: 142) 
There are many examples from Sinhala-English that fits in with the above data. 
Consider (19) from Sinhala-English CM which also show similar patterns. 
 
(19) a. mee, that’s what I said (8:05)22 
b.            I went there to see what was happening … (pause) eevunaaTə  
they haven’t still finished it.  
[I went there to see what was happening but they haven’t still 
                                                 
22 Speaker and recording number in parenthesis. 
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finished it.] 
(8:05) 
 
In examples in (19a), the switch occurs at clause-peripheral position. In (19b), even 
though the switch occurs at clause-central position it occurs at a major clause 
boundary. Both are used by proficient speakers of Sinhala and English. Note too 
Auer’s (1984) interpretation of discourse markers as indicative of alternation. In 
Auer’s framework, false starts, repetitions and discourse markers are indicative of 
language alternation as they play a functional role in the conversation. 
 
5.7.3 The Equivalence and the Free Morpheme Constraints - challenges and 
         observations 
 
The Equivalence Constraint 
Scholars have claimed that there are a number of occasions where both the Free 
Morpheme and Equivalence constraints do not explain available bilingual data. 
Myers-Scotton (2006) argues that Poplack’s Equivalence Constraint is not valid as 
even when the surface order of the sentence does not match, switching occurs. 
Myers-Scotton (2006: 247) cites the following examples from Poplack (1988) and 
Clyne (2003) her example (5) and (3) respectively to exemplify this: 
 
(20) a. A cote il y en a un autre gros building high-rise 
  at side there is an other big building high-rise 
  ‘Next door there’s another big high-rise building’ 
  (Poplack 1988: 224) 
 b. No porque quiero dispressare a mi language Italian 
   Not because seek-1sg undervalue INFIN my language Italian 
  ‘Not that I want to undervalue my Italian language’ 
       (Clyne 2003: 87) 
Analyzing these sentences, Myers-Scotton argues that in (20a) the word order is 
French while in (20b) the word order is Italian and hence in both instances English 
act, as the EL and French and Italian are the ML’s. Myers-Scotton argues that even 
though the word order is asymmetrical and hence do not match, switching was still 
possible.  
 However, it is important to note that both the above examples generate 
other possibilities of mixing strategies according to other models. In both examples, 
the English forms do not follow English word order and therefore implies complete 
integration into the host language. Their integration indicates that they can be 
analyzed as ‘nonce’ borrowings, which can assume complete integration 
characteristics. Counter arguments challenging the Equivalence Constraint are cited 
in Blanc and Hamers (1989) where examples of CS data were found (Bentahila and 
Davies 1983) when subjects moved freely and did not seem to judge switches that 
broke the Equivalence Constraint as deviant.  
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 In response to many counter examples of this nature, Poplack proposed that 
data that contradicts the constraints are actually ‘nonce’ borrowings not code-
switches. The constraints apply only to CS and not borrowing. In Myers-Scotton’s 
view, singly occurring EL forms are code-switches, not borrowings. Nonce 
borrowings according to Poplack are neither recurrent nor widespread but can take 
the form of established borrowings the only difference being their frequency of 
appearance. 
 
Free Morpheme Constraint  
The Free Morpheme Constraint forbids stem and affix mixing. It allows mixing 
within any constituent but not within a word. This constraint has been greeted with 
many counter examples depicting mixing within words. Contradicting the constraint, 
Thomason (2001) cites the following from Maori/English where word internal 
mixing takes place 
 
(21)    Stem (English) Suffix (Maori) 
   interject + ngia 
This study observes a further possibility with regard to word internal mixing of this 
type and motivations for it. The word internal mixing strategy in Sinhala-English 
CM is applied to some English words when mixing codes by proficient speakers, 
and used as an effective method to nativize linguistic elements for purposes of 
humor and emphasis. 
 
5.8 Conclusion 
This chapter presented a critical review of the existing theories and analyses of CM. 
Based on the theoretical and descriptive frameworks on constraints, mechanisms and 
their end results, it is apparent that a study of CM involves sociolinguistic, 
psycholinguistic as well as structural constraints. Much of the controversy in CM 
stems from the presence of ‘other language’ single words in bilingual data. The two 
structural approaches toward single lexical items in code-mixed data stem from the 
symmetrical and asymmetrical relationships between the languages concerned. 
These theories define single word mixes are ‘spontaneous ’, ‘speech’ or ‘nonce’ 
borrowings. The sociolinguists propose analyses of single word mixes, which extend 
beyond syntactic analyses. Accordingly, single word mixes are not merely used for 
lexical gaps by the bilingual but are actually results of creative or productive 
processes such as nativization or contextualization. The psycholinguistic analyses 
propose that the base language effect on a mixed single word determines whether it 
is a borrowing or a code-switch. The second problem stems from situations where 
constant CM is revealed. Some structural analyses run into complications when they 
seek to account for word-internal mixing and constant single word mixing in 
bilingual discourse. Apparently, the bilingual seems not to adhere to any rules in 
these situations. Linguists acknowledge that in such situations constraints either are 
absent or play an insignificant role. From the structural analyses proposed, the 
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theory of CL provides a satisfactory observation of random mixing patterns present 
in bilingual discourse. A third problem is how language is processed in the bilingual. 
There are some indications that the bilingual makes use of both grammars when 
CM. In many instances, there are indications of a dominant base language effect 
especially regarding single word mixes. Note also the observation that the bilingual 
is rarely fluent in his/her languages. This stems from the argument that the needs of 
the bilinguals’ languages are different depending on the interlocutor, topic and 
domain. The fourth problem is undoubtedly the status of the mixed varieties that 
have originated as a result of language contact and language change. Though there 
are many theories that acknowledge that CM results in mixed varieties, the status of 
these varieties are less discussed. However, in the process of nativization, language 
deviation is described as an integral part of the post-colonial bilingual speaker in this 
thesis.  
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6 Sinhala-English code-mixing: a structural analysis  
 
The overview of the syntactic, morphological and semantic characteristics of 
Sinhala-English CM presented in chapter 1 illustrates that the mixed variety contains 
unique structural features. Chapter 2 analyses and describes the dominant role of 
Sinhala and the influential role of English in the Sri Lankan setting. In chapters 3 
and 4, this study analyzed the sociolinguistic and attitudinal characteristics of the 
Sinhala-English code-mixers. The present chapter proposes a structural analysis to 
describe the Sinhala-English bilingual corpus based on Muysken’s (2000) CM 
typology. Much of the literature discussed in chapter 5 concentrates on accounting 
for the presence of lone lexemes in the mixed data. In the analysis in this chapter, 
lone lexical items are separated into code-mixes, borrowings, Sinhalizations and 
hybrids, based on their morpho-syntactic and phonological integration into the base 
language and their functional or symbolic role in the mixed utterance. The example 
in (1) reveals the paradoxical nature of lone other-language items in the mixed data, 
which emphasizes the importance of distinguishing code mixes from borrowings. 
 
(1)   mee boot ekee  pallehaa-Tə  
this boot NM.GEN  down-DA        layer.sg- 
leeyərəy-ak  daala   tiye-nəvaa. 
layer.sg-IND      put.PAR   be-PRS 
  [There is a layer at the bottom of this boot.] (25:18) 
 
While the lone lexical item ‘boot’ can be separated from the rest of the utterance as 
it retains English phonetics, the same cannot be said for ‘layer’, which is patterned 
along Sinhala phonetic rules. In the same utterance, the speaker has used both a 
code-mix and a nativized element from English. This distinction between nativized 
lexical items (borrowings or Sinhalizations) and code-mixes is important for this 
study. This study supports the claim that nativizations found in the English-Sinhala 
corpus arise through the mechanism of CM. However, in CM, the conversational 
effect of the mixed language involves two distinct varieties whereas in borrowing, 
the phonetic and syntactic patterning reveals the effect of a single variety. In 
example (1), both processes are exemplified. Observe example (2a) where the 
phonetics and morpho-syntax of two yet distinct language varieties are shown, 
although in (2b) and (2c), the rules of a single variety are prevalent. 
 
(2)   a. wedding ekə-Tə  tie  ek-ak   andi-nəvaa  
wedding NM-DA  tie  NM-IND    wear-PRS               
naettan  waist coat  ek-ak      andi-nəvaa. 
if not  waist coat  NM-IND wear-PRS 
  [(You) wear a tie or a waistcoat for a wedding.] (25:18) 
 b.  paaTi-yə           niyəmə-y 
  party-sg       good-FN 
  [The party is great.] (25:18) 
 c. isteeshən  ekə-Tə           e-nəvaa 
station.sg NM.DF-DA come-PRS 
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[(He/she) is coming to the station.] (20:14) 
 
In example (2a) ‘wedding’, ‘tie’ and ‘waistcoat’ are single items from English 
embedded in a Sinhala structure. The speaker has retained the phonetic features in 
the lone lexical items from the donor language in the utterance patterned along 
Sinhala syntactic rules. The utterance reveals two distinct varieties: English 
phonetics in the mixed lexical items and Sinhala morpho-syntax in the structure of 
the utterance. By definition, example (2a) is a code-mixed utterance revealing two 
distinct varieties morphologically, phonologically and syntactically. Furthermore, 
the English elements are followed by ekə, which acts as a nominalizer. In (2b), the 
lone lexical item ‘party’ from English is adapted to Sinhala. The word is nativized 
and the utterance belongs to one language: Sinhala. Such nativizations are 
borrowings, characterized by the Sinhala suffix yə added to the borrowed English 
items, a stress on the consonant /r/ word finally and a shift from short to long 
vowels. Example (2c) illustrates a Sinhalized item where a front close vowel is 
inserted as a prefix to the English element. In some cases, ekə may also accompany 
Sinhalized items. 
 Apart from morphological, syntactical and phonological factors, semantic 
factors too play a key role in distinguishing borrowings from code-mixes. In 
example (2a), the speaker retains the phonology of English in the lone lexical items 
and the pronunciation in ‘waist coat’ is especially noteworthy for this study. Even 
when mixing single word items, the speaker has intentionally signaled his/her 
familiarity with the accepted1 pronunciation by the SLE speaker2. Similarly, in (2b), 
the entire utterance retains Sinhala rules signaling the identity of the speaker. In (3), 
the utterance carries Sinhala particles. The Sinhala particles are preceded and 
followed by complete sentences in English. There is a pause after the mixed particle, 
indicating a hesitation. The speaker agrees to sit with another speaker conditionally. 
The variation in style is marked by the hesitation indicated by the Sinhala particle.  
 
                                                 
1 Lankan English is an ‘institutionalized new variety’ (Kandiah 1987: 31) 
characterized by transfer, collocation and hybridization (Kandiah 1987: 33) similar 
to Indian English ( Kachru 1983: 139). Furthermore, second and foreign languages 
have been termed as institutionalized or performance varieties (Kachru 1986: 89). 
Kachru (1986: 89) observes that Lankan English and Indian English as part of a 
geographic area where they share both linguistically and culturally common features 
to a certain extent. He further describes that these terms are useful only to the extent 
that they provide insights about the shared characteristics at various levels within 
various regional varieties. They are only as reflective of the true situation as are the 
terms “American English or British English.” They mask the linguistic 
heterogeneity within a region, and to some extent serve to reassure those who are 
alarmed by what is considered divisiveness within the English speech community.    
2 One of the most important structural features that distinguish the standard and the 
non-standard varieties of SLE is phonology. 
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(3) I can sit with you mee… (pause) but you will have to tell me how 
to mee… do it 
  /mee/ indicates a hesitation or pause (16:11) 
 
In some instances, the mixed types reveal hybrid formations. These hybrids can be 
compound nouns (or collocations) such as ‘vaaDiyə /vaaDiyə/ meeting’ or ‘party 
pissaa’ /pissaa/, compound verbs such as ‘read kərənəvaa’, or entirely new words 
such as ‘kurukuruless’ as illustrated in the examples in (4). 
 
(4) a.  Since you will not be coming to our vaaDiyə meeting,  
because of your trip to Wilpattu. 
/vaaDiyə/ a small hut temporarily occupied by farmers or 
fishermen (SL: 02.07.06)3 
 b. He is a party pissaa. 
 /pissaa/ a mad person (29:19) 
 c. eyaa  potə read kərə-nəvaa  taamat. 
 3sg  book.sg read do-PRS      still 
 [He is still reading the book.] (31:23) 
 d. That phone is a kuru kuruless phone 
  /kuru kuru/ noisy 
  [That phone is less noisy.] (31:23) 
 
Furthermore, there are cases where more than a single word is mixed with the word 
order in both languages intact. The longer the mixed utterance, the more probable 
for the utterances to retain the grammaticality of both languages as illustrated in (5). 
 
(5)  Why do you say that they are not good… 
ayyo anee   aey   ookə  kərannee. 
 INT INT   why   that   do.EMP 
[Why do you say that they are not good…really, you know, why 
do you do that?] (41:1) 
 
These data illustrate the intricacies involved in analyzing the structural features of 
Sinhala-English CM, which are linguistically, and culture-bound in the Sri Lankan 
setting. Hence, a comprehensive analysis of Sinhala-English CM should encapsulate 
both formal features and functional domains of usage, which is the aim of this thesis. 
The analysis of single word and multi-word mixes in the Sinhala-English corpus is 
based on the empirical claims and observations made by Muysken (2000). As CM is 
an integral part of the contextualization process of English in Sri Lanka, the reasons 
for acculturation and nativization important to this study, is explained in the 
sociolinguistic analysis in chapter 3. 
 The organization of this chapter is as follows:  Initially, § 6.1 provides a 
detailed analysis of the respondents providing the material for the structural analysis, 
                                                 
3 Numbers in parenthesis indicate the name of newspaper, date, month and year. 
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focusing on demographic characteristics in § 6.1.1, domains of language use in § 
6.1.2, interlocutors and language use in § 6.1.3, and attitudinal characteristics of the 
sample in § 6.1.4. Furthermore, the analysis includes a scaling of the informants in § 
6.1.5, according to the language choices they have reported with the seven types of 
interlocutors in the questionnaire. The framework for the structural analysis is 
outlined in § 6.2. Based on Muysken’s framework, insertional, alternational and CL 
reveal patterns of borrowing in the Sinhala-English bilingual corpus. The data is 
organized as English elements in Sinhala sentences (§ 6.3), Sinhala elements in 
English sentences (§ 6.4) and conjoined sentences (§ 6.5). Based on the data, this 
study analyses four types of mixing in the Sinhala-English corpus in § 6.6. They are 
categorized as CM in § 6.6.1, borrowing in § 6.6.2, Sinhalization in § 6.6.3, and 
hybridization in § 6.6.4. 
 Based on the structural properties of the mixed constructions, code-mixes 
are defined by the mixed nominalizer, presence or absence of the Sinhala and 
English plural markers, and the presence of the Sinhala adjective pronoun. In 
nativization of Sinhala elements, the analysis identifies two types of mixing: 
borrowing and Sinhalization. The first type is borrowing, defined by the joining of 
a suffix, shift from short vowels to long vowels and phonological stress on the final 
consonant /r/. The second type is Sinhalization, defined by a front close vowel 
prefix, replacement/shift of the back vowel, deletion of fricatives word finally and 
replacement of fricatives with plosives word initially. Structural elements that 
govern borrowing and Sinhalization are based on the speaker’s L1. Mixed 
constructions deviating from the L1 are analyzed as errors. Hybrids, containing 
elements from both Sinhala and English, are analyzed as hybrid nouns, modifiers 
and verbs in this chapter. The creativity in hybridization for both Sinhala and 
English speakers in Sri Lanka, is highlighted. There is extensive use of hybrids that 
either expand or extend the vocabulary in the contact variety.  
 
6.1 Respondents 
 
The selection of the 40 respondents for the recordings was based primarily on one 
important factor: their personally observed language use by the investigator. In 
addition, the sample included respondents who selected both Sinhala and English 
more than 7 times4 in questions related to language use (from 9 to 34 in the 
sociolinguistic questionnaire). The respondents were all known to the investigator.  
The rationale for the categorization of the respondents by their income 
levels and employment sector is given in chapter 1. In addition, characteristics of the 
respondents with regard to demographic features and language use are discussed in 
the following sub-sections. The reason to discuss these background data in detail is 
to show that these 40 informants are the proper group for detecting the structural 
features of Sinhala-English mixing in urban Sri Lanka.  
                                                 
4 The respondents indicated the use of both Sinhala and English more than 25% in 
questions related to language use and CM in the media in the sociolinguistic 
questionnaire. 
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6.1.1 Demographic characteristics of the sample  
 
 Government Private 
Number of informants 16 (40%) 
Earning less than Rs 20,000 = 4 
24 (60%) 
Earning less than Rs. 20,000 = 5 
Age Between 20 to 40 yrs  = 10 
Between 40 to 50 yrs  = 6 
Between 20 to 40 yrs = 20 
Between 40 to 50 yrs = 4 
Gender Female = 13 
Male = 3 
Female = 5 
Male = 19 
Ethnicity (Sri Lankan) Sinhalese =16 (Sri Lankan) Sinhalese =20 
(Sri Lankan) Moors = 2 
(Sri Lankan) burgher =1 
(Sri Lankan) Tamil = 1 
Occupation 
 
Education = 9 
Administration = 6 
Medicine = 1 
Senior executives = 4 
(marketing, advertising, 
teaching) 
Junior executives = 20 
(marketing, advertising, banking, 
engineering, entertainment 
industry) 
First language Sinhala = 14 
English=2 
Sinhala = 20 
Malay = 1 
English = 2 
Tamil = 1 
Language of instruction 
Primary - secondary 
Sinhala = 16 Sinhala = 24 
Language of instruction 
Tertiary 
Sinhala =3 
English = 5 
(8  respondents have not pursued 
higher studies) 
Sinhala = 2 
English = 3 
(19  respondents have not 
pursued higher studies) 
Table 6.1 Demographic characteristics of the sample of 40 respondents 
 
The demographic data in Table 6.1 indicates that most of the informants, observed 
as users of both Sinhala and English in discourse, belong to the private group. This 
corresponds with the overall data in chapter 3. Note that the informants in the 
private group are employed in professions ranging from marketing, advertising, 
teaching, banking, insurance, engineering to entertainment whereas the government 
group professions range from education, administration to medicine. The 
professions are indicative of a high exposure to English. In addition, a majority of 
the respondents have indicated that they are Sri Lankan Sinhalese and Sinhala as 
their first language. This too corresponds with the demographic characteristics of the 
overall data. It is also observed that the language of instruction for all the 
respondents in the primary and secondary levels is Sinhala.  
Of the 40 respondents, 13 have moved on to tertiary level education. These 
background data are crucial in determining the most influential language on Sinhala-
English CM in the transcribed data. Of the 40 respondents, 31 reportedly belong to 
the high income level suggesting that most of the respondents are holding positions 
of authority in their respective employment.  
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6.1.2 Domains of language use 
 
group language club Office Home supermarket temple 
G SE 0(,0) 2(12,5) 2(12,5) 5(31,25) 2(12,5) 
P SE 11(45,84) 8(33,33) 10(41,66) 14(58,33) 2(8,33) 
G S 6(37,5) 6(37,5) 8(50,0) 9( (56,25) 10(62,5) 
P S 4(16,66) 2(8,33) 11(45,83) 8(33,33) 18(75,0) 
G E 10(62,5) 8(50,0) 6(37,5) 2(12,5) 0(,0) 
P E 9(37,5) 14(58,34) 3(12,51) 2(8,34) 0(,0) 
G Other 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 
P Other 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 
G Nw 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 4(25,0) 
P Nw 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 4(16,67) 
Table 6.2 Core domains of language use in frequencies and percentages (in brackets) 
for SE (Sinhala and English), S (Sinhala) and E (English) for (G) government and 
(P) private sector (Nw = not written or answered, Other = languages other than SE, 
S and E) 
 
The private group has high percentages for SE in several domains. In addition, the 
private group produces higher percentages for SE than the government group most 
of the time. In comparison, the overall data produced higher percentages for SE with 
both groups in several domains.  
 
6.1.3 Interlocutors and language use 
group language priest Superiors spouse relatives shop.asst friends 
G SE 0(,0) 0(,0) 2(12,5) 3(18,75) 4(25,0) 13(81,25) 
P SE 0(,0) 5(20,84) 10(41,67) 8(33,34) 12(50,0) 12(50,0) 
G S 12(75,0) 4(25,0) 8(50,0) 8(50,0) 6(37,5) 2(12,5) 
P S 20(83,33) 7(29,16) 11(45,83) 14(58,33) 9(37,5) 10(41,67) 
G E 4(25,0) 12(75,0) 6(37,5) 5(31,25) 6(37,5) 1(6,25) 
P E 4(16,67) 12(50,0) 3(12,5) 2(8,33) 3(12,5) 2(8,33) 
G Other 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 
P Other 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 
G Nw 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 
P Nw 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 0(,0) 
Table 6.3 Interlocutors and language use in percentages (in brackets) for SE (Sinhala 
and English), S (Sinhala) and E (English) for (G) government and (P) private sector 
(Nw = not written or answered, Other = languages other than SE, S and E) 
 
Note that the government group with this sub-sample obtains very low percentages 
for SE, but the friends as the interlocutors drastically change the picture towards a 
dominant SE choice.  In the overall data, the private group obtained high 
percentages for SE than their government counterparts. The use of Sinhala 
dominates with this sample. Sinhala has obtained high percentages with several 
interlocutors. Sinhala produces high percentages with both groups, similar to the 
overall data. Observe that this group indicates higher percentages for English with 
superiors. In the overall data, the use of English obtained very low percentages with 
superiors. This is due to the fact that a majority of this sub-sample is employed in 
high positions.  
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6.1.4 Attitudinal characteristics of the sample 
 
Group 
Language 
mixing in the 
media 
#1 
Equal 
status for 
English 
#2 
English as 
the 
medium in 
the media 
#3 
Sinhala as 
the only 
national 
language 
#4 
Tamil  
promoted 
more than 
Sinhala 
#5  
English as 
the official 
language 
 
#6 
Goverment 2,13 (,743) 2,13 (,500) 2,06(,680) 2,56 (,727) 2,75 (,447) 2,19 (,403) 
Private 2,05 (,740) 2,17 (,482) 2,05(,740) 2,54 (,721) 2,79 (,415) 2,42 (,504) 
Total 2,08 (,732) 2,15 (,483) 2,06(,705) 2,55 (,714) 2,78 (,423) 2,33 (,474) 
Table 6.4 Mean values and standard deviations for attitude statements for the 
government and private groups 
 
As indicated in Table 6.4, the ANOVA did not reveal significant differences in 
attitudes between the government and private groups in the attitudinal statements 
with this sub-sample. This is similar to attitudinal data in chapter 4, Table 4.4. The 
overall data in chapter 3 however revealed differences with the two groups. The data 
reveals that both groups view English favorably. 
 
6.1.5 Scaling the informants 
 
The analysis in Table 6.5 includes a scaling of the sub-sample of 40 informants 
according to the language choice they reported with the seven types of interlocutors 
in the questionnaire. The interlocutors are aligned in the horizontal axis and the 
informants in the vertical axis. 
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# Age 
G
P 1 4 6 7 5 2 3 E SE S 
Scor
es NSE 
29 40 G S S S S S S S 0,0 0,0 8,0 8,0 2,0 
24 37 P S S S S S S S 0,0 0,0 8,0 8,0 2,0 
23 36 G S S S S S S S 0,0 0,0 8,0 8,0 2,0 
19 33 P S S S S S S S 0,0 0,0 8,0 8,0 2,0 
22 36 P S S S S S S S 0,0 0,0 8,0 8,0 2,0 
33 44 P E S S S S S S 1,0 0,0 7,0 7,0 2,0 
10 31 P S S S S S S E 1,0 0,0 7,0 7,0 2,0 
20 34 P S S S S S S S 0,0 1,0 7,0 7,0 1,0 
34 45 G S S S 
S
E 
S
E S 
S
E 0,0 3,0 5,0 6.,5 1,0 
12 32 P S 
S
E S S S SE 
S
E 0,0 3,0 5,0 6,5 1,0 
26 39 P S S S 
S
E S SE 
S
E 0,0 4,0 4,0 6,0 1,0 
16 33 G S S S S 
S
E E E 2,0 1,0 5,0 5,5 1,0 
30 40 G S S 
S
E 
S
E 
S
E S E 1,0 3,0 4,0 5,5 1,0 
11 31 P S 
S
E 
S
E 
S
E S S 
S
E 0,0 5,0 3,0 5,5 1,0 
21 34 P S S S 
S
E S E E 2,0 2,0 4,0 5,0 1,0 
3 24 P S 
S
E S S 
S
E SE E 1,0 4,0 3,0 5,0 1,0 
5 27 P S 
S
E 
S
E S 
S
E SE 
S
E 0,0 6,0 2,0 5,0 1,0 
32 43 G S S S S 
S
E E E 3,0 1,0 4,0 4,5 1,0 
9 30 P S S S 
S
E 
S
E E E 2,0 3,0 3,0 4,5 1,0 
25 37 P S S S 
S
E 
S
E SE E 2,0 3,0 3,0 4,5 1,0 
31 42 G S S S S 
S
E E E 3,0 1,0 4,0 4,5 1,0 
18 33 G E S 
S
E 
S
E 
S
E E 
S
E 2,0 4,0 2,0 4,0 1,0 
13 32 P S S 
S
E 
S
E 
S
E E 
S
E 2,0 4,0 2,0 4,0 1,0 
27 40 P S S 
S
E 
S
E 
S
E E E 2,0 4,0 2,0 4,0 1,0 
17 33 P E S 
S
E 
S
E 
S
E E 
S
E 2,0 5,0 1,0 3,5 1,0 
4 25 P S 
S
E 
S
E 
S
E 
S
E E 
S
E 2,0 5,0 1,0 3,5 1,0 
28 40 P S S 
S
E E 
S
E E E 4,0 2,0 2,0 3,0 1,0 
1 22 G S 
S
E 
S
E 
S
E 
S
E E E 3,0 4,0 1,0 3,0 1,0 
6 28 G S 
S
E E 
S
E 
S
E E E 4,0 3,0 1,0 2,5 1,0 
8 30 P S S E S S E E 4,0 3,0 1,0 2,5 1,0 
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E E E 
40 48 G E 
S
E E 
S
E 
S
E E S 4,0 3,0 1,0 2,5 1,0 
7 29 P E 
S
E 
S
E 
S
E 
S
E E E 3,0 5,0 0,0 2,5 1,0 
2 23 P E 
S
E 
S
E 
S
E 
S
E E E 4,0 4,0 0,0 2,0 1,0 
38 45 G S E E E 
S
E E E 6,0 1,0 1,0 1,5 1,0 
35 45 G S E E S 
S
E E E 5,0 1,0 1,0 1,5 1,0 
15 33 G E E 
S
E 
S
E 
S
E E E 5,0 3,0 0,0 1,5 1,0 
14 32 G E E E E 
S
E E E 7,0 1,0 0,0 0,5 1,0 
36 45 G S E E E E E E 7,0 0,0 1,0 1,0 0,0 
39 48 P S E E E E E E 7,0 0,0 1,0 1,0 0,0 
37 45 P S E E E E E E 7,0 0,0 1,0 1,0 0,0 
Table 6.5 Language choice -interlocutors: (1) priest; (2) superiors; (3) boss; (4) 
relatives; (5) friends; (6) spouse;  (7) shop assistant; G government sector; P private 
sector; S Sinhala; E English; SE Sinhala-English mixed code; NSE Sinhala-English 
non-mixers. 
 
Observe the table analysis of the 40 bilinguals according to their reported language 
choices indicated in Table 6.5. The data in the table is categorized according to the 
frequency of Sinhala and SE. In addition, scores are assigned to Sinhala and SE (1 = 
Sinhala; 0.5 = SE). The score obtained by each informant is indicated in the scores 
column in the table. The scores column indicates a descending order, with the 
Sinhala dominant speakers at the top and the English dominant speakers at the end 
of the table. In other words, the non-mixers remain at the two extremes of the table 
(top and end, as indicated in the non-mixers column) whereas the Sinhala-English 
code-mixers are clustered in the middle. The table also indicates that the left 
domains are significantly the strongest for Sinhala, while the right domains point to 
dominance in the use of English.  
 The analysis indicates behavioral intentions of the 40 speakers. The data 
reveals the dominant use of Sinhala by a majority of the informants. English retains 
dominance in formal domains with formal interlocutors. However, personal 
observations by the investigator revealed that actual language use was different to 
language attitudes expressed in the quantitative analysis. For example, many urban 
speakers code-mixed even at the temple, though in the questionnaire, they indicated 
that they would not use Sinhala and English in the religious domain.  
 In sum, although language mixing is assumed to take place mostly in the 
informal domains with certain interlocutors, observations and interviews indicated 
the use of Sinhala and English as a frequent occurrence in most domains.  
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6.2 Muysken’s (2000) typology of code mixing 
 
The structural analysis proposed in this study is based on Muysken’s (2000) CM 
typology, which recognizes three types of mixing strategies; insertion, alternation 
and CL. The dynamic nature of contact situations, giving rise to a variety of mixing 
phenomena, is best explained in Muysken’s theory where he proposes that the three 
strategies are related to each other. Accordingly, single and multi-word mixes are 
categorized into insertion, alternation and CL patterns, based on their structural 
elements, positioning within the utterance, and syntactic relation to the rest of the 
sentence. 
 Primarily, the most important aspect in Muysken’s interpretation of mixing 
is the distinction he makes between borrowing and CM phenomena. Muysken’s 
(2000) theory  
observes that patterns of borrowing exist in all the mixing strategies analyzed. 
Hence, borrowing exists in insertion, alternation and CL. This study too reiterates 
this observation. He argues that borrowed items sometimes take on ‘discourse 
functions’ of code-mixings. Accordingly, ‘nonce borrowings’ can actually be code-
mixes if they perform a ‘symbolic function’ to the bilingual (Muysken 2000: 69). 
Maintaining that code-mixing takes place above word or clause level and  borrowing 
takes place below word level, Muysken suggests that many single word mixes that 
have the appearance of ‘nonce borrowings’ are in fact N or NP insertions.  
 Furthermore, his analysis proposes that counter examples for the ‘nonce 
borrowing theory’ are results of insertional CM strategies and not alternational CM 
strategies where mid-word mixing does not exist. Most significant is the fact that the 
counter examples forwarded for the ‘nonce borrowing theory’ comes from 
languages that are distant to each other and which display asymmetrical mixing 
patterns (as in the case of Sinhala and English). Counter-arguing the criteria 
proposed for the analysis of ‘nonce borrowings’, Muysken suggests that (a) the 
absence of pronouns, (b) the absence of determiners, demonstratives and quantifiers 
accompanying the English noun and (c) the presence of case marking with the 
English noun do not necessarily indicate the mixing process as either borrowing or 
insertion. Basing his analysis on Tamil-English CM (from Sankoff, Poplack and 
Vanniarajan 1990 as quoted by Muysken 2000: 78), Muysken proposes that: 
 
Both the absence of English determiners and the presence of 
Tamil case marking are due to the incompatibility of the English 
determiner system involving pronominal separate elements and the 
Tamil system which crucially involves case affixes. 
 
This observation is crucial for the analysis of borrowings and insertions in the 
Sinhala-English corpus. In the Sinhala-English corpus, this study presents data 
where the English nouns are inserted with an article particle. The assumption would 
have been that the article system in Sinhala would be retained in CM as well. 
However, the Sinhala-English bilingual has gone a step further, and captured very 
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successfully, the syntactic elements in both languages to enhance and facilitate the 
process of mixing.   
In essence, code-mixers have at their disposal, a nominalizer that 
accommodates and actually contributes to the mixing of an extensive number of 
English nouns, NPs and verb stems. This study demonstrates how the presence of 
this nominalizer indicates the mixing strategy used by the bilingual. Similarly, the 
presence of case markers, which are separate pronominal elements (as in Tamil-
English data) is also indicative of the mixing strategy. The asymmetry in the mixing 
patterns is revealed in insertional CM, as illustrated in the data.  
 Furthermore, the ‘nonce borrowing’ theory is incompatible with complex 
mixes such as ‘educational systems’ and ‘Hindi songs’ (Muysken 2000: 79). 
Contrary to analyses that propose these as borrowings, Muysken suggests that these 
examples are compatible with NP insertions and are indicative of insertional CM 
rather than borrowing. In the Sinhala-English corpus, a number of such examples are 
prevalent in the repertoire of the bilingual speaker. These examples are analyzed as 
Sri Lankanisms which are hybrid compounds (containing English and Sinhala 
elements), non-hybrid English compounds (containing English elements only) and 
non-hybrid Sinhala compounds (containing Sinhala elements only), in this study. 
The non-hybrid English and Sinhala compounds are indicative of NP insertions. 
 When plural forms are mixed with plural meanings, these too are indicative 
of N insertions. This is prevalent in the mixing of single word Sinhala mixes as 
illustrated later on in this section. However, when full English NPs are mixed, they 
occur at sentence boundaries, illustrative of the alternational CM strategy. This 
study however argues that the presence of the complementizer particle even as a 
single element, facilitating the embedding of sentences in a matrix, as indicative of 
alternational CM and not insertion as most often the mixed strings are long. 
 In alternation, mixing is straightforward. Alternation is predominantly 
revealed in conjoined sentences from Sinhala and English, as illustrated in the data. 
Most of the constituents are longer in length, indicative of the mixing strategy 
employed. Often the mixed string reveals an A B pattern where the utterance begins 
in language A and ends in language B. However, complication arises as single 
words, not just phrases indicate alternation as in the case of interjections, tags, 
quotatives and particles. Nonetheless, distinguishing alternation from insertion is 
less difficult a task than distinguishing borrowing from insertion. In alternation, the 
two languages are syntactically not related and the strings from the two languages 
are juxtaposed according to Muysken’s (2000) CM theory. One of the distinct 
features of alternational CM is that it reveals switches that are at the periphery of 
utterances. Hence, an important indication of alternation is the position occupied by 
a word or phrase in the mixed utterance. When words are mixed at the periphery of 
utterances for more than referential purposes, alternation is plausible than insertion 
and borrowing. 
 Word internal mixing, prevalent in the Sinhala-English bilingual corpus, 
successfully captures Muysken’s observation that borrowing patterns are indicative 
of CL. In CL, an important contribution has been made to the study of bilingual data 
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in all settings, most importantly with regard to borrowings. Muysken (2000: 123) 
recognizes the significance when he observes: 
 
Though congruent lexicalization is mostly a phenomenon 
occurring at the sentence level, we also find several cases of it in 
borrowing. These may puzzle language contact researchers if 
borrowing is only regarded from the perspective of insertional 
mixing. 
 
Another important observation in Muysken’s typology is the analysis of mixed 
compounds. Muysken includes hybrid compounds from Germanic languages as 
indicative of CL where a bidirectional pattern is revealed. The hybrid formations 
categorized under Sri Lankanisms, prevalent in the Sinhala-English corpus hence are 
indicative of borrowing patterns through CL, based on Muysken’s (2000) theory. 
However, there is no bidirectional pattern involved in the Sinhala-English data. 
Accordingly, CL not only acknowledges that mixing can be both constrained and 
unconstrained, but also admits the possibility that it can be a productive and creative 
process given the bilingual’s ability for innovation. In the following section, this 
study categorizes the actual language mixes of the 40 bilinguals, according to their 
structural elements.  
 
6.3 English elements in Sinhala sentences 
 
The most controversial area in mixed data is perhaps the inclusion of lone other-
language items in bilingual discourse. In this section, this study analyses a variety of 
English elements, embedded in Sinhala sentences. English elements in Sinhala 
sentences are mostly English nouns and noun phrases discussed in § 6.3.1, 
modifiers, adverbs and adverbial phrases discussed in § 6.3.2, verbs and verb 
phrases discussed in § 6.3.3, negations and politeness markers in § 6.3.4, and 
prepositional phrases in § 6.3.5.   
 
6.3.1 Nouns and noun phrases 
 
6.3.1.1 Singular nouns 
 
Most inserted singular English nouns are followed by ekə, which is a nominalizer, as 
indicated in this study of CM. The construction of noun + ekə is not present in 
monolingual Sinhala sentences. Hence, this study considers ekə, a mixed 
nominalizer and a product of Sinhala-English CM.  
 ekə is the numeral one in ekə minihek ‘one man’ and does not follow 
Sinhala noun forms in Sinhala sentences. It is always prepositioned to Sinhala 
nouns. However, in CM, it behaves differently. Whenever an English word is mixed 
in a Sinhala sentence, ekə follows the English (inanimate) noun. The presence of ekə 
with English elements has not gone unnoticed in previous research. Gunesekera 
(1891) states that the use of ekə with English words in spoken discourse, is a form of 
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‘loose practice’ that has crept in due to the constant contact between Sinhala and 
English. This article, viewed as a ‘loose practice’, facilitates the inclusion of an 
enormous amount of single words from English.  
 ekə has numerous functions in Sinhala. Weerakoon (1988) too argues that 
ekə acts as a nominalizer5 and a complementizer in Sinhala, and facilitates the 
embedding of subordinate sentences in matrix sentences.  ekə accordingly, is 
syntactically very productive and its nominalizing capacity is phenomenal. Usually, 
ekə occurs in NP positions and occurs with both transitive and intransitive verbs in 
Sinhala. ekə can also be used in an abstract sense and a concrete sense in colloquial 
Sinhala. In CM, ekə takes the form of a nominalizer. Based on the presence of ekə, 
the analysis in this study differentiates between inanimate and animate singular 
nouns in mixed data. Note that ekə occurs only with inanimate English referents, as 
illustrated in the data. 
 
Inanimate noun + ekə  
 
This pattern is present only in colloquial Sinhala where the inclusion of English lone 
words is phenomenally recurrent. In the examples cited in (6), ekə acts as a 
nominalizer in nesting the inanimate English elements in a Sinhala matrix.  
 
(6) a.     ee missun-gee night ekə vagee. 
  those   people.pl-GEN night     NM.DF like.EMP 
  [It (looks like) it’s their night.] (08:5) 
b. oyaa film   ekə gaenə   də      kataa kərannee.    
               2sg      film NM.DF  about    Q          talk do.EMP 
  [Are you talking about the film?] (16:11) 
c.  mamə  daen   gihilla car  ekə      wash  kərə-nəvaa. 
 1sg     now    go.PAR car NM.DF wash  do-PRS  
 [I will go now and wash the car.] (13:9) 
 
ek and ak denote the indefinite article. 
Retaining the matrix language pattern, ekə in combination with ak and ek in CM also 
denotes the indefiniteness of English inanimate nouns as illustrated in examples 
given in (7). Note that in (7a) the English noun ‘company’ has undergone 
                                                 
5 Nominalizers are grammatical forms used in the process of nominalizing. In 
Sinhala, they occur as affixes or independent lexical forms. ekə also acts as an 
independent nominalizer in colloquial Sinhala and in this case, CM. In colloquial 
Sinhala, nominalization is a simple process brought about by changing a verb into a 
noun or by changing a sentence into a clause transform and adding a 
complementizer. Weerakoon (1982) argues that though there are differences in the 
surface structures of Sinhala and English there are more similarities in the deep 
structure. The differences that are manifested in the surface structure are due to 
transformations such as complementizer transformation and modifier shifting 
transformation. 
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phonological and morpho-syntactical transformation, discussed later on in § 6.6 in 
this chapter. The speaker has nativized the English word into a borrowing. However, 
other lone words in English such as ‘vehicle’ in (7a), ‘picture’ and ‘advertisement’ 
in (7b), ‘listening activity’ in (7c) ‘exam’ in (7d) and ‘word’ in (7e) are mixed into 
the matrix Sinhala sentences.  
 
(7) a.  apee  compaeni-yen           vehicle  ek-ak       
1pl.GEN company.sg-INS.sg   vehicle  NM.IND   
gannə   puluvan. 
get.INF      can     
[We can get a vehicle from our company.] (11:7) 
b.            mee picture eke  tiyennee advertisement. 
               this picture  NM.GENbe.EMP advertisement   
ek-ak. 
NM.IND 
  [This picture has an advertisement.] (17:12) 
c.  Listening  activity  ek-ak-ut     daa-mu. 
   listening  activity   NM-IND-also  put-FU 
  [We will also put a listening activity.] (18:12) 
 d. oyaa exam ek-ak kəra haebaey    exam     
2sg  exam  NM.INDdo.PST but             exam    
eken  fail    vuna     itin     oyaa-Tə upset  
NM.INS fail be.PST so       2sg-DA upset   
ee    gaenə. 
  that about 
[You did an exam but failed and you are upset about that.] 
(32:12) 
 e. mokakhari individual kenek    gaenə                      
  whatever          individual        NM.IND.PRO about     
kiyənə     word   ek-ak.       
say.RL   word   NM-IND 
  [A word used for an individual.] (06:4) 
 
The English forms remain as they are, and are direct insertions from English to 
Sinhala sentences. The ekə particle undergoes case marking for the inserted lone 
noun form and enables integration into the base language. In other words, ekə 
undergoes all the changes that a Sinhala inanimate noun form may go through for 
case marking, in order to retain the matrix syntactical pattern as illustrated in (8). 
 
(8) a. car   ekə-Tə  - DA 
 b. plane   ek-en  - INS 
 c. hospital  ek-ee  - GEN 
 d. house   ek-ək-in  - AB 
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Observe the behavior of ekə in examples given in (9) which have undergone Sinhala 
case marking. 
  
(9) a. Trip  ekee    first day  tamay  hondə. 
  trip   NM.GEN first day    EMP good 
  [The first day of the trip is good.] (31:23) 
b.  eyaa   plane    eken           paenəla          ya-nəvaa   
 3sg plane  NM.INS    jump.PAR       go-PRS       
girl      daki-nəvaa. 
girl     see-PRS 
 [The girl sees him jump from the plane.] (32:12) 
 
Inanimate noun + Sinhala question marker  
 
In informal mixed discourse, the question marker particle most often follows the 
English inanimate singular noun. The examples in (10) are informal short questions. 
Note that the question marker follows the definite and indefinite markers, based on 
Sinhala syntactic patterns. 
 
(10) a. interview  ek-ak-də?  
  Interview  NM.IND-Q  
  [Is it an interview?] (04:3) 
 b. crossword  game  ek-ak-də?  
  crossword  game  NM-IND- Q 
  [Is it a crossword game?] (16:11) 
 c. show   ekə-də? 
  Show   NM-DF-Q 
  [Is it the show?] (25:18) 
 d. four   ek-ak-də?  
  four   NM-IND- Q 
  [Is it a four?] (33:11) 
 e. night   ekə-də?  
  night   NM-DF- Q 
  [Is it a night?] (06:4) 
f. eyaa   slang   də    kata kərannee? 
3sg    slang  Q    talk do.EMP ? 
[Is that slang that he speaks?] (06:4) 
 
In (11), the inanimate nouns are followed by the question marker from Sinhala to 
create short question forms in mixed discourse. 
 
(11) a. cupboard    ekee                də?  
  cupboard  NM.GEN Q 
  [Is it in the cupboard?] (23:16) 
b.        window   eken                 də?  
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window   NM.INS  Q 
[From the window?] (14:9) 
 
Inanimate noun + Sinhala verb 
Observe the following examples where a noun from English is combined with a 
Sinhala helping verb. In these cases, the English nouns are combined with matrix 
helping verbs to create an entirely new verb in mixed data. This study argues that 
this pattern of creating verbs from English nouns, as mainly due to Sinhala-English 
CM. These hybrid verbs are described in detail in § 6.6. 
 
(12) a.  houseful  vunaa. 
  houseful  be.PST 
  [It became houseful.] (13:9)  
 b. upset     giyaa.     
  upset go.PST 
 [It went upset.] (14:9)  
 
Animate noun + Sinhala indefinite pronoun 
Similar to the formation of ekə with inanimate English elements, the Sinhala-English 
code-mixer makes use of the Sinhala indefinite pronoun to bring in animate English 
elements to mixed discourse. English nouns are followed by the colloquial indefinite 
Sinhala pronoun kenek /kenek/. Generally in Sinhala, kenek, was used to convey 
respect as in niləmee kenek /niləmee kenek/, mudaliyar kenek /mudaliyar kenek/ 
(Gunasekera 1891: 152). The word kenek in mixed data is used in lieu of ek. In CM, 
it is used after English animate noun forms as illustrated in (13): 
 
 (13) a. Snowman kenek   iilangə  ekə-Tə          
  snowman  NM.IND.PRO next      one-DA   
daa-nəvaa. 
put-PRS 
  [Snow man is put in to the next (picture).] (22:15) 
b.   Passport  ekee  tiyennee   lecturer  
 passport  NM.GEN be.EMP      lecturer   
kenek  kiyəla. 
NM.IND.PRO CMP 
 [In the passport, its says that (she) is a lecturer.] (02:1) 
 
In the examples in (14), observe the mixing of animate singular nouns with the 
question marker particle in mixed data. When mixing animate English referents, the 
question marker is preceded by kenek. 
 
(14) a.  What is the meaning?  
Individual  kenek     də? 
individual  NM-IND.PRO  Q 
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[What is the meaning? Is it an individual?] (05:4) 
b.   Can he sing I mean is he really…  
singer    kenek     də? 
singer  NM-IND.PRO   Q  
  [Can he sing I mean is he really… Is she/he a singer?] (16:11) 
 
Animate noun + Sinhala verb 
In some cases, English animate singular nouns are directly mixed into matrix 
Sinhala utterances with Sinhala verbs following them. Observe the following 
examples. 
 
(15)  a. arə      man    e-nəvaa… 
  that      man    come-PRS 
  [That man is coming.] (12:8)  
 b.  Student counselor    vidiyəTə     innə. 
  student counselor     like          stay.INF 
  [Stay like a student counselor.] (30:20) 
 
Animate noun + Sinhala case marking 
In CM, case marking differentiates between the inanimate and the animate referents 
as cited earlier in this section. In the case of inanimate referents, case marking is 
suffixed to ekə in CM. A completely different pattern is observed with animate case 
marking in mixed data. With regard to animate referents, case marking follows 
Sinhala syntactic patterns and occurs as part of the noun and not as a separate entity. 
This is illustrated in (16).  
 
(16)  a. Man-və  sedate  kərəla            operate   
man.NM.DF-AC  sedate  do.PAR   operate   
kərə-nəvaa. 
do-PRS 
[The man is operated after being sedated.] (13:9) 
b. Her boy friend works … 
mee  man-Tə  ekeen  tamay     
this  man-DA from  that         EMP  
eyaa  ahu vennee. 
3sg catch be.EMP 
[Her boy friend works for this man that is how he is caught.] 
(16:11)  
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6.3.1.2 Plural nouns 
 
Inanimate noun + Sinhala verb 
 
Many Sinhala verbs follow English plural inanimate elements in mixed data. In (17), 
the English elements are followed by the past participle form of the Sinhala verb. 
 
(17) a. ekə ekə leaves     daala    decorate       kəra. 
  that that leaves     put.PAR decorate        do.PST 
  [(I) put different leaves  and decorated.] (33:11) 
 b. Picture    ekee               okkoomə         houses    kaDəla. 
picture  NM.GEN all          houses    break.PAR 
[All the houses in that picture were broken.] (33:11) 
 c. okkoomə      flags    elləla. 
  all        flags     hang.PAR 
  [All the flags are hanged.] (08:5) 
 
Furthermore, English plurals are followed by Sinhala verbs such as tiyenəvaa  
/tiyenəvaa/ ‘exist’, which accompany inanimate nouns forms in monolingual Sinhala 
sentences. Note that in (18b), the verb precedes the plural noun. 
 
(18) a. eyaa    hadənə            plans   tiyennee. 
  3sg     make.RL      plans   be.EMP 
  [The plans (that we have now) were made by him/her.] (17:12) 
b. etənə  tiyenə    houses hari   nae. 
that place  be.RL houses  good   NEG 
 [The houses in that place are not good.] (14:9) 
c. averages  balənə-koTə  teere-nəvaa. 
averages  look.RL-CMP understand.PRS 
[When you look at the averages, you can understand.] (25:18) 
  
In (19), the plural noun is followed by the Sinhala verb kərənəvaa /kərənəvaa/ ‘to 
do’. 
 
(19)  eyaa hungak  teledramas    kəra-nəvaa. 
  3sg much teledramas   do-PRS 
  [He does a lot of teledramas.] (23:16) 
 
Observe the example listed in (20) where the lone English plural is followed by a 
Sinhala compound verb. 
 
(20)  poDikaalee     indəlaa   stickers  ekətu kəra-nəvaa. 
  childhood        since      stickers   collect do-PRS 
  [Since childhood (I) collect stickers.] (25:18) 
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Inanimate noun + question marker 
Similar to singular English noun forms, plural English noun forms are also followed 
by the Sinhala question forms such as monəvadə, kohomədə and tiyenəvadə, as 
illustrated in (21). 
 
(21)  a oyaa    dan-nəvaa       də   apee           
  3sg know-PRS Q 1pl.GEN      
segments   monəva də  kiyəla? 
segments    what Q     CMP 
  [Do you know what our segments are?] (25:18) 
 b.  etənə   activities   kohomə   də? 
  that place activities   how        Q 
  [How are the activities there?] (41:1) 
 c. Company  eke  computers  tiye-nəvaa    də? 
  company  NM.GEN computers  be-PRS       Q 
  [Are there computers in the company?] (37:2) 
 
Inanimate noun+ Sinhala adjective pronoun 
 
Most lone plural nouns in English are followed by adjective pronouns in Sinhala 
such as Tikak and hungak. These are intensifiers used to modify nouns as well as 
adjectives in monolingual Sinhala sentences. They most often occur pre-nominally. 
However, as Sinhala has a free-word order they can also be post-positional in 
spoken discourse as indicated in (22). In (22a) and (22b), Tikə follows the English 
plural noun, retaining the matrix pattern in CM. 
 
(22) a. Printed activities  Tikə    oyaa gaavə   də? 
        printed activities  few       2sg        with    Q? 
        [Are the printed activities with you?] (22:15) 
b.  Advertisements    Tikə  dunna  eet hari      
advertisements     few   give.PST but   correct    
yannee nae. 
Go.EMP NEG 
  [Gave the advertisements but does not work.] (08:5) 
c. haemədaa-mə   programs  hungak   kəra-nəvaa    ee                 
every day-EMP    programs    much   do-PRS     that            
hindaa                  harimə           tired.  
because   very  tired 
[(I) do a lot of programs everyday, because of that (I am) very 
tired.] (32:12) 
 
Inanimate noun + Sinhala emphatic particles 
 
Inanimate plural nouns are also followed by Sinhala emphatic forms as indicated in 
(23). These emphatic particles occur frequently in mixed data. 
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(23) a. eyaa-Tə  cars-mə            dek-ak              tiye-nəvaa. 
      3sg-DA  cars-EMP two-IND be-PRS 
       [He/she has two cars (alone).] (12:8) 
 b.  Toys-nee  dunnee 
  toy.pl-EMP give.EMP 
  [(It was) the toys (that) were given.] (22:15) 
   
Inanimate noun + Sinhala numerals 
Lone plural nouns in English are followed by Sinhala numerals. Observe that in 
most instances the numerals are followed by emphatic particles.  
 
(24) a.  Opposite word   ekə-Tə  letters   deka-y             tiyennee. 
opposite word   NM-DA letters two-FN           be.EMP 
[The opposite word has  only two letters.] (06:4) 
 b. mee  pictures      dekə-mə         hondəy. 
these pictures     two-EMP good.FN 
[Both  these pictures are good.] (29:19) 
 
Inanimate noun + Sinhala plural marker 
Note that in the following examples, the Sinhala plural markers differentiate 
between the animate and inanimate nature of the mixed referents. The Sinhala suffix 
/vala/ is attached to inanimate referents while /la/ is attached to animate referents. 
The examples in (25) illustrate more influence of Sinhala syntax mainly on the NP 
in CM. Note how the Sinhala plural marker for inanimate referents is retained in 
code-mixed data. 
 
(25) a. Afternoon activities-vala-Tə innə    ekə-Tə           
afternoon activities.LO-pl-DA   be.INF NM-DA     
oyaa-Tə  mokak də  hitennee? 
2sg-DA      what    Q   think.EMP 
[What do you think about waiting for afternoon activities?] 
(18:12) 
 b.  mee films-vala    teerum-ak     naeti     
  these     films.LO-pl      meaning-IND   NEG.VL  
kata   tiyennee. 
story.pl be.EMP 
  [There are meaningless stories in these films.] (09:5) 
 c. mee      files-vala    hungak vaerədi      tiye-nəvaa. 
  these files.LO-pl     much  mistake.pl be-PRS 
  [There are a lot of mistakes in these files.] (31:23) 
d.  daen  tiyenə   hospitals-vala eccərə   
 now be.RL  hospitals.LO-pl much   
dust  nae. 
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dust NEG 
 [There is not much dust in hospitals nowadays.] (31:23) 
 
Animate noun + Sinhala plural marker 
In the integration of the following English plural forms, the Sinhala plural suffix /la/ 
(for animate) accompanies the mixed items. In all probability, the English plural 
marker is retained to bring out the conversational effect in a single variety both 
phonetically and syntactically. Hence, the inclusion of lone English plurals in mixed 
data indicates a phono-syntactic constraint. Integration is easier when the nouns 
carry the English plural marker ‘s’, which is followed by the Sinhala plural markers.  
 In (26), the English plural nouns are integrated into the Sinhala base by the 
addition of the Sinhala suffix /la/ depending on the nature of the lone elements. Note 
that /la/ is attached to animate referents while /val/ is attached to inanimate referents 
retaining the base language pattern in CM as well. 
 
(26) a. Friends-la     okkooma  vaeDə karaa. 
Friends-pl  all           work  do.PST 
[The friends did the job.] (28:21) 
 b.  eyaa-Tə         daughters-la       denn-ek           in-nəvaa. 
3sg-DA  daughters-pl  two.CLA-IND be-PRS 
[He has two daughters.] (31:23) 
c. Friends-la     Tikə    okkoomə         vaeDə kəraa. 
friends-pl.    few    all        work do.PST 
[All the friends did the job.] (15:10) 
  
Other cases 
This section lists a few examples where English nouns do not occur as plural forms. 
The popular pattern of using the English plural suffix with the Sinhala plural marker, 
which is the CM construction frequently encountered in the empirical data, is not 
found in (27a) and (27b). However, (27a) and (27b) indicate integration into the 
base, even without the English plural marker. Observe (27a) where the semantic 
interpretation does not carry a plural English noun in ‘activity’. The lone English 
word is a collocation ‘activity work’, converted to a mixed collocation ‘activity 
vaeDə’. Furthermore, in (27b), the speaker makes use of the Sinhala plural marker 
but avoids the English plural noun ‘courtesies’ in place of ‘courtesy’. There is a 
probable explanation for this. When considering the context, the speaker is 
questioning the meaning of the word. Hence, there is no necessity for the speaker to 
pattern the lone word into the dominant matrix.  
 
(27) a. mamə kaemati       activity      vaeDə kərannə. 
  1sg like         activity    work do.INF 
  [I like to do a lot of activity work.] (33:11) 
 b. Courtesy-vala-Tə         kiyənə           vacənəy-ak-də? 
courtesy-LO-pl-DA     say.RL      word.sg-IND-Q 
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[Is it a word to mean courtesy?] (35:13) 
 
Examples (27a) and (27b) indicate patterns that do not correspond to the frequent 
mixing patterns found in the data. Observe the example in (28) where the English 
plural noun does not carry the plural marker. 
 
(28)  Children  kiyənə     eevaa              aettə         
  children  say.RL  thing.pl   true           
kiyəla hitannə  bae. 
CMP think.INF can.NEG 
  [(You) cannot think that children tell the truth.] (33:11) 
 
Note that in (28), the Sinhala plural marker for animate referents /la/ is not present. 
Syntactically, the plausible argument is that the noun ‘children’ does not have the 
English plural marker ‘s’. If the speaker wanted to retain the frequent mixing 
pattern, then ‘s’ would have been inserted. However, such a pattern is ill-formed, as 
‘childrens’ is grammatically wrong in English. Note that the speaker’s awareness of 
the grammaticality of English is visible in not inserting ‘s’, when mixing the lone 
word in the matrix. Furthermore, the Sinhala plural marker /la/ is not present, 
indicating the speaker’s higher awareness of both Sinhala as well as English syntax. 
This was an isolated occurrence in the bilingual data.  
In (29), the Sinhala plural marker is present even though the English plural 
marker is not. The semantic interpretation of the utterance indicates that the speaker 
meant the plural noun. Note that there is stress on the final syllable of the word 
‘teacher’ uttered by the speaker, which possibly triggers the Sinhala plural marker 
and avoids the triggering of the English plural marker. Phonologically, the stress on 
the /r/ is necessary for the suffixing of the /la/ plural marker. In (29), the speaker’s 
higher awareness and familiarity with Sinhala syntax is indicated by the deliberate 
stress on the /r/ of ‘teacher’. Hence, in (29), borrowing is plausible than CM. The 
analysis is further justified by the absence of the indefinite pronoun kenek from 
Sinhala, which follow animate English referents in mixed data. The absence of the 
English plural marker may indicate either the speaker’s unfamiliarity with English 
syntax or motivation to remain monolingual in Sinhala. 
 
(29) a. Teacher-la       okkoomə    avaa. 
  teacher-pl all  come.PST 
  [All the teachers came.] (19:13) 
b. teacher-də? I could hardly recognizer her.  
  teacher-Q. 
  [Is it the teacher? I could hardly recognizer her.] (19:13) 
 
Observe the occurrence of ‘chairman’ in mixed utterances as illustrated in the 
examples in (30). The investigator verified the singular or plurality of the lone word 
‘chairmen’ in the utterance from the informant. The informant meant the plural 
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word. Both examples reveal the retention of English syntax when inserting plural 
nouns in mixed data. 
 
(30) a. etanə       chairmen-la     okkoomə         aevilla 
  that place      chairmen-pl all   come.PAR
  hiTiya. 
  be.PST 
  [The chairmen were all there.] (14:9) 
 b. invite kərəla nae …  company chairmen-la    etanə. 
  invite do.PAR NEG… company chairmen-pl   that place 
[(they were) not invited… (however, the) company chairmen 
were there.] (14:9) 
 
This study came across one lone example indicated in (31) where case marking has 
occurred on an English plural noun. The frequent pattern requires animate English 
plural elements to have an English plural suffix and a Sinhala plural suffix after 
which case marking follows. However, when mass nouns occur in mixed data, this 
pattern is not observed for morpho-syntactic reasons listed earlier in this section. 
Usually, such mixings are avoided by competent code-mixers fluent in both 
languages, and (31) was just an isolated occurrence in the data. The possible 
argument for the occurrence in (31) may be attributed to the superior influence of 
the matrix language on CM. If the utterance was in Sinhala, it would have been 
lamay-Tə. The example is indicative of insertion. 
 
(31)  children-Tə      etanə                innə      bae. 
  children-DA that place       be.INF can.NEG 
  [Children cannot wait there.] (33:11) 
  
Note that the data did not reveal many mass nouns such as ‘people’ and ‘children’ 
mixed in Sinhala sentences. If they were present, they were always in the base 
language form, to achieve the maximum conversational effect. In (31), the word 
‘children’ remains a direct insertion and case marking has occurred directly on the 
noun.  
 It is therefore apparent that when mixing lone English plurals, the mixing 
patterns require the English plural marker, to add the relevant plural suffixes in 
Sinhala, which appear to be the popular pattern with code-mixers. If mass nouns are 
to undergo Sinhala case marking according to the observed pattern, the insertion  of 
the English plural marker ‘s’ becomes a necessity. This is however not possible with 
nouns that do not contain the ‘s’ plural marker. Observe the following English plural 
nouns and mass nouns in (32) that have undergone case marking in Sinhala. 
 
(32) a.  friends-la-gen - INS 
b.  friends-la-Tə - DA 
c. ? people-gen - INS  
d. ? children-gee - AC 
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Since mass nouns do not carry the plural marker ‘s’  the Sinhala plural marker la is 
not attached and therefore the case marking pattern of lone English mass nouns 
becomes less of a possibility. Occurrences such as (32c) and (32d) may occur in the 
variety of mixings that take place in bilingual settings. However, their occurrences 
may be extremely infrequent when compared with the most frequent mixed 
constructions. A competent code-mixer would  simply retain the Sinhala noun 
lamaygee /lamaygee/ ‘children’s’ in (32d) and minisungen /minisungen/ ‘from the 
people’ in (32c) in the utterance. Hence, providing structural interpretations to such 
mixing patterns faces complications.  
The most striking feature of plural English elements in mixed data is the 
retention of the English plural marker. This section illustrates the presence of plural 
English elements in Sinhala-English CM. The structural differences in integration 
are apparent in the categorization of inanimate and animate referents in the analysis.  
Note that pluralization is another difficult area for second language learners 
of English in Sri Lanka. Pluralization of English mass nouns such as ‘jewellery’, 
‘information’ and ‘furniture’ with the addition of ‘s’ by speakers is identified as a 
feature of the non-standard variety of SLE. Based on the data, this study shows that 
code-mixes can remain as plural forms or non-plural forms in mixed utterances. The 
plural forms or the non-plural forms may not indicate the proficiency of English in 
the speaker as the bilingual employs mixing patterns, often as a style function. 
 
6.3.1.3 Noun phrases 
 
Apart from lone lexical items from English, many NPs are found in the Sinhala-
English bilingual corpus. Note that the NPs in (33) are at the periphery of the 
utterance. 
 
(33) a. Only us   etənə          hiTiyee. 
  only us     that place   stay.EMP 
  [Only us, (we) were there.] (36:1) 
b. This picture  meekə  tamay   hondə-mə         description  
 This picture   this one EMP good-EMP description 
ekə-Tə. 
NM.DF-DA 
 [This picture, this is the best for a description.] (18:12) 
c. This is yours…   
oyaa-gee. 
 2sg-GEN 
 [This is yours, yours.] (29:19) 
 
Note that in the examples in (34) that have NPs from English the subject is not 
expressed following matrix language conversational patterns. The semantic 
interpretation contains the subject within brackets.  
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(34) a. baeluvaa  all the English programs. 
 watch.PST  
  [(I) watched all the English programs.] (41:1) 
b.  ko balannə    dennə…the other one. 
 where see.INF  give.INF 
 [Let (me) see…the other one.] (36:1) 
c. Beach house party   ekə-Tə            yamu. 
 Beach house party  NM.DF-DA go.FU 
 [Let (us) go to the beach house party.] (25:18) 
 
In (35), the English constituent occurs within dominant Sinhala utterances. 
 
(35) a issara  vaagee   nemey  daen   
 before like.EMP NEG.FN now  
fashion styles and trends   hariyəTə  tiye-nəvaa 
fashion styles and trends really    be-PRS 
[Not like before there are lots of fashion styles and trends now.] 
(03:2) 
b. mee  picture   ekə         eyaa    gani-y    this picture.      
this   picture  NM.DF 3sg    take.VL this picture    
mee-ekə. 
this-one 
 [He will take this picture, this picture, this one.] (18:12) 
 
The following example is categorized as a complex NP. 
 
(36)  ma-Tə nikan  fish out of water   vagee               daenuna.  
  1sg-DA just     fish out of water like.EMP feel.PST 
  [I just felt like a fish out of water.] (08:5) 
 
6.3.1.4 Other cases 
 
Other cases of English nouns in mixed data are reduplications, compounds, English 
elements with Sinhala suffixes and English elements with prefixes.  
Observe the following examples where nouns are reduplicated for emphasis 
following matrix conversational patterns. The example in (37) reveals the adaptation 
of the matrix language pattern of reduplicating nouns. The reduplicating pattern is 
employed for emphasis. 
 
(37)   api  hot hot    aappə  kaeaevaa. 
 1pl hot hot   hopper.pl  eat.PST 
 [We ate very hot hoppers.] (24:17) 
 
Note the following examples where compounds and collocations from English are 
included in Sinhala sentences. They are followed by the mixed article. 
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(38) a. Fried rice ekə              tamay hondə. 
  fried rice   NM.DF  EMP good 
  [That fried rice (that) is good.] (06:4) 
b. Dinner time   ekə-Tə   api pallehaa-Tə  
   dinner time   NM.DF-DA 1pl down-DA  
ya-nəvaa. 
go-PRS 
   [We are going downstairs at dinnertime.] (05:4) 
 
Nouns with suffixes 
 
Many speakers nativize English nouns into Sinhala, maintaining rules of a single 
variety in the utterance. The nativization process is facilitated by Sinhala suffixes, 
which are attached to borrowed English noun forms.  
The singular English noun listed in (39) indicates complete integration into 
the base or matrix. Observe that in (39) a Sinhala bound morpheme is affixed to the 
borrowed lexical item from English. Such adaptations of English singular nouns are 
quite frequent in the Sinhala-English mixed corpus. These are categorized as 
nativizations in this study. 
 
(39)  offisi-yə-Tə      yannə       oonə. 
  office-sg-DA go.INF  should 
  [(I) should go to the office.] (19:13) 
 
A similar pattern of pronunciation is observed in (40) where the Sinhala suffix /en/ 
is attached to the English word ‘company’. In (40), the English word ‘company’ is 
accompanied by /en/, which is a Sinhala case marking suffix.  
 
(40) apee    compaeni-yen   vehicle  ek-ak 
1pl.GEN company.sg-INS vehicle  NM.IND 
gannə  puluvan. 
get.INF  can   
[We can get a vehicle from our company.] (12:8) 
 
In the examples in (41), the indefinite and definite markers directly occur on the 
English loan words. Observe how English lexical items have been phonologically 
adapted to follow the conversational patterns of the dominant variety in the mixed 
utterances. The word paipəyə /paipəyə/ ‘pipe’ in (41a), baeTeriyə /baeTeriyə/ 
‘battery’ in (41b), Diutiyə /diutiyə/ ‘duty’ in (41c) and  assembliyə /assembliyə/ 
‘assembly’ in (41d) are all adapted phonologically and morpho-syntactically into 
Sinhala. 
 
(41)      a. paipəy-ak        kaeDila  tibuna. 
  pipe.sg.IND break.PAR be.PST 
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  [A pipe was broken.] (12:8)  
 b. baeTeri-yə     charge vela                nae. 
 battery.sg-DF charge be.PAR  NEG 
  [The battery has not been charged.] (12:8) 
 c. eekə   apee            DiuTi-yə             nee. 
  that    1pl.GEN      duty.sg-DF EMP 
  [That is our duty no.] (19:13) 
d. oyaa  kohoməhari ennə          assembli-yə                  
2sg however          come.INF assembly.sg-DF  
tiyenə    velaava-Tə  
be.RL time-DA 
[You must however come at the time of the assembly.] (19:13) 
 
In (42), this study lists a few English nouns that are adapted by the Sinhala speaker. 
These borrowings are accompanied by Sinhala case marking suffixes. They occur 
frequently in the discourse of native Sinhala speakers. Note that fluent speakers of 
English also retain these pronunciations whenever they are monolingual in Sinhala. 
Hence, these nativizations solely belong to the dominant Sinhala speaker. In many 
ways, these examples are hybrid words, a combination of an English noun with a 
Sinhala suffix, and are compatible with Muysken’s (2000) CL analysis. These 
borrowed elements no longer belong to English. 
 
(42)     
 a. DiuTi  +  yə = /Diutiyə/ 
 b. caarə  + yə = /caarəyə/ 
 c. tayəra  + yə = /tayərayə/ 
 d. eegensi    + yə = /eegensiyə/  
 e. Paecteeri +  yə = /Paecteeriyə/ 
 f. compaeni + yə = /compaeniyə/ 
 g. baeTeri  + yə = /baeTeriyə/ 
 h. counterə  +    yə = /counterəyə/ 
 i. loori  + yə = /looriyə/ 
 j. offisi  +  yə = /offisiyə/ 
 k. telefoonə +  yə = /telefoonayə/ 
 l. paippə  + yə = /paippəyə/ 
 m. assembli  + yə = /assembliyə/ 
 n. tiyəri  + yə = /tiyəriyə/ 
  
The process of nativization can also be observed in English nouns ending with the /r/ 
syllable. In this instance, the native Sinhala speaker lays a stress on the final 
consonant /r/. Observe example (43a) in which ‘car’ and ‘license’ are nouns from 
English. In (43b), ‘teacher’ is a singular noun from English. These elements have 
been phonologically and morpho-syntactically transformed to suit the patterns of the 
dominant language in the utterances. The speaker retains the stress on the final 
syllable /r/, which is a flap, and phonologically adapts the lone word into the matrix.  
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Similarly, the lone noun ‘license’ in (43a) which ends with the fricative /s/ 
in the English pronunciation undergoes change when mixed in a dominant Sinhala 
sentence. Phonologically, the nesting form deletes the fricative and retains the velar 
/n/, which is the closest velar consonant to /g/ with which the next Sinhala word 
gannə /gannə/ begins. Hence, borrowing is plausible as the word has been adapted 
phonologically to suit the conversational style of Sinhala. This study analyses such 
elements as borrowings. Note too that although ‘car’ is pronounced as a borrowing 
with the inclusion of the long vowel and the final stress on the /r/, it is also followed 
by the mixed nominalizer ekə. This confirms that speakers make use of all strategies 
of mixing in bilingual discourse. Furthermore, the speaker has pronounced the word 
‘license’ as /laisen/ without the final stress on the fricative /s/. This deviant 
pronunciation may be because there are no words in monolingual Sinhala, which 
ends with the fricative /s/ apart from the ones that are borrowed from English such 
as ‘bus’. Hence, the native Sinhala speaker, unfamiliar with the phonological 
patterning (as it does not exist in his/her L1), has deleted the final fricative from the 
word that is brought in from English. This study claims that the lexical items ending 
with the fricative /s/ from English in complete Sinhala utterances behave according 
to Sinhala phonological rules. The process of integration of the English item 
‘license’, has led to consonant deletion. Such cases are analyzed as Sinhalizations in 
this study. 
 
(43) a. ee   caar  ekə-Tə              lisen           gannə 
that car.sg   NM.DF-DA license.sg take.INF 
amaaru vunaa. 
difficult be.PST 
[It was difficult to get the license for that car.] (33:11) 
b. teacher-də? I could hardly recognizer her.  
  teacher-Q. 
  [Is it the teacher? I could hardly recognizer her.] (19:13) 
 
Hence, it is apparent that certain consonants are deleted to bring out the 
conversational effect or phonological patterns that are compatible with the base 
language in CM. These examples illustrate that there is a tendency by the speaker to 
delete the fricative from the English word when nesting items in a Sinhala sentence. 
The pronouncing of fricatives in English words, especially when they are in 
sentence-final, sentence-initial and in consonant clusters, are a problematic area for 
second language learners of English in Sri Lanka. 
Similar to the suffix construction in mixed data, there are instances where 
vowel prefixes are attached to English elements in dominant Sinhala utterances. 
Many of these examples are also followed by the mixed article.   
Note that the examples listed in (44) also indicate integration into the base 
or matrix. In these cases, the process of integration of the English lexical form 
makes use of a vowel as a prefix. In Sinhala, consonant clusters beginning with /st/, 
/sm/, /sp/, /sk/ are prefixed with a short high vowel /i/. Most native speakers of 
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Sinhala follow this morpho-syntactic rule available in the L1 when bringing in 
English lexical items with the same consonant cluster.  
The utterance in (44a) reveals the pattern of a single variety. This study 
claims that such nativizations belong to a mixed type termed as Sinhalizations, 
indicative of CL and insertional mixing patterns. They are not analyzed as errors or 
mistakes as the words occur in dominant Sinhala utterances, based on Sinhala rules, 
and reveal the working of a single variety. However, observe the utterance in (44b) 
where the speaker has inserted an English collocation beginning with the consonant 
cluster /st/. These insertions too are analyzed as Sinhalized items in this study. In 
(44a), the speaker uses a long vowel in ‘station’ in, improvises with the vowel 
prefix, and accompanies the noun with the mixed article. The speaker has Sinhalized 
the entire collocation to bring in the new lexical unit to a Sinhala sentence. The 
utterance is based on the speaker’s L1. Similarly, in (44b), the English word ‘study’ 
is Sinhalized followed by a helping verb from Sinhala and in (44c), the English 
word ‘style’ is preceded by the vowel prefix. 
 
(44) a. isteeshen  ekə-Tə              e-nəvaa 
station.sg     NM.DF-DA come-PRS 
[He/she is coming to the station.] (20:14) 
b.  ma-Tə         istuDy  leave   tiyə-nəvaa 
1sg-DA   study  leave    be-PRS 
[I have study leave.] (24:17) 
c. istyle  godak daala           pinturee-Tə. 
 style   a lot     put.PAR  picture.sg.GEN-DA 
 [Many styles are put to the picture.] (24:17) 
 
In the examples illustrated in (45), observe the replacement of the consonant /f/ in 
the lone English word with /p/ by the speaker. /p/ is a familiar consonant to the 
Sinhala speakers whereas /f/ is a foreign consonant. The initial consonant in 
‘factory’ in (45a) and ‘photo’ in (45b) is replaced by the consonant /p/, maintaining 
the phonetic patterns familiar to the native Sinhala speaker. The native Sinhala 
speaker has replaced the fricative /f/, which is foreign to Sinhala phonology, with 
the plosive /p/, to bring in words from English to predominant Sinhala utterances. 
The lexical items that reveal the deviant phonological pattern begin with /f/. In 
(45a), the word ‘factory’ is nativized as /Pacteeriyə/ to rhyme phonologically with 
the rest of the Sinhala utterance. The utterance is in a single variety and therefore 
this study claims that the nativized element is not a mistake but a Sinhalization. Note 
the presence of the long vowel /ee/ in ‘factory’. Similarly, the lexical item ‘photo’ in 
(45b) is nativized as /Potoo/. The element is not an error but a Sinhalization as it too 
occurs in a Sinhala utterance. The utterances in (45) reveal the phonology, syntax 
and morphology of a single variety.  
 
(45) a. enə-koTə            Pacteeri-yə-Tə   gihilla   
 come.RL-CMP factory.sg-DF-DA go.PAR  
ennee. 
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come.EMP 
 [When I come I will visit the factory and come.] (12:8) 
b. meeva Potoo               nee       də? 
  these photo.pl  EMP Q 
  [Are these photos?] (12:8) 
 
This study suggests that though the replacement of /f/ with /p/ is analyzed as a 
feature of Sinhalization, the replacement of /p/ with /f/ is not. The replacement of /p/ 
with /f/ in lone lexical inclusions from Sinhala are not Sinhalizations as the 
pronunciation is not based on the speaker’s L1. Hence, Sinhalizations are based on 
the phonetics and phonology of Sinhala. 
It is apparent that the examples discussed in this section justify Muysken’s 
(2000) analysis of CL. The English elements with Sinhala suffixes and prefixes have 
undergone word internal mixing to create new forms in mixed discourse. In 
nativization, both borrowing and Sinhalization make use of the L1 in the integration 
of foreign lone lexical items, and involve a grammtaicalisation process. Where 
borrowings are lexically marked, Sinhalizations are phonologically marked in 
integration. Phonological reductions in  integration such as the front close vowel 
prefix in consonant clusters beginning with /s/ word-initially, the replacement of /ɔ/ 
with /o/, the deletion of fricatives word finally and the replacement of /f/ with /p/ are 
apparent in Sinhalization. Furthermore, phonological and morphological extension 
in integration, such as suffixes added to borrowed English items, stress on /r/ and a 
shift from short to long vowels are revealed in borrowings. 
 
6.3.1.5 Summary 
 
6.3.1 Nouns and noun phrases # 
S.Inanimate  N                       + ekə 131 
S.Inanimate N                        + question marker 06 
S.Inanimate N                        +  verb 02 
S.Animate N                          + indefinite pronoun 21 
S.Animate N                 + Sinhala verb 05 
S.Animate N                 + Sinhala case marking 17 
Reduplicated N 2 
Compounds and collocations 14 
Singular N + suffix 25 
Singular N + prefix  13 
Pl.inanimate N        + Sinhala verb 31 
Pl.inanimate N                    + question marker 03 
Pl.inanimate N       + Sinhala adjective pronoun 08 
Pl. inanimate N     + Sinhala particles 21 
Pl.inanimate N      + Sinhala numeral 18 
Pl.inanimate N                    + Sinhala plural marker 11 
Pl.animate noun                 + Sinhala plural marker 28 
Nouns without plural  marker  7 
NPs 23 
Total 386 
Table 6.6 English nouns and noun phrases in Sinhala sentences. (Includes repetitions 
of items) 
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In sum, the integration of English inanimate and animate singular nouns in mixed 
data is distinguishable by the presence of ekə (mixed nominalizer) and kenek 
(Sinhala indefinite pronoun) respectively. It is apparent that ekə plays a dominant 
role in facilitating the inclusion of English nouns. The variations in mixing are 
determined by the inanimate and animate nature of the referents included in the 
sentences. Furthermore, integration is possible for a variety of English singular 
nouns by the Sinhala question marker, verbs and Sinhala case markers. Many of 
these Sinhala syntactic elements also facilitate the inclusion of English plural nouns 
in mixed data. Furthermore, English nouns appear as reduplications, compounds and 
lexical forms with Sinhala suffixes and vowel prefixes. In English elements with 
Sinhala suffixes and vowel prefixes, different types of mixing strategies are revealed 
in borrowings and Sinhalizations. Overall, the integration of lone lexical items from 
English in mixed discourse makes use of matrix language rules. Patterns that do not 
belong to either language are analyzed as errors 
Furthermore, plural markers in both Sinhala and English are observed as 
key elements in the process of mixing English plural forms as illustrated in the data. 
Their inclusion and exclusion in the data enables the investigator to determine a 
variety of mixing strategies that are at the disposal of the bilingual. The absence of 
the English plural marker in English nouns that end with the consonant /r/ is 
noteworthy. These examples are indicative of nativization (or borrowing) as in the 
case of ‘teacher’ and ‘car’. Note that the speaker has mixed a noun, without the 
English plural marker in nativization. However, in the mixing of ‘chairmen’, the 
speaker does not bring in the plural marker, retaining English syntax. The absence of 
the plural marker in this instance is indicative of CM as there are two varieties in the 
utterance. In sum, English inanimate plural nouns are followed by Sinhala verbs, 
emphatic particles, question particles, adjective pronouns and numerals. Most 
animate plural nouns occur with the Sinhala plural marker. The use of the Sinhala 
plural markers differentiates between the animate and inanimate nature of the mixed 
referents. 
It is apparent that the mixing of multi-word English elements in Sinhala 
bases has similarities with the mixing of single word English elements. In the 
mixing of reduplicated nouns, compounds and collocations, the mixed constructions 
follow the same syntactic structure as in the case of single word English mixes. 
However, when mixing full NPs from English, in most cases the code-mixer retains 
the English articles whereas in single word English mixes the code-mixer invents an 
article system that corresponds to the English article system. 
 
6.3.2 Modifiers, adverbs and adverbial phrases 
 
6.3.2.1 Single word modifiers 
 
The presence of English modifiers is noteworthy in Sinhala-English CM especially 
in informal mixed discourse. English modifiers are usually followed by Sinhala 
emphatic particles /də/, /nee/, /tamay/, and /lu/ in CM. Observe the phenomenal use 
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of the Sinhala interrogative particle with English modifiers following Sinhala syntax 
in (46).  
 
 (46) a.  eyaa naughty   də? 
    3sg     naughty   Q? 
    [Is he naughty?] (32:12) 
b.            mee advertisement  ekə-Tə           oyaa     
this advertisement  NM.DF-DA 2sg        
interest      də? 
interest      Q? 
  [Are you interested in this advertisement?] (08:5) 
 c. Hunrgy-də? 
  hungry -Q 
  [(Are you) hungry?] (09:5) 
d. oyaa-gee      drink  ekə    hot-də   cold-də? 
 2sg-GEN   drink  NM.DF hot-Q    cold-Q? 
 [Is your drink hot or cold?] (26:23) 
 
Observe the productivity of mixing the question-marker particle directly on English 
modifiers in (47).The appearance of the question-marker particle at the end of the 
English element indicates that the utterances follow Sinhala conversational and 
syntactic patterns. The examples form short questions in mixed data. These hybrid 
question forms make use of CL mixing patterns. The hybrids comprise a modifier + 
particle construction and is indicative of insertion and CL based on Muysken’s 
(2000) theory. 
 
(47) a. Something good-də? (08:5) 
b.  Thirsty-də (41:1) 
c.   Outgoing-də (30:20) 
d.   Clear-də(17:12) 
 
The question-marker particle is phenomenally used by the media for popular slogans 
such as (48a) and (48b) in advertisements. This too is indicative of the popular usage 
of the question-marker particle in mixed data. The examples are indicative of 
insertion and CL. 
 
(48) a. Hot-də cold-də? (Advertisement- Nescafe)  
b.  Hungry-də (Advertisement – Dominos) 
 
The inclusion of /nee/ is attributed to Sinhala syntax and denotes the tag-question, 
which is indicative of Sinhala syntactic styles in (49).  
 
(49) a. Fantastic  nee? 
Fantastic   EMP? 
  [Fantastic isn’t it.] (06:4) 
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b.  oyaa   harimə           lucky    nee? 
 2sg  very     lucky   EMP? 
 [You are very lucky no?] (15:10) 
c. eyaa   typical Sri Lankan   nee 
 3sg typical Sri Lankan   EMP 
 [He is a typical Sri Lankan no.] (09:5) 
d. fit   nee       program   ekə 
 fit   EMP   program    NM.DF 
 [The program is fit (good) isn’t it?] (25:18) 
 
Note the occurrence of the particle /lu/ after English modifiers in the following 
examples. 
 
(50) a eyaa-gee          husband harimə           educated-lu. 
  3sg-GEN     husband very  educated-EMP 
[It is said that her husband is very educated.] (16:11) 
 b. eekə      clean-lu. 
that     clean-EMP 
[It is said that it is clean.] (18:12) 
 c. ee      hospital ekə                harimə  dirty-lu. 
that   hospital  NM.DF  very dirty-EMP 
[That hospital is very dirty it seems.] (26:23) 
 
Similarly, note the examples in (51) where an English modifier is accompanied with 
the Sinhala particle /mə/.  
 
(51) a.  eyaa  tamay    clever-mə        laməya. 
  3sg   EMP  clever-EMP   child.sg 
  [He is the cleverest child.] (34:24) 
b.            saamaanyen insurance ek-ak first shy-mə      
usually            insurance  NM-INDfirstshy-EMP  
dennə     oona. 
give.INF  should 
[Usually, insurance is given on the very first shy (first attempt).] 
(13:9) 
c.   eyaa    real-mə            hero. 
 3sg real-EMP hero 
 [He is the real hero.] (16:11) 
d.   mamə dannə               best-mə           story  ekə. 
 1sg know.RL best-EMP    story  NM.DF 
 [It’s the best story that I have ever heard.] (18:12) 
 
In the example in (52), the mixing pattern follows an English modifier + tamay 
construction. 
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(52)  ovv      eyaa  clever  tamay. 
  yes     3sg   clever  EMP 
  [Yes, he is clever.] (17:12) 
 
In the examples in (53), the modifiers occur at the end. Observe the similarity 
between the mixed utterance and the semantic interpretation. 
 
(53) a. kərəpu             interviews    Tikə   unsuccessful. 
 do.PAR.RL     interviews    few     unsuccessful 
 [The interviews (that were done) were unsuccessful.] (31:23) 
b.   meekə   hari-mə            beautiful. 
this one   very-EMP beautiful 
[This is very beautiful.] (25:18) 
c.   ee     holiday  ekə     short. 
that  holiday  NM.DF  short 
[That holiday was short.] (06:4) 
 
Observe the use of ‘sorry’ as a modifier in the following examples. In the examples, 
the modifiers appear as integrated syntactic elements in Sinhala dominated 
structures. The examples are indicative of insertional CM. 
 
(54) a. ma-Tə ennə     vennee        nae       
  1sg-DA come.INF get.EMP NEG  
sorry    haridə? 
sorry    ok    
  [I was not able to come, I’m sorry ok?] (11:7) 
 b. daen   sorry  kivva-Tə          vaeDa-k  nae. 
  now    sorry say.PST-DA work-IND     NEG 
  [Now saying sorry is not going to work.] (21:15) 
 c. ma-Tə         sorry    vuna. 
  1sg-DA  sorry be.PST 
  [It was a sorry state for me.] (08:5) 
 
6.3.2.2 Multi-word modifiers 
 
In the following example, the speaker has used a multi-word modifier with a Sinhala 
particle. Observe that in (55) the mixed utterance is similar to the English translation 
   
(55)  mee    advertisement  ekə       nan         
this advertisement  NM.DF  CMP  
very nicely done  nee. 
very nicely done   EMP 
  [This advertisement is very nicely done isn’t it?] (05:4) 
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The most frequently mixed multi-word English items in matrix Sinhala utterances 
are expressions in English. Observe the modifier phrase in (56). 
 
(56)  eyaa  kiyannə    tiyenə  deeval   
  3sg say.INF  be.RL thing.pl  
muunə-Tə-mə  kiyə-nəvaa 
face-DA-EMP say-PRS 
okkoomə   cut and dry. 
all   cut and dry. 
  [He says whatever things to the face.] (16:11) 
 
6.3.2.3 Single word adverbs 
 
English adverbs most often appear as lone lexical items and are frequently used by 
Sri Lankan bilinguals in daily discourse. In the following section, mixed data is 
categorized according to the structural position of the adverb in code-mixed 
utterances. In (57), the structural position of the English adverb is at the periphery or 
sentence-initial position. 
 
(57) a. Now daen   eyaa   gaavə  vaedə          
now   now   3sg near     work   
kərə-nəvaa nee  godak   minissu. 
do-PRS  EMP a lot      people 
  [Now there are a lot of people working for him.] (02:1) 
 b. Hereafter, oyaa-Tə         ee      gaenə  kata  
  hereafter     2sg-DA  that   about   talk  
kərannə   bae 
do.INF  can.NEG 
  [Hereafter, you cannot talk about it.] (32:12) 
  
In the example listed in (58), the English adverb occurs in the middle of the 
sentence. The example is indicative of alternational CM due to the position of the 
adverb. 
 
(58)                      mamə baDu        Tikə  gannə    tamay   
1sg thing.pl  few   get.INF EMP   
giyee  unfortunately  kərannə  vunnee nae. 
go.EMP  unfortunately do.PRS  be.EMPNEG 
[I went to collect the things unfortunately (I) wasn’t able to.] 
(02:1) 
 
6.3.2.4 Adverbial phrases 
  
The example in (59) contains an adverbial phrase from English, juxtaposed against a 
Sinhala utterance. The example reveals alternation. 
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(59)  nae daen   api  mee  vaeDee   kəramu   
NEG now 1pl this  work.AC     do.FU  
iiTə passee  baləmu  whether   we can do for a scan.  
after that see.FU 
[No, now lets do this job and after that (we) will see whether   
we can do for a scan.] (39:25) 
 
Reduplicated adverbs 
 
Similar to reduplicated nouns, adverbs are reduplicated for emphasis by some 
bilingual speakers, as illustrated in example (60). The example reveals alternation. 
 
(60)     mee ekə    slowly slowly    tamay        kərannə   
this one     slowly slowly   EMP  do.INF   
oonee. 
should 
[We should do this slowly slowly.] (17:12) 
 
6.3.2.5 Summary  
 
6.3.2 Modifiers, adverbs and adverbial phrases Frequency 
Single word modifiers 31 
Multi word modifiers 5 
Single word adverbs 13 
Adverbial phrases 9 
Total 58 
Table 6.7 English modifiers, adverbs and adverbial phrases in Sinhala sentences. 
(Includes repetitions of items) 
 
As indicated in Table 6. 7, single word modifiers are dominantly used by the 
speakers in this sample. Single word modifiers most often display the strategy of 
insertional CM. Lone English modifiers are likely to be followed by Sinhala 
particles in mixed discourse as illustrated in the data. The presence of single word 
adverbs however indicates alternational CM. Most singly occurring adverbs from 
English appear at sentence initial, central, or final positions in Sinhala sentences 
indicative of alternational CM. They occur most often at clause boundaries as 
revealed in the data. The analysis shows that the integration of modifiers most often 
reveals insertional CM whereas adverbs and adverbial phrases reveal alternational 
CM. 
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6.3.3 Verbs and verb phrases 
 
6.3.3.1 Verb stems 
 
English verbs are present in many forms in mixed data. In (61), the utterances end 
with an English verb stem. The verb stem is preceded by a Sinhala intensifier which 
either modifies nouns or adjectives in monolingual Sinhala sentences. In this case, 
the English verb stems ‘fail’ and ‘pass’ act as adjectives. Hence, they are insertions 
of verb stems in Sinhala sentences. 
 
(61) a. panti-yee           lamay    okkoomə     fail. 
  class.sg-GEN child.pl all  fail 
  [All the children in my class have failed.] (17:12) 
 b. oyaa-gee class   ekee     innə               
2sg.GEN.         class  NM-GEN be.RL         
lamay      okkoomə         pass. 
child.pl.    all  pass 
  [All the children in your class have passed.] (35:13) 
 
Verb stem + ekə 
 
English verbs in code-mixed data appear as direct insertions and most often are 
included as verb stems in a base, accompanied by the mixed article. In (62), English 
verb stems are followed by ekə which nominalizes the stems and facilitates nesting. 
 ekə, as a nominalizer enables the code-mixer to bring in verb stems without 
inflection in CM. In (62) the lone English verb stems are inserted and followed by 
ekə. 
Clearly, ekə enables all noun forms and many verb stems to be inserted in Sinhala 
sentences.  
 
(62) a. eyaa   enə-kan             api    shape   ekee                 
3sg come.RL-CMP 1pl shape  NM.GEN        
imu. 
stay.FU 
[We will just wait like this until he comes.] (08:5) 
 b. relax  eke  innə-koTə    game   ekə        
relax   NM.GEN be.RL-CMP game   NM.DF  
kəramu. 
do.FU 
[(We) will do the game when we are relaxed.] (08:5) 
             
Verb stem + Sinhala verb 
 
English verb stems are also followed by a Sinhala verb in mixed data. English verb 
stems when mixed in a Sinhala base are most often followed by various forms of 
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kərənə ‘to do’ and venə ‘to become’. Note that the English verb stem + the Sinhala 
verb pattern is found with corresponding compound verbs in Sinhala, which are 
often accompanied by either kərənəvaa or venəvaa. Furthermore, many of the mixed 
compound verbs are analyzed as hybrid verbs in § 6.6 of this chapter.  
Observe the example in (63a). The compound verb kata kərənəvaa can be 
transformed into a mixed verb call kərənəvaa easily as the matrix pattern is already 
available in Sinhala for the code-mixer. The empirical data indicated fewer 
examples where code-mixers mixed main verbs as in (63c) and (63d), and 
transformed them into a bilingual or a mixed verb. In the data, patterns such as the 
ones indicated in (63c) and (63d) were infrequent mainly as the corresponding 
Sinhala verb is a main verb and not a compound.  
 
(63)  a. /kata kərə-nəvaa/ ‘calling’ 
 b. call /kərə-nəvaa/ ‘calling’ 
c. /anDə-nəvaa/ ‘crying’ 
  ??cry /kərə-nəvaa/ 6 
 d. /bo-nəvaa/ ‘drinking’ 
  ??drink kərə-nəvaa 
 
However, mixed verbs may not observe the rule of the corresponding matrix verb 
constructions in code-mixed data. In (64a) and (64b), the corresponding matrix 
verbs are main verbs such as /ridenəvaa/ ‘to hurt’ and /kiyəvənəvaa/ ‘to read’. 
However, the speaker has inserted the English verb stem making it a mixed verb.  
 
(64)  a ma-Tə  hariyəTə   hurt  vuna. 
  1sg-DA  very.DA  hurt be.PST 
  [I was really hurt.] (34:24) 
 b. eyaa    potə   read kərə-nəvaa    taamat. 
 3sg book.sg   read do-PRS    still 
 [He is still reading the book.] (31:23) 
 c. please,  paper  ekə                pass kərannə. 
  please  paper  NM.DF  pass do.INF 
  [please pass the paper.] (24:17) 
 d. please, ma-Tə       dish  ekə                pass kərannə. 
  please 1sg-DA dish  NM.DF pass do.INF 
  [please can you pass the dish to me?] (19:13) 
 e. ma-Tə sympathize kərannə  yannə   baeri  
1sg-DAsympathize  do.INF     go.INF can.NEG 
vunaa. 
be.PST 
  [I couldn’t go to sympathize.] (05:4) 
f. eyaa  ma-Tə          apologize kəraa. 
  3sg 1sg-DA  apologize do.PST 
                                                 
6 The question mark indicates an infrequent mixing pattern 
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  [He apologized to me.] (35:13) 
 g. mokəTə də    thank you    kiyannee. 
  what       Q    thank you say.EMP 
  [For what are you saying thank you?] (21:15) 
 
Observe the productivity of the English verb stem + matrix verb pattern in the 
examples given in (65) in Sinhala-English CM. 
 
(65) a. eyaa call kərəla         kivva                
3sg  call do.PAR  say.PST   
lobby  ekee          innee  kiyəla. 
lobby  NM.GEN  be.EMP  CMP 
[he called and said that (he) is in the lobby.] (25:18) 
 b. Picture ekə                   decorate kərəla   tiyennee. 
  picture NM.DF  decorate do.PAR  be.EMP 
  [The picture is decorated.] (18:12) 
 
In the next set of cases, the English verb stem has an object. The multi-word English 
mix is followed by the Sinhala verb. The internal word order of the VP is Sinhala. 
 
(66) a. All doubts clarify kərannə   oonə. 
  all doubts clarify do.INF  should 
  [(We) should clarify all doubts] (31:23) 
 b. goDak  hip-hop music record kərə-nəvaa. 
  a lot hip-hop music record do-PRS 
  [(We) record a lot of hip-hop music.] (30:20) 
 c. okkoomə simple questions direct  
  all  simple questions direct  
kərənnee    eyaa-Tə 
do.EMP  3sg-DA 
  [All the simple questions are directed at him.] (16:11) 
d. eyaa spend the day kərannə    
  3sg spend the day do.INF   
e-nəvaa          kiyəla kivva. 
come-PRS CMP say.PST 
  [He said that he will come to spend the day.] (41:1) 
 
Note that in (67a) naevaa /naeaevaa/ ‘bathed’, which is a main verb in Sinhala, does 
not appear as a mixed verb in CM. The same speaker combines kərənəvaa with 
‘challenge’ in (67b). It is apparent that main verbs in Sinhala do not favor mixing 
with a Sinhala verb in CM. 
 
(67) a. rae     dolaha-Tə   api       Tangalle bay     
night twelve-DA    1pl Tangalle bay    
ekee              naeaevaa.  
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NM.GEN bath.PST 
    [We bathed at 12pm at night at Tangalle Bay.] (06:4) 
 b. oyaa  kiyannə      kalin    challenge  
2sg say.INF      before   challenge  
kərə-nəvaa  nee. 
do-PRS  EMP 
     [You are challenging before saying it aren’t you?] (06:4) 
 
Observe the English item in (68) where the word ‘thanks’ is mixed in a Sinhala 
utterance. The English lexical item ‘thanks’ is accompanied by the matrix Sinhala 
verb even though this construction does not correspond to the hybrid verb 
construction found frequently in Sinhala-English mixed data, as the English item is 
pluralized. If the speaker produced a pattern such as ‘thank kəranna’ then this 
pattern corresponds with the frequently found mixed verb construction. The word 
‘thanks’ cannot be combined to the Sinhala verb that follows it and appears as an 
isolated element in the utterance.  
 
(68)  eyaa  ma-Tə          thanks  kərannə avaa. 
  3sg 1sg-DA  thanks do.INF come.PST 
  [He came to say thanks.] (30:20) 
 
Observe the appearance of the English phrase ‘no confident’ in (69). It behaves as an   
adjectival phrase and appears before a verb. The speaker uses the compound noun 
pattern available in Sinhala syntax to include the English phrase in an otherwise 
Sinhala dominated utterance. In nesting, the speaker has not used the term in the 
English translation ‘no confidence’. If ‘no confidence’ was used, the conversational 
effect would have been lost on the listener and also given the impression that the 
utterance is phonologically ill-formed. The phrase ‘no confident’ is used as part of a 
verb by the Sinhala speaker making use of Sinhala morpho-syntax to include the 
English elements. Hence, ‘no confident’ acts as an inserted verb stem attached to a 
matrix helping verb kərə-nəvaa.  
 
(69)  mamə lamay-və          no confident  
1sg       child.pl-AC no confident  
kərənnee nae. 
do.EMP  NEG 
[I don’t cause the children to have no confidence.] (33:24) 
 
The example in (69) reveals the variety that exists within the bilingual verb. The 
pattern is also a phonological adaptation as a result of the influence of the matrix 
verb that immediately follows the English term. Note that ‘confident’ ends with /t/, 
which is a retroflex stop, and the matrix verb kərannee starts with /k/, which is a 
velar stop. It is easier to move from one stop to another rather than from a stop to a 
fricative in this case from ‘confidence’ to kərannee. Though there is phonological, 
morphological and syntactic integration into the base, this phrase cannot be analyzed 
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as an established borrowing as speakers may use it in different ways as illustrated in 
(70a) and (70b) by mixing the Sinhala negative marker. The appearance of two 
negations, one in English and another in Sinhala in the utterance in (69) also 
indicates an ungrammatical effect to the listener.   
 
(70) a. confident  nae 
b. confidence  nae  
In (71), the example reveals insertional CM 
 
(71)  ma-Tə confidence tiye-nəvaa   interview           
1sg-DA confidence be-PRS    interview   
ekə  face karannə 
NM.DF face karannə 
face do.INF 
  [I have confidence to face the interview.] (09:5) 
   
6.3.3.2 Inflected verbs 
 
The presence of lone inflected English verbs in mixed utterances reflects varied 
patterns. The following examples in (72) reflect an inflected verb + particle pattern.  
 
(72) a. eyaa harimə           worried        nee? 
3sg  very  worried  EMP 
[he/she is very worried isn’t he/she?] (33:11) 
 b. mokak də    anee … oyaa    taamat  writing də? 
what Q    INT 2sg still      writing Q 
  [Are you still writing?] (31:23) 
 c. oyaa  coming    nee       də? 
  2sg    coming   EMP Q 
  [You are coming aren’t you?] (08:5) 
d. Program  ekə                changed-lu. 
program  NM.DF  changed-EMP 
 [The program has changed it seems.] (25:18) 
 
In (73), inflected verbs from English appear at the periphery of the mixed utterances. 
Observe the English verbs in continuous tense in (73b) and (73c) which are followed 
by ekə. The examples are indicative of insertional CM.  
 
(73) a. eyaa haematisseemə        fighting. 
  3sg     always   fighting 
  [He/she is always  fighting.] (39:25) 
 b. Catering ekə   hondəy. 
  catering NM.DF  good.FN 
  [The catering is good.] (11:7) 
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 c. Bowling ekə  batting  ekə vagee. 
  bowling  NM.DEF batting  NM.DF like.EMP 
  [The bowling is like the batting] (19:13) 
 d. hondə  understanding  ek-ak   tiye-nəvaa 
  good understanding NM.IND be-PRS 
  [(They) have a good understanding.] (25:18) 
 
Furthermore, inflected verbs in (74) appear with the Sinhala complementizer particle 
kiyəla where the speaker uses the word for quotative purposes. The examples are 
indicative of insertion. 
 
(74) a. eyaa hondəTə-mə    tired    kiyəla kiyə-nəvaa. 
3sg     very-EMP tired   CMP say-PRS 
[He is saying that he is very tired.] (29:19) 
b. Program  ekə          gaenə  eyaa  harimə         
program  NM.DF about    3sg very 
worried  kiyəla  kivva. 
worried  CMP  say.PST 
 [He said that he is very worried about the program.] (25:18) 
c. mamə   ennə         kivva-mə           
1sg  come.RL say.PST-AD  
can’t    kiyəla kiyə-nəvaa. 
can’t   CMP say-PRS 
  [When I ask him to come he says can’t.] (35:13) 
In (75), the short utterances contain an inflected verb in English and the question 
marker from Sinhala. The question marker particle is at the end of the utterance 
following Sinhala syntactic patterns. In English, the question markers appear in the 
form of verbs at sentence-initial position. Hence, the following short questions 
follow conversational styles in Sinhala and belong to the repertoire of the code-
mixer. Note also that the subject is not overtly expressed in all the examples 
indicating that the utterances follow Sinhala syntactic styles. These hybrids are short 
question forms indicative of insertional and CL mixing patterns. 
 
(75) a.    coming-də (09:5) 
b.   calling-də (18:12) 
c. dead-də (25:18) 
d. married-də? (31:23) 
 
6.3.3.3 Clipped verbs 
 
In (76), (77) and (78), a different patterning of verbs is visible. Most of these 
examples were from the discourse of Sinhala speakers. Observe the verb ‘to satisfy’ 
in English which has been clipped. Apart from the clipped verb, the verb+ particle 
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pattern can be observed in the data. In (76a) the clipped form indicates the past tense 
while in (76b) the clipped form indicates the present continuous tense. 
 
(76)  a. oyaa-Tə       saTis-də? 
  2sg-DA  satisfy.PST-Q 
  [Are you satisfied?] (20:14) 
b.   supplement  ekə        maarə satis             nee. 
supplement  NM.DF very      satisfy.PRS   EMP 
[The supplement is very satisfying isn’t it?] ((21:15) 
 
In (77), the clipped verb occur sentence-finally. Clipped verbs are indicative of 
insertional CM. 
 
(77)  ma-Tə          harimə            satis. 
  1sg-DA  very  satisfy.PST 
  [I am very satisfied.] (9:05) 
 
In (78) the clipped verb ‘satis’ is indicative of the past tense and is followed by a 
Sinhala noun. 
 
(78)                       eyaa-Tə   harimə           satis             
3sg-DA  very  satisfy.PST     
vaeDee            hondəTə  kəra kiyəla. 
work.AC very do.PST CMP 
[He is very satisfied that the job was done well.] (20:14)  
 
6.3.3.4 Reduplicated verbs 
 
In (79), an inflected English verb has been reduplicated. The multi-word fragment is 
mixed in a Sinhala matrix. The example is indicative of insertion. 
 
(79)  eyaa   haemətissee-mə crying crying.  
2sg always-EMP 
[He is always crying crying.] (33:11) 
 
6.3.3.5 Verb phrases 
In (80), the English string is followed by the interrogative particle in Sinhala. The 
example is indicative of insertion. 
 
(80)  mamə  mokak-də kərannə  oonə        mee…  
1sg      what-Q  do.INF should  (pause) 
Just to describe də? 
Just to describe Q 
 [What should I do…is it just to describe?] (07:1) 
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6.3.3.6 Summary 
6.3.3 Verbs and verb phrases Frequency 
Verb stems    41 
Inflected verbs 9 
Clipped verbs 5 
Reduplicated verbs 5 
Verb phrases 9 
Total 69 
Table 6.8 English verbs and verb phrases in Sinhala sentences. (Includes repetitions 
of items) 
 
As indicated in Table 6.8, verb stems are frequent in the Sinhala-English bilingual 
corpus. The inclusion of verb stems from English presents more mixing strategies. 
Verbs are brought in as stems, inflected forms, clipped forms and reduplicated forms 
in mixed data. Many verb stems are followed by the mixed nominalizer. A majority 
of verb stems are followed by matrix helping verbs forming mixed compound verbs. 
The data reveals that there is matrix language influence with regard to the formation 
of compound verbs in mixed data. Main verbs in Sinhala are less likely to be mixed 
in discourse whereas compound verbs in Sinhala are usually mixed. In the alien verb 
stem+ matrix helping verb pattern, a frequent mixing pattern can be observed. When 
mixing single verbs from English, the matrix language pattern of not overtly 
expressing the subject is also retained as illustrated in the data. VPs from English are 
also mixed as complete constituents although in some cases kiyəla appears as a 
single element from Sinhala. When mixing Sinhala VPs in conversation, the code-
mixer most often retains the Sinhala conversational styles. 
In mixing verbs and verb phrases from English, insertional CM appears as 
the dominant mixing strategy used by the Sinhala-English code-mixer. Alternational 
CM is plausible in the mixed compound verb (or bilingual verbs), where an English 
verb stem is followed by a matrix helping verb in mixed data, based on Muysken’s 
(2000) typology. Furthermore, reduplication of verbs is indicative of insertional CM. 
The verb + particle combination is indicative of both insertional and CL mixing 
patterns. 
 
6.3.4 Negations and politeness markers 
Negations 
 
The mixing of the English negative marker ‘no’ in mixed utterances is noteworthy 
as code-mixers frequently use it. Note the examples in (81) where the English 
negative marker is used to create mixed expressions in Sinhala.  
 
(81)  a. no  kata  no  sina. 
  no  talk no laugh 
  [If there is no talk then there is no laughter.] (11:7) 
 b. maduruvan-Tə            no chance. (Advertisement) 
  mosquitoe.pl-DA  no chance  
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  [Mosquitoes will not stand a chance.] (Advertisement- Mortein) 
 c. eyaa-Tə  no  sellam   maa-t              ekkə. 
  3sg-DA no game.pl  1sg-also  with 
  [He will not be able to play with me.] (30:20) 
 d. no   polii      more  jolly.  
  no interest   more jolly 
  [It’s more jolly as there is no interest.] (Advertisement-  
  Insurance)   
 
Politeness markers 
 
In (82), the Sinhala complementizer particle follows the single word politeness 
marker in the mixed utterance. The examples are indicative of insertion. 
 
(82) a. okkoomə    kərəla        sorry   kiyəla kivva. 
  all  do.PAR sorry   CMP say.PST 
  [After doing everything, (he) says sorry.] (18:12) 
b.   mamə  please  kiyəla kivvot              kərə-nəvaa- də? 
 1sg      please  CMP say.PST.EMP do-PRS-Q 
 [If I say please, will you do it?] (03:2) 
 
In (83), the English politeness marker occurs at the end of the utterance. The 
example is indicative of insertional CM.  
 
(83)  oyaa-Tə       goDak  thanks. 
 2sg-DA  a lot      thanks 
 [Thanks a lot (to you).] (11:7) 
 
6.3.5 Prepositional phrases 
Observe the following prepositional phrases from English in mixed utterances. The 
phrases occur at sentence boundaries. However, since the phrases are indicative of a 
continuation of the utterances, insertional CM is plausible. 
 
(84) a. meekə    kiyə-nəvaa  to identify yourself. 
  this one  tell.PRS  to identify yourself 
 [This is used to identify yourself.] (32:12)  
 b. mamə  eekə  kərannan  after the operation. 
  1sg  that   do.VL7   after the operation 
  [I will do that] (39:25) 
c. kavuruhari   kiyannə aeti   
someone   tell.INF  would 
 in order to eliminate him from the office.    
                                                 
7 See Gair (1970) for the ‘volitive and involitive optative’ in Sinhala. Both nan and 
vi are attached to the stem of a Sinhala verb as finite affixes. 
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[Someone would have said something in order to eliminate him 
from the office.] (36:1) 
d. Specs   tiyə-nəvaa  on the washing machine. 
 specs  be.PRS  on the washing machine 
 [The specs are there on the washing machine.] (02:1) 
e.   kaemati aeti  to go after him. 
 like        might to go after him 
 [(He) might like to go after him.] (09:5) 
 
6.3.6 Discussion 
 
6.3.1 Nouns and noun phrases 386 
6.3.2 Modifiers, adverbs and adverbial phrases 58 
6.3.3 Verbs and verb phrases 69 
6.3.4  Negations and politeness markers 15 
6.3.5 Prepositional phrases 5 
Total 533 
Table 6.9 English elements in Sinhala sentences 
 
A vast majority of single word English mixes in Sinhala sentences project a b a 
nested structures indicative of insertional CM. Nesting single word elements is 
facilitated by a nominalizer, which appear only in code-mixed data, an indefinite 
Sinhala pronoun, Sinhala case markers, Sinhala particles and Sinhala plural markers. 
Note that the majority of insertions are nouns, modifiers, verbs and verb phrases as 
illustrated in Table 6.9. 
  
Behavior of ekə in the mixing of inanimate items 
 
As discussed earlier in this chapter, this study differentiates between animate and 
inanimate English singular nouns in mixed data mainly due to the presence of ekə 
with inanimate referents and kenek with animate referents. The mixing of inanimate 
nouns with ekə reveals that CM has contributed to a major syntactic development in 
the Sri Lankan bilingual’s repertoire. ekə evolves as a nominalizer to facilitate 
nesting of a vast majority of elements from English. Accordingly, ekə (with 
inanimate nouns) and kenek (with animate nouns) facilitate the inclusion of content 
and selected English referents in Sinhala sentences. This study proposes that the 
inclusion of ekə when mixing nouns and verb stems in Sinhala-English CM is 
indicative of insertional CM.  
Note that in Sinhala, ek is a mere numeral. In monolingual Sinhala 
sentences, ekə appears pre-positioned as in ekə minihek ‘one man’. Furthermore, ekə 
is pre-positioned to nouns, only when it acts as a numeral in Sinhala sentences. 
Observe its evolution in code-mixed data when it follows English inanimate noun 
forms. In mixed data, ekə is post-positioned. The appearance of ekə post-positioned 
to nouns is an important linguistic feature to distinguish borrowed items from 
inserted items in most mixed constructions. It is imperative to separate borrowings 
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from inserted items as it is insertional CM that has created the mixed variety and not 
borrowing. 
 In ekə, the code-mixer has invented a nominalization system as flexible as 
that of the matrix language system, where definiteness and indefiniteness is 
conveyed by suffixing ak (ek-ak) or a (ekə) to ek. These suffixes combined with ekə, 
act as separate entities similar to the behavior of English articles. Hence, this study 
proposes that the two languages have converged to bring out a mixed nominalization 
system.  
 The behavior of animate English referents is different to the inanimate 
referents. There were some cases where the animate nouns were directly inserted 
into Sinhala bases. In such instances, the animate items are often followed by 
Sinhala verbs and the indefinite Sinhala pronoun.  
 
Case marking of inanimate referents 
 
Note that English inanimate referents, nested with ekə, undergo case marking. Case 
marking in mixed discourse is post-positioned to ekə (similar to Sinhala case 
marking) and a separate entity (similar to English case marking). Hence, case 
marking in CM behaves differently from Sinhala case marking where inanimate 
subjects are concerned. The data illustrates that the inanimate single lexemes are 
always inserted with the help of ekə, whereas animate nouns tend to be directly 
inserted into matrix Sinhala utterances, occupy subject positions and are without 
English determiners. Similarly, case marking is suffixed to ekə in inanimate items, 
whereas case marking occurs directly on the inserted animate referents following 
Sinhala patterns. The analysis reveals that when inserting inanimate items into 
mixed structures, a new case marking system has evolved with ekə as the main 
facilitator. The English inanimate nouns do not follow the Sinhala dative, 
instrumental and genitive case marking patterns as Sinhala inanimate nouns. In 
Sinhala, case marking occurs on the inanimate nouns themselves.  
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Table 6.10 illustrates inanimate case marking in mixed discourse, which is an 
amalgamation of the English and Sinhala case marking systems. 
 
Sinhala English Hybridized item Case 
Gamənee In the trip Trip eke GEN 
yaanəyen From the plane Plane eken INS 
vaahanəyəTə To the car Car ekəTə DA 
Table 6.10 Sinhala-English inanimate case marking 
 
With regard to animate items from English, there are differences in the case marking 
system in mixed data. When animate referents are inserted into mixed utterances, 
case marking occurs on the nouns. Case marking in animate referents is modeled on 
Sinhala syntactic rules. Hence, this study suggests that when mixing animate 
English nouns, accusative, genitive, instrumental and dative case marking patterns 
follow Sinhala case marking patterns. Table 6.11 illustrates the similarities between 
the mixed animate case marked referents and their Sinhala counterparts.  
 
Sinhala English Hybridized item Case 
gurutumiyəgee teacher’s teachergee GEN 
Minihavə That man Man-va AC 
vaedəkarəyagen From the servant Servantgen INS 
yaaluvaaTə To the girl friend Girl friend-ta DA 
Table 6.11 Sinhala-English animate case marking 
 
Observe that in genitive case marking, the mixed element is similar to the English 
element. ‘teachergee’ which is in the genitive, and displays syntactic similarities to  
‘servant’s’ in English. The possessive marker in English and the genitive marker in 
the mixed data are post-positioned. Hence, this study observes that in the context of 
animate referents, case marking in the mixed variety has borrowed from both 
English and Sinhala but still remains unique and distinguishable from both 
languages.  
 The analysis confirms that in mixed utterances, case marking departs from 
both English and Sinhala case marking, though there are common elements where 
the mixed syntax has borrowed from both languages. The analysis reveals that case 
marking too differentiates between animate and inanimate nouns, in mixed 
discourse. 
 
Sinhala plural markers with animate English plural mixes 
 
Note the mixing of English plural animate nouns in dominant Sinhala utterances. 
The Sinhala-English corpus indicates that the insertion of English plural animate 
items require the Sinhala plural marker as well as the English plural marker to 
facilitate embedding. Observe the examples in (85) taken from the data. 
 
(85) a. friends-la 
 b.  teachers-la 
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To embed the animate plural nouns, the code-mixer uses both the English and 
Sinhala plural markers (‘s’ and la) to bring in the alien word into the Sinhala matrix. 
Note that examples that indicated a pattern that did not correspond to this were 
infrequent in the Sinhala-English corpus. Hence, this study proposes that the plural 
markers in both Sinhala and English are important for CM. Just as the mixed 
nominalizer, the plural markers in both languages facilitate the inclusion of a vast 
majority of English plural animate and inanimate items in mixed data. The plural 
nouns are inserted with their plural meanings and is compatible with N’ insertion, 
according to Muysken’s theory.  
Where a vast majority of animate English nouns are embedded with the 
help of the plural markers in both languages, the insertion of plural inanimate 
English items make use of many Sinhala syntactic elements as illustrated in the data. 
In the insertion of inanimate plural items, the code-mixer makes use of the Sinhala 
plural marker /val/ or /vala/. In most instances, the inanimate plural items from 
English appear as direct insertions followed by Sinhala verbs and particles. Table 
6.12 illustrates the insertion of plural inanimate English items in the discourse of the 
code-mixer. This study proposes that the appearance of the English plural marker in 
the lexical items mixed in a matrix Sinhala sentence, as indicative of insertional CM. 
The items are direct insertions embedded with the help of Sinhala syntactic 
elements. Although the items are morpho-syntactically adapted, phonologically they 
are less adapted to the matrix language. In essence, the alien items remain part of the 
donor language. 
 
English lexical item Sinhala suffix/verb/particle Hybridized item 
listening activities vala (plural marker) listening activitiesvala 
teledramas karanəvaa (helping V) teledramas kərənəvaa 
Faxes dekay (numeral) faxes dekay 
leaves daala (PAR of the V) leaves daala 
plans tiyennee (helping V) plans tiyennee 
Stickers ekatu kərə-nəvaa (compound V) stickers ekatu kərənəvaa 
segments monava də (question form) segments monava də? 
Advertisements Tikə (ADJ.PRO) advertisements tikə 
Banks Mə ( particle) banks mə 
Buckets nee (particle) buckets nee 
Table 6.12 Plural inanimate English mixes 
 
Observe in Table 6.12 how the Sinhala elements are suffixed to the plural English 
nouns which carry the English plural marker. The retention of the English plural 
marker indicates that these lexical items are all insertions. The process of embedding 
is facilitated by the syntactic elements in the matrix language.  
 In this sense, a gramaticalisation process is involved in the insertion of 
animate and inanimate plural items in mixed data. The insertions follow the matrix 
language pattern of suffixing /la/ for animate referents and /val/ for inanimate 
referents. Almost all inserted plural items carry the English plural marker with a few 
exceptions. The plural items carry their plural meanings indicating that the words 
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are insertions into the Sinhala base. Therefore, the presence of the English plural 
marker facilitates to distinguish the insertion of animate as well as inanimate plural 
items from borrowings.  
 The presence of the English plural marker triggers the suffixing of the 
Sinhala plural marker as well. Note that in the absence of the English plural marker 
in either animate or inanimate items, it is difficult for insertion to take place8. This 
study proposes that the English plural marker is deliberately deleted whenever the 
foreign item is nativized into Sinhala. Then, the mixes are borrowings.  
 
English nouns without the plural marker 
 
Some cases reveal the presence of English plural nouns without the English plural 
marker. In these cases, the Sinhala plural suffix /la/ is also missing. Its absence from 
the mixed utterances can only be attributed to the absence of the English plural 
marker ‘s’. The code-mixer has not inserted either of the plural markers as the 
presence of one can only trigger the other. The absence of the plural marker on mass 
plural nouns is indicative of the speaker’s higher awareness of English syntax9. 
These nouns are inserted without the plural marker, retaining the grammatical rules 
of English, Sinhala and the mixed variety. This study argues that since English mass 
nouns do not carry the English plural marker, the Sinhala plural markers are unlikely 
to be suffixed to the plural noun. The triggering of plural markers does not take 
place with English mass nouns10 as they do not carry the English plural marker ‘s’. 
In such contexts, it is observed that the code-mixer activates the vernacular and 
prefers the use of Sinhala words such as minissu for ‘people’ and lamay for 
‘children’. This study found that most competent speakers of English employed this 
strategy when speaking Sinhala. 
 This study reiterates that the presence or absence of the English plural 
marker when mixing plural items from English is indicative of not only insertional 
CM but also borrowing. The data indicates that the absence of the English plural 
marker on English nouns triggers phonological and morphological adaptation into 
Sinhala, indicative of borrowing. The presence of the English plural marker in 
English nouns triggers the insertion of the Sinhala plural marker, indicative of 
insertional CM. 
  
                                                 
8 In the absence of the English plural marker, the bilingual nativizes alien elements.  
9 The English plural marker causes a lot of confusion to the second language learner 
of English in Sri Lanka. The confusion causes many grammatical errors regarding 
English mass nouns. Standard Sri Lankan English speakers attribute the 
inappropriate use of the English plural marker by non-fluent speakers, as a feature of 
non-standard Sri Lankan English. Non-fluent speakers overuse the plural marker to 
pluralize nouns such as ‘information, furniture, jewellery’ etc.  
10 This study observes that mass nouns in English are pluralized when CM with 
English. Hence, the overuse of the plural marker (observed by some speakers as a 
feature of non-standard SLE) is a direct result of Sinhala-English CM. 
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Sinhala particles with English modifiers  
 
English modifiers are most often accompanied by Sinhala particles in Sinhala-
English CM. The Sinhala particles /də/, /nee/, /mə/, /lu/ and /tamay/ occur on the 
English items as suffixes following Sinhala syntactic patterns (in Sinhala the 
particles occur on the modifiers). The particles are pronominal and are suffixed to 
the English items. The structures follow Sinhala syntactic patterns. Based on 
Muysken’s (2000) theory, the behavior of the English modifiers combined with 
Sinhala particles is indicative of insertion and CL. In these structures, CL is a 
plausible analysis as the English elements are combined with Sinhala particles.  
 
English verbs 
Based on Muysken’s (2000) CM typology, verbs in mixed data can be of three 
types; adjoined (indicative of alternational CM), nominalized complement and 
infinitive complement (indicative of insertional CM). The mixing strategy is 
projected by the presence of ekə combined with the verb stem though a separate 
element. As in the case of single word inanimate English nouns, the presence of ekə 
with verb stems is indicative of insertion.   
 In most cases, the mixed verbal item indicates the direct insertion of verbs 
in Sinhala bases where ekə acts as a nominalizer to facilitate embedding into the 
matrix. The bare English verbs or verb stems in the compounds are nominalized by 
the Sinhala element ekə. Based on Muysken’s (2000) observations, the verbal 
compounds represent nominalization, indicative of insertional CM.  
 
Verb stem Mixed article Hybridized item 
Finish ekak (IND) Finish ekak 
Shape  ekee (GEN) Shape eke 
Support  ekak (IND) Support ekak 
Help ekak (IND) Help ekak 
Table 6.13 English verb stem + ek mixes 
 
Table 6.13 illustrates the bare verb + ek combinations in Sinhala-English CM. The 
inserted verb is adapted by affixing a nominalizer.  
Overall, a vast majority of English single word nouns, adjectives and verbs 
are mixed in predominant Sinhala utterances with the help of Sinhala syntactic 
elements. The mixes dominantly reveal insertional CM patterns. Furthermore, this 
study proposes that insertional CM can be distinguished from borrowing by the 
presence or absence of ekə in most cases, the presence or absence of plural markers 
from both languages, and the appearance of the Sinhala indefinite pronoun kenek in 
mixed data. 
 Singular English elements are inserted into matrix Sinhala utterances by 
suffixing  ekə, a nominalizer in mixed data. With regard to plural lone words from 
English, the syntactic elements from Sinhala facilitate the process of insertion. 
Based on Muysken’s (2000) analysis, plural nouns are inserted and their plural 
meanings are retained which according to him, is compatible with N’ insertion 
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rather than nonce borrowing. The Sinhala plural marker /la/ and /val/ are suffixed to 
the plural items. Note that /la/ (which follows animate Sinhala items) and /val/ 
(which follows inanimate Sinhala items) retain the Sinhala patterning when mixing. 
The facts are indicative of Sinhala as the dominant language in the utterances. 
Observe the presence of English verbs in a variety of forms ranging from verbs 
stems, inflected verbs, clipped verbs and reduplicated verbs. The bilingual has used 
a number of new methods to include English verbs in mixed discourse. Based on 
Muysken’s (2000) framework, the presence of verb stems with matrix helping verbs 
are indicative of alternational CM. Inflected verbs are most often insertions though 
they occur at sentence boundaries. Clipped verbs are indicative of CL mixing 
patterns as they are most often accompanied by Sinhala particles for emphasis. 
Furthermore, English verbs occur as direct insertions in dominant Sinhala sentences. 
Unlike nouns and noun phrases where insertional CM dominates, the presence of a 
variety of verb forms is indicative of all three mixing strategies, as illustrated in the 
data. Most multi-word mixes are indicative of constituent mixing, indicative of 
insertional CM based on Muysken’s theory. However, there are a substantial number 
of examples where constituent mixing do not display any syntactic relationship to 
the rest of the utterance. Based on their structural elements at the switch point, this 
study analyses such examples as indicative of alternational CM. 
Most multi-word English compounds occur in clause-boundaries as multi-
word collocations or phrases, most often followed by matrix helping verbs. The 
nominal constituents are followed by verbs in Sinhala. The nominals are preceded 
and followed by elements in the matrix language that are syntactically related and 
are indicative of insertional CM. Furthermore, most English NPs are followed by the 
nominalizer ekə indicative of insertional CM. The presence of ekə post-positioned to 
the NP suggests that the NPs are insertions. The pattern is similar to the inanimate 
English nouns + ekə combinations found in English single word mixes in this study. 
Both patterns are indicative of insertional CM and the deciding factor in both cases 
is the presence of the CM nominalizer ekə. Furthermore, multi-word English NPs 
are also followed by the indefinite pronoun in Sinhala. The determining factor of the 
process of insertion remains similar to the single word mixes in English in the 
Sinhala-English corpus.   
 Overall, the dominant pattern of mixing English elements in Sinhala 
sentences is insertional CM.  
 
6.4 Sinhala elements in English sentences 
 
The analysis in this section contains Sinhala elements in English sentences from the 
bilingual recordings and the newspaper survey. Data from the newspaper survey 
confirms that most of the mixed elements are retained in written English. The 
Sinhala elements in English sentences are mostly nouns and noun phrases (§ 6.4.1), 
modifiers, adverbs and adverbial phrases (§ 6.4.2), verbs and verb phrases (§ 6.4.3), 
expressions (§ 6.4.4), particles, interjections and quotatives (§ 6.4.5), affirmatives, 
negatives and disjunctions (§ 6.4.6). When mixing Sinhala elements in English 
sentences, the following patterns are observed. 
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6.4.1 Nouns and noun phrases 
 
6.4.1.1 Singular nouns 
 
Note that the English plural marker is dominantly used when mixing Sinhala nouns 
in English utterances. In many cases, the nouns are singular. In (86), the English 
plural marker follows the Sinhala noun. The example is from spoken discourse. 
 
(86)  The perahaerəs11 are a must. 
  /perəhaerə-s/ procession-pl (37:2) 
 
Observe that the pattern is retained in written data as illustrated in example (87). 
 
(87)   a. No amount of breaking coconuts by him or daanə-s will help. 
/daanə-s/ a religious ceremony of giving alms to Buddhist monks-
pl (SL: 02.06)12  
b. Our male contingent at the South Asian Games opening 
ceremony…dressed as they were in sil clothes with a red 
saatəkəyə.  
  /sil/ a religious practice of Buddhists  
/saatəkəyə/ shawl draped around the shoulder (SL: 03.09.06) 
 
6.4.1.2 Plural nouns 
 
Apart from singular nouns, the plural marker also follows Sinhala plural nouns. In 
(88), a Sinhala plural noun is followed by the plural marker. The Sinhala element 
undergoes double pluralization, similar to the popular pattern found in the mixing of 
English plurals in Sinhala sentences. Hence, when inserting plural elements, a 
similar pattern is observed with both English elements in Sinhala sentences and 
Sinhala elements in English sentences.  
 
(88)  a. I went to buy those Indian serrepu-s but the shops were closed. 
/serrepu-s/ slipper-pl (36:1) 
 b. had to pin many katu-s there. 
  /katu-s/ pin-pl (04:3) 
 
6.4.1.3 Cultural, social and religious nouns 
Most Sinhala lone nouns in English utterances are cultural, social and religious 
items. Most of these nouns are deliberately inserted when speaking in English. The 
                                                 
11 The noun /perahaerə/ can be both singular with the suffix ak as in /perahaerak/. It 
can be plural with the addition of the Sinhala intensifier /goDak/ as in /perahaera 
goDak/ in spoken discourse. 
12 Name of newspaper, month and year given in parenthesis. 
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terms are culturally and socially bound in the Sri Lankan setting and are unique to 
the variety of English (SLE) spoken in Sri Lanka. These nouns are an important 
feature that distinguishes SLE from other Englishes. The following example is from 
spoken data. 
 
(89)  How can one have haeləpə, bibikkan and kottəmalli all day long. 
/haelapə/, /bibikkan/ sweetmeats served at the Sinhala new year   
/kottamalli/ coriander is a traditional herb (31:23) 
 
The example in (90) is from written data. 
 
(90)      Minister having kiribat with President after he was sworn in. 
/kiribat/ milk rice (DM: 02.02.07) 
  
6.4.1.4 Constructions with Sinhala nouns as heads 
 
This study observes that most of the Sinhala nouns in the Sinhala-English corpus 
occur as heads in mixed constructions consisting of a Sinhala and an English 
element. In these mixed constructions, English elements occur as nouns, verb stems, 
present tense verbs, modifiers and reduplicated items. The Sinhala noun that 
behaves as a head may be a singular noun or a plural noun. Observe the example in 
(91) where ‘alms giving’ acts as an English modifier attached to a Sinhala noun. 
This is the most frequent mixing construction where Sinhala nouns occur as heads in 
the Sinhala-English bilingual corpus. 
 
(91)  The alms giving pinkamə was held seven months later. 
  /pinkamə/ Buddhist religious ceremony (31:23) 
 
Similarly, in (92), the English verb stem ‘play’ occurs as a modifier attached to a 
Sinhala plural noun to form a mixed construction unique to SLE. 
 
(92)                      You cannot always play pandu when everyone else is in trouble, 
you know.  
/pandu/ to play ball or to mess around (40:1) 
Observe the following patterns where the Sinhala head is attached to an English 
modifier to form mixed constructions, to convey sarcasm. These hybrids can be 
termed as derogatory. 
 
 (93) a. They are real gona-s. 
/gona-s/ cow-pl (41:1) 
 b. It was real parippu for him. 
  /parippu/ dhal (31:23) 
c. He is a party pissa. 
/pissa/ mad (29:19) 
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 Element s involved Examples Frequency 
English modifiers + 
Sinhala head 
real gona, small ceetiyə, talented baas, special puja, red  
saatəkəyə , dance kaeaeli, Indian sereppu, Kandy 
perahaerə, web adəviyə, Hindu Devalas, sacred bodhi,  
37 
English ing as modifier  
+ Sinhala head 
alms giving pinkamə, matching porondam, playing 
cakkudu, chanting pirit, observing sil, chanting mantrə, 
reciting gatas, chanting suttəs, offering daanə, attaining 
nirvanə, denouncing tanha, playing pandu, playing 
cakgudu, playing raban padə, staging satyagrahas,   
41 
English noun + Sinhala 
head 
 
 television yantrəyə, van riyə, cassette recordərəyə, tele 
naatyə, web adəviyə, photo copy koləyə,  
8 
English verb as modifier 
+ Sinhala head 
attain nirvanə, recite gatas, preach banə, offer daanəs, 
conduct pinkamə, prepare avurudu sweetmeats,  prepare 
hatmaaluvə,  
29 
English reduplicated 
item + Sinhala head 
Hot hot aappə, small small kaelii,  2 
Total  117 
Table 6.14 Sinhala nouns as heads. (Includes repetitions of items) 
 
Table 6.14 lists examples of mixed constructions with Sinhala nouns as heads. Note 
the variety of English elements that accompany the Sinhala head. The examples are 
from spoken data and the newspaper survey. 
 
6.4.1.5 Compound nouns 
 
Apart from single nouns, Sinhala non-hybrid compound nouns (also categorized as 
Sri Lankanisms in this study) are most often included in mixed discourse for variety. 
The examples in (94) are cultural and traditional compound nouns from Sinhala, 
included in English sentences. The examples are from spoken data. 
 
(94) a. His pancə baləveegəyə did not succeed. 
  /pancə baləveegəyə/ five strengths (13:9) 
 b. The same old parənə kata. 
  /parənə kata/ old stories (16:11) 
  
Observe the dominant use of Sinhala compound nouns in the religious domain. Most 
of the compound nouns in (95) are coins that occur in SLE. Many are honorary titles 
from Sinhala. 
  
(95) President Mahinda Rajapaksa who declared “Year 2006 - Year of 
Buddha Jayanti presented Buddha Jayanti coins to the prelates of 
the three Nikayas - Siyam Nikaya, Sri Lanka Ramanya Nikaya and 
Amarapura Nikaya who participated at the ceremony. Here 
President  Rajapaksa presenting a coin to the prelate of the 
Sri Lanka Ramanya Nikaya most. Ven. Weweldeniye 
Medhalankara thera in the presence of the prelate of the Malwatta 
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Chapter most Ven. Thibbotuwawe Siddartha Sri Sumangala thera, 
prelate of Asgiriya most Ven. Udugama  SriBuddharakkitha 
thera and Amarapura Sangasabawe Anunayake most  Ven. 
Kotugoda Dhammavasa yhera at the ceremony. (DN: 01.05.06) 
 
Observe the data in (96) where various titles, which are retained in SLE, are 
included. The data is from the newspaper survey 
 
(96) a. diyəvaDənə nilamee /diyəvaDənə nilamee/  
the chief lay custodian of the temple of the tooth in Kandy13 
 b. naayəkə teeroo /naayakə teeroo/ chief priest 
 
The examples in (97) are coined multi-word Sinhala compounds from the political 
domain. These examples are from the newspaper survey. 
 
(97) a. magə naegumə /magə naegumə/ village re-awakening 
 b. mahində cintənəyə /mahində cintənəyə/ Mahinda’s vision’ 
 c. vaev dahasak /vaev dahasak/ hundred tanks 
 d. raajəpaksə kərənəyə  /raajəpaksə kərənəyə/ similar to Thatcherism 
 e. gam udaavə  /gam udaavə/ village re-awakening 
 f. sahoodərə samaagəmə /sahoodərə samaagəmə/  
brothers’ association 
 
The data in (98) are multi-word Sinhala compound nouns used as administrative 
terms. 
 
(98) a. Have you fixed a nyayə patrəyə yet? 
  /nyaayə patrəyə/ an agenda (02:1) 
b. Have to go and get the license from the praadeeshiiyə sabha. 
  /praadeeshiiyə sabhaa/ local council (37:2) 
 
Similarly, such terms are used in the written language as well, as illustrated in (99). 
  
(99)  The power of the praadeeshiiya sabha. 
   /praadeeshiiyə sabhaa/ local council (ST: 08.01.06) 
 
Apart from cultural, traditional, religious, political and administrative compounds, 
many compounds occur in the social domain, and are predominantly used by 
                                                 
13 There are other honorary titles in Sinhala that are retained in SLE such as 
deeshamaanya /deeshamaanya/, deeshabandu /deeshabandu/, vidya jooti /vidya joti/, 
kalaa kiirti /kalaa kiirti/. These are titles given by the President in honor of 
individual services. 
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bilingual speakers in informal discourse. These terms are bound in the socio-cultural 
Sri Lankan setting. Observe (100), which is an example from spoken discourse. 
 
(100)  All the women were wearing reddə haeTTə. 
/reddə haeTTə/ Traditional outfit worn by Sri Lankan rural women 
(13:9) 
 
The example in (101) is from written data. 
 
(101)  There was a special ceremony at the Dalədaa maaligaavə. 
  /Dalədaa maaligaavə/  
Temple of the tooth in Kandy (SL: 12.02.06) 
 
For purposes of analysis, this study groups all non-hybrid compound nouns from 
Sinhala which frequently occur in English sentences in Table 6.15. These Sri 
Lankanisms are grouped in relevant domains for easy reference. The data is from the 
newspaper survey to emphasize the inclusion of Sinhala compounds in English.  
 
Religious Traditional/ritual Political Social 
pirit puja 
‘offering of sermons’ 
daanə gedera 
‘alms giving house’ 
koolam viyavastaavə 
‘foolish constitution’ 
bootal maasəyə 
‘bottle month’ 
vesak kuuDuu 
‘vesak lantern’ 
banə gedera 
‘sermons’ 
ali-koTi givisumə 
‘The elephant-tiger deal’ 
jaatikə 
sammaanəyə 
‘national award’ 
mal aasanə 
‘flower tables’ 
mala batə 
‘funeral meal’ 
cintənə yugəyə 
‘visionary era’ 
avurudu kaevili 
‘New year food 
items’ 
 
punya boomiyə 
‘sacred place’ 
bali tovil 
‘Traditional devil dances 
biishənə saməyə 
‘violent  era’ 
mul gala 
‘foundation 
stone’ 
maha piritə 
‘The main sermon’ 
 ratu sahoodərəya 
‘The members of parliament of 
a political group’ 
mool gaha 
‘grinding pole’ 
Table 6.15 Contextual distribution of Sinhala compounds in SLE 
 
Note that many non-hybrid compound nouns in Sinhala are used as derogatory 
terms. Example (102) is from spoken data. 
 
(102)   I had to call those gon maeTTaa-s. 
/gon maeTTaas/ fool.pl (13:9) 
 
The example in (103) is used to convey sarcasm and can also be termed as 
derogatory, depending on the context. The example is from written data. 
 
(103)  The MP ridiculed the agreement between the two parties and 
called it the kanavaendum diigəyə. 
/kanəvaendum diigəyə/ widow’s marriage (SL: 12.06) 
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6.4.1.6 Noun phrases 
 
In (104a) and (104b), the Sinhala NPs occur at the periphery of the utterances. They 
are attached to English adverbial clauses. The utterances are indicative of alternation 
more than insertion as half way through the sentence one language is replaced by 
another.  
 
(104) a. Do you have    mee  gaumə-Tə          
Do you have   this    frock.sg-DA   
gahanə        kaTTa-k. 
attach.RL pin.sg.IND 
[(pause indicated by the particle) a pin to attach to the frock.] 
(32:12) 
b. But lots of people write…  
monavat dan-nee  naetuvə. 
anything know-EMP NEG.PAR.RL 
 [But lots of people write…without knowing anything.] (36:1) 
 
In the examples in (105), the NPs from Sinhala occur at the periphery of the 
utterances. Note that the subject is not expressed following the dominant language 
conversational pattern in both utterances. The examples are indicative of alternation. 
 
(105) a. Can’t come… 
mamə   kivva   nee. 
              1sg  say.PST  EMP 
  [Cant come…I told you so.] (04:3) 
 b.  bayə vennə  epaa… just say what comes to your mind. 
  afraid be.INF do.NEG 
[(You) do not be afraid… just say what comes to your mind.] 
(32:12) 
6.4.1.7 Summary 
 
6.4.1 Nouns and noun phrases Frequency 
Singular N + English plural suffix 29 
Plural N + English plural suffix 10 
Cultural, traditional and religious single word nouns 19 
Constructions with Sinhala nouns as heads  117 
Compound nouns 28 
Noun phrases 7 
Total 210 
Table 6.16 Sinhala nouns and noun phrases in English sentences. (Includes 
repetitions of items) 
 
Table 6.16 illustrates Sinhala nouns and noun phrases in English sentences. In sum, 
single word Sinhala nouns most often occur with the English plural marker. The 
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English plural marker facilitates the inclusion of any number of Sinhala nouns both 
singular and plural. Similar to single word English noun inclusions in Sinhala 
sentences where the English plural marker and the Sinhala plural marker combines 
to facilitate insertion, single word Sinhala inclusions use the English plural marker 
in insertional CM. The presence of the plural marker is indicative of insertional CM. 
Based on the data, this study observes that many Sinhala nouns occur as single word 
items or as multi-word compound nouns in English sentences. Based on the 
structural properties, compounds are categorized into non-hybrid Sri Lankanisms 
and hybrid Sri Lankanisms. Furthermore, many Sinhala nouns are from the cultural, 
religious, social and political domains and occur as direct insertions, mixed 
deliberately by speakers for purposes of creativity, variety, humor and sarcasm. 
Many terms are also used as derogatory terms. Apart from single word Sinhala noun 
forms, observe the number of Sinhala compounds in Table 6.16.  
 
6.4.2 Modifiers, adverbs and adverbial phrases 
 
6.4.2.1 Constructions with Sinhala modifiers 
 
In the inclusion of single word modifiers in English sentences, this study observes 
another hybrid construction (similar to the hybrid construction of Sinhala head + 
English modifier) where Sinhala modifiers are attached to English heads. This 
dominantly used mixing pattern is frequently used to create new vocabulary in SLE. 
Most of these hybrid constructions are social terms. 
 
(106)    a. He encouraged the students and got them involved in 
shrəmədaanə activities.  
/shrəmədaanə/ offering of voluntary services (SL: 05.02.06) 
b. Since you will not be coming to our vaaDiyə meeting, because of 
your trip to Wilpattu. 
  /vaaDiyə/ a house with a thatched roof (SL: 02.07.06) 
 
Single word Sinhala modifiers also occur frequently in the discourse of the English 
speaker.  
 
(107) It happened during the bhiishənəyə era and my brother was in the 
army at  that time. 
 /bhiishənəyə/ violence (41:1) 
 
Table 6.17 categorizes hybrid items from the Sinhala-English corpus where Sinhala 
modifiers are combined with English heads. 
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Elements involved Examples # 
Sinhala modifiers + 
English heads 
paityan people, karmic forces, lassanə film, oroppu mood, 
honda person, pissu bugger,  govigamə caste, naekat time, 
nonagetey period, jayasikuru campaign, jatəkə story, 
mahaveer speech, aesələ pageant, perəhaerə period, seva 
vanita movement, malvatte chapter, asgiriyə chapter, sigiri 
graffiti 
57 
Sinhala modifiers + 
English ion as head 
saaməneerə ordination, hatmaaluvə preparation, ganja 
plantation, gok leaf decoration, randooli procession, magul 
berə procession. 
12 
Sinhala modifiers + 
English ing as head 
 pirit chanting , banə preaching,  baila dancing,  vaDimbu 
decorating, beralu making, vaaDiyə meeting tovil dancing, 
banə talking, pirit chanting, sil observing, beralu making, 
koolam dancing, pahatəraTə dancing, suruTTtu smoking, 
bulat eating 
25 
Total  94 
Table 6.17 Sinhala modifiers as heads. (Includes repetitions of items) 
 
Note that the examples in (108) do not carry the English articles when mixing the 
Sinhala modifier + English head construction into an English base 
 
(108) a. They are pissu and paityan14 people men.  
  /paityan/ mad (13:9) 
b. That person is his alut master. 
 /alut/ new (15:10) 
c. Bring it on…I don’t mind your jara talk. 
 /jara/ dirty (41:1) 
d. They are pissu fans. 
 /pissu/ mad (17:12) 
 
Speakers also mix lone Sinhala modifiers in English utterances for sarcasm and 
humor. Note the use of articles in the examples in (109) when mixing the Sinhala 
elements. The articles from English occur pre-nominally. The presence of the 
articles is indicative of insertional CM. 
 
(109)  It’s a parəyaa (also pariah) thing to do macan.15 
  /parəyaa/ an indecent thing (08:5)  
 
The example in (110) is from written data. 
 
                                                 
14 /paityan/ ‘mad’ a Tamil borrowing, frequently used by Sinhala speakers. 
15 /machan/ ‘friend or fellow’ a Tamil borrowing. 
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(110)  The parəyaa things we do to dogs.  
/parəyaa/ an indecent thing (SL: 12.03.06) 
 
In (111), the mixed compound is used as a derogatory term depending on the 
context. The Sinhala clipped noun kaDu from kaDuvə /kaDuvə/ ‘sword’ is combined 
with an English noun as head in the hybrid noun. The example is from spoken data. 
 
(111)  I was in the kaDu department so many years ago. 
/kaDu/ the sword used as a metaphor for the English department 
(02:1) 
 
Similarly, the example in (112) is a derogatory hybrid compound noun where the 
Sinhala element is a modifier. The example is from written data. 
 
(112)  They all called it a napunsəkə budget. 
  /napunsəkə/ useless or not worthy (SL: 12.03.06) 
 
In the following examples, single word modifiers from Sinhala appear at sentence-
initial position. The position of the mix indicates alternation. 
  
(113) a. bambuvə, he does not have the backbone to do anything. 
/bambuvə/ a bamboo, in this context used as a swear word to mean 
bull shit (31:23) 
 b. luus də, I will not watch it again. 
  /luus/ lunatic   
  [Are you mad? I will not watch it again.] (16:11) 
 
In the following hybrids, Sinhala modifiers are followed by English heads. The 
compound nouns denote humor and sarcasm. The hybrids or mixed compounds in 
(114) reflect integration into the English base, revealed by the presence of the 
English articles in the utterances.  
 
(114)  a. That one is a pissu bugger anee. 
  /pissu/ mad (04:3) 
b. He is just a pissu man, do not mind what he says. 
/pissu/ mad (05:4) 
. 
6.4.2.2 Multi-word modifiers 
 
The form kaarə ‘doer’ is a Sanskrit suffix, frequently used in forming compound 
nouns in Sinhala, denoting agency or profession. Derivatives that are in frequent use 
with this particle are boru kaarəya ‘liar’, ingrisi kaarəya ‘Englishman’. In Sinhala, 
compound nouns behave in the same way as English compound nouns, such as in 
‘milkman’ and ‘postman’. Most Sinhala compound nouns are formed with the 
addition of the Sinhala particle kaarəya.  
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 Note that in the following examples, Sinhala modifiers are combined with 
the particle kaarəya to form non-hybrid compound nouns in English utterances for 
humorous purposes. Most often, such compound nouns in Sinhala are used by 
English speakers to convey humor and sarcasm. Observe that the compound nouns 
are followed by the English plural marker in the data. 
 
(115) a. All those rastiyadu kaarəya-s, they were looking at me. 
  /rastiyaadu kaarəyaas/ rowdy.pl (31:23) 
b. They are all boru kaarəya-s men. 
/boru kaarəyaas/ liar.pl (04:3) 
 
In the example in (116), the Sinhala modifier is combined with the Sinhala suffix 
kaarəya and the Sinhala interrogative particle. 
 
(116)  That ganan kaarəya   də, I know him.  
  high-minded person. Q 
  /ganan kaarəya/ high minded person (13:9) 
Note the examples in (117) which reveal the Sinhala modifier + suffix pattern 
preceded by an English article. The English articles facilitate mixing of the Sinhala 
elements. The examples are indicative of insertion. 
 
(117) a. I am not a karədərə kaarəya…you have to treat me better. 
  /karədərə kaarəya/ troublesome fellow (02:1) 
 b. He keeps company with all the rastiyadu kaarəyas. 
  /rastiyaadu kaarəya/ rowdy fellows (13:9) 
 
The example in (118) is from written data. 
 
(118) Her husband is a laborer, working as an at udav kaarəya at 
construction sites.  
/at udav kaarəya/ helper (ST: 01.01.06) 
 
In the example in (119), the English article is not present. However, observe that the 
Sinhala inclusion has been facilitated by the English plural marker. The example is 
indicative of insertion. 
 
(119)  This political party is not for kasippu kaarəyaa-s. 
  /kasippu kaarəyaas/ drunkard.pl (ST: 03.05.06) 
  
The multi-word elements from Sinhala in (120) follow a Sinhala modifier + Sinhala 
head pattern, which frequently occurs in the Sinhala-English corpus. These are also 
non-hybrid Sri Lankanisms used in SLE. Note that the examples are in the plural 
form. There are no English articles present, and the inclusions have been facilitated 
by the English plural marker‘s’ in the utterances. The examples in (120) are taken 
from religious and social domains. 
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(120) a. They kept the offerings on the mal aasənəs. 
/mal aasənəs/ tables on which flowers are offered to the Buddha at 
Buddhist temples (SL: 01.05)16 
b. When elephants get sick, owners have a tough time, as there are 
     no vets  and vedə mahattəya-s close by.  
  /vedə mahattəyaas/ ayurvedic doctors (ST: 05.06.05) 
c. He met a group of nayəka teeroos at a discussion and this event 
was beamed on several private T.V. channels. 
 /naayəkə teeros/ chief priests (SL: 01.01.06) 
  
The Sinhala multi-word element in (121) is taken from the political domain. 
 
(121)  He has many kurahan saaTəkə-s. 
  /kurahan saaTəkəs/ traditional shawl.pl (13:9) 
 
The example in (122) is from written data. 
 
(122) you would recall that he used the ratu sahoodərəyaa-s very 
cleverly. 
/ratu sahoodərəyaas/ members of a political group symbolized by 
the red color (ST: 28.01.07) 
 
6.4.2.3 Single word adverbs 
 
The Sinhala-English corpus contained many single word Sinhala adverbs mixed in 
informal conversation by bilinguals. The adverbs occur at sentence boundaries and 
are indicative of alternational CM based on Muysken’s (2000) framework.  
 
(123) a. daen I will tell you the real reason why I like the film. 
  /daen/ now (08:5) 
b. kohomə hari she had not confronted him with the problem. 
  /kohomə hari/ somehow (03:2) 
 
Sinhala adverbs of affirmation, negation, and time frequently appear in sentence-
initial position in mixed utterances with English. These are also indicative of 
alternational CM. 
 
(124)  aettəTəmə I prefer not to drink American water. The other one is 
better. /aettəTəmə/ really (04:3)        
 
 
 
                                                 
16 The name of newspaper, month and the year given in parenthesis. 
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6.4.2.4 Adverbial phrases 
 
Observe too the examples in (125) where the Sinhala adverbial phrases occur 
sentence-initially. The subject is not indicated, retaining Sinhala syntactic patterns 
triggered by the Sinhala phrases. The examples are indicative of alternational CM.  
 
(125) a. kaemati nan17  I can recommend you for it. 
 like CMP 
  [If (you) like  I can recommend you for it.] (29:19) 
b. dan-nəvaa  nan  he will be turning in his grave. 
know  CMP   
  [If he knows he will be turning in his grave.] (07:1) 
 
In (126a), the Sinhala adverb + particle phrase appear in the middle of the utterance. 
The phrase clearly mediates between the English string preceding and following the 
adverb. In (126b), the Sinhala adverb is preceded by an English adverb. The 
examples are indicative of alternation. 
 
(126) a. She has always tried to put me down whenever she can  
haemətisseemə she will say something bad about me. 
  [She has always tried to put me down whenever she can always
  she will say something bad about me.] (15:10) 
b. so mee lagadi he phones me out of the blue saying that he needs 
some advice. 
[So just recently he phones me out of the blue saying that he 
needs some advice.] (36:1) 
 
The following example from the Sinhala-English bilingual corpus indicates 
alternation. The phrases do not display a syntactic relationship to each other. 
Furthermore, there is linear equivalence in the utterances. Hence, the utterance 
reveals the alternation of complete constituents. The strings that belong to the two 
languages reveal a non-nested A B A structure. Such cases reveal alternational CM 
based on Muysken’s theory.  
 
(127)  mamə   metənə   innə-koTə the bus went past me. 
  1sg here  be-RL.CMP the bus went past me 
  [While I was waiting here] (37:2) 
 
                                                 
17 Gair (1998: 79) describes the two affixes nan and vi as ‘agreeing forms’ in Sinhala 
and refers to them as ‘volitative’ (nan) and ‘involitative’ (vi) optative. These two 
suffixes do not represent agreement. In mixed data, these suffixes mark the switch 
point in the utterances. 
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In (128), the mixed utterance reveals alternation. Halfway through the sentence, the 
speaker switches to another language. The alternation is between full constituents 
from both languages. 
 
(128)  mamə  giyaa-Tə          passee the system is carried on. 
 1sg     go.PST-DA after the system is carried on 
 [Even after I left the system is carried on] (05:4) 
 
6.4.2.5 Summary 
 
6.4.2 Modifiers, adverbs and adverbial phrases Frequency 
Constructions with Sinhala modifiers 9418 
Multi-word modifiers 11 
Single word adverbs 619 
Adverbial phrases  7 
Total 118 
Table 6.18 Sinhala modifiers, adverbs and adverbial phrases in English sentences 
 
Data in Table 6.18 indicates that constructions with Sinhala modifiers are frequent 
in the Sinhala-English corpus. These hybrid constructions are a unique feature of 
SLE. 
 
6.4.3 Verbs and verb phrases 
 
6.4.3.1 Present tense verbs 
 
Consider the occurrence of Sinhala verbs as lone lexical items in the following 
examples. The verbs occur in a variety of tenses including present, past and the 
infinitive. Though they are single words, the verb represents a complete constituent, 
not overtly expressed in the utterance. Hence, the utterances are indicative of 
alternational CM.   
In (129), the Sinhala verb occurs sentence-initially and is in the present 
continuous tense. The English string contains a disjunction from English. However, 
observe the pause that follows the Sinhala verb, which indicates the switch from 
Sinhala to English.  
 
(129) aehe-nəvaa… but it’s like a very thin voice like as if when people 
call from abroad. (07:1) 
 
The example in (130), indicative of alternation, is from written data. 
 
                                                 
18 Constructions with Sinhala modifiers include political and derogatory items as 
well. 
19 Single word adverbs include adverbs of affirmation and negation. 
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(130) Laughingly admitting that her subjects dangələ-nəvaa during the 
study. (ST: 02.04.06) 
 
6.4.3.2 Imperative verbs 
 
Observe the use of Sinhala verbs as lone lexical items in the following examples as 
well. The inclusion of verbs as single elements indicates alternational CM, as further 
illustrated in (131). Here, the verb in Sinhala is in the imperative form and the rest of 
the utterance is in English apart from the interjection, which occurs sentence-finally 
in the first string. 
 
(131)  balaagenə…You should know better ahh. He let you down before 
  and it didn’t go down that well. (28:21) 
 
6.4.3.3 Past tense verbs 
 
In (132), the verb in the past tense is joined with an emphatic particle. The strings 
preceding and following the Sinhala verb+ particle construction are not syntactically 
related.  
 
(132)  I am walking towards the room now. What I’ll do is… giyaamə I 
  will call you. (04:3)  
 
In (133a) and (133b), the verb is in the past tense and occurs sentence-initially. In 
(133a), in the middle of the utterance, /mee/ is also inserted. /mee/ too indicates 
alternation as the insertion of /mee/ has a functional aspect as discussed in flagging 
in this chapter. The utterance that follows /mee/ has a different function for the 
speaker. The string that precedes /mee/ is where the speaker says that someone 
spoke just once, which did not lead to anything (a relationship). The string following 
/mee/ describes how the speaker feels about relationships in general, and how it has 
always ended in failure. In essence, /mee/ separates the real incident from the 
reaction to the incident in the examples in (133). 
 
(133)  a. kata-kəraa, just once but nothing happened afterwards...mee you 
  know how it goes with me after a while they loose interest  
  altogether. 
   /kata-kəraa/ call.PST (05:4) 
b. daekka but I chose to ignore it 
  /daekka/ see.PST (14:9) 
 
In (134), the verb in Sinhala is in the past tense but is joined by an emphatic particle 
prior to switching languages in the utterance. It occurs at the center of the utterance 
and separates the two sentences. The strings preceding and following the switch are 
not syntactically related. Hence, this example too indicates alternation. The 
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functional aspect of the alternation is that it separates what the speaker said from the 
response. 
 
(134)  I just said, just tell her to come. kivva-mə she told me something 
  else. 
/kivvamə/ when said (15:10) 
 
6.4.3.4 Infinitive verbs 
 
In (135), the verb is in the infinitive and accompanied by the verb ‘to be’. The 
separation of the two languages occurs after the English adverb ‘so’. Essentially, the 
switch follows the English adverb in (135). The example is indicative of alternation. 
 
(135)   It’s nothing new so bayə-vennə epaa 
  /bayə-vennə epaa/ don’t be afraid (35:13) 
 
6.4.3.5 Reduplicated verbs 
 
Reduplication, an important feature in Sinhala language (Gunasekara 1891) also 
takes place with single word Sinhala verbs. Usually, the reduplicated verbs are past 
participles, denoting the continuation of an action. It also denotes intentions such as 
urgency, emphasis, determination and positiveness in the speaker. In example (136), 
the Sinhala reduplicated verbs occur as insertions in a dominant English matrix. 
 
(136)  Always anDa-nəvaa anDa-nəvaa. I go crazy sometimes.  
 [Always crying crying I go crazy sometimes.] (33:11) 
 
In (137a), the reduplicated item conveys emphasis of the verb ‘to paint’, which 
occurs sentence-initially. This type of reduplication is quite frequent in general 
discourse. In (137b), the reduplicated verb constructions occur in the middle of the 
utterance. The structural position of the reduplications and their syntactic 
relationship to the rest of the utterance reveal alternation as a plausible option.  
 
(137) a. gaa-nəvaa gaa-nəvaa the whole morning was wasted. 
  [Painting painting the whole morning was wasted.] (16:11) 
b. anee after coming home balə-nəvaa balə-nəvaa where is the 
banana kiyəla, it was not in sight. 
[You know, after coming home looking looking, where is the 
banana, I say, it was not in sight.] (02:1) 
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6.4.3.6 Summary 
 
6.4.3 Verbs and verb phrases Frequency 
Present tense verbs 2 
Imperative verbs 1 
Past tense verbs 4 
Infinitive verbs 1 
Reduplicated verbs 3 
Total 11 
Table 6.19 Sinhala verbs and verb phrases in English sentences 
 
As illustrated in Table 6.19, the behavior of most Sinhala verbs in the Sinhala-
English bilingual corpus is indicative of alternational CM. 
 
6.4.4 Expressions 
 
Many Sinhala expressions are frequently used by speakers of English in Sri Lanka. 
The use of Sinhala expressions is indicative of insertional CM. Observe the 
examples in (138). 
 
(138) a.  he is   hondəTə  honda-y narəkəTə  narəka-y 
   he is  good  good-FNbad  bad-FN. 
[He is good for the good thing and bad for the bad thing.] 
(31:23) 
 b. I said it  ekəpaarə-Tə-mə  
  I said it  straightaway-DA-AD  
[I said it straightaway.] (41:1) 
c. She is my dakunu atə men 
  /dakunu atə/ right hand person or most trusted person (28:21) 
 d. Started  talking his puraajeeruvə and I got sick 
  /puraajeeruvə/ boasting (33:11) 
 
The following examples are from written data. The examples contain expressions 
from Sinhala, indicative of insertion. 
 
(139) a. Village mentality of gaehuvot gahannan.  
  /gaehuvot gahannan/ to hit back (SL: 05.12.07) 
 b. This is colloquially known as jaek gaha-nəvaa and no one protests 
  for fear of reprisals 
/jaek gaha-nəvaa/ leaning against a female in an unbecoming 
manner against her wish (SL: 29.01.06) 
  
Observe the English expression in (140) which has been adapted phonologically and 
morpho-syntactically to Sinhala. The example is indicative of insertion. 
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(140)  Subject to threats of every Tomi-ya, Dicki-ya and Haeri-ya of the 
  party. 
  /Tomi-ya, Diki-ya, haeri-ya/ every Tom, Dick and Harry  
(SL: 26.03.06) 
 
6.4.5 Particles, interjections and quotatives 
 
The use of Sinhala particles in otherwise predominantly English sentences is 
extremely frequent and productive in Sinhala-English CM. Particles, interjections 
and quotative markers most often occur at sentence boundaries and are indicative of 
alternational CM.  
The frequently used Sinhala particles in mixed discourse are /nee/, /mee/, 
/lu/, /də/ and /needə/. Speakers of English use Sinhala particles in informal discourse 
for emphasis and creativity. Furthermore, the presence of the particles facilitates the 
‘flow’ in conversation. Note the position of the particles in the examples listed in 
(141). The examples are indicative of alternation. 
 
(141) a. You have to come into the class to do it nee. (17:12) 
b. She really liked the game nee. (13:9) 
 c. She has personality nee. (29:19) 
 d. These are young girls nee. (16:11) 
 e. That friend is different to this one nee. (07:1) 
 
In the examples in (142), the Sinhala emphatic particle /mee/ occurs sentence-
initially. 
 
(142) a. mee… grass was amply supplied because Chathura brings so much 
  of grass. (08:5) 
 b. mee you had a friend in England right? (18:12) 
 c. mee …something you are surprised about. (32:12) 
 d.  mee….how do you say that in Sinhala. (35:13) 
 e. mee…hariyəTə mee...     just like a fish-bowl. (18:12) 
 f. mee…didn’t he tell you? (31:23) 
g. mee….this is on. (25:18) 
h. mee…they all came and waited till boss was out of sight. (31:23) 
 
In (143), the emphatic particle /mee/ occurs in the middle of English utterances. 
Such emphatic particles, which act as contextualization cues, often occur in the 
discourse of the Sri Lankan urban bilingual. The particle serves a functional purpose 
to the speaker. The hesitation after the particle in (143a) reveals that it emphasizes 
the succeeding string in English. The occurrence of such particles and their 
positioning in the utterance are indicative of alternational CM. 
 
(143)     a.            Shah Ruk Khan is a gangster and is on the hit list. He is out to get  
              this mee...this other chap. (13:9) 
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b. I can sit with you mee … but you will have to tell me how to  
  mee…do it. (16:11) 
 
Similarly, in (144), the English string that follows the emphatic particle after a 
hesitation is indicative of alternation.  
 
(144)  You can either be happy…mee…but you don’t expect him to do it 
  so you say this. (35:13) 
 
In (145), the Sinhala particle is followed by the affirmative marker. 
 
(145)  It would have been just a holiday nee, ovv… I think its all messed 
  up.  
[It would have been just a holiday you know, yes… I think its all 
messed  up.] (07:1) 
   
Observe the particle /ko/ in (146). The particle indicates a tag-question from Sinhala, 
inserted in the middle of the utterance. The example is indicative of alternational 
CM, based on the position of the tag in the utterance. 
 
(146)   You come ko then I will tell you.  
  [You come will you, then I will tell you.] (12:8) 
 
In (147), the particle occurs at the end of the utterance, indicative of alternational 
CM. 
 
(147)  Its very clean-lu. (02:1) 
  [Its very clean, it seems.] (02:1) 
 
In (148), the particle /hari/ ‘ok’ followed by the question marker, occurs in the 
middle of the utterance. The question form literary means ‘you know’ in English and 
is indicative of alternational CM. 
 
(148) a. The man is so frightened haridə you will be amazed.  
[The man is so frightened you know you will be amazed.] (41:1) 
b.      Even if a person is nasty to me I can get along with that person 
haridə? 
[Even if a person is nasty to me I can get along with that person 
you know?] (02:1) 
c. This is about something hari…. only a two-letter word. 
This is about something you know…. only a two-letter word.] 
(18:12) 
d.            She knows what you are saying hari hari so you now go,will you?  
[She knows what you are saying ok ok so you now go…will you?] 
(31:23) 
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In the examples in (149), the emphatic particle /nee/ suffixed with the question 
marker /də/ occurs at sentence boundaries of the utterances and denotes another 
question form that occurs frequently in mixed data. However, note that /needə/ also 
can mean ‘ok’ in some mixing contexts. /needə/ is also used as an emphatic particle 
in code-mixed data. It represents the tag-question in English. In monolingual 
English utterances, speakers also replace this with ‘no’. The English ‘no’, which is 
often represented by /nee/ can in some contexts, also be /needə/. 
 
(149) a. She is a very nice lady nee-də?  
[She is a very nice lady isn’t she?] (34:24) 
b. That friend is different to this one nee-də?  
[That friend is different to this one isn’t she/he?] (18:12) 
 
Interjections 
The use of single word interjections in Sinhala-English code-mixed data are 
analyzed according to the framework proposed by Muysken. Most Sinhala 
interjections act as discourse markers and fillers in conversation. Interjections such 
as /anee/, /ayyo/, /apoi/, imply different meanings based on the context, topic and the 
tone of voice used by the speaker. These interjections are used most of the time with 
close associates, and rarely with strangers. However, Sinhala interjections are 
extremely popular amongst fluent bilingual speakers in Sri Lanka. This study 
observes the appearance of these single word elements in CM as indicative of 
alternation.  
 
(150)  anee, I’m afraid he will get punished. (34:24) 
 
Sinhala interjections also occur in the middle of the utterance as illustrated in the 
example given in (151). 
 
(151) I can’t do it anee I don’t know how to talk I don’t have a good 
voice. (32:12) 
 
Similarly, observe the presence of /ayyo/ at sentence boundaries in the following 
utterances. The examples are indicative of alternational CM. 
 
(152) a.  she is like classic ayyo. (41:1) 
b. ayyo we lost another wicket.(07:1) 
 c. ayyo you should have seen the photograph. (41:1)  
d.    I saw him coming and I was like ayyo is this happening really. 
(40:1) 
In (153), the interjection /apoi/ ‘oh god’ occurs at the beginning of the utterance, 
indicative of alternational CM. 
 
(153)  apoi, everything’s in a mess. (29:19) 
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Observe the examples in (154) where the Sinhala interjections /ciikee/ and /ciiyaa/ 
‘gross’ occur sentence-finally in matrix English utterances.  
 
(154) a. you really said that…ciikee. (8:5) 
b. He showed up and I was like…ciiyaa. (40:1) 
 
Observe the interjections in (155), which act as a discourse marker in the utterance. 
The examples are indicative of alternational CM. 
 
 (155) a. When I was waiting for him I met the boss ahh. (39:25) 
 b. ahh she currently has a boy friend. (36:1) 
 
Similar to the reduplication of nouns, modifiers and verbs in mixed data, observe the 
reduplication of Sinhala interjections in the following examples. The reduplications 
convey emphasis and are indicative of alternation. 
 
(156) a. cii cii I don’t think I liked the way he looked at her. 
  /cee cee/ shame (15:10) 
 b. anee anee, I hated that, honestly 
  /anee anee/ really (41:1) 
 
Quotatives 
 
The appearance of the quotative particle /kiyəla/ in mixed utterances is noteworthy. 
/kiyəla/ facilitates embedding of subordinate constituents within a matrix. In (157a), 
a deep structural analysis reveals the appearance of ‘we say that’ and in (157b) a 
deep structural analysis contains ‘he told that’. Note that these constituents are 
deleted in the surface utterance. The appearance of /kiyəla/ in these examples 
indicates a non-matrix asymmetry. Note that in the English translation, the two 
constituents exchange places. Furthermore, note that the particle appears at 
sentence-boundaries. In the examples illustrated in (157), the quotative particle 
appears at sentence-final position in the utterance. 
 
(157) a. How we envy you    kiyəla.  
How we envy you  CMP 
[How we envy you, he/she said.] (18:12) 
 b. He will come kiyəla.  
He will come  CMP  
[He will come, he/she said.] (31:23) 
 
The complementizer /kiyəla/ in monolingual Sinhala utterances occurs in the VP. 
Note that in mixed contexts, the appearance of the particle retains the matrix 
language pattern. Observe (158) where /kiyəla/ occurs with another discourse 
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particle /ehemə/ at sentence-initial position. This pattern is facilitated by the free-
word order in Sinhala which provides the code-mixer with more variety. 
 
(158)  ehemə  kiyəla she had not recommended it. 
  that  CMP 
  [Saying that she had not recommended it.] (36:1) 
 
6.4.6 Affirmatives, negatives and disjunctions 
Observe the examples in (159) where an affirmative marker from Sinhala is 
preceded by a particle in Sinhala. 
 
(159)  It would have been just a holiday nee…ovv I think its all  
messed up …eekənee she shouldn’t have done that. 
[It would have been just a holiday wouldn’t it…yes I think its all  
messed up …that’s why she shouldn’t have done that.] (29:19)  
 
In (160), the affirmative marker is reduplicated for emphasis at the beginning of the 
utterance. The example is indicative of alternation. 
 
(160)   ovv ovv now I was given it at first haridə.  
     [Yes yes now I was given it at first you know.] (18:12) 
 
In (161), the negative marker from Sinhala appears sentence-initially. 
 
(161)     nae that can’t be.  
   [No, that cant be.] (38:9) 
 
Disjunctions  
 
In (162), single disjunctive markers from Sinhala occur sentence-initially. The 
examples are indicative of alternation. 
 
(162) a. haebae-y, I have always seen him trying to watch that film with 
me. 
  /haebaey/ but (16:11) 
 b. eevunaaTə, I don’t let him even come near. 
  /eevunaaTə/ however (28:21) 
c. eet I cant understand why she never applied for that schol( 
scholarship). 
/eet/ but (36:1) 
d. eet, prof will not understand it. 
/eet/ but (07:1) 
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6.4.7 Discussion 
 
6.4.1 Nouns and noun phrases 210 
6.4.2 Modifiers, adverbs and adverbial phrases 118 
6.4.3 Verbs and verb phrases 11 
6.4.4  Expressions 9 
6.4.5 Particles, interjections and quotatives 41 
6.4.6 Affirmatives, negations and disjunctions 7 
Total 396 
Table 6.20 Sinhala elements in English sentences 
 
A vast majority of Sinhala insertions in English sentences are nouns and modifiers 
as illustrated in Table 6.20. Most of the single word nouns are cultural, traditional 
and religious terms used by speakers. Many Sinhala nouns occur in mixed 
constructions that are described as hybrids in this study. The integration of these 
Sinhala elements is facilitated by the use of English articles, which precede nouns. 
The presence of the English plural marker, suffixed to noun forms, also facilitates 
mixing. The presence of prepositions and articles from English that precede the 
Sinhala single word items in an English matrix is indicative of insertional CM. In 
monolingual Sinhala utterances, there are no prepositions. Furthermore, articles 
appear as bound morphemes that occur on the Sinhala nouns. Hence, the presence of 
prepositions and articles are crucial to distinguish insertions from borrowings. Both 
the articles and post-positions in Sinhala are attached to the noun and are not 
separate entities as in English. Hence, this analysis successfully captures the 
observation that the presence of prepositions, plural markers, definite and indefinite 
forms in mixed data as indicative of insertional CM. The appearance of these 
syntactic elements in English 20 also indicates a higher syntactic awareness in the 
dominant language (in this case English) by the speaker. Furthermore, a vast 
majority of Sinhala lone items in dominant English utterances appear as plural items 
irrespective of being animate or inanimate. Similar to the number of lone plural 
English items found in matrix Sinhala utterances, the inserted Sinhala item is 
pluralized when included in the English matrix. The plural Sinhala noun is suffixed 
with the English plural marker in insertion.  
The facts imply that Sinhala nouns undergo the process of pluralization 
when being inserted into English sentences. Hence, this study analyses that the 
presence of the English plural marker suffixed to lone Sinhala items as indicative of 
insertional CM.  
                                                 
20 A dominant Sinhala speaker has difficulty in comprehending the behavior of the 
definite and the indefinite articles in English, similar to the confusion with the 
English plural marker. Hence, second language learner either overuses the articles 
(both definite and indefinite) when writing or talking in English, or uses them in 
incorrect places. The appearance of the English articles in their respective places in 
mixed utterances therefore is a clear indicator of the process of insertion from 
Sinhala into English. 
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 Sinhala modifiers are combined with the particle kaarəya /kaarəya/ to form 
Sinhala non-hybrid compounds in English sentences for humor. These multi-word 
forms are indicative of insertional CM as they are nested in a dominant matrix. 
Furthermore, they can be categorized as non-hybrid Sri Lankanisms. 
 The multi-word elements from Sinhala follow a Sinhala modifier + Sinhala 
head pattern, which is a highly popular mixing pattern with code-mixers. In the 
absence of the articles from English, the insertions are facilitated by the English 
plural marker‘s’ in the utterances. This pattern also occurs in written language as 
revealed in the data from the newspaper survey. The mixing of interjections in 
dominant English utterances is indicative of alternation. They occur frequently in 
spontaneous conversations. In many instances the interjection /anee/ would be 
replaced by the English tag ‘you know’ in monolingual utterances. This again 
emphasizes the morpho-syntactic influence of the matrix language on speakers of 
English in Sri Lanka. The use of Sinhala particles such as /nee/, /mee/, /ee/ too are 
indicative of alternation as they occur at the periphery of utterances as revealed in 
the data. These particles can be classified as peripheral switches. Sinhala adverbial 
insertions are also indicative of alternational CM as exemplified by the data. The 
position of the adverbs is indicative of alternational CM. When Sinhala verbs appear 
as lone lexemes in English utterances, they appear at sentence boundaries. Unlike 
English verbs which are combined with a Sinhala verb or a Sinhala element 
(indicative of alternation, insertion or CL), the behavior of Sinhala verbs in English 
utterances is indicative of alternational CM.  
Most Sinhala expressions appear as insertions in dominant English 
utterances. These borrowed multi-word collocations are inserted directly in the 
matrix. In most cases, the appearance of the article in English facilitates the process 
of nesting in the matrix. Observe the appearance of multi-word Sinhala honorary 
titles and names in the discourse of the English speaker.  
In summary, this study proposes that most Sinhala words are mixed in 
dominant English utterances with the help of the English plural marker ‘s’and 
articles from English. When the articles are not present, the plural marker from 
English appears, to facilitate nesting of Sinhala singular and plural nouns. Hence, 
structural properties that distinguish borrowed items from insertions in Sinhala 
mixes are the presence of the English plural marker and the articles from English. 
The English articles and the plural marker are present in code-mixes. Based on the 
data, it appears that the Sinhala elements in English utterances are code-mixes and 
not borrowings. The structural properties required for integration of Sinhala 
elements in English sentences indicate that the mixes are either insertions or 
alternations.  
Overall, the dominant pattern of mixing Sinhala elements in English 
sentences is insertional CM. 
 
6.5 Conjoined sentences 
 
This section includes conjoined sentences in the Sinhala-English corpus, indicative 
of alternational CM. The striking structural characteristic in alternation is that it 
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displays the juxtaposition of L1 and L2. Unlike insertion, alternation is easily 
identifiable as, most often the juxtaposition of two utterances from two different 
languages is apparent. According to Muysken (2000), in alternation, a sentence 
begins with language A and ends in language B. However, structural features of 
alternation are not that easy to identify as single word insertions also can be 
analyzed as alternational mixing. Te analysis of alternation has broadened to include 
single word items such as adverbs, particles, tags, quotatives and interjections. 
Multi-word elements such as self-corrections, doubling and repetitions are also 
indicative of alternational CM based on Muysken’s (2000) theory. Furthermore, the 
switching of several constituents in an order displaying linear equivalence is 
analyzed as a feature of alternation. Other diagnostic features of alternation 
according to Muysken (2000: 97) are complex constituents, long switches, tag 
switches, syntactically un-integrated switches, flagging, embedding, repetitions, 
bidirectional switches and complex quotatives. Muysken (2000) reiterates that the 
length and the complexity of the switch as important in determining the mixing 
strategy. The typical context in which alternation occurs requires the symmetrical 
involvement of languages. In the following section, this study provides data that 
indicates alternation in the Sinhala-English bilingual corpus.  
  
6.5.1 Complex constituents 
 
The following examples indicate complex switching where the boundary is not that 
easy to define. In (163a) ‘I saw’ is inserted yet the English word ‘picture’ does not 
reveal nesting as ekə is not joined to it. Hence, the pattern does not correspond to the 
patterns indicated so far in the data.  
 The main verb in the utterance is in Sinhala but the utterance instinctively 
gives the impression that it is following English rules in not following nesting 
patterns in CM. There is symmetrical involvement of the languages and hence 
alternation is plausible. There is no reason to assume that mamə daekkə is an 
insertion. This pattern of switching is common among most competent code-mixers 
in Sri Lanka. 
 
(163)  So then  mamə  daekkə  picture is totally wrong I think 
so then 1sg see.PST 
[So then the picture I saw is totally wrong.] (08:5) 
 
The switch in (164) is noteworthy. The English preposition marks the switch point 
from English to Sinhala. The languages are juxtaposed and the switch is marked by 
the preposition ‘from’. This type of example has not occurred in the data cited 
earlier. By having gangə in the ablative the example reveals double case marking. 
The example can be analyzed as a stylistic feature of CM and indicates alternational 
CM.  
 
(164)  He is a southerner from   
Bentərə gang-in   ehaa 
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Bentara river.sg-ABL beyond 
[He is a southerner from beyond the Bentara river.] (28:21) 
 
In (165), the succeeding sentence in English has no syntactic relation to the Sinhala 
sentence that follows it. This indicates alternational CM. 
 
(165) eyaa-Tə         oona   vidiyəTə  kiyə-nəvaa    
3sg-DA  should way           tell-PRS 
whatever it is, you only believe what you   want.  
[He says (whatever) the way he wants to, whatever it is, you 
only believe what you want.] (03:2) 
 
In the examples in (166), the utterances begin in one language and ends in another. 
The long strings from both languages are juxtaposed, indicative of alternation. 
 
(166) a. nae daen   api  mee  vaeDee   kəramu   
NEG now 1pl this  work.AC do.FU  
iiTə passee baləmu  whether   we can do for a scan. 
after that  see.FU 
[No, now lets do this job and after that (we) will see whether we 
can do for a scan.] (39:25) 
b. eyaa-Tə         oonə     vidiyaTə     kiyə-nəvaa    
3sg-DA  should like    tell-PRS 
whatever it is, you only believe what you   want. 
[He says (whatever) the way he wants to whatever it is, you only 
believe what you   want.] (13:9) 
c. ma-Tə         kiyannee       naetuvə       
  1sg-DA  say.EMP NEG.PAR.RL 
  she went ahead and wrote the letter. 
[Without saying to me she went ahead and wrote the letter.] 
(09:5) 
d.   That’s how she was introduced to me   
ma-Tə   taamə  matəka-y. 
 1sg-DA  still remember-FN 
 [That’s how she was introduced to me, I still remember.] (36:1) 
  e. Then there is this… 
ellenə   mall-ak here.  
  hang.RL  bag.sg.NM-IND 
  [Then there is this…a hanging bag here.] (02:1) 
f. I am definitely going to visit  
maamaa-la- gee   gedərə   when I go this time. 
  uncle.pl-NM.GEN house.sg  
[I am definitely going to visit uncle’s house when I go this time.] 
(28:21) 
g. Some kind of cake or…    
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mokakhari  ek-ak   gee-y   
  whatever NM.IND bring.VL  
kiyəla  mamə   hituva. 
CMP 1sg think.PST    
[Some kind of cake or…whatever I thought he will bring.] 
(07:1) 
 
In (167), several constituents are mixed. The strings preceding and following the 
Sinhala phrase are not syntactically related. The switched string is not nested in a 
base and commences with a pause and a discourse marker ahh, which marks the 
successive utterance in Sinhala. The utterance displays linear equivalence and there 
is symmetrical involvement of the languages. Hence, alternation is plausible. 
 
(167)  This lady is thin, dark, narrow forehead… 
(pause) ahh  konDee udə-Tə daala  innee.    
(pause) INT hair.EMPup.DA put.PAR   be.EMP 
 [(Pause) you know, the hair put up.] (36:1) 
 
In (168), several constituents are mixed in the utterance. The speaker provides a 
detailed description of how the actor Shah Ruk Khan (SRK) is taken to a hospital 
and what happens thereafter. Content words such as ‘hospital’, ‘actor’, ‘carbon 
copy’, ‘marks’, ‘scars’ are insertions from English nested in a matrix with the use of 
case marking and ekə from Sinhala in the initial part of the utterance. The 
continuation of the sentence is interrupted by the pause in the middle in (ac), which 
marks the switch from one language to the other. For purposes of analysis, each 
constituent is marked as ‘aa’ and ‘ab’. This example reveals alternational CM. 
 
(168) aa SRK21-va  allə gan-nəvaa  
SRK.NM-AC catch take-PRS   
alləla   hospital ekə-Tə   
catch.PAR   hospital NM-IND-DA 
 ab daala     anik actor-gee        carbon copy duplicate  
put.PAR other actor-GEN carbon copy duplicate  
ek-ak   hadə-nəvaa. 
NM-IND make-PRS 
              ac eyaa     bulat kanə   (pause)… 
 3sg betel  eat.RL  (pause)…     
a total commoner. He is taken into the same role and they are 
going to….  
ae mee okkoomə  SRK-gee       marks,  scars      
INT all  SRK-GEN marks scars  
okkoomə 
all 
                                                 
21 SRK- Shah Ruk Khan is an Indian actor 
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is going to be operated by a doctor.     
[They catch SRK, and put him in a hospital and make a carbon 
Copy duplicate of the other actor. That actor is a betel chewing 
and is (pause) a total commoner. He is taken into the same role  
and they are going to you know all of SRK’s marks and scars all 
is going to be operated by a doctor.] (13:9) 
 
In (169), the juxtaposition is between a Sinhala noun phrase and an English 
prepositional phrase. The example is indicative of alternation. 
 
(169) kavuruhari kiyannə aeti    
someone   tell.INF would 
in order to eliminate him from the office. 
oona  nan      eekə  kərannə     puluvannee 
  want   if that do.INF  can.EMP 
[Someone would have said (something) in order to eliminate him 
from the office. If (someone) wants, they can do that, can’t 
they?] (36:1) 
 
Observe the clauses from Sinhala and English, juxtaposed in example (170). The 
absence of the subject in the utterance is indicative that Sinhala is the dominant 
conversational pattern in the utterance. However, the juxtaposition and the non-
relationship between the strings are indicative of alternation.  
 
(170) a. Can’t come… 
mamə   kivva   nee. 
              1sg  say.PST  EMP 
  [Cant come…I told you so.] (04:3) 
 b.  bayə vennə  epaa… just say what comes to your mind. 
  afraid be.INF do.NEG 
[(You) don’t be afraid… just say what comes to your mind.] 
(32:12) 
 
6.5.2 Long switches 
 
Observe the example in (171), where a series of constituents are mixed. Halfway 
through the utterances the speaker switches to a mixed utterance, dominated by 
Sinhala syntax. The switch is marked by the Sinhala question marker. The utterance 
displays linear equivalence and is indicative of alternation. 
 
(171)   We go in the bus, we book the tickets, no contras, everything’s 
being spent by us…we also drop off girl friends in front of the 
Navy  
mokak-də  arə  navy   ekə             
what-Q    that  navy  NM.DF  
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langə   tiyenə   
near be.RL    
shop  ekə?  etənə   drop kərəla   
shop  NM.DF  that place   drop do.PAR   
ya-nəvaa.  
go-PRS  
[We go in the bus, we book the tickets, no contras, everything’s 
being spent by us…we also drop off girl friends in front of the 
Navy…what is that? That shop near the navy? That is where 
we dropped (them) off.] (06:4)  
 
In (172), the succeeding sentence in English has no syntactic relation to the Sinhala 
sentence that follows it. This also indicates alternational CM. 
 
(172) eyaa-Tə         oona   vidiyəTə  kiyə-nəvaa    
3sg-DA  should way           tell-PRS 
Whatever it is, you only believe what you   want.  
[He says (whatever) the way he wants to, whatever it is, you 
only believe what you want.] (03:2) 
 
In (173), the juxtaposition is between a Sinhala noun phrase and an English 
prepositional phrase. The example is indicative of alternation. 
 
(173) kavuruhari kiyannə aeti    
someone   tell.INF would 
in order to eliminate him from the office. 
oona  nan      eekə  kərannə     puluvannee 
  want   if that do.INF  can.EMP 
[Someone would have said (something) in order to eliminate him 
from the office. If (someone) wants, they can do that, can’t 
they?] (36:1) 
 
6.5.3 Tag-switching 
 
In the following section, this study lists examples where the English negative ‘no’ 
has occurred. Note that in SLE, ‘no’ is a tag, indicative of both a question and an 
emphasized statement. The syntactical patterning of ‘no’ is a direct influence of 
Sinhala morpho-syntax. Note that the word ‘no’ is also converted to /nee/ or /needə/ 
in Sinhala in mixed discourse. Both /nee/ and /needə/ are tag particles in mixed 
discourse and their appearances have a symbolic value to the speaker. In fact, these 
particles are used by the bilingual to revoke the link with the vernacular whenever 
conversing in English. A speaker described /nee/ as an element that ‘facilitates 
fluency and coherence’ in informal discourse. Many other emphatic particles also 
serve similar syntactic purposes but not to the same effect. The following examples 
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reveal the behavior of ‘no’ and other tags in spontaneous discourse, indicative of 
alternational CM. 
 In (174), the English string is followed by an English negative ‘no’. Note 
that in the English version of the mixed utterance ‘no’ is converted to a tag question. 
The switch point of the utterances is marked by the English negative element ‘no’, 
which is actually a tag in the Sri Lankan context. The use of ‘no’ triggers alternating 
to the other language. Hence, the tag marks the switch point of the utterance. In 
these examples, it is possible to analyze that the presence of the tag in English, 
which is actually a result of the influence of the matrix language on the Sri Lankan 
English speaker, triggers the switch in the matrix language. Observe that in all the 
examples cited in (174), the Sinhala string is preceded by the tag ‘no’. These 
examples are indicative of alternational CM. Observe example (174d) where the 
switched string is preceded by a Sinhala tag /ko/ meaning ‘will you’. This is also 
indicative of alternational CM. 
 
(174) a. She said she can’t come no,                
ma-Tə   iiyee   kivva 
 1sg-DA  yesterday   say.PST 
[She said she can’t come no, she told me yesterday.] (39:25) 
b.  Told you I will do that no,    
        poDDak  innə 
 a little   wait.INF 
 [Told you I will do that no, wait a while.] (29:19) 
c.  She lives in a world like that no,     
eyaa-Tə     ee     film  ekə    hondə-y 
 3sg-DA  that  film  NM.DF  good-FN. 
[She lives in a world like that no, that film is good for her.] 
(13:9) 
 
In (175), the Sinhala particle /ko/ is a tag. 
 
(175)   Let him come  ko,      mamə   dennan          eyaa-Tə. 
 Let him come  EMP   1sg.     give.VL   3sg.-DA 
 [Let him come will you, then I will deal with him.] (02:1) 
 
In (176), the speaker replaces the English tag question ‘isn’t he’ with the Sinhala 
particle /nee/ which also carries the same meaning. This type of mixing is extremely 
frequent in fluent speakers of English, and the tag ‘no’ is considered a characteristic 
feature of English spoken in Sri Lanka. 
 
(176) He is a neutral one  nee,   
 He is a neutral one  EMP 
eyaa  oona     deya-k       kəra-y  
3sg any think.IND do.PST.FN  
as long as he is given something to eat. 
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  [He is a neutral one so he will do anything as long as he is given 
  something to eat.] (32:12) 
 
Observe the interrogative particles in the examples in (177) where their behavior 
indicates a tag as revealed in the semantic interpretation of the mixed utterance. The 
structural position of the tags is significant. In (177a), the interrogative particle 
occurs at a major clause boundary. The examples reveal alternational CM. 
 
(177) a. The man is so frightened hari-də you will be amazed.  
[The man is so frightened you know, you will be amazed.] (41:1) 
               b.  Even if a person is nasty to me I can get along with that person 
  hari-də?  
  [Even if a person is nasty to me I can get along with that person 
  you know?] (02:1) 
 
In (178), the Sinhala element hari is not without the interrogative particle. However, 
the same meaning is conveyed as indicated in the semantic interpretation. 
 
(178)      This is about something hari…. only a two letter word.  
[This is about something you know…. only a two letter word.] 
(18:12) 
  
In (179), the emphatic particle /nee/ is accompanied by the interrogative particle. 
The Sinhala element is a tag and the example indicates alternation. 
 
(179) a. She is a very nice lady nee-də?  
[She is a very nice lady, isn’t she?] (34:24) 
               b.  That friend is different to this one nee-də?  
[That friend is different to this one, isn’t he/she?] (18:12) 
  
6.5.4 Syntactically un-integrated switches 
 
In the following examples, constituents consisting English politeness markers 
alternate with Sinhala strings. Observe that the speakers retain the grammatical 
patterns of English and Sinhala in the respective strings. The examples reveal 
alternational CM. 
 
(180) a I am extremely sorry,  
mamə  daekkee   nae. 
  1sg     see.EMP NEG 
  [I am extremely sorry, I didn’t see.] (34:24)  
 b. mee      can you please,  ehaa-Tə       yannə puluvan  
  EMP can you please   there-DA go.INF can 
  də? 
Q 
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  [Look here, can you please move to a side?] (41:1) 
 c. Thanks a lot   oyaa-Tə 
  thanks  a lot   2sg-DA 
  [Thanks a lot to you.] (26:23) 
 
6.5.5 Flagging 
 
Muysken (2000:101) describes flagging as a feature of alternational CM. In 
flagging, elements, which act as discourse markers from one language, mark the 
separation of the two languages in the mixed utterance. In the Sinhala-English 
corpus, this study categorizes a number of examples that are analyzed as cases for 
flagging. In (181), a pause marks the switch point of the mixed utterance. 
 
(181)  So what we do in that two years… 
sati  dek-ak   aran ya-nəvaa  
week two-IND take go.PRS 
two years  innee  nae   
two years be.EMP NEG  
so..it still works because we are not spending a cent, the suppliers 
have to do that. 
[So what we do in that two years…takes two weeks, without 
waiting for two years. so..it still works because we are not 
spending a cent, the suppliers have to do that.] (13:9) 
              
In patterns that indicate a juxtaposition of Sinhala and English strings, the switch 
points most often carry a particle from either Sinhala or English. It is observed that 
most often, apart from the linguistic meaning of the particles, the particles indicate a 
pause or a hesitation, which is a diagnostic feature of alternational CM based on 
Muysken’s (2000) theory. In some cases, the particles mark a repetition of the 
preceding utterance. Hence, the use of particles to mark the switch from one 
language to another is phenomenally high in the Sinhala-English bilingual corpus. 
Speakers use particles as verbal cues to indicate changes of topics and style. Hence, 
this study observes that the use of the Sinhala particles serves a number of functions 
including indicating a switch from one language to another. 
 Note that in (182), the Sinhala particle /nee/ is replaced by its English 
counterpart ‘no’ in the mixed utterance. The speaker makes use of a syntactic style 
present in Sinhala, for stylistic purposes and to express his/her attitudes towards the 
person referred to as ‘she’ in the utterance. The English equivalent of the Sinhala 
particle /nee/ also triggers the successive Sinhala string. The particle /nee/ is the 
switch point, which separates the two languages. 
 
(182)  She lives in a world like that no  
eyaa-Tə ee     film  ekə    hondəy 
3sg.DA that film  NM.DF  good.FN 
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[She lives in a world like that, that’s why that film is good for 
her.] (13:9)  
 
In (183), the particle /mee/, which acts as a pause in the utterance, marks the switch 
point from English to Sinhala. The sentence reveals alternation. 
 
(183)  If it is a thriller, from start to finish it has to be like that…. 
mee   atərəmaedin dance kaeli              
this   in the middle   dance piece.pl    
daala        harimə kaetə-y. 
put.PAR  really ugly-FN 
[If it is a thriller, from start to finish it has to be like that…. 
(pause) to have dancing in the middle, its really ugly.] (13:9)  
 
In (184), the particle /mee/ does not have any meaning in the utterance. However, its 
functional aspect is noteworthy. The use of the particle at the switch point indicates 
the speaker’s pause to switch languages in the utterance. Though the particle appears 
to be a filler, its functional aspect in marking the ‘other language’ is important. 
 
(184)                He is taken into the same role and they are going to  
mee….  okkoomə  SRK-gee   
INT       all  SRK-GEN   
marks scars  okkoomə  
marks scars   all 
is going to be operated by a doctor. 
[He is taken into the same role and they are going to you know all    
SRK’s marks and scars all of them is going to be operated by a 
doctor.] (13:9) 
 
In (185), the particle divides the negative response. The particle acts as the boundary 
that separates the two mixed strings. 
 
(185)                    He may hoodwink everybody  
mee eevunaaTə  eyaa-Tə  ma-Tə    
INT however  3sg.-DA 1sg.-DA  
eekə kərannə bae   as the Marketing Director he cannot. 
that do.INF can.NEG   
[He may hoodwink everybody but he cannot do that to me as the 
Marketing Director he cannot do that.] (39:25) 
 
In (186), the emphatic particle /mee/ marks the switch point. It does not have any 
syntactic meaning in the utterance and indicates a pause. The pause marks the switch 
from one language to the other. 
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(186)  etanə-Tə      gihilla   click kəraamə    
that place.DA go.PAR  click do.PST.AD 
mee   
INT 
you can open all the files. 
[If you go there and click, you can open all the files.] (14:9) 
 
In (187), the speaker uses two particles to emphasize the utterance that precedes the 
switch. The use of the interrogative particle /də/ does not indicate that a question is 
asked by the speaker. Merely, the interrogative particle is used for emphasis. What 
follows the interrogative particle is a statement. 
 
(187)  I never saw it properly nee haridə, she came and showed it to me. 
I   wanted to run. (07:1) 
 
The same pattern is observed in (188) where the speaker uses the interrogative 
particle to emphasize the statement preceding the switch. 
 
(188) a. Just think back about the things she has been talking about her 
haridə. (29:19) 
b. I was the youngest in my batch haridə? (31:23) 
 
In (189), the speaker makes use of the interrogative particle to repeat what he had 
already said in English.  
 
(189)  Is it left side or right side.left side də right side də? 
  [Is it left side or right side?] (14:9) 
 
In (190), the complementizer particle /koTə/ marks the switch point in the utterance. 
The example reveals alternational CM. 
 
(190)  oyaa  horror films  balənə-koTə     
  3sg horror films   watch.RL-CMP    
I don’t criticize that no? 
  [I do not criticize do I, when you watch horror films?] (16:11) 
 
In (191), interestingly the speaker pauses before the English word ‘toilet’, which is 
followed by /ekee/. The word ‘toilet’ belongs to the Sinhala string which is indicated 
by the suffix /ekee/. In this utterance too /ekee/ is the switch point. The utterance 
reveals alternation.  
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(191)  Then there is one girl …(pause)  
toilet ekee   idan  mamə  e-nəvaa   
toilet NM.GEN from 1sg come.PRS  
eyaa  ya-nəvaa  
3sg go.PRS 
and she passed me as if I’m invisible, you know. 
[From the toilet, I was coming out she was going in.] (36:1) 
 
6.5.6 Embedding in discourse 
 
Embedding in discourse is a feature of alternational CM. Embedding is universal 
and accounts for the creativity that lies in languages. Embedding can take place by 
relativization, nominalization and complementization. In the Sinhala-English corpus, 
this study observes many processes that facilitate the embedding of mixed utterances 
in a matrix constituent. Furthermore, embedding is facilitated structurally with the 
use of complementizers, particles and conjunctions.  
 
Embedding in context 
 
Auer (1984) describes additional functions that are performed by alternating 
between languages by speakers. He draws parallels between verbal cues and 
alternating between two languages and observes that switching into another 
language during the course of speech has many functions. His observations are 
described in detail in chapter three of this study. The examples cited in this section 
elaborate Auer’s analysis on the conversational strategies of CM.  
 In the dialogue in (192), whenever speaker 1322 speaks about something 
related to his work, he switches to English. Quotative phrases are in Sinhala such as 
tavat, ek-kenek kiyənəvaa. Speaker 38 acknowledges in English (the 
acknowledgment is about the work that speaker D describes). Note the emphatic 
particle inserted by speaker 38 when he says ‘that’s true, that’s the culture no’. The 
insertion of the emphatic particle may have precipitated the next response from 
speaker 13, which is in Sinhala. 
  
(192) 13: tavat   ek-kenek      kiyə-nəvaa  
another  one-IND.PRO say.PRS 
I want a car I want a mobile kiyəla. 
  [Another one will say I want a car, I want a mobile they will say.] 
 38: That’s true, that’s the culture no? 
 13: eekə  ehemə   tamay 
  that like  EMP  
  [That’s how it is.] 
  
                                                 
22 Indicates speaker number only. 
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In (193), speaker 17 asks a question in English and receives an answer in English. 
Soon after, speaker 32 switches to a mixed utterance to explain to speaker 17 what 
kind of game it is. The succeeding utterance begins with the question marker in 
Sinhala. The rest of the utterance is in English. The word ‘weekends’ of speaker 17 
is clearly not following English syntax. If it did, it should have been ‘is it 
weekends?’ However, it does not have the suffix də from Sinhala either. However, it 
triggers the reply ‘no’ from speaker 32 in English. Furthermore, in speaker 32’s 
reply, the question marker is not used merely for referential purposes. The use of the 
lone lexeme is functionally significant. 
 
(193) 17: weekends? 
32: No, mamə  kivva              meekə    
No 1sg say.PST  this  
mind game  ek-ak   kiyəla.  
mind game NM-IND CMP 
aey  I gave you a clue.  
why  I gave you a clue 
               [No. I told you that this is a mind game. Why, I gave you a 
clue.] 
 
In (194), ‘eleven down’ is clearly an insertion nested by ekə, the Sinhala string ek-ak 
nae-/nee/ triggers  tiye-nəvaa mee from speaker 11. Therefore, in the response from 
speaker 11, alternation is visible as the rest of the utterance is in English. Hence, this 
example indicates both insertion and alternation. In this example too, the insertion of 
the emphatic form /mee/ marks the switch from one language to another. It is not 
inserted for referential purposes only. The insertion of the verb dan-nəvaa-nan in the 
emphatic form is converted to an entire phrase in the semantic interpretation of the 
utterance. The example indicates alternation in context. 
 
(194) 33: Eleven down  ek-ak   nae-nee.  
  eleven down  NM.-IND NEG-EMP 
  [There’s no eleven down. Is there?] 
11: tiye-nəvaa,  mee…didn’t he tell you? 
 be-PRS  INT 
 [Have I mean…didn’t he tell you?] 
33: dan-nəvaa nan  it’s all over 
 know-PRS if it’s all over 
 [if (you) know, its all over.] 
 
In (195), speaker 6 asks a question in English which triggers a response in English. 
Speaker 5 tries to explain again using English but switches to Sinhala after hari 
‘right’, which acts as a discourse marker in the conversation. The discourse marker 
is at the center of the utterance indicating alternation. Then the speaker switches to a 
mixed string after the interjection ahh which separate the monolingual chunk from 
the mixed chunk. ahh in this instance is not functioning as a mere filler but has a 
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functional aspect of separating the mixed and the monolingual chunks. Because of 
the mixed string, the Sinhala response ee-kiyanee is triggered from speaker 5. The 
final response too is a mixed utterance. This example, which indicated both 
alternation and insertion in discourse, clearly illustrates how speakers move back 
and forth from one phenomenon to another. A lone lexical item might trigger either 
alteration or insertion or both. 
 
(195) 6: sympathies? 
5: right. 
6: This is about something hari…. only a two letter word.  
ahh…  
INT 
mokakhari  individual  kenek    
  whatever          individual NM-IND.PRO 
gaenə  kiyənə word  ek-ak. 
about    say.RL  word  NM-IND 
 [This is about something right only a two letter word you know, a 
word for some individual.] 
5: ee kiyannee? 
 [What do you mean?] 
6: ee kiyannee,  individual  kenek-Tə                           
I mean        individual  NM-IND-DA   
kiyənə  nam-ak 
tell.RL name.sg.IND 
  [I mean, it’s a name used for an individual.] 
 
In (196), speaker 18 begins by inserting a Sinhala phrase and then switches to 
English. The utterance reveals alternation as the sentences are juxtaposed. The 
English string triggers the English response from speaker 17. In the final description, 
speaker 18 repeats in Sinhala, to emphasize comprehension. This reveals doubling 
as described by Muysken (2000), which is a feature of alternational mixing.  
 
(196) 18: meekə  kiyə-nəvaa  to identify yourself. 
  this one     tell-PRS   to identify yourself. 
  [This is used to identify yourself.] 
17: me? 
 18: right something  good də?    
 right  something  good Q  
ee kiyannee  bayəvennə  
that means  scare.INF  
  deyak   neme-y… 
 thing.IND NEG-FN 
[That means nothing to worry about.] 
 18: mee….something you are surprised about, you are happy about. 
 I mean 
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 [I mean something you are surprised about, you are happy about. 
 I mean.] 
18: Happy   venna-t      puluvan naetivennə  
happy   be.INF-also can can.FN  
puluvan  but  ahh…   
can but  INT 
you don’t expect him to do it so you say this. 
[You can be either happy or not but (pause) ...ahh you don’t 
expect him to do it so you say this.] 
17: Give me another example. 
 
In (197), speaker 18 asks a question in Sinhala and speaker 32 replies inserting the 
English discourse marker in the utterance. The discourse marker is the only element 
in English, and is an insertion in this context. It is nested in a matrix Sinhala 
sentence and both the string preceding it and following it are syntactically related. 
However, /mee/ in the response from speaker 18 marks the switch from Sinhala to 
English. In the semantic interpretation /mee/ is translated into ‘what I mean is’, 
which is an expression in English. Therefore, the presence of /mee/ is not just for 
reference. Its presence signals alternation that is about to take place. /mee/ and ekay 
mamə ahannee has no syntactic relation and therefore, the English phrase ‘how do 
you say that’ cannot be analyzed as an insertion. The response at the end from 
speaker 18 indicates alternation. In (197), ‘thank you’ is an insertion while the rest 
of the dialogue alternates between Sinhala and English. 
 
(197) 18: oyaa-Tə      mamə  mokakhari    
  2sg-DA   1sg     whatever    
  dunn-ot,           mokakdə  kiyannee 
give.PST-if what  say.EMP 
[If I give you something what will you say.] 
32: oyaa  ma-Tə   mokak hari  dunn-ot 
  2sg 1sg-DA  something  give.PST-if  
mama  thank you  kiyə-nəvaa 
1sg    thank you  say-PRS 
  [If you give me something I will say thank you.] 
 18: mee…how do you say that in Sinhala,  
INT 
eeka-y   mamə  ahannnee 
  that’s what 1sg   ask.EMP 
[What I mean is, how do you say that in Sinhala, that’s what I’m 
asking (you).] 
 
In (198), the two utterances from speaker 2 are juxtaposed and can be analyzed as 
alternation. The alternation triggers an English response from speaker 41. 
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(198) 2: kaavəhari  daekkə  gaman       
 someone     see.INF  moment  
udee-Tə,           you ask this. 
morning-DA you ask this 
  [The moment you see someone in the morning you ask this.] 
41: What do you mean? 
 
In (199), the word ee kiyannee is inserted by speaker 2 expecting a mixed response 
from speaker 7 but the attempt fails as speaker 7 responds in English. The short 
response from speaker 7 may indicate that the chosen code is not mutual. The short 
response and the monolingual English response indicate that speaker 7 prefers 
English. However, speaker 2 does not give up on the attempt to manipulate the other 
speaker into speaking her own preferred code. Speaker 2 responds in English with 
an adverb ‘then’ but soon switches again to Sinhala. Speaker 2 alternates between 
the languages. ee kiyannee is used to create emphasis and inviting the other speaker 
to respond in Sinhala. However, the alternation triggers an English response from 
speaker 7 which is followed by ‘really’ and ee kiyannee. This eventually triggers the 
desired response from speaker 7 who opts for a single word, maybe, to please the 
participant in the conversation. Speaker 7 uses the verb aehenəvaa ‘to hear’ in the 
imperative form. The final response from speaker 7 indicates alternational CM. This 
is a clear example of how the choice of codes reflects linguistic preferences of 
individuals. It is important to note that in spite of not giving up one’s code for the 
other, the two speakers have a perfectly uninterrupted conversation. 
 
(199) 2: You got the new number? 
 7 I have. 
 2: then?  ee kiyannee magee   kaTəhaDə  venas-də? 
  then  you mean 1sg.GEN voice          change-Q 
  [Then, you mean, my voice has changed?]  
 7: yeah…, you sounded as if you were far away. 
 2: Really?  ee kiyannee. 
  INT you mean 
  [Really? What do you mean?] 
7: aehe-nəvaa  
hear-PRS 
but it’s like a very thin voice like as if when people call from 
abroad. 
 [Can hear but it’s like a very thin voice like as if when people call 
from abroad.] 
 
In the following example, the language of interaction is negotiated. In (200), speaker 
36 begins by making a statement in English and speaker 7 reiterates the statement in 
acknowledgment by using both Sinhala and English. This is an example of doubling, 
a feature of alternation. Speaker 7’s insertion of /haridə/ triggers a dialogue between 
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the two speakers, which is in Sinhala. Again, speaker 36 switches to English and the 
affirmative /ovv/ marks the alternation from Sinhala to English. 
 
(200) 36: It should suit the person that you are gifting it to. 
 7: Yeah ekə tamay I know 
  [Yes that’s what I know.] 
36:  But this had no relationship to the person. I only saw the gift just 
before coming.... My gosh what a thing… 
 7: And X nicely took it home haridə 
  [ok?] 
 36: iiyaa  eyaa   horen      arəgenə? 
  Shame  3sg   in secret take.PST 
  [Shame. he had taken it secretly.] 
 7: mama-t         baeluvaa          eekə   koo       kiyəla 
  1sg-also  look.PST that  where   CMP 
  [I also looked to see where it was.] 
36: ovv ovv , now I  was given it at first haridə. 
[Yes, yes, now I was given it at first ok?] 
36: It was nicely wrapped actually. 
ayyo  mee  kamannae  eeka   
INT this  its ok           that   
ma-Tə  vaeDak  nae 
1sg-DA work.IND NEG 
But I actually I thought the gift was still inside. 
[It was nicely wrapped actually. Really, it was nothing to me.] 
 7: No no but I still think it was a dirty thing to do men  
 
In (201), the two speakers are talking about a young man whom both of them 
obviously dislikes. Observe that though speaker 9 initiates the discussion in English, 
speaker 8 respects the decision but switches to Sinhala in his response. Speaker 9 
too acknowledges this decision when he responds in a similar way by using an 
adverb from Sinhala but switching to English again when describing the person they 
are both talking about.  
 
(201) 9: It became a pervert joke after that. 
 8: Really  api    giyaa-Tə        passé? 
  really 1pl  go.PST-DA after 
  [Really after we left?] 
 9: naetuvə, that man is a dirty fellow men. 
  [Otherwise, that man is a dirty fellow men.] 
 
In the example in (202), the discussion is about a difficult task. The two speakers 
work in the same institution but their similarities end there. Observe how speaker 11 
politely enters the room and asks whether she can get help from her colleague. 
However, speaker 16 replies in the vernacular. Speaker 11 obviously unaware of the 
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offence she is just about to commit responds in English and states her problem. Note 
that speaker 16 merely responds with ‘hmm’. Her hesitation in replying can be 
marked as a switch in the manner she is going to approach speaker 11. Speaker 16’s 
response indicates that she is not going to extend a helping hand to speaker 11. 
Speaker 11 apparently is aware of it, though she may not know what has caused it, 
and switches the topic to a more formal one, a meeting as speaker 16 does not even 
ask what speaker 11 came to ask initially. Observe that speaker 11’s request is in 
English and speaker 16’s responses are in Sinhala all the time. The two speakers 
communicate in different codes. The use of Sinhala by speaker 16 in the 
conversation is indicative of the lack of enthusiasm to help the other speaker. The 
response at the end of speaker 16 when he says ‘thanks’, is so final.  
 
(202) 11: Can I bug you?  
 16:  ennə ennə 
  [Come come] 
 11: I don’t know how to do this men, 
 16: hmm… ( pauses, does not reply for sometime) 
 16: mamə hituvaa  gederə   gihilla   
 1sg      think.PST home sg  go.PAR  
kərannə   kiyəla  
do.INF  CMP. 
(indicating the files) 
[I thought I will go home and do it, I thought.] 
 11:  Tomorrow again meeting. 
 16: ayyo  ma-Tə          amətəkə vuna,             
  INT 1sg-DA  forgot be.PST  
thanks  ahh 
thanks  INT     
[Oh my god, I forgot, thanks ok.] 
 
Embedding with complementizers 
 
Complementizers in Sinhala are used for purposes of embedding. As was described 
earlier in this chapter, the quotative complementizer occurs in VP’s in monolingual 
Sinhala sentences. It is one of the main processes of embedding along with 
nominalization. In mixed utterances, the embedding of constituents is mainly 
facilitated by the complementizer kiyəla which occurs sometimes at sentence initial 
positions too.  
 The phenomenal rate with which it is used by speakers who alternate 
between English and Sinhala is noteworthy and also emphasizes the growing 
importance of the particle in contact situations. Just as ekə was one of the main 
linguistic features of insertional CM, kiyəla is an important surface element that 
assists in distinguishing alternation from insertion. In keeping with the matrix 
language pattern, kiyəla occurs in code mixed data with verbs such as ‘say’, ‘ask’, 
‘think’ as shown in the examples.   
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This study analyses the presence of the quotative complementizers in 
lengthy constituents as indicative of alternational CM. Observe the example in (203) 
where the quotative complementizer kiyəla occurs. Based on Muysken’s (2000) 
typology this study analyses the mixing strategy as alternation. Note how the syntax 
of both languages is retained in the utterance.  
 
(203)  how we envy you    
kiyəla  hite-nəvaa.  
CMP think-PRS 
[We think that how we envy you.] (18:12) 
   
In (204), the English string is juxtaposed with the Sinhala string. Note how the 
speaker retains the grammaticality of both languages in the switched strings. Soon 
after the English string, the speaker switches to Sinhala and nativizes ‘department’ 
to retain Sinhala syntax in the rest of the utterance. The quotative particle occurs 
sentence-finally in the quoted phrase. The example indicates alternation. 
 
(204)  He said that… 
  metanə  depaartəmeentu  dek-ak    
 here   department.pl  two-IND  
tiye-nəvaa  kiyəla 
be-PRS  CMP. 
 [He said that there are two departments here.] (36:1)  
  
In example (205), kiyəla is followed by kiyə-nəvaa. The two sentences are 
juxtaposed and the complementizer marks the switch point of the languages. 
 
(205)  When you do an activity what do you get  
kiyəla  maarə   kataav-ak  kiyə-nəvaa 
  CMP  incredible  story.sg-IND say-PRS  
[He is asking a very good story like what do you get when you 
do an activity.] (18:12) 
 
In (206), the English expression is preceded and followed by kivva and kiyəla. The 
sentence can also have a different word order where the VP would be in Sinhala as 
indicated in (206b). In both (206a) and (206b), the English versions are the same. In 
(206b) the juxtaposition is clear as kiyəla marks the switch point. Both these cases 
can be analyzed as cases for alternational CM. 
 
(206) a. mamə kivva  don’t loose hope kiyəla. 
1sg say.PST 
[I told (him) do not loose hope.] 
 b. Don’t loose hope  
kiyəla  mamə  kivva. 
  CMP 1sg say.PST 
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  [I told (him) do not loose hope.] 
 c. I thought you were going to open that kiyəla. 
[I thought you were going to open that I said.] (09:5) 
  
In (207), constituents are embedded with the help of the complementizer kiyəla.  
 
(207)  He looked at the counter and asked    
aey   occərə   gaan-ak           adu-vunee        kiyəla. 
why such        amount-IND low-be.EMP CMP 
[He looked at the counter and asked why it is priced so low and 
he asked.] (13:9) 
 
In (208), kiyəla marks the switch point of the mixed utterance. The example clearly 
illustrates the process of embedding of sentences with the quotative particle.  
 
(208)  You keep it  
kiyəla  eyaa  tamay  ma-Tə dunnee   eekə 
  CMP 3sg EMP 1sg-DA give.EMP that 
  [He is the one who said you keep it and gave it to me.] (06:4) 
 
In (209), mamə kivva kiyəla construction occurs as two parts. Though the English 
string occurs in the middle of the utterance, it cannot be analyzed as an insertion due 
to the presence of kiyəla sentence-finally. Furthermore, the length of the juxtaposed 
string is indicative of alternation. 
 
(209) mamə  kivva   
1sg say.PST 
I don’t want this obscene thing you keep it to yourself  
kiyəla. 
CMP 
[I said I don’t want this obscene thing you keep it to yourself I 
said.] (07:1) 
 
In (210), the speaker alternates between English and Sinhala. The Sinhala verb kivva 
kiyəla ‘someone said’ marks the switch from one language to the other. Observe that 
the kivva kiyəla quotative phrase does not occur as a single unit. kiyəla occurs 
sentence-finally. 
 
(210)  The others wanted her to bring something extravagant 
  mamə   kivva               oyə vaeDee-nan       
1sg say.PST  that   work-EMP   
kərannə bae    kiyəla  
do/INF can.NEG.   CMP 
We cant tell her to do that, we will just ask her to come kiyəla 
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[The others wanted her to bring something extravagant I said that 
is not right I said we cant tell her to do that, we will just ask her 
to come I said.] (07:1) 
 
In (211), the two sentences are juxtaposed and the Sinhala complementizer marks 
the switch point of the utterances.  
 
(211) a. When you do an activity what do you get  
kiyəla    kataav-ak   kiyə-nəvaa. 
  CMP  story.sg.NM-IND  say-PRS 
  [He is saying a story like] (18:12) 
b. Tired kiyəla kiyə-nəvaa. 
 tired CMP say-PRS 
 [He is saying that he is tired.] (14:9) 
c. go to hell    kiyəla  kiyannə     hituna. 
go to hell    CMP say.INF  think.PST 
[(I thought to say to/I thought of telling him to) go to hell.] 
(26:23) 
 
In (212), The English string occurs sentence-initially. The Sinhala string ends with 
the complementizer particle kiyəla. The two strings are syntactically not related and 
are juxtaposed. 
 
(212)  Can’t imagine ehemə            kəree      
  can’t imagine  that way  do.EMP       
aey      kiyəla. 
why     CMP 
  [(I) can’t imagine why (he) would do that.] (38:9) 
 
Observe the Sinhala pattern kivva + kiyəla ‘someone said that’ which frequently 
appears in mixed data. In (213a) and (213c), the VP is fragmented and appears 
sentence initially and sentence finally in the mixed utterance. The English string 
appears to be inserted into the Sinhala VP. Note that the utterance in (213a) can also 
have a different word order where the entire Sinhala string can appear sentence 
finally as indicated in (213b). In both (213a) and (213b), the semantic interpretations 
are similar. In (213b), the juxtaposition is clearer as kiyəla marks the switch point in 
the mixed utterance and it occurs in the VP. It is apparent that the appearance of 
kiyəla in mixed data categorizes mixing strategies employed by the code-mixer. In 
(213a), the example indicates insertion whereas in (213b) and (213c), the examples 
indicate alternation.  
 
(213) a. mamə  kivva              not to loose hope   kiyəla. 
1sg say.PST  not to loose hope   CMP 
[I told (him) not to loose hope.] (29:19) 
 b. don’t loose hope   kiyəla  mamə  kivva. 
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  don’t loose hope CMP 1sg say.PST 
  [Don’t loose hope I told (him).] (29:19) 
 c.         mamə  kivva,    
              1sg say.PST            
I don’t want this obscene thing you keep it to yourself  kiyəla. 
[I said I do not want this obscene thing you keep it to yourself I   
said.] (07:1) 
  
In (214), the complementizer particle appears sentence-finally and the English string 
is juxtaposed with the Sinhala string. Though the Sinhala string does not begin with 
the complementizer particle, its appearance with the Sinhala string indicates that the 
English string is not inserted into a base. Note the behavior of the English lexical 
item ‘form’ that is followed by ek-ak. This indicates that ‘form’ is a part of the 
Sinhala string and not the English. Hence, the English string contains ‘I said’. In the 
rest of the utterance, the syntactic effect of a single variety dominates and that is 
Sinhala. In the example, the two strings are juxtaposed and is indicative of 
alternation. 
 
(214) I said form  ek-ak        tiye-nəvaa   eekee    
 I said form NM-IND be-PRS  NM.GEN 
atsan  kərannə.  
sign  do.INF  
[I said that there is a form to sign in that I said.] (36:1)  
 
In (215), observe the appearance of kiyəla soon after the English string. The particle 
kiyəla marks the switch point in the mixed utterance.  
 
(215)  You keep it   
kiyəla eyaa  tamay  ma-Tə          
CMP 3sg   EMP 1sg-DA  
dunnee         eekə. 
give.PST that 
  [He is the one who said you keep it and gave it to me.] (32:12) 
 
In (216), kiyəla marks the switch point in the mixed utterance. The example is 
indicative of alternation. The quotative differentiates between what ‘I said’ and what 
‘she said’. The boundary is marked by the appearance of the Sinhala quotative 
marker. 
 
(216)  I said I want to go and get jeans              
kiyəla  she said  ayyo, I also want. 
 [I said she said really I also want.] (07:1) 
 
In (217a) and (217b), a number of constituents are embedded with the help of the 
Sinhala complementizer particle. In (217a) and (217b), a description of a 
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conversation that took place between two speakers by another speaker is given. The 
dialogue between those speakers is given with the use of the complementizer 
particle. In (217c), the mixed conversation is dissected into (217ca), (217cb), and 
(217cc) for clarity in analysis. 
 
(217)  a. He looked at the counter and asked    
aey   occərə   gaan-ak           adu  
why   such        amount-IND   low  
vunee           kiyəla 
be.EMP CMP 
[Why it is priced so low and he asked.] (13:9) 
b. then the boy said,   
mee nae   sir,    api  ehemə   
this   NEG sir 1pl like   
tamay  karee     kiyəla 
EMP do.EMP CMP 
[look here no sir we did it like that.] (13:9)  
ba. daen  metanə  arəya        kiyə-nəvaa   
now    here       that one   say-PRS  
I want this much kiyəla. 
I want this much  CMP  
  [Now here that other person says.] (13:9)  
 bb. eyaa kiyə-nəvaa  
3sg say-PRS 
I want such an amount kiyəla so that is the thing in this.  
[This one says that I want such an amount kiyəla so that is the 
thing in this.] (13:9) 
bc. tavə     ek-kenek                 kiyə-nəvaa      
another  one-NM-IND.PRO say-PRS   
I want that  kiyəla  itin   
I want that  CMP  so   
ookə  tamay. 
that’s what EMP   
  [Another one says I want that he says so that’s what.] (13:9) 
 
Absence of kiyəla in the surface utterance 
 
In the example in (218), kiyəla is absent from the surface utterance. It should have 
appeared after the verb kərannə. The absence of kiyəla from the surface utterance is 
significant and similar to the absence of subjects in Sinhala-English mixed 
utterances. The English string in (218) consists of ‘then I said’. In this example, the 
two strings are juxtaposed.  
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(218)    a. Then I said…    
pot-ak   tiye-nəvaa  eekee         
book.sg.NM-IND be-PRS  NM.GEN  
atsan kərannə 
sign do.INF 
and they were going off then. 
[Then I said… there is a book and that they have to sign in that 
and they were going off then.] (02:7) 
 
The mixed string in the following example is decomposed into (219aa), (219ab) and 
(219ac) for clarity of analysis. Observe that kivva + kiyəla in (219aa) is fragmented. 
However, it occurs in the Sinhala string. The two strings are not related in (219ab). 
In (219ab) the English string ends with the Sinhala complementizer. The two strings 
are not related and are juxtaposed against each other. In (219ac) the speaker 
switches to Sinhala after an English functional element ‘or’. The functional item is 
followed by ‘whatever’ in Sinhala, suggestive of a syntactic link. Hence, in (219ac) 
the speaker employs a different mixing strategy as opposed to the previous 
utterances. 
 
(219) aa. The others wanted her to bring something extravagant… 
               mamə kivva         ee      vaeDee nan kərannə  
1sg say.PST  that work if do.INF 
bae            kiyəla. 
can.NEG CMP 
[The others wanted her to bring something extravagant…I said (I) 
cannot do that I said.] (07:1) 
  ab.        We can’t tell her to do that, we will just ask her to come  
kiyəla. 
CMP 
[We can’t tell her to do that, we will just ask her to come  
   I said.] (07:1) 
    ac. Some kind of cake or  
mokkakhari  ek-ak     gee-y              kiyəla   
  whatever NM.IND bring-FU CMP  
mamə  hituva. 
1sg think.PST 
[I Some kind of cake or… thought that (he) will bring 
whatever.] (07:1) 
 
In (220), even though the complementizer is not in the surface utterance, a deep 
structural analysis would indicate its presence in the deep structure. The utterance 
should actually be ‘I came forward and asked mokak-də prashnee kiyəla’. However, 
the absence of the Sinhala complementizer particle may also indicate that English 
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rules are dominant in the utterance. As there is symmetrical involvement of the 
languages, alternation is plausible. 
 
(220)   I came forward and asked  
mokak-də  prashnee 
what-Q   problem.EMP 
[I came and asked what the problem is.] (36:1) 
 
In (221a) and (221b), the English phrases are combined with the Sinhala 
complementizer particle. The English phrase in (221a) is at the periphery of the 
utterance and is juxtaposed with the Sinhala string. The same pattern can be 
observed in (221b) where the Sinhala quotative phrase is inserted into the English 
utterance. There is no syntactic relation between the string preceding and following 
the switch. Hence, alternation is a plausible option. 
 
(221) a At first, I thought   
mamə  yannee  nae  kiyəla 
  1sg go.EMP NEG CMP 
  [At first, I thought I will not go I thought.] (29:19) 
b.            I thought  
ivəra-y   kiyəla  
finish-FN CMP  
she had met the man and let the cat out of thebag. 
[I thought it was all over, I thought she had met the man and let 
the cat out of the bag.] (33:11)  
 
Embedding with conjunctions 
 
In (222a) and (222b), the English conjunction separates the two languages and the 
successive sentences in Sinhala begin with a Sinhala discourse marker, which 
separates the two languages further. In these examples, this study observes that the 
conjunction is used to add more sentences to the utterances making them longer.  
 Note that in (222a) there are two sentences in English and the last one is in 
Sinhala which is combined to the other two by ‘and’. Note also that there is linear 
equivalence in all three sentences that are juxtaposed. The same pattern can be 
observed in (222b) where there are two sentences in English and one in Sinhala. 
These examples reveal alternational mixing. The length of the mixed constituents is 
indicative of alternation. 
 
(222) a. I turned around otherwise she would have bumped into me  
and I would be on the floor and   
  etəkoTəvat       baeluvee nae. 
  even then look.EMP NEG 
  [I turned around otherwise she would have bumped into me and I 
  would be on the floor and even then (she) did not look.] (36:1) 
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b.            So I went early and I was signing the books and  
eeva     kərənə-koTa      meegollan         
those  do.RL-CMP   these people     
etəna   hiTiya 
that place   stay.PST 
[So I went early and I was signing the books and while doing 
those things they were there.] (36:1) 
 
In (223), the two sentences are juxtaposed with the Sinhala particle /nan/ and the 
English disjunction ‘but’. Though there is a disjunction that separates the two 
strings, the length and complexity of the strings indicates alternational CM. There is 
no reason to assume that the Sinhala string has been inserted.  
 
(223)                    mamə oyaa-Tə       deyak      kiyan-nan   
1sg 2sg-DA  something.IND   say-if 
but you will have to keep it to yourself. 
[If I tell you something, you will have to keep it to yourself.] 
(08:5) 
 
Embedding with adverbs 
 
Earlier in this chapter, this study discussed the insertion of adverbs as a feature of 
alternational mixing. In the following example too, the two languages in the mixed 
utterance are separated by an adverb. The adverb occurs at phrase-final position of 
the Sinhala utterance. Many such examples occur in Sinhala-English CM. The 
example is indicative of alternation. 
 
(224) eekə   open vunee  nae-nee            
that one   open be.EMP NEG-EMP  
etəkoTə  what did we do? 
then        what did we do? 
  [That didn’t open so, then what did we do?] (14:9) 
 
Embedding with phrases from Sinhala 
 
There are many phrases from Sinhala that are used by fluent speakers of English and 
Sinhala in Sri Lanka in daily discourse. These phrases are juxtaposed with English 
utterances and are indicative of alternational CM. Demonstrative particles and 
emphatic particles from Sinhala such as /ee/ and /mee/, which are akin to tags such 
as ‘look here’, ‘that thing’ are used as phrases. The particles most of the time 
replaces ‘this’ and ‘that’ in English. Their appearance in code-mixed data is frequent 
as illustrated in (225). 
 
(225) a. mamə kiyannee... 
  [I mean...] (06:4) 
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 b. oyaa dan-nəvaa-də veaDak. 
  [Do you know something.] (18:12) 
 
Observe the use of tags from English as phrases in the Sinhala-English corpus. In 
many situations, these same tags will be repeated in the other language. Hence, such 
examples where there are repetitions of adverbs and tags in both languages are 
analyzed as examples for alternation as well. 
 
(226) a I mean/you mean/ what I mean 
 b. I’m telling you/I say 
 c. I think/I thought/I feel/I believe 
 d. So/apparently/usually/often/mostly/ well 
 e. Firstly/secondly/finally/initially/at first 
 
The following example will indicate the behavior of such tags in mixed utterances. 
More examples where similar patterns are indicated are cited in earlier sections on 
English/Sinhala insertions. Note that most often tags mark the switch point as in 
(227). 
 
(227)      a. She must have missed it you know,  
monavaahari  ekəkə-Tə   
something   NM.IND-DA 
she must  have missed it. 
 [She must have missed it you know because of something she 
must have missed it.] (07:1) 
 b. mamə  mee   vaeDee        kəranə-kan      you can eat. 
1sg this      work.EMP    do.RL-CMP 
[You can eat while I work on this.] (32:12) 
 
6.5.7 Repetitions 
 
Repetitions or reduplications are synonymous with the syntax of Sinhala. Hence, 
repetitions of words and phrases are extremely common with every competent 
bilingual speaker in Sri Lanka. It is so common and occurs frequently with any 
phrase, any word, expression etc. Repetitions are most often seen with adverbs or 
tags in code-mixed data. Sometimes phrases are repeated in order to explain or 
emphasize a comment or a statement. The need to repeat a sentence, which has 
already been said in one language, necessarily does not mean that the speaker is 
trying to make comprehension better. It is most often used as a discourse strategy 
and employed by fluent speakers, for emphasis and style. Observe the following 
examples of repeated or reduplicated constituents which reveal alternational CM. 
The strings do not display any syntactic relation to each other. 
 
(228) a.  mamə  hituva …   
1sg think.PST 
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I thought as much. 
[I thought I thought as much.] (37:2) 
 b. mamə  hitannee   
 1sg think-EMP 
I think he might come. 
[I think I think he might come.] (13:9) 
 c. Is this yours…    
meekə  oyaa-gee      də? 
this 2sg-GEN Q 
 [Is this yours…is this yours?] (34:24) 
 
6.5.8 Bidirectional switching 
 
The following example involves switching from one language to another and back to 
the other language. The switching occurs back and forth and involves complete 
constituents indicative of bidirectional switching. 
 
(229) kavuruhari  kiyannə  aeti   
someone      say.INF would 
in order to eliminate him from the office   
oonə-nan       eekə  kərannə  puluvan-nee 
should-EMP that    do.INF can-EMP 
[Someone would have said (something) in order to eliminate him 
from the office, (if that someone needs to) it can happen.] (36:1) 
  
The following example indicates speakers mixing in the initial utterance and then 
switching onto a monolingual string. The mixed utterance and the monolingual 
utterance are juxtaposed and have no syntactic relation to each other and hence 
alternation is plausible. These examples also reiterate the argument that mixing leads 
to switching. 
 In (230) the initial string is in English. Soon after ‘advertisements’, which 
indicates a boundary, the speaker switches on to an utterance where insertions are 
visible. 
 
(230)  She used to appear in advertisements  
eyaa   study kərənə   kaalee   idala-mə 
  3sg study do.RL time.AC  from-AD 
[She used to appear in advertisements from the time she was 
studying.] (41:1) 
  
In (231), the speaker’s initial utterance contains insertions from English. The next 
utterance too contains insertions but after the emphatic particle /nee/ which also has 
an English counterpart, the speaker switches to an English string, which indicates 
alternation. 
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(231)  oyaa  trips   dek-ak-mə        ataeriyaa.        
3sg trips  two-IND-EMP  let go.PST  
Zentill-ut        join  kərəla        nee   
Zentill-also    join  do.PAR  EMP  
but it was unforgettable.   
[He dropped two trips. Zentill too haven’t joined (the 
department) then but it was unforgettable.] (05:4) 
 
6.5.9 Discussion 
 
Elements Frequency 
Complex constituents 7 
Long switches 9 
Tag-switches 18 
Syntactically unintegrated switches 03 
Flagging 12 
Embedding in discourse 11 
Repetitions 3 
Bidirectional switches 3 
Total 66 
Table 6.21 Alternational patterns in the Sinhala-English corpus. (Includes repetitions 
of items) 
 
In sum, many mixing patterns that project alternation are prevalent in the Sinhala-
English bilingual corpus. There are complex mixing patterns, long switches, tag-
switches, flagging, embedding in discourse, repetitions and bidirectional switches 
that indicate alternational CM in the Sinhala-English corpus. Overall, alternational 
CM patterns are lower than insertional CM patterns projected in the Sinhala-English 
bilingual corpus. 
 
6.6 Mixing types in the Sinhala-English corpus 
 
Based on the structural analysis, this study argues that there are four types of mixing 
prevalent in the Sinhala-English bilingual corpus. They are analyzed in detail in this 
section. First of all, there is CM, with quantitative data provided in Table 6.22. 
 
6.6.1 CM 
 
 Insertional CM Alternational CM 
Full sentences  48 
Adverbs, particles, quotatives, 
Interjections, tags 
 81 
Nouns 566  
Verbs 80  
Modifiers 147  
Total 793 (86%) 129 (14%) 
Table 6.22 Types of mixes and word classes in the Sinhala-English corpus 
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Insertion 
 
The structural analysis shows that a vast majority of mixed elements in the Sinhala-
English bilingual corpus are insertions from both languages. Most English elements 
in Sinhala sentences fall into the category of constituent mixing. These constituent 
insertions display nested a b a structures. Furthermore, many English elements such 
as nouns, noun phrases, verbs and verb phrases are followed by the nominalizer ekə, 
indicative of insertional CM. The mixed construction reveals phonological, 
morphological and syntactic patterns of two varieties. In insertion, code-mixes are 
identifiable by the presence of plural markers from both languages. Furthermore, 
insertion is facilitated by the use of English articles and prepositions when mixing 
English items in Sinhala sentences. However, lone lexical items do not always 
display total phonological integration.  
According to Muysken’s (2000) analysis, plural English nouns are inserted 
and their plural meanings are retained, compatible with N’ insertion. In most cases, 
the Sinhala plural marker /la/ and /val/ are suffixed to the English elements and the 
English plural markers accompany Sinhala elements in mixed data. Though there are 
some cases where speakers do not observe this rule, this study shows that the plural 
markers in English and Sinhala play an integral part in facilitating CM. The plural 
markers distinguish code-mixes from borrowings. Moreover, this study claims that a 
majority of Sinhala elements found in dominant English utterances project syntactic, 
lexical and phonological characteristics of code-mixes rather than borrowings. 
However, the distinction is very thin, if the mixed items are phonologically marked. 
Most often, the words are not phonologically marked as in pol saembol (in Sinhala, 
it is pol samboolə). Just as phonological differences assist in distinguishing 
Sinhalizations from borrowings (in English lone word insertions), phonological 
differences in Sinhala lone word insertions are crucial to distinguish borrowings 
from code-mixes. Overall, The Sinhhala-English bilingual corpus projects 
insertional CM as the dominantly used strategy of mixing. 
 
 Alternation 
  
Mixing patterns that exemplify alternational CM are less frequent than insertional 
mixing patterns in the Sinhala-English bilingual corpus. Based on Muysken’s 
framework, peripheral switches from English such as adverbs, adverbial phrases and 
interjections indicate alternational CM. Furthermore, Sinhala tags and quotatives in 
dominant English utterances are indicative of alternational CM. The use of Sinhala 
particles such as /nee/, /mee/, /ee/ too are indicative of alternational CM, as they 
occur at the periphery of the utterances as revealed in the data. Furthermore, 
juxtaposed conjoined sentences from English and Sinhala are indicative of 
alternational CM.  
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6.6.2 Borrowing 
 
Bilingual speakers instinctively adopt the linguistic patterns of their first language to 
nativize elements of the donor language, and this strategy is apparent in the Sinhala-
English corpus. Though these nativized items may be considered as mistakes by 
native speakers of English, they are the result of a productive linguistic process at 
work. In nativization, the linguistic units of the borrowing code are appropriately 
organized to suit the system of the receiving code.  
Borrowings from English are defined by the addition of a Sinhala suffix yə 
to the English word that is mixed, the stress on the final /r/ consonant of English 
mixes, and a shift from short vowels to long vowels. Consider the integration of 
words ending with /r/. Here, the bilingual phonologically marks the word as a 
borrowing, by creating a phonological stress on the final /r/ consonant. Even when 
incorporating mixed constructions such as ‘car ekə’, there is a phonological glide 
from the final /r/ consonant to the vowel in ekə by the bilingual to deliberately cause 
phonological stress on the final /r/. Hence, in such cases, the bilingual has made use 
of both borrowing and mixing strategies for effective phonological patterning of the 
word in the utterance. Such cases are analyzed as borrowings. Note that the mixed 
nominalizer is present in the process. Another feature of borrowing is the 
replacement of short vowels in English words with long vowels. 
The process of nativization resulting in borrowing has benefited the 
Sinhala-English bilingual immensely as it facilitates the inclusion of any English 
noun in mixed discourse. In borrowing, there is phonological extension in the new 
vocabulary items. Furthermore, based on Muysken’s (2000) typology, this study 
proposes that nativization uses CL mixing patterns in extending the vocabulary in 
the mixed variety.  
 
6.6.3 Sinhalization 
 
Contrary to borrowings, which are easily identifiable with the Sinhala suffix yə, the 
phonological stress word-finally and the shift from the short vowels to the long 
vowels, Sinhalizations are mostly identifiable by the front close vowel prefix /i/ 
which follows consonant clusters beginning with /s/, the replacement of /f/ with /p/, 
the replacement of /ɔ/ with /o/ and the deletion of /s/ word finally. 
In patterning with Sinhala phonological rules, English consonant clusters 
that begin with /s/ are preceded by the vowel /i/ when they occur word-initially in 
predominant Sinhala utterances. This study claims that such lexical deviations are 
not errors but a mixed type termed as Sinhalization. Furthermore, note the 
phonological deviations that result in bilinguals being classed as non-fluent speakers 
of English such as the replacement of /ɔ/ with /o/ and /f/ with /p/. This study 
suggests that the replacements cannot be categorized as errors if they occur in 
Sinhala utterances. The Sinhala vowel system does not contain the back vowel /ɔ/ 
and therefore, most native speakers use the vowel that is in their L1 to pronounce 
English words containing the vowel / ɔ/ as well. The speaker is simply using the 
phonological rules that are already within him/her to pronounce the English lexical 
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items. If the rules are based on the speaker’s L1, the alien element is either a 
borrowing or a Sinhalization. Hence, such pronunciations in complete Sinhala 
utterances are not errors but Sinhalizations. The familiarity with /o/ may result in the 
replacement of /ɔ/ with /o/. Since /ɔ/ is not present in the Sinhala vowel system, its 
occurrence in lone lexical items in complete Sinhala utterances can be categorized as 
a result of the lack of phonological knowledge of English in the speaker. Hence, the 
occurrence of /ɔ/ is an error, when it occurs in dominant Sinhala utterances, as it 
reveals the speaker’s lack of knowledge in the language concerned, and also as the 
unexpected pronunciation is not based on his/her L1. Simply, if the unexpected 
pronunciation in lone English lexical items is not based on the speaker’s L1, then it 
is defined as an error in this study.  
Apart from these structural features, Sinhalized items, in comparison with 
borrowings, are extremely limited though they are at the heart of societal classism in 
post-colonial Sri Lanka. These few lexical items that are distinguished mainly by 
phonetics and phonological means, categorize speakers into lower social classes and 
as non-fluent speakers of English. Note too that the Sinhalizations in this study have 
occurred in the speech of informants who are in a lower salary scale. Furthermore, it 
is important to note that whatever the mixing type used, CM simply characterizes 
the daily discourse of all the urban bilinguals selected for this study, irrespective of 
their salary scales and the sector they are employed in.  
On the other hand, Sinhalized items along with borrowings and code-mixes 
carry a social stigma as revealed in the attitudinal analysis in chapter 4. From this 
analysis, it is apparent that certain structural distinctness makes code-mixes 
noticeable from their counterparts: borrowings and Sinhalizations. The distinction 
between borrowings, Sinhalizations and code-mixes are most often based on 
phonological and morphological marking of lone lexical items. Importantly, based 
on the structural analysis, this study argues that unexpected pronunciations in 
dominant Sinhala utterances, if based on the speaker’s L1, are not errors.  
 
6.6.4 Hybridization 
 
Hybridization is a phenomenon in language contact situations (Kachru 1983: 163). 
A hybrid lexical item comprises two or more elements, at least one of which is from 
the native language and the other one from English. A vast majority of the hybrid 
formations found in the Sinhala-English corpus belongs to the category of open set, 
as illustrated in this section. These hybridized lexical innovations are a result of over 
two hundred years of contact with the English language. Many hybrid formations 
are found in the domains of religion, administration, culture and politics and are 
used phenomenally by Sri Lankan bilinguals.  
 Due to the extensive use of both languages in informal discourse, a vast 
number of compounds that contain elements from both English and Sinhala are 
found in the Sinhala-English bilingual corpus. In Muysken’s typology, hybrid 
formations are analyzed as indicative of CL mixing patterns. In this section, this 
study reviews and justifies his claims. Hybrid formations are categorized as Sri 
Lankanisms in the Sinhala-English corpus and are revealed as results of an 
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extremely productive and creative process of mixing. In fact, it is one of the main 
features of the emerging mixed variety, consisting Sinhala and English elements. In 
this section, this study analyses hybrid constructions categorizing them into hybrid 
nouns (also Sri Lankanisms), hybrid modifiers, and hybrid verbs.  
 
Sri Lankanisms 
 
In this section, this study analyses CL patterns in lexical borrowing with regard to 
words that are categorized as Sri Lankanisms. In chapter 2 of this thesis, this study 
referred to Sri Lankanisms that are analyzed as hybrid compounds (sansaaric 
journey), non-hybrid Sinhala compounds (bodhi pujaa) and English compounds 
(home coming).  
In the formation of hybrid compound nouns, the most frequent pattern 
contains English lexical items as head in the mixed construction. Observe the 
number of compounds where the English item occurs as the head element in Table 
6.24. However, this does not mean that English is the dominant language in the 
Sinhala-English bilingual corpus. In fact, the language of the head item is not 
indicative at all of the dominant or the matrix language of the utterance. Observe 
that most of the hybrids where Sinhala is the head item occur in the domain of the 
English speaker in Sri Lanka. Furthermore, there are no corresponding patterns of 
compounding indicating the proximity of the Sinhala and English languages. 
Although a few compounds can be bidirectional (such as pol tree-coconut gaha, 
kabal towel-rotten tuvaayə) many are not. Hybridization, in most cases, is not 
motivated by loan translation in this bilingual corpus. Though the mixing patterns 
display CL, there is no reason to suggest that the words from English resemble 
borrowings in most cases.  
 
Structural elements in the hybrid Frequency 
English modifiers + Sinhala head 37 
English noun + Sinhala noun 38 
English verb + Sinhala modifier 29 
English reduplication + Sinhala noun 2 
English inflected verb (ing) + Sinhala noun 41 
Total 147 
Table 6.23 Sinhala item as head. (Includes repetitions of items) 
 
Structural elements in the hybrid Frequency 
Sinhala modifier + English noun 57 
Sinhala modifier + English agentive 26 
Sinhala noun + English noun 89 
Total 172 
Table 6.24 English item as head. (Includes repetitions of items) 
  
Observe that according to the data, bilingual compounds or hybrids headed by an 
English word are the most productive and popular in the Sinhala-English corpus. 
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The noun + noun combination of hybrids headed by an English word contains the 
highest number of constructions as reported in Table 6.24. In the hybrids that 
contain a Sinhala word as the head, the English ‘ing’ + modifier construction is the 
most frequent pattern, reported in the data along with the noun + noun and modifier 
+ noun constructions. In these hybrids, the extension of the register-range is 
revealed. The hybrid noun construction can be considered a productive process 
where most Sinhala elements are joined with English elements. Mixed collocations 
such as muDukku joint (unsuitable place), pooruvə ceremony (traditional marriage 
ceremony), Vesak lantern (lanterns lit during the Vesak festival) are used by fluent 
speakers of English in Sri Lanka.  
 Hybrid compound nouns are a characteristic feature of the variety of 
English used in Sri Lanka (SLE). They can occur in almost all domains and are most 
frequent in the domains of religion, politics and culture. Events related to daily life 
such as funerals, marriages, auspicious occasions and religious events may always 
carry mixed compounds in the discourse of the urban bilingual speaker in Sri Lanka. 
Mixed compounds are an extremely productive and creative process similar to the 
mixed verb construction and are indicative of CL patterns. This study claims that the 
hybrid compound noun, as similar to the bilingual verb construction described by 
Muysken (2000).  
 
Contextual distribution of hybridized nouns 
 
In the following table, this study classifies Sinhala-English hybrid items according 
to the semantic areas in which they occur. Table 6.25 contains data from the 
newspaper register and recorded conversations. Newspaper data was only used to 
validate the claim that mixed items are used in the written language as well. 
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Religious Traditional/ritual Political Social  
jatəkə stories 
(SO:12.06)23 
avurudu festival/ 
season/ sweetmeats/ 
sports  
(DN: 04.05) 
 
jayəsikuru campaign 
(SL:02.06) 
matching  
porondam 
(SL: 02.07) 
sacred boodh 
(SO:12.06) 
pooruvə / kiribat 
ceremony(SO:12.06) 
bhikku legislators 
(SL: 02.07) 
tambilii sellers 
(SL: 02.07)  
sansaaric journey 
saamənerə 
ordination 
ceremony 
(DN: 03.07) 
maha crop (DM:04.06) 
ayurvedic doctors 
(ST:02.07) 
jatikə bhikku front 
(SL:02.06)  
 
gramə sevakə officers 
 (SL:02.06)  
Attain nirvanə 
(SO:12.06) 
playing cakgudu / 
rabanə  
(DM:04.06) 
mahaveer Speech 
(SO:12.06 
ganja plantation 
(DN:02.07) 
vesak full moon / 
pandol / 
week/spirit 
(ST:04.06) 
nonagatey period 
(ST:04.06) 
satyagraha campaign 
(SL:02.07 
banə house /  
daanə house  
(15:10) 
mahavamsə 
chronicle(SO:12.0
6) 
naekeat times 
(ST :04.06) 
gokkola leaves  
(SO:02.0707) 
maubimə fans 
(SL :02.06) 
pol atu/ paduru / 
arakku / 
kasippu party  (12:8) 
reciting gatas 
(SO:12.06) 
four deevaaləs, valakulu 
walls, devaalee 
procession 
(ST:04.06) 
(SL:02.07) 
cintənə movement 
(SL:02.07) 
jak/maara/nugə 
/rukkattanə tree  
(SL:02.07) 
denouncing tanha 
(SO:12.06) 
sil clothes 
shramadaanə campaign 
/pahatəraTə/ 
koolam dancing  / tovil 
procedures /gok leaf 
decorations 
(SO:12.06) 
jayəsikuru campaign / 
 napunsəkə budget  
(SL:12.06) 
vaDimbu decorating / 
beralu making 
shramadaanə activities 
 (03:2) 
esalə pageant / 
malvatte chapter, 
randooli 
procession 
(ST:02.07)  
 
ayurvedic doctors 
(ST:02.07)  
ves costume (SL:02.07) 
biishənəyə era 
(SL:03.07) 
vaDiyə meeting 
 (SL:07.06) 
Table 6.25 Contextual distribution of hybrid nouns in the Sinhala-English corpus 
Constraints on hybrids 
This study claims that there are structural and contextual constraints in the formation 
of Sinhala-English hybrid nouns. The mixing of closed-system items from Sinhala 
with English elements is infrequent or non-existent in the Sinhala-English corpus. In 
most hybrids, the English item appear as the head element. The process of 
hybridization in Sinhala-English CM reveals the influence of the English language 
on Sinhala, especially in vocabulary. 
                                                 
23 Letters and numbers indicate the name of the newspaper, month and year in 
parenthesis 
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Items # 
Sinhala items as head 147 (46%) 
English item as head 172 (54%) 
Table 6.26 Sinhala and English items as head in hybrids 
 
These elements are both contextually and culturally based in the sense that a native 
speaker of English, unaware of the Sri Lankan traditions and culture may not 
comprehend what the terms mean. Most of the hybrids are found in the traditional, 
religious, cultural, and socio-political domains, which emphasize language 
acculturation as a result of language contact. 
 The structural features also suggest that there are structural constraints that 
govern the formation of hybridized items in the Sinhala-English corpus. It is very 
rarely if not at all that Sinhala bound morphemes are included in hybrids. However, 
there were examples that indicated the affixing of English bound morphemes to 
Sinhala items. Many of the hybrid formations are fixed collocations in specific 
registers such as avurudu sale, avurudu sweetmeats, avurudu games and avurudu 
fun. Furthermore, in many instances, hybrids are formed to fill in lexical gaps that 
exist in the Sinhala language such as web aDəviyə for ‘web page’and tele naaTyə for 
‘tele drama’. A variety of mixed compounds, is also observed in the Sinhala-English 
bilingual corpus where English nouns are mixed as complete or clipped noun forms 
such as ‘photocopy kolə’, ‘tele naaTyə’ and ‘web pituvə’.   
 
Hybrid modifiers 
Consider the following hybrid modifiers found in the Sinhala-English corpus, 
formed by compounding a Sinhala modifier with an English derivative suffix in 
Table 6.27. Observe that the English suffix is attached to Sinhala modifiers to create 
new words that are most often used by English speakers in Sri Lanka. The examples 
are from spoken data. 
 
Sinhala 
element 
English bound morpheme Hybridized modifier Meaning of word 
poolin less poolinless Free of queues 
karadara less karadaraless Trouble free 
kuru kuru less kurukuruless Less noisy 
kalabala ful kalabalaful Excited 
pirisidu ness pirisiduness Cleanliness 
Table 6.27 Hybrid modifiers 
 
Observe that in the words listed in Table 6.27, word internal mixing takes place with 
Sinhala modifiers joined to English suffixes. Importantly, patterns of CL in the SLE 
speaker are indicative of a creative process of mixing employed by the competent 
bilingual. CL in the Sinhala-English corpus is indicative of the competence of the 
speaker to be creative in order to convey nuances of meaning by creating an entirely 
different word that does not exist in the vocabulary of either Sinhala or English. 
These new words are used for humor and satire and are indicative of the speaker’s 
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superior knowledge of both languages. Note that these mixed words are 
characteristic features of SLE, revealing that the words do not belong to the 
repertoire of the non-fluent speaker of English. The words remain in the domain of 
the fluent English speaker who selectively borrows from Sinhala. With regard to the 
English speaker in Sri Lanka, CL has contributed hybridized new lexical items. 
Sinhala modifiers can undergo word internal mixing as illustrated in the structures in 
Table 6.28. The lexical terms adhere to English derivational rules. 
 
Hybrid verbs 
 
Sinhala element English bound 
morpheme 
Hybridized verb Meaning of 
word 
rastiyaadu fying rastiyadufying To wander 
aimlessly 
kedir fying kedirifying To moan 
veelena fying veelenafying To be aimless 
kusu kusu fying kusukusufying To whisper 
kunu kunu fying kunukunufying To complaint 
poder ing podering To drizzle 
Table 6.28 Hybrid verbs 
 
Data reveals that fluent speakers of English coin new verbs using existing Sinhala 
words through word internal mixing. In such cases, reduplicated Sinhala elements 
are joined with English suffixes. The reduplicated forms are affixed to an English 
verb ending to denote the continuation of the action. Note that the compound verb 
from Sinhala kusukusu gaanəvaa /kusukusu gaanəvaa/ ‘to whisper’ includes an 
innovative construction suffixed by the English bound morpheme ‘fying’. This 
example clearly violates the bound morpheme constraint which forbids the joining 
of bound morphemes. The mixing pattern is best explained in Muysken’s (2000) 
theory. The item indicates word internal mixing pattern and therefore indicative of 
CL. 
 
The bilingual verb 
 
The majority of bilingual verbs in the Sinhala-English corpus reflect compounding a 
native verb to the borrowed bare verb or verb stem from English. The most 
prominent verb that accompanies a host of English verb stems is kərənəvaa ‘to do’. 
Other verbs such as tiyenəvaa ‘to be’ (most often joined with a noun in mixed data 
and does not occur as part of a mixed verb), daanəvaa ‘to put’, gannəvaa ‘to get’, 
denəvaa ‘to give’, gahanəvaa ‘to hit or give’ are also used in code-mixed data. From 
these listed Sinhala verbs, the ones that contribute to the mixed verb or bilingual 
verb that are most frequent in the Sinhala-English bilingual corpus are kərənəvaa 
and venəvaa. The others however also contribute to the formation of mixed verbal 
phrases. This study categorizes the bilingual verb as a hybridized verb. 
Some mixed verbs display a pattern of compounding a nominal from the 
borrowing language and a verbal item from Sinhala as illustrated in Table 6.29. 
These examples are analyzed as conjunct verbs where the nominal item is from 
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English and the verbal item is from Sinhala. Observe that the English nominal is 
accompanied by many verbal items from Sinhala. The hybrid compounds are 
governed by the Sinhala element, which is adjoined to the English nominal. Such 
cases are indicative of alternational CM as this is an extremely productive process 
and employed by most code-mixers. 
 
English nominal item Sinhala verbal items Hybridized verb/VP 
Permission dennə (give/INF.) permission dennə 
Admission Denəvaa (give/PRES.) admission denəvaa 
Registration gannə kan (obtain/EMPH.) registration gannə kan 
permanent residency aragenə (take/PAST.) permanent residency aragenə 
Injection gahannə (give/INF.) injection gahannə 
Table 6.29 Hybridized conjunct verb mixes 
 
Elements  joined Example Frequency 
English nominal + verb Permission dennə 7 
English inflected V + particle comingdə 9 
English V.stem + S. helping V call kəranəvaa 41 
English NV+ verb registers sign kərannə 6 
Table 6.30 Frequency of hybrid verbs in the Sinhala-English corpus. (Includes 
repetitions of items) 
 
The analysis shows that most main verbs in monolingual Sinhala are not converted 
to the mixed verb in CM. Main verbs in Sinhala prefer to retain their monolingual 
structure while most compound verbs undergo mixing in spontaneous spoken 
discourse. The reason can be attributed to the fact that it is less complicated in 
spontaneous speech to retain the main verbs in Sinhala. However, there are a few 
exceptions as in most cases where speakers prefer the use of a mixed construction 
even when there is a main verb available in the vernacular. Note that the Sinhala 
main verb eləvənəvaa ‘to drive’ is converted into a compound mixed verb as drive 
kəranəvaa in CM which is frequently used in mixed utterances. 
 Almost all compound verbs in Sinhala tend to be mixed in Sinhala-English 
CM. The pattern displayed is verb stem (or adjective) + matrix helping verb as 
revealed in the data. Such inclusions are indicative of alternational CM according to 
Muysken (2000). Muysken argues that though the English elements may be thought 
of as borrowings, the process of compounding the English element with a helping 
verb is completely productive. Kachru (1984) also maintains the process of 
hybridization as a productive mixing strategy. 
  The inserted verb stem + helping verb construction24 is extremely frequent 
in the Sinhala-English corpus. Since the helping verb is adjoined to the English item, 
the process is indicative of alternational CM based on Muysken’s framework. In 
addition to verb stems from English, nouns too can be accompanied by kəranəvaa. 
In addition, venəvaa (intransitive) contributes to form many mixed compound verbs 
in the Sinhala-English corpus. Tense markers occur on the Sinhala verb in these 
                                                 
24 In Sinhala, the compound verb is a combination of a verb or an adjective plus an 
auxiliary.  
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mixed constructions. Other verbal items that occur in the data such as danəvaa, 
tiyenəvaa, gahanəvaa, gannəvaa, denəvaa follow English nominals and contribute 
to the formation of mixed verbal phrases.   
 
CL patterns in hybrids 
 
In Sinhala-English CM, word internal mixing can be categorized as (a) English 
elements with Sinhala suffixes and (b) English elements with vowel prefixes. 
English elements with Sinhala suffixes are analyzed as borrowings and English 
elements with vowel prefixes are analyzed as Sinhalizations in this chapter. Hence, 
CL patterns contribute to both borrowings and Sinhalizations in Sinhala-English 
CM. 
The most interesting cases of CL patterns were observed in the speech of 
fluent English and Sinhala speakers in Sri Lanka. Consider the data where word 
internal mixing has contributed new lexical hybrid items that occur in the repertoire 
of the English as well as the fluent Sinhala speaker. Data reveals that fluent speakers 
of English coin new words using existing Sinhala words through word internal 
mixing. In such cases, reduplicated Sinhala elements are joined with English 
suffixes. These new words are used for humor and satire and are indicative of the 
speaker’s superior knowledge of both languages. Note that these mixed words are a 
characteristic feature of SLE.  
 
Combined structures 
 
Consider the patterns where English modifiers, inflected verbs and clipped verbs are 
joined to Sinhala particles for emphasis. Although the English lexical items reveal 
the strategy of insertional CM, the joining of the lexical items with Sinhala particles 
follow word internal mixing patterns. Overall, the use of particles when inserting 
inflected verbs or clipped elements can be analyzed as examples indicative of CL 
where the verb + particle combination is visible according to Muysken’s framework. 
In such examples, word internal mixing, which is a diagnostic feature of CL, is 
visible. 
 
6.6.5 Summary 
 
In sum, the contact between Sinhala and English has resulted in a variety of mixing 
types namely CM, lexical borrowing, Sinhalization and hybridization. These four 
types of mixing can be distinguished by their structural properties based on 
Muysken’s (2000) typology of CM. Structural elements such as nominalizers, plural 
markers, prepositions, adjective pronouns distinguish code-mixes from borrowings. 
Furthermore, borrowings and Sinhalizations are identified as results of the process 
of nativization although both phenomena have distinct structural properties based on 
Sinhala. This study claims that both processes make use of phonological patterns of 
the L1 when extending the register. The syntactical distinction between the two 
processes is somewhat similar in that they make use of the L1 structures. In 
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borrowing, it is the addition of a suffix yə, the word final phonological stress and the 
shift from the short vowels to the long vowels, whereas in Sinhalization, it is the 
addition of a front close vowel prefix, the replacement of /f/ with /p/, the 
replacement of /ɔ/ with /o/ and the deletion of /s/ word finally. Where there are 
additions in the process of borrowing, there are replacements and reductions in the 
process of Sinhalization. Word internal mixing in both borrowing and Sinhalization 
is influenced by the phonological rules of the L1, and is rule-governed. Hence, 
categorizing unexpected pronunciations of English lone lexical items in Sinhala 
utterances as errors or mistakes does not offer a justifiable solution. Therefore, 
Sinhalization presents an important area of language contact phenomena for future 
research.  
The four types of mixing can be interpreted in structural as well as 
sociolinguistic terms, as illustrated in a pyramid diagram in Figure 6.1. In structural 
terms, CM incorporates insertion, alternation and CL. The three mixing strategies 
have given rise to code-mixes, borrowings, hybrids and Sinhalized items in the 
Sinhala-English bilingual corpus. The four mixed types are defined in § 6.6. In 
sociolinguistic terms, CM is used by Sinhala-English bilinguals. The mixing types 
have also resulted in a variety of hybrids used by Sinhala-English bilinguals. 
Borrowings are a part of nativization, and are used mainly by speakers who wish to 
remain monolingual in Sinhala. Sinhalization belongs to nativization and is 
employed by non-speakers of English. There are also significant differences in 
attitudes towards speakers of these mixed types. Most notably, Sinhalization loses to 
all the other mixed types in social mobility. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.1 Schematic representation of the four types of mixing in the Sinhala-
English bilingual corpus. (S=Sinhalization) 
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6.7 Conclusion 
 
Sinhala-English CM reveals two manifestations: that of adding new vocabulary to 
the verbal repertoire of the Sri Lankan bilingual and initiating structural changes in 
the emerging mixed code. In sum, this chapter justifies the claims made in chapter 1 
of this thesis that Sinhala-English CM presents all possibilities. This chapter reveals 
that all patterns of mixing, insertional, alternational and CL are present in Sinhala-
English CM although insertion appears as the most dominantly used strategy. Since 
the majority of informants selected for this study are in the higher salary scale 
employed in the private sector, it can be concluded that the most popular mixing 
strategy with a majority of respondents who extensively use both languages in daily 
interactions, is insertional CM. Though insertional and alternational CM patterns are 
phenomenally used, the most productive and creative strategy of mixing available to 
the Sinhala-English urban  bilingual appears to be CL. Overall, insertional CM is 
most often intentional among urban bilinguals and is used for purposes of solidarity. 
Alternational CM is revealed as a style function and CL is revealed as a tool of 
creativity.  
CL mixing patterns exist in both insertional as well as alternational CM as 
illustrated in the data. CL patterns are used by fluent speakers of both Sinhala and 
English in Sri Lanka. CL has not only contributed new lexical forms to the Sinhala-
English mixed variety but also helped to bring the two languages closer together by 
enhancing integration strategies. This study claims that CL has contributed to 
borrowing and Sinhalization patterns of mixing in the Sinhala-English bilingual 
corpus. Where the fluent speaker of English is attributed creativity in CL, the non-
speaker of English is socially stigmatized as a result of CL (especially with regard to 
Sinhalized items). Analyzing the data presented in the Sinhala-English bilingual 
corpus, the following features of the different mixing types can be observed. The 
contact between Sinhala and English languages has resulted in CM, borrowing, 
Sinhalization and hybridization. All four mixing types can be distinguished most 
often by morpho-syntactic and phonological means. 
 
CM 
 
a. In CM, there is a mixed nominalizer. The two languages have converged to 
bring out a mixed nominalizer that exists only in CM. All English content 
words, adjectives, adverbs, verbs, suffixes, conjunctions and discourse markers 
can be inserted into Sinhala which indicate the presence of all strategies of 
mixing including insertional, alternational and CL.  
b. There are direct insertions into Sinhala such as ‘bus’ and ‘lorry’, which are 
accompanied by the mixed nominalizer ekə. These are code-mixes. 
c. In CM, ekə acts as a nominalizer for English nouns as well as English verb 
stems, and facilitates nesting of almost any noun and verb from English in 
mixed discourse. 
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d. Case marking in CM has common characteristics with both English and 
Sinhala, but behaves differently, and can be distinguishable from both 
languages. 
e. The data shows that most of the Sinhala nouns and modifiers in English 
sentences are code-mixes, and not borrowings or Sinhalizations. 
f. Sinhala emphatic particles are always mixed and are characteristic of 
alternational mixing strategies in an English matrix. 
g. English insertions are most often culturally and religiously neutral terms. 
h. The presence of Sinhala particles, adverbs, interjections and complementizers 
are indicative of alternational mixing. 
i. CM projects the working of two varieties in the utterance. 
 
Borrowing 
 
a. The process of nativization results in both borrowing and Sinhalization in the 
Sinhala-English bilingual corpus. Sinhalization and borrowing are two different 
mixing types. 
b. In borrowing, lexical items are phonologically, morphologically and 
syntactically integrated into the base language whereas in Sinhalization the 
integration occurs only in the domains of phonetics and phonology. This study 
claims that borrowings are more prominently morphologically marked and 
Sinhalizations are more prominently phonologically marked in the Sinhala-
English bilingual corpus. 
c. Nativized forms such as loriyə and busəyə in Sinhala are established 
borrowings and can be easily identified by the Sinhala suffix yə. These 
borrowings make use of CL mixing strategies as they include a bound 
morpheme from Sinhala. In borrowing, most of the short English vowels in 
English items are replaced with the Sinhala long vowels. Hence, ‘car’ in 
English becomes caar in the borrowed version. 
d. Sinhala suffixes are used to accommodate animate and inanimate English 
nouns in a Sinhala matrix. 
e. CL patterns exist in borrowing and Sinhalization. English terms in Sinhala 
utterances that are generally considered errors or mistakes by fluent speakers of 
English occur in the domain of Sinhalization and not borrowing.   
f. Most Sinhala words inserted into an English matrix are political, 
administrative, cultural and religious borrowings and are indicative of style 
marking functions. 
g. There are a host of derogatory borrowed terms from Sinhala in English bases, 
used for purposes of humor and sarcasm. 
h. Borrowing projects the working of a single variety and pronunciation based on 
the speaker’s L1. 
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Hybridization 
 
a. The most innovative Sinhala-English mixed elements are in hybrid formations 
which make use of CL mixing patterns. 
b. There are hybrid nouns, hybrid modifiers and hybrid verbs in the Sinhala-
English corpus. 
c. Hybrids are also categorized as Sri Lankanisms in this study. Other Sri 
Lankanisms comprise of non-hybrid compound nouns in Sinhala and English. 
d. Sinhala main verbs show fewer tendencies to appear as hybrid verbs. 
e. Sinhala compound verbs can always be converted into the English 
verb/adjective + matrix helping verb construction. 
f. The mixed hybrids in the Sinhala-English corpus make use of morphological 
processes such as compounding and word internal mixing. 
 
Sinhalization 
 
a. Sinhalized items are the result of the process of nativization and therefore 
based on the speaker’s L1. 
b. Unlike borrowings, Sinhalizations carry vowel prefixed consonant clusters 
beginning with /s/. In addition, many English fricatives are deleted word-
finally. Sinhalized items are governed by Sinhala phonology, and hence tend to 
be considered as errors or mistakes by fluent bilingual speakers. The influence 
of Sinhala phonetics and phonology on Sinhalized items creates unexpected 
pronunciations. 
c. Sinhalized items too can carry the mixed nominalizer ekə. Hence, this study 
analyses Sinhalized items as code-mixes. However, borrowing patterns exist in 
all the mixing types described. 
d. Unexpected pronunciations that are not based on the L1 results in errors. They 
cannot be considered either Sinhalizations or borrowings as both phenomena 
are based on the speaker’s L1. 
e. In addition, Sinhalization projects the working of two varieties and unexpected 
phonetic and phonological patterns, based on the speaker’s L1. 
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7 Code-mixing devices 
 
This chapter analyses the strategies of mixing used by the Sinhala-English bilingual 
from the functional perspective. Data gathered from the language analysis in chapter 
6, the sociolinguistic analysis in chapter 3 and the attitudinal analysis in chapter 4, 
are used to answer the research question: why do urban Sri Lankans resort to 
language mixing? This chapter is therefore concerned with sociolinguistic aspects 
within the framework of four approaches to the study of language mixing in the 
societal context: ‘foregrounding’, ‘neutralization’, ‘nativization’, and ‘hybridization’ 
(Kachru 1986). Based on these approaches, the functional aspects of Sinhala-English 
CM in Sri Lankan urban society are analyzed and explained. Based on Kachru’s 
framework, the analysis is categorized into foregrounding in § 7.2, neutralization in 
§ 7.3, nativization in § 7.4 and hybridization in § 7.5. The strategies of 
foregrounding and contextualization are used in the registral function, style function, 
and identity function in Sinhala-English CM. In neutralization, lone lexical items 
that are attitudinally and contextually neutral are used in bilingual discourse. The 
most important function of CM for the urban Sri Lankan however remains in the 
process of nativization described in § 7.4.  
 
7.1 CM as the ‘expected’ code in urban Sri Lanka 
 
This section focuses on the many roles acquired by the mixed code. The 
sociolinguistic analysis reveals CM as a highly frequent phenomenon and the 
‘expected’ code in the urban bilingual setting. Functionally, the analyses also reveal 
it as the alternate code for Sinhala. CM thus is the ‘expected’ linguistic code of most 
urban bilinguals (see Box 3.5, where the speaker openly flaunts the use of CM). In 
fact, to use Myers-Scotton’s term, CM is the ‘unmarked’ (1993a: 149) choice in 
most domains. In essence, the phenomenal use of CM implies speakers’ acceptance 
of it as conveying dual membership in both languages, Sinhala and English, in urban 
Sri Lanka. The revelation of CM as a highly used linguistic code by informants who 
contributed to this thesis emphasizes that urban Sri Lankan bilinguals have accepted 
the dual identities bestowed upon them as a result of contact situations. Furthermore, 
CM is defined as an ‘unconscious behavior’ indicative of a positive attitudinal 
change in urban Sri Lanka.  
 The bilingual mode (symbolized by CM) phenomenally used by urban 
bilinguals make instances of monolingualism in Sinhala and English more ‘marked’, 
as described by Auer (1984: 47) in participant related switching. In chapter 3, 
respondents reported the use of English in high domains, and Sinhala in low 
domains. Clearly, there is a functional separation of the two languages where 
English is considered ‘powerful’ and used for formal, practical purposes and Sinhala 
is considered ‘beautiful’ and used for cultural and personal reasons (see Box 3.5). It 
is clear that speakers prefer to be mostly monolingual or in other words not resort to 
CM, in these cited monolingual domains. Furthermore, CM was reportedly avoided 
in places of worship. A majority of speakers reported that Sinhala was the language 
at the temple though in actual usage this was not so. As a prestigious language, 
English is used as a first and a second language by urban speakers in Sri Lanka. 
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Note that most of the informants in this study are second language speakers of 
English (as reported in the sociolinguistic survey). Just as CM invokes dual 
membership in two languages, being monolingual in Sinhala or English invokes the 
speaker’s affiliations with culture, elitism and status related to the languages 
concerned. 
This study claims that CM in urban Sri Lanka has set the future standards 
of the languages concerned mainly due to nativization and hybridization. Note that 
the mixed type termed as Sinhalization is significantly different from CM. Observe 
too that hybridization is one of the main characteristics of the  English spoken in Sri 
Lanka reflected in hybrid compounds ‘gon fellow’ (Meyler 2007: 101) and ‘saree 
blouse’ (Meyler 2007: 229). Hybridization has enabled the Sri Lankan bilingual to 
coin new verbs by joining English nouns with matrix verbs. It is a direct result of 
CM.  
The frequent use of CM reflects the acceptance of English by urban 
bilinguals as one of ‘our languages’. Undoubtedly, the mixing context has brought 
English closer to the native Sri Lankan. The use of English is integrated in CM 
(symbolized by code-mixes, borrowings and Sinhalizations). The native speaker has 
developed many mixing types to integrate English. Hence, the social significance 
revealed by the benevolent presence of CM is immense (as it has brought the 
languages together) though CM itself as a linguistic phenomenon is not 
acknowledged. Through CM, the urban Sri Lankan bilingual has brought together 
linguistic identities of two typologically and culturally distant languages. In this 
sense, CM to the urban Sri Lankan presents a number of possibilities, the main and 
the most important being the representation of dual identities. In sum, the conflict 
between the indigenous ‘low’ language of the uneducated and the superior, 
international, ‘high’ language of the elite is slowly being resolved in the face of the 
phenomenal use of CM in urban Sri Lanka. Most importantly, this study claims that 
this move is motivated by pragmatic considerations rather than linguistic 
emancipation in post-colonial Sri Lanka.  
 
7.2 CM as a foregrounding device 
 
7.2.1 English elements in Sinhala sentences 
 
Based on Kachru (1986: 59)’s framework, foregrounding refers to the use of 
language with an intention of attracting attention to a particular meaning conveyed. 
In foregrounding, CM entails the ‘conscious use of phonological, grammatical and 
lexical devices’ (Kachru 1986: 59). CM is also used as a registral function1, evident 
in domains of power (when mixing with English) and culture, religion and tradition 
(when mixing with Sinhala). The style function2 of CM implies speakers’ preference 
                                                 
1 Registral functions may be marked by a special type of lexicalization, as in 
Persianization in Indian English (Kachru 1986: 59). 
2 Style function is defined as a ‘formally determined choice’ (Kachru 1986: 59), 
where speakers choose a high code from the available codes. 
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to use a high code (when mixing English) and speakers’ preference to bring in lone 
lexical items from a low code (when mixing Sinhala) in the Sinhala-English 
situation. Apart from this, the ‘identity function’ is defined as revealing in-group 
membership (Kachru 1986: 60). The strategy of foregrounding is used in the 
registral function, style function, and identity function. This strategy is used by 
many urban bilinguals and is motivated by style, register, and role identification3 in 
most cases. This study claims that most of the insertional, alternational and CL 
patterns of Sinhala-English CM reveal the strategy of foregrounding. When mixing 
lone lexical items from English, it is observed that foregrounding is used by most 
bilinguals to attract attention to their phonological proficiency. Certain words 
pronounced with accents to indicate superior phonological knowledge of the English 
language were prevalent in most cases in the Sinhala-English bilingual corpus. In 
these instances, apart from the frequent mixing patterns, the Sinhala-English 
bilingual brings in lexical units to create more mixing patterns.  
Hence, in this type of style identification, Sinhala-English bilinguals mix 
non-compound verbs in Sinhala, create new verbs by joining English nouns with 
Sinhala helping verbs, use single verbs sentence-finally, mix lone items in non-
mixing contexts and use phonologically marked4 words in dominant Sinhala 
utterances. This type of phonological marking is most frequent in urban bilinguals to 
signal their affiliations with the languages concerned. This study argues that 
phonological marking of English words containing the back vowels /o/ and /ɔ/5 is 
used by fluent speakers of English in Sri Lanka as a device to attract attention to 
their superior knowledge of English. In some cases, speakers aspirate /p/, /t/ and /k/ 
consonants when they appear word-initially, just as in BE, even when mixing lone 
English lexical items in Sinhala sentences. Aspiration of these consonants is not a 
feature of standard SLE. However, speakers may employ aspiration as a strategy of 
foregrounding. Hence, in phonological marking, the device of foregrounding is 
visible.  
Just as there is phonological marking, there is lexical marking in 
foregrounding, illustrated in hybrid verbs, hybrid nouns, the occurrence of the 
English negative marker, the occurrence of English verb stems sentence-finally, and 
clipped and inflected verbs in Sinhala-English mixed discourse. In all these cases, 
the urban Sri Lankan bilingual uses foregrounding, deliberately, to attract attention 
to a variety of mixed constructions. Apart from this dominant style function, a 
                                                 
3 See Kachru (1978). 
4 Phonologically marked items are those lexical items that are pronounced with an 
accent that is not generally used. For example ‘call’ can be phonologically marked 
by a speaker if the initial consonant is pronounced with an aspiration which is not a 
feature of SLE but a feature of BE. 
5 For example, /o/ in ‘sole’ and /ɔ/ in ‘saw’. Fluent speakers of English 
phonologically mark lexical items containing these back vowels in insertional CM. 
A non-speaker of English may either replace /ɔ/ with /o/, or confuse the use of the 
two vowels. Such phonological deviations are considered errors by fluent speakers 
of English in Sri Lanka. 
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majority of English single word elements in Sinhala sentences is indicative of 
register identification. Furthermore, syntactic marking is visible in the use of tags 
from either English or Sinhala. Multi-word English mixes such as repetitions, 
collocations and reduplications are indicative of style identification in the Sinhala-
English corpus.  
 
7.2.2 Sinhala elements in English sentences 
  
When mixing Sinhala social, political, cultural and derogatory terms, foregrounding 
is used as a strategy for style and register identification. Most Sinhala elements are 
used as contextual cues, as described by Auer (1984) for style identification. 
Furthermore, proficient speakers of English make use of Sinhala lone lexical items 
for purposes of humor and sarcasm. Apart from this, the inclusion of Sinhala 
compound nouns, idioms and expressions is indicative of style and role 
identification. 
  
7.3 CM as a neutralization device 
 
Similar to foregrounding, there are many instances of neutralization in Sinhala-
English CM. Consider the use of ‘servantgen’ where CM is used for automatization6 
(Kachru 1983: 198). The purpose is to use terms that are attitudinally and 
contextually neutral. In these instances, the terms are not used as contextual cues by 
the speaker, and most of them occur as English elements included in the mixed data. 
The aim in neutralization is to use lexical items from English, which are not loaded 
terms. Hence, they do not act as contextual or attitudinal cues. In this Sinhala-
English bilingual corpus, neutralization is used to refer to positions, titles, family 
members and domestic aids.  
 
7.4 CM as a nativization device 
 
Perhaps the most productive strategy of CM is the manner in which alien elements 
are nativized in a contextually appropriate manner without violating the rules of the 
languages concerned. In using CM as a device of nativization, the bilingual has 
made use of productive grammatical processes available to him/her in the L1. This 
study claims that there are two types of mixing used by the Sinhala speaker to 
nativize English elements in their daily discourse. Both types are structurally and 
sociolinguistically analyzed and defined in chapter 6 of this thesis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
6 Emphasis is the author’s. 
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7.5 CM as a process of hybridization 
 
One of the main purposes of the process of hybridization is to expand or extend the 
vocabulary in the contact variety. Hybridization is a characteristic feature of the 
mixed variety and SLE. Accordingly, hybrid compound verbs occur in Sinhala 
dominant utterances whereas hybrid compound nouns occur both in English and 
Sinhala dominant utterances. Hybrid verbs are mostly motivated by style and role 
functions. The dominant influence of the L1 and style function can trigger the 
transformation of main Sinhala verbs into mixed verbs. The formation of hybrid 
compound nouns is mainly motivated by style, role and register functions.  
 
7.6 Conclusion 
 
The analysis reveals Sinhala-English CM as an extremely frequent linguistic code 
motivated dominantly by style, role and identity functions in the urban Sri Lankan 
setting. Most code-mixes occur in the repertoire of the bilingual as a means of 
attracting attention and therefore can be categorized under foregrounding. The 
strategy of foregrounding provides answers to the variety of mixing patterns 
prevalent in the Sinhala-English bilingual corpus. Just as foregrounding is used for 
purposes of style and reveals many identities such as religious, class and group 
membership, neutralization is used to conceal identities and cultural connotations. 
Note that the majority of informants in the analysis in chapter 3 identified English as 
the most neutral language in Sri Lanka. This neutral nature of English has infiltrated 
into CM in the form of lone word mixes. Furthermore, neutralization can be 
observed in items used to refer to positions, family and domestic aides. Most 
importantly, CM facilitates the bilingual through the process of nativization which 
comprises of borrowing and Sinhalization. Importantly, unexpected pronunciations 
generally considered as errors and mistakes occur in the domain of Sinhalization and 
not borrowing. In essence, the code-mixer uses a number of strategies such as 
foregrounding, neutralization, nativization and hybridization. By making use of 
these processes, the English language has been acculturated. The analysis shows that 
the mixed discourse is an acculturate functional variety in post-colonial urban Sri 
Lanka and reveals language contact and linguistic appropriateness in the Sri Lankan 
context. Through the processes of foregrounding, neutralization, nativization and 
hybridization, the mixed code has bridged the gap between two typologically distant 
languages. The analysis in this chapter emphasizes the social significance of the 
mixed code in the Sri Lankan setting, which transcends a purely structural 
interpretation. As Kachru suggests, the mixed code has a formal cohesion and a 
functional appropriateness with reference to the variety of contexts that the bilingual 
faces in daily life. In fact, it is due to such cohesiveness and appropriateness that 
codes are functionally relevant in bilingual situations. The analysis emphasizes the 
importance of Sinhala-English CM in Sri Lanka, and its significance in 
amalgamating two distinct identities in a bilingual society.  
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8 Summary and conclusions 
 
This thesis contributes to one of the most criticized, devalued and yet highly 
frequent linguistic phenomena in post-colonial urban Sri Lanka: Sinhala-English 
CM. In answering the main research question of this thesis, this treatise seeks to 
provide an adequate account of mixed constructions prevalent in the Sinhala-English 
bilingual corpus within the framework proposed in Muysken’s (2000) CM typology. 
Chapter 1 contained a background study of the Sri Lankan setting including an 
introductory.  
Chapter 2 provided a detailed description of both Sinhala and SLE relevant 
to the study of Sinhala-English CM. The section on Sinhala focused on its historical 
and social context, its origins, dialects and varieties and the influence of Pali, 
Sanskrit, Portuguese, Dutch, Malay, Tamil and English on present day spoken 
Sinhala. The section on the English spoken in Sri Lanka contained a description of 
SLE and its morphological, phonological and syntactic properties, relevant to the 
study of CM. This chapter emphasizes the importance of Sinhala in Sri Lankan 
urban society and highlights the influence it has on other language varieties spoken 
in Sri Lanka. It is mainly the influence of Sinhala that characterizes the variety of 
English spoken in Sri Lanka.  
 Chapter 3 provided an in-depth analysis of sociolinguistic issues 
using two direct measurement techniques (the sociolinguistic questionnaire with 200 
informants and the semi-structured interview with a subset of 40) to answer the 
research questions: who are the Sinhala-English code-mixers? and when and where 
does it take place? Data from the semi-structured interview validated the findings of 
the questionnaire. The findings revealed that urban Sri Lankans code-mix in daily 
conversations. Furthermore, the results elicited attitudinal information on language 
varieties in Sri Lanka. Based on the data, it was shown that actual language use 
differs considerably from the behavioral intentions of urban Sri Lankan bilinguals.  
The aim of chapter 4 is to ascertain how urban bilinguals in Sri Lanka 
evaluate CM. Using the matched-guise technique, this chapter evaluated reactions 
towards Sinhala, English, CM and the mixed types (borrowing and Sinhalization). 
The test confirmed the position of English as a high language and Sinhala as a low 
language in urban Sri Lankan society. This is in spite of the enormous influence of 
Sinhala on all language varieties spoken in urban Sri Lanka. The low status of 
Sinhala is re-emphasized by the low status acquired by the mixed types, which are 
dominantly modeled on Sinhala morpho-syntax. English is not just perceived as a 
language of power, but also as a language of solidarity. The test validated the 
findings of the sociolinguistic analysis that speakers prefer the use of ‘more’ English 
as it carries a high social standing. The results revealed that where English obtained 
higher ratings in the power scales, Sinhala and CM are perceived as less powerful 
discourse varieties in urban Sri Lanka. It was shown that the attitudes toward 
Sinhala, CM and Sinhalization are similar. However, Sinhalizations and borrowings 
are perceived as socially lower than both Sinhala and CM. This study shows that this 
is mainly due to the phonological and lexical marking of a few lone lexical items. It 
was also shown that the low status accorded to nativizations was due to speakers 
being identifiable as native speakers of Sinhala. Hence, this study provided evidence 
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that the low status of the mixed types is due to their affiliations to the Sinhala 
language. The analysis shows that a low status was accorded to speakers using 
nativizations in their speech and that this is a result of borrowings and Sinhalizations 
being identified with the Sinhala language. 
Chapter 5 critically reviewed the study of CM  from the 1950’s to the 
present day focusing on the models and  theories of Poplack (1980), Gumperz 
(1982), Grosjean (1982), Kachru (1983), Auer (1984), Fasold (1984), Myers-Scotton 
(1993), Heller (1995), Muysken (2000), and Thomason (2001). The approaches of 
these scholars are diverse: sociolinguistic, psycholinguistic, structural and historical. 
Despite the controversy surrounding single word inclusions in mixed data, the 
sociolinguistic analyses describe the presence of lone words as not merely 
coincidental. Lone other-language items are not purely used for lexical gaps, but 
perform important functions through grammatical processes such as nativization and 
hybridization. The theories and models described in chapter 5 are used in the 
language analysis in chapter 6, and sociolinguistic and attitudinal analyses in 
chapters 3, 4 and 7 of this thesis. 
 The analysis in chapter 6 focused on the structural properties of Sinhala-
English CM. The analysis contained bilingual data in natural conversations, 
interviews and the public domains. Data from a newspaper survey was also included 
in the section on Sinhala elements to emphasize the influence of the mixed language 
on written English. The proposed account provides insight into the mixing strategies 
used by urban bilinguals. The syntactic analysis proposed made use of Muysken’s 
(2000) typology of CM to separate bilingual data into English elements in Sinhala 
sentences, Sinhala elements in English sentences (insertion) and conjoined sentences 
(alternation). It turns out that Sinhala-English CM shows more affinity to Sinhala 
than to English. Furthermore, it was shown that it represents a grammaticalisation 
process, mainly dependent on Sinhala. From the mixed constructions prevalent in 
the data, the most productive appear to be the ekə construction, plural marker 
construction, and hybridization and nativization processes. The proposed analysis 
reveals the mixed variety as an evolved linguistic code, comprising syntactic 
properties of both Sinhala and English. It was also shown that the contact between 
Sinhala and English has resulted in CM, lexical borrowing, Sinhalization and 
hybridization. Each of these phenomena has its own structural properties, modeled 
most dominantly on Sinhala syntax, phonology and morphology. The analysis of 
nativizations demonstrated that borrowings and Sinhalizations reveal a closer 
affinity to Sinhala, indicated most often by phonologically and lexically marked lone 
items. The language analysis validated the findings of the sociolinguistic and 
attitudinal analyses.  
Borrowings are lexically marked whereas Sinhalizations are phonologically 
marked. It was shown that the more phonologically marked the lexical item is, the 
lower the social standing it signals in the eyes of the competent bilingual in Sri 
Lanka, as indicated in the matched-guise test. Chapter 6 also proposed a re-analysis 
of errors and mistakes, discussed in the section on Sinhalizations. The analysis of 
nativizations most importantly provides new insight into Sinhalization, a mixed type 
with significant differences, and an issue for future research would be to what extent 
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Sinhalizations can be considered errors or mistakes. Undoubtedly, Sinhalizations too 
are the result of grammaticalisation processes. Hence, this study claims that a re-
analysis of Sinhalized elements is vital for the reconsideration of the derogatory 
term ‘not pot’ English and for future research on the varieties of English spoken in 
Sri Lanka. More importantly, this study shows that if the mixed elements are based 
on the speaker’s L1, they cannot be analyzed as errors. Overall, the structural 
features of Sinhala-English CM show more affinity to Sinhala. This also explains 
the low status associated with the code-mixers. Hence, the four mixing types 
prevalent in the Sinhala-English mixed corpus can be interpreted in structural as 
well as sociolinguistic terms. 
In chapter 7, this study proposed a framework based on Kachru (1983) to 
analyze code-mixing strategies used by the Sinhala-English bilingual. Accordingly, 
the functional aspects of language mixing, dissected into foregrounding, 
neutralization, nativization, and hybridization, revealed Sinhala-English CM as a 
culturally, socially and traditionally bound discourse variety in post-colonial Sri 
Lankan society. Furthermore, it was shown that the framework proposed by Kachru 
facilitates a functional as well as a structural separation of nativizations into 
borrowings and Sinhalizations. Borrowings reveal CM as a functionally appropriate 
discourse variety in urban Sri Lanka. Borrowings are used mostly for style and 
identity functions where bilinguals wish to remain monolingual in their repertoire. 
Sinhalizations are revealed as the spontaneous result of phonetic and phonological 
adaptations of alien elements into Sinhala.  
Overall, the study of Sinhala-English CM revealed the following. 
Phonologically, the contact between Sinhala and English has resulted in 
phonological extension or reduction, with regard to the mixed types discussed in this 
study, mainly, CM, hybridization, Sinhalization and lexical borrowing. The 
phonological extension or reduction is apparent in Sinhalizations characterized by 
the integration of consonant clusters beginning with /s/ word-initially, the 
replacement of /ɔ/ with /o/, the deletion of fricatives word-finally and the 
replacement of /f/ with /p/. In addition, borrowing shows suffixes added to the 
borrowed English items, a stress on /r/ and a shift from short to long vowels. The 
impact of Sinhala-English CM is most visible in the lexis of the mixed types, which 
reveal most prominently the style function in the dominantly used mixing strategy: 
insertion. The number of compound nouns, modifiers and verbs present in the 
Sinhala-English bilingual corpus reveals the productivity of hybridization in CM. It 
was also shown that hybrids are a unique feature of SLE. Productive hybridization is  
revealed in the compound noun where English heads are extensively used. In mixed 
compound verbs, English verb stems as well as nouns are combined with matrix 
helping verbs, to create new compound verbs in the mixed code. Hybrid modifiers 
appear as new words in the mixed variety. These patterns are a direct result of CM.  
Thus, the analyses proposed in this thesis not only account for the structural 
properties of Sinhala- English CM, but also explain the functions of language 
mixing in Sri Lanka. The structural analysis provides insight into the co-existence of 
English with Sinhala in Sri Lanka. The analysis shows the dominant influence of 
Sinhala on Sinhala-English CM. Most of the Sinhala elements such as pronouns, 
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complementizers, verbs, numerals, particles and plural markers facilitate the 
inclusion of English elements in the discourse of the Sinhala speaker. Similarly, the 
English plural marker is extensively used when incorporating Sinhala items in the 
discourse of the English speaker. Apart from this, bilingual speakers have invented a 
nominalizer that appears only in mixed discourse. The mixed nominalizer ekə shows 
the flexibility to accompany almost any English noun in Sinhala-English CM. Case 
marking in Sinhala-English CM, though distinct, also has characteristics common to 
both English and Sinhala.  
Overall, the linguistic assimilation in Sinhala-English CM involves a 
grammaticalisation process. The analysis reveals not only additions to the lexis and 
syntax, visible in borrowings and code-mixes, but loss of structure visible in 
Sinhalizations. The additions manifest themselves in the suffixes, the stress on the /r/ 
syllable, the shift from short to long vowels, and also in the emergence of the ekə 
nominalizer in borrowings and code-mixes. The loss is most prominent in the 
deletion of word final fricatives and consonants, the replacement of fricatives with 
consonants and the replacement of the back vowels in Sinhalization. From the facts, 
it is apparent that the extensions or reductions in the mixed code have resulted in 
creating a negative image of Sinhala-English CM in urban Sri Lankan society. 
However, more importantly, the phonological extensions or reductions have 
facilitated the native Sinhala speaker to bridge the gap between English and Sinhala, 
and to bring in a host of lexical items into the Sinhala language. The morpho-
syntactic features of Sinhala-English CM not only suggest that it is closely affiliated 
to the syntax of Sinhala but also that it has borrowed flexible features from English. 
Though heavily influenced by Sinhala, Sinhala-English CM can be separated from 
Sinhala.  
Despite the extensions and reductions that Sinhala-English CM has 
undergone in its development to the present day status of ‘vernacular’ in urban Sri 
Lankan society, in functional terms, it appears as a tool that has successfully 
acculturated the English language within Sinhala culture as revealed in 
foregrounding, neutralization, hybridization, nativization and contextualization. In 
essence, language mixing has successfully brought together two typologically and 
culturally distant languages. In its socio-cultural context, Sinhala-English CM 
reveals the acculturization of English by the native Sinhala speaker in Sri Lanka.  
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Appendices  
Appendix 1: The sociolinguistic questionnaire – construction 
 
The questionnaire focused on eliciting behavioral intentions (language used with 
children, superiors) as well as actual behaviors (language of education, use of 
specific languages in various situations with various interlocutors and domains of 
language use) of the selected 200 informants. Questions were directed at eliciting 
societal treatment of languages (national language, official language, neutral 
language, promotion of languages, language in the mass media, language of 
government, and language of religion)1 as public ways of treating language varieties 
result in influencing the status and prestige of the varieties as well as the status of 
speakers.  
The questionnaire was distributed in areas where there is a high 
concentration of Sinhala-English bilinguals2. The informants are urban bilinguals 
(between 19 to 50 years) and all of them are employed in either the private or 
government3 sectors. The questionnaire was distributed among employed bilinguals 
as they would be the most frequent users of two languages in daily conversation. 
 A number of informants are categorized as educated bilinguals as they have 
completed secondary level education4. Some are even following tertiary level 
courses at universities and other institutes. The striking characteristic about these 
informants is that they have revealed the use of both English and Sinhala in 
questions related to language use. Hence, most of the informants are predicted as 
Sinhala-English bilinguals. The exposure to both languages is in the form of the 
following variables: 
  
• Language of instruction at school/educational institutes 
• Language of communication at work  
• Language of communication at home  
• Language of entertainment  
• Language of religion  
 
 
 
 
                                                 
1 Ryan, Giles and Sebastian (1982: 7) consider analysis of societal treatment of 
languages revealed in the ‘pubic ways’ of treating language varieties as the ‘first 
source of information’. 
2 Ethnographic observations in selected districts such as Colombo, Galle, Kandy and 
Kurungala revealed that most bilinguals in these areas frequently engage in CM. See 
Table 2.1. 
3 http://www.statistics.gov.lk/empcensus/final_2002/list_of_tables.htm (visited on 
12.03.2007) 
4 See Table 3.1. 
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Administration of the questionnaire:  
 
The questionnaire was circulated in selected districts where ethnographic 
observations revealed CM as a frequent code in daily discourse. The selected 
districts are Colombo, Galle, Kurunegala and Kandy. All these districts are highly 
populated with bilinguals from all ethnic groups5, (however dominated by the 
majority ethnic group: Sinhalese). The questionnaire concentrated on these urban 
areas as there is an abundance of resources to speakers such as education, 
technology, employment and entertainment, which exposes them to the languages 
concerned in this study. Based on this, this study argues that CM occurs and is most 
frequent in urban areas than in rural areas where access to cable TV, IT, education, 
employment and various forms of entertainment is limited. 
The questionnaire was hand-delivered to all the informants by the 
investigator. None were posted to any informant as it was discovered that some 
questionnaires got lost in the post, and as most informants have the tendency of not 
returning the questionnaire. For the technique to work more efficiently, the 
investigator visited the selected urban areas and distributed the questionnaire to 
groups of informants in offices, educational institutes, places of leisure (parks) and 
places where groups of informants were found such as conferences, seminars and 
parties. In some cases, the questionnaire was distributed among students in 
universities. Prior to handing over the questionnaire, the investigator briefed the 
informants about the purpose of the questionnaire and other necessary details. Some 
questionnaires were handed to informants by visiting their residences.  
 
Classification of results  
 
Data obtained from the questionnaire was classified into demographic 
characteristics, domains of language use, interlocutors and language use and 
attitudinal characteristics of the sample. 
 
Demographic variables 
 
Age     (Question 1) 
Gender     (Question 2) 
Ethnicity    (Question 7) 
Occupation     (Question 3, 4)  
First language    (Question 8) 
Language of instruction   (Question 6) 
   
Language use variables - domains 
 
Work place    (Question 24, 25, 26) 
Places of worship    (Question 11, 12, 13, 14) 
                                                 
5 See chapter 2, Table 3. 
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Domestic environments   (Question 10) 
Social situations     (Question 15 and 17) 
Entertainment     (Question 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34) 
 
Language use variables – interlocutors 
 
With the priest at the temple   (Question 11, 12, 13, 14) 
Superiors     (Question 16, 25) 
Colleagues/associates    (Question 23) 
Close friends    (Question 9, 21, 27) 
Family     (Question 18, 19, 22, 20, 28) 
With the spouse     (Question 19) 
With children     (Question 18, 22) 
With relatives     (Question 20) 
 
Attitudinal variables      
 
Sinhala as the only national language (Question 38) 
English as the official language  (Question 40) 
English should be given equal status (Question 36) 
The most neutral language in Sri Lanka  (Question 42) 
One national language    (Question 41) 
Promotion of Tamil   (Question 39) 
Language mixing in the media is suitable (Question 35) 
 
The sociolinguistic questionnaire-contents 
1. Age  :…………………………………………… 
2. Gender  : Male  Female 
3. Occupation : Private   Government Self –employed 
    Other 
4. Profession :  
…………………………………………………………… 
5. Area/district :………………………………………. 
6. Education :  
 
Tick the appropriate 
 
Level O/L A/L BA  / Bsc MA / Msc Phd 
 
Medium of 
instruction 
 
 
English 
 
 
Sinhala 
English 
 
 
Sinhala 
English 
 
 
Sinhala 
English 
 
 
Sinhala 
English 
 
 
Sinhala 
 
7. Ethnicity :………………………………………………………… 
8. My first language is.. . 
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a. English b. Sinhala c. Malay  d. Tamil 
9. I speak to my friends in … 
a. English b. Sinhala/Tamil/Malay c.Both English & 
Sinhala/Tamil/Malay 
10. At home I use… 
a. English b. Sinhala c. Tamil  d. Malay 
11. At the temple I speak … 
a. Only in English  b.Only in Sinhala  c. Both in 
English & Sinhala 
12. At the church I speak.. 
a. Only in English  b.Only in Sinhala  c. Both in 
English & Sinhala 
13. At the temple, the priest speaks to me .. 
a. Only in English  b.Only in Sinhala  c. Both in 
English &   Sinhala 
14 At  the church, the priest speaks to me … 
a. Only in English  b.Only in Sinhala  c. Both in 
English & Sinhala 
15.  At the supermarket, I speak to the service assistants … 
a. Only in English  b.Only in Sinhala  c. Both in 
English & Sinhala 
16.  I speak to my superiors at work… 
a. Only in English  b. Only in Sinhala  c. 
Both in English & Sinhala   
17. In the club/Association, I  use… 
a. Only  English  b.Only Sinhala  c. Both English & 
Sinhala 
18. I speak to my children … ( if aplicable)  
a. Only  in English  b. Only in Sinhala/Tamil/Malay 
c.Both in  English & Sinhala/Tamil/Malay  
19. I speak to my spouse … (if applicable) 
a. Only  in English  b. Only in Sinhala/Tamil/Malay 
c.Both in English & Sinhala/Tamil/Malay 
20. With relatives I use… 
a. Only English  b. Only Sinhala/Tamil/Malay c.Both  
English & Sinhala/Tamil/Malay 
21. My best friend can speak… 
a. Only English  b. Only Sinhala  c. Both English & 
Sinhala 
22. When I’m talking to my best friend I use… 
a. Only English  b. Only Sinhala  c. Both English & 
Sinhala 
23. I have a lot of friends who speak in… 
a. English  b. Sinhala  c.English and Sinhala 
24. At  meetings I use… 
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a. Only English b.Only Sinhala  c. Both English & Sinhala 
25. At meetings, the head of my institute uses 
a. Only English b.Only Sinhala  c. Both English & Sinhala 
26. In my office, official documents are in 
a. English  b. Sinhala  c.English and Sinhala 
27. When my friends talk to me, they use… 
a. Only English b.Only Sinhala  c. Both English & Sinhala 
28. When my children talk to me, they use… 
a. Only English b.Only Sinhala  c. Both English & Sinhala 
29. Most of the newspapers I buy are in 
a. English  b. Sinhala  c.English and Sinhala 
30. Most of the books I read are in 
a. English  b. Sinhala  c.English and Sinhala 
31. I listen to and watch radio programs in 
a. English  b. Sinhala  c.English and Sinhala 
32. I like when hosts/presenters use both Sinhala and English 
a. Yes   b. No 
33. I listen to and watch TV/Radio programs where the medium of 
communication would be.. 
a. Sinhala Only  b. English Only  c. English & Sinhala 
34. I like it when TV presenters use both English and Sinhala in conversation 
a. Yes   b. No 
35. The use of both English and Sinhala in the mainstream media is suitable. 
a. I agree 
b. I strongly agree 
c. I disagree 
d. I strongly disagree 
36. English  is one of the most important languages in the world and also in 
South   Asia. If it is made one of the state languages, this in turn will lead to 
more ethnic harmony and peace especially in multi-ethnic countries such as  Sri 
Lanka and India. In Sri Lanka, it should be given equal status as Sinhala and 
Tamil. 
a. I agree 
b. I strongly agree 
c. I disagree 
d. I strongly disagree 
37.The government should discourage the use of Sinhala in the media and make  
English  the medium of communication in the media. This will result in the 
extensive use of English in daily intercations. English should be promoted as 
the medium of communication in the mainstream media. 
 
a. I agree 
b. I strongly agree 
c. I disagree 
d. I strongly disagree 
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38. There is a growiing awareness of nationalism. This has paved the way for the  
implementation of the Official Languages Act of 1956 which made Sinhala a 
state language. In keeping with the changing times,the government should 
promote the use of Sinhala and make it the only national language in Sri Lanka. 
a. I agree 
b. I strongly agree 
c. I disagree 
d. I strongly disagree 
39. Tamil should be promoted in all aspects of governance, education and media 
to strengthen the unity and to symbolize the multi-ethnic features of Sri Lankan 
society. Tamil should be promoted more than Sinhala. 
a. I agree 
b. I strongly agree 
c. I disagree 
d. I strongly disagree 
40. English is the official language in many countries. It is the most important 
languiage to Sri Lankans. It provides social mobility, power, prestige and status 
to its speakers. Sinhala and Tamil do not provide any of these and giving 
prominence to the national languages has resulted tin divisions. Therefore, 
English should be the official language in Sri Lanka. 
a.     I agree 
b.  I strongly agree 
c.  I disagree 
d.  I strongly disagree 
     41. If you have to choose one national language for Sri Lanka, it will be 
           a. Sinhala b. English c. Tamil d. Malay 
     42. In your opinion, what is the most neutral language in Sri Lanka 
           a. Sinhala b. English c. Tamil d. Malay 
     43. Name the best English speaker in Sri Lanka
 …………………………………….. 
     44. Name the best Sinhala speaker in Sri Lanka.
 ……………………………………. 
     45. Name one famous person who uses both Sinhala and English fluently in 
     conversation……………………………………………………….. 
 
Appendix 2: A sample of a recording 
136: tavat   ek-kenek           kiyə-nəvaa  
another  one-IND.PRO  say.PRS 
I want a car I want a mobile kiyəla. 
  [Another one will say I want a car, I want a mobile  they will say] 
 38: That’s true, that’s the culture no? 
 13: eekə  ehemə   tamay 
                                                 
6 Speaker number. 
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  that like  EMP  
  [That’s how it is] 
 38: hmm (in acknowledgment) 
 13: venə  evaa   ehemə  nae.  
  other thing.pl  like NEG 
We are marketing a different brand no.? 
[Other (companies) are not like that. We are marketing a 
different brand, you know?] 
 38:  hmm 
13:  (a string of English follows describing the brand and the 
company) …so what we do in that two years.  
sati  dek-ak   aran yanəvaa   
week two-IND take.PRS  
two years  innee     
two years be.EMP 
naetuvə  
NEG.PAR.RL 
so…it still works because we are not spending a cent, the suppliers 
have to do that. 
 [so what we do in that two years carry on for two weeks without 
waiting for two years…so, it still works because we are not 
spending a cent, the suppliers have to do that] 
14: why do you say that they are not good?  
ayyo ( to another speaker)  anee… aey  ookə  kərannee? 
INT   INT… why that do.EMP 
(back to speaker 13) 
…are you saying that the brands are not good? 
 [Why do you say that they are not good?/Oh please ( to another 
speaker) really X why are you doing that? (back to speaker D) 
are you saying that the brands are not good?] 
13: No, it is just that we have to do the main decision making. The 
main decision making lies finally with us… after all… we are still 
a small company no… ( pausing) 
 
Appendix 3: A sample of the English text - Matched guise  
There are some who are born to glory like the Shane Warnes and Muralis of this 
world but there are yet others who play second fiddle and are not part of the 
limelight or in the spot light. They are the unsung heroes or the lesser known players 
in the scene, who often work behind the scenes and are hardly ever noticed. Two 
that come to our mind are our very own ‘Vaasy’ better known as Chamnid Vaas. 
The other is little Paul Collingwood of England. When speaking of Sri Lanka 
bowling, it is very often Murali who hogs the limelight. But there is hard working 
Chaminda Vaas who works behind the scenes, often getting the opening batsmen out 
with his darting deliveries at the pads. Then he contributes with the bat as well and 
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is a good fielder in the deep. Even in the game against South Africa, Vaas 
contributed an undefeated 29 and took 3 for 16 in his ten overs, three of which were 
maidens. The other that I thought of is a little spoken of player for England, Paul 
Collingwood. When one thinks of England, one talks about batsmen like 
Trescothick, Strauss, Vaughan and Kevin Pietersen, but how many talk about the 
effectiveness of Paul Collingwood. Very often he comes in at a time when the chips 
are down for England and in his own inimitable style, he clips the ball around and 
nudges it into gaps keeping the scoreboard ticking. He is a kind of rock of Gibraltar 
in the middle. Even a player of the caliber of Jaques Kallis, quite often goes 
unnoticed. Look at Kallis’s record. He has taken over 200 wickets in tests and 
scored over 8000 runs. 
(Adapted from Unsung Heroes by Pelham Jurianz) 
 
Appendix 4: A sample of the Sinhala text - Matched guise  
Y%S ,xld úÿ,s ixfoaY fiajdjkays  ;j;a jeo.;a mshjrla ;nñka  ,xld fn,a 
iud.u  MS myiqlï flá l;d kñka kej; y÷kajdoSfï m%pdrl jHdmdrhla 
osh;a fldg ;sfí. 
 
Y%S ,dxlsl ck osúhg fnfyúka ióm jQ fhÿula jk “flá l;d” ish¿u 
,xld fn,a mdßfNda.slhkag furg fukau úfoaYhkayS o fjfik ;u kE 
ys;j;=ka iu. mKsúvhlg i; 75 ne.ska jk iq¿ uqo,lg in|;d meje;aúh 
yels ixl,amhls. 
 
Y%S ,xldfõ ÿrl:k lafIa;%fha  ;j;a ux i,l=Kla  iksgqyka  lrñka ia:djr 
ÿrl:k i|yd “fn,a SMS” Tiafia kj;u “B-fï,a”  myiqlï y÷kajd ÿka 
,xld fn,a iud.u  tu myiqlu ia:djr ÿrl:k i|yd y÷kajd ÿka mqfrda.dó 
iud.uhs.  fï wkqj oi oyia .Kka jQ ,xld fn,a mdßfNda.slhskag ;j;a  
kùk;u myiqlula w;aú£fï wjia:dj ysñ fõ. fï myiqlu Tiafia  uQ,sl 
f;dard .ekSu  mdßfNda.slhdg  ,efí. ta B-fï,a fj; SMS iy SMS fj; B-fï,a 
hkqfjks. ish¿u  mdßfNda.slhka fï i|yd  ,shdmosxÑ ùug l< hq;= jkafka 
;u ,xldfn,a ÿrl:kfhka 1567 wxlhg “emailreg”  hkqfjka i|yka 
mKsúvhla heùu muKs. ,shdmosxÑùu iïmQ¾K ùfuka wk;=rej  mdßfNda.slhd 
fj; ,shdmosxÑh id¾:l jQ njg “Registration Successful” hkqfjka 
mKsúvhla ,efí. ,shdmosxÑh i|yd jehjkafka  uQ,slj f.úh hq;= remsh,a 100 
l .dia;=j muKs.  
 
mdßfNda.slhkag ;u ÿrl:k u.ska SMS mKsúvhl wdldrfhka  gmail, yahoo, 
hotmail wdoS ´kEu jiï kduhlg fyda B-fï,a ,smskhlg  mKsúvhlg  
remsh,a  2 l .dia;=jla hgf;a  mKsúvhla heúh yel.  B-fï,a mKsúvhla 
heùu i|yd mdßfNda.slhska  fuu l%shdmámdáh wkq.ukh l< hq;=h.   
 
fuu fiajdj i|yd mdßfNda.slhd ,shdmosxÑ jQ miq Tyqg Tyqf.a ,xldfn,a 
ÿrl;khg .dia;=jlska f;drj B-fï,a mKsjqvh ,nd .ekSfï wjia:djla 
Wodfõ.  WodyrKhla f,i Tyqf.a ÿrl;k wxl 0115676767 kï B-fï,a 
,smskh 0115676767@sms.bellmail.lk fõ.  fuu B-fï,a mKsjqvh heúh 
yelafla fï fiajdj i|yd ,shdmosxÑ jQ mdßfNda.slhska w;r muKs.  
(Adapted from a Sunday Sinhala Newspaper) 
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Appendix 5: A sample of the Sinhala-English mixed text- Matched guise 
1. ta ñksiaiqkaf.a night tl jf.a 
2. Thd film tl .eko l;d lrkafka 
3. film tl n,kak .shdu ;uhs houseful lsh, okafka 
4. aircondition tl off lrkak mq×jkao? 
5. postman ,shqu f.kdfj oeka 
6. wfma servant f.ka weyqjd kï uq× l;dju lshhs 
7. TV tfla current tl .sys,a,d 
8. ;j caller fldkla line tfla bkakj 
9. thd udj hold tfla od, .shd 
10. Tlafldu visitors ,d oeka hkak 
11. afternoon activities j,g bkak tl .ek Thd fudlo ys;kafk 
12. office tflaa computers j, lE,s kE 
13. opposite word tlg lshk jpkh okakjo? 
14. next word tl fudllao 
15. thd yomq plans ;uhs wms ;ju lrkafk 
16. president lshk yeu l;djgu thd react fjkj 
17. clients ,d satisfy lrkak yrs wudrehs 
18. wmsg yqÛla job offers ;sfhkj 
19. thd naughty o? 
20. Thdf. drink tl hot o cool o? 
21. picture tl  scan lrkak 
22. thd typical Sri Lankan  fk 
23. Now thd .dj jev lrkjdfk yqÛla ñksiaiq 
24. uu nvq ál .kak ;uhs .sfha unfortunately lrkak yïn jqfka kE 
 
Appendix 6: A sample of the text with Sinhalizations7 - Matched guise 
1. biafÜIu fï ,Õ ;sfhkafk. (station) 
2. biagä ,Sõ ;ju yïn jqfka kE. (study leave) 
3. mhs,a tl msg tl od,. (file) 
4. bkaiqjrkaia tlla .kak ,laIhla j;a hhs. (insurance) 
5. bus iage;aå tl udre lr,. (stand) 
6. fï fmdfgda tl .;a; oji u;l kE. (photo) 
7. iagdma óáka tl l,a od,. (staff meeting) 
8. ug m%fudaika follau ;sfhkj. (promotion) 
9. md,¾ tfla ;uhs ;sífn. (parlor) 
10. fld,¾ tl Wvg oeïuu ;uhs udr fmkqu. (collar) 
11. Thdg kshu ,Sv¾ flfkla fjkak mq×jka. (leader) 
12. fldïmeksfh nvq Iqj¾. (company/sure) 
                                                 
7 The Sinhalizations are in bold type and the English word is given within brackets. 
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13. iafmI,a fohla lrkak ´k fï mdr. (special) 
14. yeu ;siafiu ta mdfrka hkafk lkafÜkrehs f,drshs. (container/lorry) 
15. wfma fldïmeksfhka vehicle tlla .kak mq×jka. (company) 
16. tackaish yrshg lrmq ke;s  ksid jy, oeïud. (agency) 
17. mdáh ksfhfug .shd. (party) 
18. f,drsh levqkd. (lorry) 
19. thd ug thanks lrkak wdjd.  
20. kshu fld,sáh. (quality) 
21. ;,a,q iagdÜ tlla fouqo. (start) 
22. negrsh charge fj,d kE.(battery) 
23. tal wfma ähqáhfk. (duty) 
24. IsmaÜ tl udre lr,.(shift) 
25. biadldaf, bjr jqkdu mdáhg hkj.(party) 
26. ug fkdïnrhla ÿkak.(number) 
27. äiafmkairsh 12 g l,ska jykj.(dispensary) 
 
Appendix 7: The matched-guise test - construction 
The English and the Sinhala texts were articles in the form of dialogues from 
popular magazines. The English text was an article on cricket and the Sinhala text 
was an article on Emails. The investigator chose not to use similar texts in order to 
distract attention of the informants from the content of the text. The Sinhala-English 
mixed text was designed with data collected from the bilingual tests. Data included 
in the CM text were those that were analyzed as code-mixes (including insertional 
and alternational CM patterns) in chapter 6. The same method was used for the text 
on nativizations which included items that were analyzed as borrowings and 
Sinhalizations in chapter 6.  
The aim in designing the mixed texts with data from the bilingual tests was 
to obtain attitudes to authentic mixed constructions. Hence, the CM text contained 
examples with the ekə construction and plural marker constructions8. Examples from 
conjoined sentences too were included in the code-mixed text. The text with the two 
types of borrowings (nativizations and Sinhalizations) analyzed in this study 
contained the suffix construction, the final consonant-stress construction, the short-
long vowel shift, the /s/ consonant-cluster prefix construction, the final consonant-
deletion construction, the consonant- replacement construction and the back vowel 
replacement-construction9. 
Each recording lasted for about a minute. Each informant listened to four 
recordings and filled in four questionnaires designed to elicit attitudinal information 
on the four guises.  
 
 
                                                 
8 See chapter 6, § 6.4 and 6.7.1. 
9 See chapter 6, § 6.4, 6.7.2 and  6.7.3. 
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Guise:  
 
The informant who contributed four guises for the matched-guise technique is 
female, and a senior professional banker employed in one of the leading banks in Sri 
Lanka. The informant is known to the investigator and fluent in both English and 
Sinhala. Although educated in Sinhala at a leading school in Colombo, she mostly 
speaks English. However, she code-mixes quite frequently in conversation. She 
claims that she uses both languages when speaking to her spouse, her children and 
most of her friends. She also claims that she is completely monolingual in English 
with her superiors. While she describes Sinhala as an ‘irrational’ language citing the 
‘irregularities’ (according to her) in the spoken and written varieties of Sinhala, to 
her English is ‘beautiful’, ‘convenient’ and ‘cost effective’. This informant did not 
take part in the sociolinguistic analysis or the structural analysis of this study and 
contributed only as a guise for this study. As a result of her antipathy towards 
Sinhala, her linguistic preferences (where English dominates) and language use 
(where the use of Sinhala-English CM dominates), this study chose her for the 
matched-guise technique. 
 
Administration:  
 
The informants were initially told that they would hear four voices, reading out 
different texts. While listening to the recordings, they were asked to fill the 
attitudinal questionnaire. The informants were asked not to consider the contents of 
the text, but to concentrate on the voice. Each informant listened to each recording 
only once. This was based on the assumption that informants will reveal their first 
impression of the guise in the questionnaire and pay less attention to what was being 
said in the recording. The informants were instructed to rate the voices on a scale 
from (0) to (4), for each of the characteristics listed in the attitudinal questionnaire. 
 
Questionnaire for matched guise questionnaire - contents 
Award the speaker appropriate marks. 
 
The speaker is  
 
Pleasant  0  1 2 3 4  
 
Decent                   0  1 2 3 4 
  
Submissive                   0  1 2 3 4 
  
Intolerant               0       1 2 3 4 
  
Ambitious            0         1 2 3 4 
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Educated :             0         1 2 3 4 
  
Easy to please          0       1 2 3 4 
  
Impolite               0  1 2 3 4 
  
competent             0        1 2 3 4 
  
Obedient             0     1 2 3 4 
  
Friendly                 0  1 2 3 4 
  
Sociable                0  1 2 3 4 
  
Approachable        0  1 2 3 4 
  
Attractive              0  1 2 3 4 
  
Presentable          0  1 2 3 4 
  
A good leader 0  1 2 3 4 
 
Ill mannered 0  1 2 3 4 
 
Self conscious 0  1 2 3 4 
 
Forceful 0  1 2 3 4   
 
Smart   0  1 2 3 4 
 
1. What other positive  personal characteristics can you attrubute to this  
speaker? 
………………………………………………………………………………
… 
2. What  negative personal characteristics can you attribute to the speaker? 
……………………………………………………………………………………
……    
3. In your opinion the person is a fluent Sinhala speaker. 
a. no 
b. unlikely 
c. possibly 
d. probably 
e. defintiely 
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 4.  In your opinion the person is a fluent English speaker 
a. no 
b. unlikely 
c. possibly 
d. probably 
e. definitely 
5. I like when speakers use two languages in conversation. 
a.   definitely 
b.   Not very much 
c.    a bit 
d.   Not really 
6. I like when speakers use one language only in conversation. 
a. definitely 
b. Very much 
c. Not really 
d. A bit 
      7. I like this person 
a.   No 
b.   A little  
c.   a great deal 
d.   Very much 
8. What kind of job  does this speaker hold in society, in your opinion. 
Tick the appropriate from the following: 
a. A maid 
b. A shop assistant 
c. A lawyer 
d. Anything else…………. 
 
 
Appendix 8: Bilingual data10 
 
6.3 English elements in Sinhala sentences 
 
Singular nouns  
 
Inanimate noun + ekə  
a. Film ekə balannə  giyaa-mə   
film NM.DF look.INF go.PST-AD  
tamay dannee   
EMP     know.EMP   
housefull kiyəla. 
housefull  CMP 
                                                 
10 In the transcription of data, the mixed English words are retained as English words 
unless they are pronounced as borrowings or Sinhalizations by speakers. 
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[When we went to watch the film only did we find out that it 
was house full.] (13:9) 
b. Budget ekə  upset    giyaa           
budget NM.DF  upset go.PST   
Sri Lankan omelet kaala. 
Sri Lankan omelet eat.PAR 
  [After eating Sri Lankan omlette the budget was upset.] (14:9) 
 c. eekat  niyəmə  hotel ekə. 
  that also    fine         hotel   NM.DF 
  [That also is a fine hotel.] (06:4) 
d. Picture  ekə             decorate  
  picture  NM.DF  decorate      
kərəla  tiyennee. 
do.PAR  be.EMP 
  [The picture has been decorated.] (18:12) 
e.  Air condition   ekə  off    kərannə   
  air condition NM.DF  off do.INF        
puluvan   də? 
can        Q? 
  [Can you switch off the Air condition?] (04:3) 
f. oyaa-Tə   artwork ekə kərannə  
 2sg- DA  artwork NM.DF do.INF     
puluvan   də? 
can          Q 
 [Can you do the artwork?] (31:23) 
g. Book  ekə   ge-naavaa. 
 book NM.DF  bring-PST 
 [(Someone) brought the book.] (7:1) 
h. Office ekə     langə tiyennee. 
 office  NM.DF near  be.EMP 
 [The office is close by.] (11:7) 
i.  ma-Tə   kivva-mə,        mamə  
 1sg-DA t ell.PST-AD   1sg   
file ekə  haeduvaa. 
file NM.DF make.PST 
 [When I was told I made the file.] (11:7) 
j.  okkoomə  machine  ekə-Tə    
 all  machine  NM.DF-DA    
daala   wash  kərə-nəvaa. 
put.PAR  wash do-PRS  
 [(I) put all in the machine and wash.] (03:2) 
k.  eyaa11  hondə   teacher     
                                                 
11 eyaa – animate Sinhala pronominal gender, eeka – inanimate Sinhala pronominal 
gender 
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3sg    good  teacher   
kenek-nee,   class   
NM.IND.PRO-EMP class  
ekə-Tə   yannee  parakku  vela. 
NM.DF-DA go.EMP late        be.PAR 
 [He is a good teacher no, goes to the class late.] (22:15) 
l.  mamə temple   ekə-Tə  ya-nəvaa. 
 1sg     temple  NM.DF-DA  go-PRS 
 [I am going to the temple.] (27:22) 
m.  Clutch  ekə-y         break   ekə-y        
 clutch NM.DF-CN break  NM.DF-CN
 work    do.EMP   
vaeDə kərannee  nae. 
work    do.EMP NEG 
 [The clutch and the break are not working.] (34:24) 
n.  haemə clip  ek-ak-mə  baeluva. 
 every clip NM.INDF-EMP  see.PST 
[(I) saw every clip (of the film).] (16:11) 
o.  Presentation ekə       hondəTə   giyaa. 
 Presentation NM.DF  very  go.PST 
 [The presentation went well.] (28:21) 
p.  lamay-gee break  ekə   dahayə-Tə. 
 child.pl-GEN  break NM.DF   ten-DA 
 [The break is at 10 for the children.] (18:12) 
q. eekat           niyəmə  hotel ekə. 
 that also   super  hotel NM.DF 
  [That also is a super hotel.] (12:8) 
r. anik actor-gee          carbon copy duplicate  ekə. 
 other actor-GEN carbon copy duplicate NM.DF 
 [The carbon copy duplicate of the other actor.] (13:9) 
s. hondə   game  ekə      meekə12. 
 good game NM.DF  this one 
 [This is a good game.] (05:4) 
t. apee college  ekə      mee   langə tiyennee. 
 1pl.GEN college NM.DF  here near    be.EMP 
 [Our college is near here.] (38:9) 
u. cupboard    ekee                də?  
  cupboard  NM.GEN Q 
  [Is it in the cupboard?] (23:16) 
v.        window  eken                 də?  
window  NM.INS Q 
[Is it from the window?] (14:9) 
 
                                                 
12 mee- these/this 
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Inanimate noun + Sinhala verb  
a. Horn gahanə-koTə. 
  horn   do.RL-CMP 
  [When (you) horn.] (11:7) 
 b. Voice  kərannə  tiye-nəvaa. 
  voice  do.INF   be-PRS 
  [(I) have to do a voice (audition).] (28:21) 
 c. etənə   photo  kərə-nəvaa. 
  that place photo do.PRS 
  [(they were) photographing that place.] (25:18) 
d. haemətisseemə  ekəmə subject  kərənə-koTə  hondə  nae 
alwaya  same subject do.RL-CMP good    NEG 
  [Its not good to always do the same (thing) subject.] (25:18) 
 
Animate noun + indefinite Sinhala pronoun  
a. tavə caller  kenekl  line  ekee  in-nəvaa. 
another caller  NM.IND.PRO  line  NM.GENbe-PRS 
 [There is another caller on line.] (25:18) 
  b.  What is the meaning?  
Individual  kenek    də? 
individual  NM-IND.PRO Q 
[What is the meaning? Is it an individual?] (05:4) 
c.  Can he sing I mean is he really…  
singer    kenek    də? 
singer  NM-IND.PRO  Q  
  [Can he sing I mean is he really… is she/he a singer?] (16:11) 
 
Animate noun + Sinhala verb  
a. Postman   lium      ge-naavee       daen. 
  postman   letter.pl   bring-EMP    now 
  [The postman brought the letter now.] (21:15) 
 b. Professor   baennə         vidiyəTə-mə  
  professor  scold.RL     like-EMP    
taraha     giyaa. 
angry      get.PST 
  [I got angry the way the Professor scolded me.] (39:25) 
 c. Reverend    enə-koTə            saddə    nae. 
  reverend    come.RL-CMP noise     NEG 
  [When the reverend comes, there is no noise.] (40:1) 
 
Animate noun + Sinhala case marking  
a. apee  servant-gen aehuvaa nan  
1pl.GEN   servant-INS ask.PST if  
mulu  story   ekə-mə           kiya-y. 
full story NM-EMP  tell.FU-FN 
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[If you ask from our servant, he/she will tell you the full story.] 
(13:9) 
b. Girl friend-Tə wildcat    kiyəla kivva-mə  
girl friend-DAwildcat   CMP   say.PST-AD   
eyaa daenə   gan-nəvaa. 
3sg know.RL  get-PRS 
[When he calls the girl friend ‘wild cat’ he gets to know.] 
(23:16) 
 c. Teacher-gee influence ekə   
  teacher-GEN  influence NM.DF  
naetuvə  lamay   
NEG.PAR.RL child.pl   
vaeDə   kərannə   oona. 
work    do.INF  should 
  [Children should work without the influence of the teacher.] 
  (34:24) 
d. Brother in law-Tat account ek-ak                
  brother in law-also  account NM.INDF  
aerəla   dunna. 
open.PAR give.PST 
[An account was opened and also given for the brother in law.] 
(13:9) 
 
Compounds and collocations  
a. eyaa    meepaarə  national dress  ekə     adinnee. 
 3sg   this time national dress NM.DF   wear.EMP 
 [He will be dressed in the national dress this time.] (16:11) 
 b. Invite  kərəla     nae  … company chairmen-la  etənə. 
  invite do.PAR NEG …company chairmen-pl  that place 
  [(they were) not invited…company chairmen were there.] (14:9) 
 c. mamə  hituvee  paper circulation       
 1sg      think.PST paper circulation     
vaeDi   kərannə. 
increase do.INF 
 [I was thinking of increasing the paper circulation.] (14:9) 
d. ma-gee  son permanent residency  arəgenə. 
 1sg-GENson permanent residency    get.RL 
 [My son got permanent residency.] (37:2) 
 e. Management systems  daala   tiyə-nəvaa. 
 Management systems   put.PAR  be.PRS 
 [Management systems have been put.] (5:4) 
 f. tavəmə  file distribution  kərannə  velaav-ak  nae 
 still file distribution  do.INF  time-IND NEG 
 [Still, there is no time to do file distribution.] (26:23) 
g. Cricket playgrounds  tibuna-Tə  vaeDak    
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cricket playgrounds be.PST-DA  work.IND 
nae play  kərannə  bae. 
NEG play do.INF  can.NEG 
[Its no use having cricket playgrounds, you cannot play in 
them.] (38:9) 
 h. Beach house party   ekə-Tə         yamu. 
 beach house party  NM.DF-DA  go.FU 
 [Let (us) go to the beach house party.] (25:18) 
i. eyaa  high profile figure  ek-ak. 
 3sg high profile figure NM.IND 
 [He is a high profile figure.] (29:19) 
j. mamə  kaemati-mə  most fashionable haircut style    
 1sg      like-AD  most fashionable haircut style 
 ekə. 
NM.DF 
 [The most fashionable haircut style I like best.] (25:18) 
 k. mee  show-ekee     most important singer   
 this show-GEN  most important singer   
kenek. 
NM.IND.PRO 
 [He is one of the most important singers in this show.] (16:11) 
 l. ma-gee  shirts  okkoomə  office-wear. 
  1sg-GENshirts  all  office-wear 
  [All of my shirts are office-wear.] (10:6) 
m. Class registers sign  kərannə  dunnaa. 
 class  registers sign  do.INF give.PST 
 [I gave the class registers to be signed.] (34:24) 
 
Borrowings  
a. apee compaeni-yen        vehicle  ek-ak      
1pl.GEN company.sg-INS   vehicle NM.IND 
gannə        puluvan. 
get.INF  can  
  [We can get a vehicle from our company.] (12:8) 
 b. paippə-ya-k      kaeDilə   tibuna13. 
  pipe-sg-IND  break.PAR be.PST 
  [A pipe was broken.] (12:8) 
 c. baetəri-yə         charge vela               nae. 
 battery-sg charge be.PAR  NEG  
  [The battery has not been charged.] (12:8) 
 d. eekə apee     diuti-yə              nee. 
  that   1pl.GEN      duty-sg   EMP 
  [That is our duty no (isn’t it)?] (19:13) 
                                                 
13 tiyenavaa- be (inanimate), innavaa -be (animate) 
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e. oyaa   kohoməhari      ennə           
 2sg however  come.RL   
assembliyə    tiyenə velaavə-Tə. 
assembly.sg be.RL   time-DA 
 [You must however come at the time of the Assembly.] (19:13) 
 f. arəliyə  gaha  maeduree     
  araliya  tree mansion.sg.LO     
poll  atu    
coconut  branch.pl    
paarTi-yə. 
party-sg  
  [The party at the temple trees14.] (LD: 17.02.06)15 
 g. ma-gee  typraiterə-yə. 
  1sg-GEN typewriter-sg 
  [The typewriter is mine.] (12:8) 
 h.      iskoolee  ivərə    vunaa-mə    
school.sg.LO finish.RL be.PST.EMP    
paarTi-yə-Tə  
party-sg-DA  
ya-nəvaa. 
go-PRS 
[After school (I) am going to the party.] (19:13)  
 i.  baenkuvə  vahala. 
  bank.sg  close.PAR 
  [The bank is closed.] (11:7) 
 j. gederə    family   paarTiy-ak. 
  home.sg family party.sg-IND 
  [A family party at home.] (Advertisement) 
 k. gal geennə  yanə-koTə  traectərə-yə.  
  stone.pl bring.INF go.RL-CMP tractor-sg 
  kaeDunaa  
break.PST 
[When I was going to bring stones, the tractor broke down.] 
(23:16) 
 l. oyaa-Tə     ma-Tə  nombərə-yə   
2sg-DA  1sg-DA  number-sg   
dennə    baeri       də? 
give.INF can.NEG Q? 
  [Cant you give me the number?] (25:18) 
 
                                                 
14 temple trees or araliya gaha maedura is the name of the residence of the Prime 
minister of Sri Lanka 
15 LD = The Lankaadeepa is a prominent and popular Sinhala newspaper in Sri 
Lanka 
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Sinhalizations  
a.  istesəmə-Tə e-nəvaa. 
station.sg-DA come-PRS 
[He/she is coming to the station.] (20:14) 
b.  ma-Tə   istudy  leave   tiyə-nəvaa. 
1sg-DA  study  leave.sg  be-PRS 
[I have study leave.] (24:17) 
 c. ma-gee  tiyəriyə   venəmə   ek-ak 
  1sg-GENtheory.sg different.EMP NM.IND 
  [I have a different theory.] (25:18) 
 
Plural nouns 
 
Inanimate noun + Sinhala verb  
a.   okkoomə fact files     tiyennee    udə-mə  
all  fact files     be.EMP  top-EMP      
drawer  ekee. 
drawer  NM.GEN 
 [All the fact files are in the top most drawer.] (10:6) 
b. api-Tə          hugak  job offers    tiye-nəvaa. 
 1pl-DA    a lot    job offers   be-PRS 
 [We have a lot of job offers.] (31:23) 
c. Chocolates   bedaagenə kannə. 
chocolates   share.INF eat.INF 
 [Share and eat chocolates.] (41:1) 
d.  okkoomə     walls   maenəla baeluva. 
all     walls   measure.PAR see.PST 
 [(He) measured all the walls.] (38:9) 
e. ma-gee         yaaluva  cars    vikunəla de-nəvaa. 
 1sg-GEN    friend.sg cars    sell.PAR give-PRS 
 [My friend sells cars.] (12:8) 
f.  pooyə-Tə          banks   vahala.  
Poya day.sg-DA    banks   close.PAR  
 [Banks are closed on Poya16 days.] (12:8) 
g. panti-yee         decorations  karannə    
class.sg-GEN decorations    do.INF   
teachers-la-Tə    
teachers.pl-DA 
ennə                kivva. 
come.INF say.PST 
[The teachers were asked to come to do decorations in the 
class.]  (33:11) 
h. Two years     innee          nae  
                                                 
16 A Buddhist religious day. 
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 two years    be.EMP  NEG     
e-nəvaa           ikmənəTə. 
come-PRS soon 
 [Without waiting for two years, (I) will come.] (13:9) 
i.  ma-Tə         tavə  pictures        
 1sg-DA  more   pictures    
dek-ak           tiye-nəvaa  
two-IND be-PRS  
describe kərannə. 
describe do.INF 
 [I have two more pictures to describe.] (10:6) 
 
Inanimate noun + Sinhala particles  
a.  mee pictures-mə gannə  puluvan       nee? 
these pictures-EMP take.INF can  EMP  
[These same pictures can be taken, cant they?] (22:15) 
 b. Desserts-mə          ka-nəvaa. 
  desserts-EMP eat-PRS 
  [(He) eats desserts only.] (21:15) 
 c. okkoomə personal questions    nee      tiyennee. 
  all    personal questions   EMP be.EMP 
  [All that is there are personal questions.] (18:12) 
 d. Vesak-vala-Tə buckets    nee       ellannee. 
  Vesak-pl.-DA buckets   EMP hang.EMP 
  [For Vesak, (you) hang buckets (not anything else).] (18:12) 
 
Inanimate noun + Sinhala plural marker  
a. mee     files-vala    hugak  vaerədi      tiye-nəvaa. 
  these files.LO-pl     much  mistake.pl be-PRS 
  [There are a lot of mistakes in these files.] (31:23) 
b.  daen  tiyenə   hospitals-vala  
 now be.RL  hospitals.LO-pl  
eccərə   dust  nae. 
much  dust NEG 
 [There is not much dust in hospitals nowadays.] (31:23) 
 c. etənə tiyenə computers-vala kaeaeli    
  that placebe.RL computers.LO-pl piece.pl  
nae. 
NEG 
 [The computers there have no pieces.] (33:11) 
d. apee     offices-vala  hari     facilities  
 1pl.GEN offices.LO-pl  right   facilities  
nae  nee. 
NEG EMP 
 [Our offices don’t have the correct facilities.] (31:23) 
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e. mee  walls-vala   paaTə   hari    nae. 
 these walls.LO-pl colour  right NEG 
 [The colors in these walls are not right.] (26:23) 
f. Activities-vala  aims  hariyəTə liyəla   tiye-nəvaa. 
 activities.LO-pl aims correct  write.PAR  be-PRS 
 [The aims of the activities are written correctly.] (18:12) 
g.  hari, that’s all     no?  
afternoon activities.LO-vala-Tə tavə  
afternoon activities.LO-pl-DA more  
monəva  də? 
what       Q? 
[Right, that is all isn’t it? What else is there for afternoon 
activities?] (18:12) 
h. Skirt  ekə ammi-Tə          blouses  tunen     
skirt  NM.DF mother.sg-DA  blouses  three.INS  
ek-ak      ammi-Tə. 
NM.IND  mother.sg-DA 
[The skirt is for mother, from the three blouses, one is for 
mother.] (13:9) 
 i. mamə   Hindi films    seeya-k     
  1sg       Hindi films hundred-IND  
vitərə    baləla             
about    look.PAR      
tiye-nəvaa. 
  be-PRS 
[I have watched about 100 Hindi films.] (17:12) 
 
Animate plural noun + Sinhala plural marker  
a.  Customers-la-Tə ehemə   aytiy-ak   
customers-pl-DA that way     right-IND     
nae nee? 
NEG EMP 
[The customers even don’t have that right.] (23:16) 
 b.  Actors-la          denna-mə hari17  nae. 
actors-pl       two.CLA-EMP good NEG 
[Both actors are not good.] (26:23) 
 c.  ee   girls-la         harimə         smart. 
  those  girls-pl  very  smart 
  [Those girls are very smart.] (04:3) 
 d. eyaa-Tə  daughters-la denn-ek  in-nəvaa. 
3sg-DA daughters-pl  two.CLA-IND be-PRS 
  [He has two daughters.] (10:6) 
                                                 
17 In some instances, the word hari is used to denote many meanings such as 
‘correct’ and ‘very’. 
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e. ma-gee       sons-la   denna-mə       
 1sg-GEN sons-pl both-EMP   
abroad  study   kərə-nəvaa. 
abroad  study do-PRS 
 [Both my sons are studying abroad.] (33:11) 
f. okkoomə visitors-la  daen  yannə    oona. 
 all visitors-pl now go.INF should 
 [All the visitors should go now.] (26:23) 
g.  Bank managers-la    hariyəTə      vaeDə   kərannee                 
bank managers-pl        really              work     do.EMP              
nae. 
NEG 
[Bank managers do not work well.] (23:16) 
 
Nouns and noun phrases  
a.  mamə daekkaa a beautiful girl. 
 1sg see.PST a beautiful girl 
[I saw a beautiful girl.] (36:1) 
b.        Hospital ekə-Tə   daala   anik   
   hospital  NM.DF-DA  put.PAR   other 
  actor-gee carbon copy  duplicate  ek-ak  
  actor-GEN  carbon copy  duplicate  NM-IND 
hadə-nəvaa    
make-PRS   
eyaa bulat   kanə  (pause)… a total commoner. 
3sg betel.pl  eat.INF    
[He is put into a hospital and a carbon copy duplicate of the 
other actor is made, he is a betel-chewing (pause) a total 
commoner.] (13:9) 
c.   When you reverse,   
balaagenə  kərannə. 
careful.RL  do.INF  
 [When you reverse, do it carefully.] (14:9)  
d. mee photo  ekə gattee mee (pause)  
this photo  NM.DFtake.EMP   INT 
when I was ten I think. 
[This photo was taken… when I was ten I think.] (37:2) 
e. This is about something mee… (pause)…  
this is about something INT 
individual  kenek-Tə    kiyənə     
individual NM.IND.PRO-DA say.RL   
word     ek-ak. 
Word NM.IND  
 [A word to refer to an individual.] (06:4) 
f. daen  mamə  mokak-də  kərannə  oonee,    
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 now 1sg what-Q  do.INF should.EMP  
only this  də? 
only this  Q   
 [Now what am I supposed to do, only this, is it?] (40:1) 
g. ma-gee       son  permanent residency    arəgenə. 
 1sg-GEN son  permanent residency  take.RL 
 [My son has taken permanent residency.] (37:2) 
h. eyaa  bulat    ka-nəvaa  all the time. 
 3sg betel.pl   eat-PRS  all the time 
 [He chews betel all the time.] (13:9) 
i. mamə  hitannee  I think he might come. 
 1sg think.EMP I think he might come 
 [I think I think he might come.] (13:9) 
j. Cricket playgrounds  tibuna-Tə  vaeDak     
cricket playgrounds be.PST-DA  work.IND 
nae play  kərannə  bae. 
NEG play do.INF  can.NEG 
[Its no use having cricket playgrounds, you cannot play in 
them.] (38:9) 
k. tavəmə  file distribution  kərannə   velaava-k  
 still  file distribution  do.INF  time.IND
 na.e 
NEG 
 [Still, there is no time to do file distribution.] (26:23) 
l. api  market  ekə-Tə   daannee quality products. 
 1pl market  NM.DF-DA put.EMP quality products 
 [We put quality products to the market.] (31:23) 
 
Complex NPs 
a.. mee  anee  nikan  just go men. 
  Look here INT just just go men (fellow) 
 [Look here just go men.] (16:11) 
 b. eyaa  jack in a box   vagee   eliyə-Tə  paennaa. 
  3sg  jack in a box like  out-DA jump.PST 
  [He just jumped out like a jack in a box.] (04:3) 
 c. eyaa  kataa  kərannee  to the point. 
  3sg  talk  do.EMP  to the point 
  [He talks to to the point.] (25:18) 
d.  Politics are for fools   
kiyəla kiyə-nəvaa nee. 
  CMP say-PRS  EMP 
  [They say that politics are for fools.] (02:1) 
 e. apee    ratee            itin  eating and drinking people  
  1pl.GEN country.GEN  so eating and drinking people  
nee         inee. 
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EMP  live.EMP 
  [In our country we have eating and drinking people.] (09:5) 
 f. ma-Tə  face to face  avaamə    mamə bani-nəvaa. 
  1sg-DA face to face come.PST-AD 1sg scold-PRS 
  [When he comes face to face with me I will scold him.] (14:9) 
 g. All in all vaeDee  hondəTə        kəra          
  all in all work.AC very  do.PST  
  haemoomə. 
everybody 
  [All in all everybody did the work well.] (29:19) 
h.  eegollan-gee   frame of mind  ekə 
 those people-GEN frame of mind NM.DF  
hugak  hondə-y. 
very good-FN 
 [Their frame of mind is very good.] (06:4) 
i.   eyaa  spend the day  kərannə  e-nəvaaa   
 3sg spend the day do.INF come-PRS  
kiyəla  kivva. 
CMP say.PST 
  [He said that he would come to spend the day.] (41:1) 
j.   anee  mee  go to hell  kiyəla  kiyannə hitunaa. 
INT here go to hell CMP say.INF think.PST 
 [Look here, I thought to say go to hell.] (26:23) 
 k. mamə  kivva           not to loose hope    kiyəla. 
1sg       say.PST  not to loose hope    CMP 
[I told (him) not to loose hope I said.] (29:19) 
 
Modifiers, adverbs and adverbial phrases  
a. So  mee   lagədi   idəla   
so this recently  from     
eyaa  ma-t  ekkə     kata  
3sg 1sg-also  with       talk 
kərannee  nae. 
do.EMP NEG 
  [So, since recently, he has not been talking to me.] (29:19) 
 b. Just mamə  vitəra-y.  
  just.  1sg only-FN 
  [Just me only.] (18:12) 
c. Well... mamə  giyee  vaeDee  kərannə    
well  1sg go.PST work.ACdo.INF   
but I couldn’t. 
  [Well I did go to do that job but I couldn’t.] (32:12) 
d. So api hinaa ve-nəvaa  ee  vagee 
so 1pl laugh be-PRS   that like.EMP          
relationship ek-ak   tibuna.    
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relationship NM.IND  be.PST 
He was I think the chief supervisor and there was another person 
with him 
[So we had a relationship where we smile at each other, like 
that.] (36:1) 
e. Everyday   mokakhari  aedəgenə   
everyday whatever   wear.RL  
giya-mə   kiyə-nəvaa. 
go.PST-AD  say-PRS 
[Everyday, if I wear something, (they) will say something to 
me.] (04:3) 
He was I think the chief supervisor and there was another person 
with him. 
  [So we had a relationship where we smile at each other (etc).] 
  (36:1) 
 f. ekə  kəraa  də  really? 
  that do.PST  Q really 
  [Really, did you do that?] (18:12) 
g. I think you can   
pitipassen gannə   car  ekə. 
 behind  take.INF car NM.DF 
 [I think you can take the car from behind.] (31:23) 
h.  How come?   
mamə kivvə vacənee   hari nee 
1sg say.INF word.EMP correct EMP 
[How come? The word I said was correct no (wasn’t it).] 
(18:12) 
i.  Stop it men (fellow),  
mamə  aasaa   nae games-valə-Tə. 
 1sg like.INF  NEG games-LO.pl-DA 
 [Stop it men I do not like games.] (41:1) 
j. What to say,  
mamə  nikan  hiTiyaa.  
 1sg  just wait.PST 
 [What to say, I just waited.] (31:23) 
k. aey can’t imagine    ehemə   kəree 
 why cant imagine   that      do.PST 
 aey  kiyəla. 
why CMP 
 [Why, (I) can’t imagine, why (he) did that.] (23:16) 
l. eyaa slang   də     kata  kərannee? 
3sg   slang  Q    talk     do.EMP 
[Is that slang that he speaks?] (06:4) 
 m. Hunrgy-də 
  hungry-Q 
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  [(Are you) hungry?] (09:5) 
 n. eyaa-gee  husband   harimə    educated-lu 
  3sg-GEN husband  very-EMP educated-EMP 
[It is said that her husband is very educated.] (16:11) 
 o. eekə     cleanlu 
that  clean-EMP 
[It is said that it is clean.] (18:12) 
 p. ee    hospital   ekə      harimə  dirty-lu 
that hospital   NM.DF   very       dirty-EMP 
[That hospital is very dirty it seems.] (26:23) 
 q.  eyaa  tamay    clever-mə  lamaya 
  3sg  EMP  clever-EMP child.sg 
  [He is the cleverest child.] (34:24) 
r.  samaanyen insurance  ek-ak    
usually  insurance NM.IND  
first  shy-mə    
first shy-EMP 
de-nəvaa. 
give.PRS 
[Usually (we) give an insurance (policy) from the first shy 
(attempt).] (13:9)  
 
Verbs and verb phrases  
a. ee  lamay-gen    api-Tə   kisimə   support   
those child.pl-INS   1pl-DA  any          support           
ek-ak  nae. 
NM.IND  NEG 
[We don’t have any support from those children.] (17:12) 
b. eegollan favour  ekə-Tə   kiyannee. 
  they        favour NM.DF-DA     say.EMP 
  [They say that to favor themselves.] (33:11) 
 c. ee ad        ekee  maarə     
that ad NM.GEN excellent  
finish ek-ak        
finish NM.IND 
tiye-nəvaa.         
be-PRS 
  [That advertisement that has an excellent finish.] (14:9) 
 d. api lamay-Tat  kiyə-nəvaa   
1pl     child.pl.DA-also  say.PRS      
mokakhari clash    
whatever     clash   
ek-ak   vunaa-mə meekə kərannə kiyəla. 
NM.IND be.PST-EMP this do.INF  CMP     
[If there is a clash we tell the children to do this.] (32:12) 
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 e. eyaa-Tə ma-Tə             help  ek-ak   kərannə  
  3sg-DA 1sg-DA  help NM.IND   do.PRS   
puluvan  də? 
can           Q? 
  [Can he help me?] (38:9) 
f.  Government ekə     change  vennə  
government  NM.DF  change   be.INF 
kalin      kərannə   oonə. 
before   do.INF  should 
[(we) should do (it) before the government changes.] (09:5) 
 g.  Air condition ekə   off   kərannə  puluvan də? 
  air condition NM.DF  off do.INF can        Q 
  [Can you switch off the air-condition?] (04:3) 
 h. meekə   mamə express     kərannə   
  this  1sg express  do.INF           
dannee   nae. 
know.EMP       NEG 
  [I don’t know how to express this.] (14:9) 
            i. oyaa     exam ek-ak  kəra  
2sg  exam NM.IND          do.PST  
haebae-y exam   
but.FN   exam    
eken   fail vunaa   itin   oyaa-Tə      
NM.INS  fail be.PST so 2sg-DA  
upset   ee gaenə. 
upset that about 
[You did an exam and if you failed, you are upset about that.] 
(32:12) 
 j. meekə  record ve-nəvaa         nee.    
this one  record be-PRS  EMP  
voice  ekə     hondəTə    
voice  NM.DF very 
             tiye-nəvaa   nee. 
be-PRS   EMP 
[This is being recorded isn’t it, the voice is being recorded well, 
isn’t   it?] (06:4) 
 k.   ma-Tə understand   kərannə  puluvan.    
         1sg-DA understand  do.INF       can          
       [I of course can understand.] (13:9) 
 l. eyaa-gee father punish kəraa ekə  
3sg-GEN father punish   do.PST one  
davəs-ak  unfortunately. 
day.sg-IND   unfortunately 
[Unfortunately, his father punished (him) one day.] (33:11) 
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 m. ekə ekə      leaves  daala               
  different  leaves put.PAR  
decorate       kəraa. 
decorate  do.PST 
[(I) put different leaves and decorated.] (33:11) 
 n. oyaa kiyannə        kalin    challenge       
2sg say.INF  before  challenge     
kərə-nəvaa nee. 
do-PRS EMP 
     [You are challenging before saying it aren’t you?] (18:12) 
o.  Clean   kəraa       nee də  reel  ekə. 
clean do.PST  EMP  Q   reel NM.DF 
 [(You) cleaned the reel didn’t you?] (02:1) 
 
Negations and politeness markers  
a. ma-Tə  sorry vunaa. 
  1sg-DA  sorry be.PST 
  [It was a sorry state for me.] (08:5) 
b. oyaa-Tə       goDaak thanks.  
 2sg-DA  a lot      thanks 
 [Thanks a lot (to you).] (11:7) 
c. Please,  ma-Tə       dish  ekə                   
  please   1sg-DA dish  NM.DF  
pass kəranna 
pass do.INF 
  [Please can you pass the dish to me.] (19:13) 
d. ayyo    sorry    men        mamə  daekkee   nae 
 INT sorry  fellow 1sg      see.EMP   NEG 
 oyaa   in-nəvaa  kiyəla 
2sg    be-PRS  CMP 
  [Really sorry friend, I didn’t see that you were there.] (04:3) 
e. ma-Tə     sympathize kərannə   yannə    
  1sg-DA sympathize do.INF  go.INF  
baeri  vunaa. 
can.NEG be.PST 
  [I couldn’t go to sympathize.] (05:4) 
 f. eyaa   ma-Tə          apologize kəraa. 
  3sg     1sg-DA  apologize do.PST 
  [He apologized to me] (35:13) 
 g. mokətə-də  thank you  kiyannee. 
  what-Q      thank you   say.EMP 
  [For what are you saying thank you?] (21:15) 
h. I want you to say sorry,  
sorry kiyannə. 
sorry say.INF 
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[I want you to say sorry, say sorry.] (09:5) 
i. eekə   kəraa-də        really? 
  that one   do.PST-Q really? 
  [Did you do that, really? ] or 
  [Really did you do that?] (18:12) 
 
6.4 Sinhala elements in English sentences 
 
Nouns and noun phrases 
 
Noun + English plural suffix 
   
Spoken data 
 
a. We always do these pinkamə-s alone 
 /pinkamə-s/ Buddhist religious ceremony-pl (31:23) 
               b.          Those marketing kellə-s and kollaa-s they are a real nuisance.  
  /kellə-s/ girl-pl, /kollaa-s/ boy-pl (04:3) 
 c. If they see all these pettiyə-s, they will have a fit 
  /pettiyə-s/ box-pl (15:10)  
d. He wanted to have more poojaa-s for good luck 
  /poojaa-s/ an offering-pl (07:1) 
 e. They have been staging satyagraha-s for a long time 
/satyagrahaa-s/ strike-pl (4:3) 
f. Every April we do two daanə-s.  
/daanə-s/ a religious ceremony of giving alms to Buddhist monks-
pl (31:23) 
 
Cultural, traditional, social and religious nouns 
  
  Spoken data 
 
a. She has specialized in what you call …mee (pause) pancəkarmə.  
/pancəkarmə/ a type of ayurvedic medical practice (40:9) 
 b. There was a special ceremony at the maaligaavə.18  
/maaligaavə/ is a palace (06:4) 
c.  He plays Cricket like ellee. 
  /ellee/ a national sport of Sri Lanka (31:23) 
d. You can still hear the gaataas. 
  /gataas/ Buddhist prayers (34:24) 
e.  We are going to have a special poojaa and daanə for him.  
/poojaa/ an offering, /daanə/ an alms giving (31:23) 
 
                                                 
18 Temple of the tooth in Kandy.  
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Newspaper survey 
 
a. One could be confident therefore, that everything he said was 
supported by the teeravaadə texts, usually the suttə-s themselves  
  /teeravaadə/ a branch of Buddhism (SL: 01.06)   
  /suttəs/ Buddhist prayers 
 b. The upasəkə-s and upasikaa-s were at the temple  
  /upaasəkə-s/ lay man-pl, /upasikaa-s/ lay woman-pl (SL: 01.05) 
c. The flour is rotten. There were gulla-s.  
 /gullaa-s/ weevil-pl (ST: 01.06) 
d. May you not encounter any illness in this never-ending wheel of 
samsaarə and finally attain nibbaanə, the eternal bliss.  
/samsaarə/ the journey of life  
/nibbaanə/ enlightenment (SL: 13.07.06) 
e. The punyakaaləyə or nonəgətəyə is between 12.25 a.m. Thursday 
to 1.13.p.m. on Friday. 
/punyəkaaləyə/ or /nonəgətəyə/ is an auspicious time to engage in 
religious activities (DN: 14.04.06) 
f. The first task he undertook was to build a small ceetiyə by the 
sacred bo tree. 
  /ceetiyə/ pagoda 
/boo/ a tree (SL: 08.01.06) 
g. The punyakaaləyə19 or nonəgətəyə is between 12.25 a.m. Thursday 
to 1.13.p.m. on the Friday.  
/punyakaaləyə/ or /nonəgətəyə/ a period of religious observances 
during the Sinhala New Year (DN: 14.04.06) 
h. She was the owner of a re kadee which sold not only rice and 
               curry but also kottu.  
/rae kaDee/ food store open at night (ST: 01.01.06)  
i. I jokingly told them I knew a mantərə and they believed this was 
true /mantərə/ chanting (ST: 12.02.06) 
 j. Matters cannot be treated as lightly as avurudu fun and games 
  /avurudu/ New Year (SL: 23.04.06) 
 k. The tsunami destroyed my kadee. 
/kaDee/ shop (ST: 01.01.06) 
l. She was a devout Buddhist and was a daayəkə in many temples. 
/daayəkə/ patron of a Buddhist temple (SL: 06.06) 
 m. He was after all my guru and mentor in planting 
  /guru/ teacher or mentor (SL: 22.01.06) 
n. When she was in power he was always behind her saari- poTə like 
a rat in the presence of a cat.  
/saari-poTə/ the fall of a saree (SL: 13.07.06) 
                                                 
19 The period allocated for religious activities before the dawn of the Sinhala New 
year. 
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o. The preparation and consumption of kevum and kokis which any 
cardiologist will certify are oily, fatty foods that can cause heart 
disease.  Such traditional oily foods can cause narrowing of blood 
vessels in innocent Sri Lankans.  
/kaevum/ and /kokis/ traditional Sri Lankan sweetmeats (SL: 
13.07.06) 
p.   After the ceremony instead of the usual kiribat, kavun and kokis 
there was a grand lunch.  
/kiribat/, /kaevum/, /kokis/ traditional food items made during the 
Sinhala New year (SL: 13.07.06)   
 
Sinhala compound nouns  
   
Spoken data 
 
a. Finish soon… I have a daanə gedəra 
  /daanə gedərə/ the house where the alms giving is held (14:9) 
b. We are coming into the bootal maasəyə 
/bootal maasəyə/ a term to refer to the festive season during which 
people drink and make merry (08:5) 
 c. The pirit pooja is tomorrow  
/pirit poojaa/ a religious ceremony where Buddhist verses are 
chanted (30:20) 
d.          He got a jaatikə sammanəyə for that 
 /jaatikə sammaanəyə/ national award (17:12) 
e. I knew he was a saamə kaakkaa  
 /saamə kaakkaa/ peace lover (38:9) 
f. We will not be able to have the avurudu polə this time 
  /avurudu polə/ market during New Year (33:11) 
g. For dessert there is milk and kitul paeni  
  /kitul paeni/ honey from the kitul tree (37:2) 
 h. My father even packed the miris galə and the mool gaha 
  /miris galə/ the grinding stone  
/mool gaha/ the grinding pole (03:2) 
 i. We came after the funeral without staying for malə batə 
  /malə batə/ meal given after a funeral (15:10) 
 j. They were making ….Vesak atəpattəm kuuduu. 
/vesak atəpattəm kuuduu/ Vesak lanterns with eight corners 
(16:11) 
 k. I am really interested in their bali tovil  
  /bali tovil/ traditional dance (13:9) 
 l. She had got so wet, looked like a tambəpu issa 
  /tambəpu issaa/ a baked prawn (36:1) 
m. I had to call those gon maettas. 
/gon maettaas/ fool.pl (13:9) 
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n. Part of the problem is having a patoolə kataanaayəkə 
 /patoolə kataanaayəkə/ ineffective speaker of parliament (37:2) 
o. The meeting was a maalu kaDee. We could not get anything 
sorted out. 
 /maalu kaDee/ fish market (15:10)  
 
  Newspaper survey 
 
a. The metal on metal sound of kottu roTi being made is hardly 
appetizing. 
/kottu roTi/ a dish prepared with chopped godambə roTi, 
vegetables and meat. 
(ST: 01.01.06) 
b.  New Year greetings with the traditional offering of the betel 
leaves, cordial visits and the exchange of gifts and the kaemə 
bandeesis are age old traditional customs that help us to strengthen 
bonds. 
/kaeaemə bandeesi/ plate of sweetmeats served during the New 
Year (DN: 13.04.05) 
c. Keeps on muttering his mantrə about that elusive gaurəvəniiyə 
saaməyə. 
/gauravəniiyə saaməyə/ honorable or respectful peace (ST: 
14.05.06) 
d. The exchange of avurudu kevili is a usual custom 
/avurudu kaevili/ sweetmeats served at the New Year (ST: 
9.04.06) 
e. He can recite the whole maha piritə from memory.  
/mahaa piritə/ the main sermon (ST: 12.02.06) 
f. Enter the gooni billaas  
 /gooni billaas/ beast.pl (SL: 09.06)  
g. The power of the praadeshiyə sabhaas. 
 /praadeeshiiyə sabhaas/ local council.pl (ST: 01.06) 
h. The gramə sevəkəs are responsible   
  /graamə seevəkəs/ government officer.pl (ST: 05.06) 
i. Not only was the JVP completely silenced but even their fellow 
travelers of extremists who screamed of an ali-koTi givisumə were 
not only  apologetic but blaming the media for disclosing details of 
the secret offer on various web sites.  
/ali koTi givisumə/ a compound noun to refer to the pact between 
the main opposition (UNP) and the LTTE (SL: 02.07.06) 
 j. Working towards the creation of a dharmə raajyə  
  /dharmə raajyə/ religious state/nation (SL: 22.01.06)  
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k. You would recall that he used the ratu sahoodərəyaas20 very 
cleverly 
 /ratu sahoodərəyaas/ a metaphor for the members of the JVP  
(ST: 28.01.07) 
l. The MP ridiculed the agreement between the two parties and 
called it the kanəvaendum diigəyə. 
/kanəvaendum diigəyə/ widow’s marriage (SL: 12.06)  
 m. The budget is a pus vedillə 
  /pus vedillə/ a sham bullet (09.5) 
n.       The graamə sevəkə had vaguely replied that the documents had 
been misplaced. 
/graamə seevəkə/ government officer (ST: 14.05.06) 
 
Noun phrases  
a. Then there is one girl … (pause)  
toilet ekee   idan  mamə  e-nəvaa, 
 toilet  NM.GEN from   1sg come-PRS  
eyaa ya-nəvaa  
3sg  go-PRS 
and she passed me as if I’m invisible, you know. 
[Then there is one girl … (pause) I was coming out of the toilet 
she was going (into the toilet).] (36:1) 
b. Why do you say that they are not good?  
ayyo  anee  aey  ookə  kərannee. 
 INT INT why   that  do.EMP 
[Why do you say that they are not good? Really you know, why 
do you do that.] (41:1) 
c. venə  evaa  ehemə  nae.   
other   things   like      NEG 
We are marketing a different brand. 
[The other things are not like that. we are marketing a different 
brand.] (13:9) 
d. How are you   macan,  daen  də  aavee  
 How are you   fellow     now  Q    come.EMP 
I thought you’ll get late. 
[How are you my friend/fellow, did you arrive just now? I 
thought you will get late.] (41:1) 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
20 The Janata Vimukti Peramunə (JVP) is a political party in Sri Lanka. They are 
referred to as the ratu sahodarayaas.. 
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Modifiers, adverbs and adverbial phrases 
 
Single word modifiers 
 
Constructions with Sinhala modifiers as head 
   
Spoken data 
 
a.   I got the karəpinca treatment21 (13:9) 
/karəpinca/ coriander (02:1) 
b. This is a parənə frock (18:12) 
/parənə/ old (37:2) 
c. It was a jara road 
/jaraa/ dirty or not maintained (15:10) 
d. I thought that you were a maubimə fan (39:25) 
  /maubimə/ nation (29:19) 
e. You should see the kiribat power  
 /kiribat/ milk rice (40:9) 
f. They are having a paeduru party today. Would you like to come? 
/paeduru/ mat.pl (04:3) 
g.  There was nothing in it other than something about the 
mahavamsə mentality. 
/mahavamsə/ the Great chronicle of Ceylon (13:9) 
 
 Newspaper survey 
 
a.  tallu start as the saying goes  
/tallu/ push (SL: 05.12.07) 
b. He cannot punish his boys for swinging on the kajupuhulang tree. 
  /kajupuhulang/ a nut tree (SL: 08.01.06) 
 c. Flutists and veddha dancers go on after dark. 
/veddhas/ the original inhabitants of Sri Lanka (SL: 08.01.06) 
d. The kiribat power.  
/kiribat/ a traditional dish made with rice and milk served at 
special occasions such as the New Year. (SL: 25.03.07)  
e. They are in the biirəlu making and vaDimbu decorating trade. 
/biirəlu/ and /vaDimbu/ terms referring to the traditional lace 
making and wood carving industry in Sri Lanka (SL: 08.01.06) 
f. One could be confident therefore, that everything he said was 
supported by the teerəvaadə texts, usually the suttəs themselves. 
/teerəvaadə/ a branch of Buddhism 
/suttə/ preachings (ST: 08.01.06) 
                                                 
21 To get the karapincha treatment is a reference to being used and discarded by 
someone. karapincha acts as an adjective in the utterance.  
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Multi-word modifiers 
a. Adopting a gamee candiyaa approach will not suffice. 
 /gamee candiyaa/ village thug (SL: 12.06) 
b. It was in Sinhala. Should it be balu niyaavə or sinhə niyaavə? 
/balu niyaavə/ or /sinhə niyaavə/ ‘dog’ agenda or ‘lion’ agenda 
(ST: 14.05.06)  
 
Single word adverbs 
a. iiTəpassee I know this lecturer from the other science faculty from 
early on. 
[After that I know this lecturer from the other science faculty 
from early on.] (36:1) 
 b. iiTəpassee , they have an argument and that’s how it ends. 
  [After that they have an argument and that’s how it ends.] (16:11) 
 c. adin passeé, keep you specs here ok? 
  [From today keep you specs here ok?] (14:9) 
 d. ee kiyənnee are you talking about just one word? 
  [That means are you talking about just one word?] (32:12) 
 e. ee kiyənnee you know with a lot of malice. 
  [That means you know with a lot of malice.] (29:39) 
f. aettəTəmə, I prefer not to drink American water. The other one is 
better.  [Really, I prefer not to drink American water. The other 
one is better.] (04:3)        
g. antiiməTə he changes his mind haridə. 
              [Finally /at last, he changes his mind ok.] (29:19) 
h. itin we came after the funeral without staying for arə malə 
batə22Tə. 
              [So came after the funeral without staying for the funeral meal.] 
(32:12) 
i. eveelaaveemə my other friend came and we were having a nice 
chat for  about 45 minutes. 
[At that moment itself my other friend came and we were having 
a nice chat for about 45 minutes.] (36:1) 
j.             iiTəpassee, I saw them again at the exam Hall. 
[After that I saw them again at the exam Hall.] (07:1) 
k. ehee…all things are put together to look after the clientele, you 
know to  do a lot of things. 
[There… all things are put together to look after the clientele, you 
know to do a lot of things.] (13:9) 
 
 
 
                                                 
22 mala batha /mala batha/ ‘meal given after a funeral’ according to Sinhala customs 
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Adverbial phrases  
a. dan-nəvaa nan he will be turning in his grave. 
 know-PRS CMP 
 [If he knows he will be turning in his grave.] (07:1) 
 b. aettəmə kiyannə she is there only for a guest appearance. 
[To tell you honestly she is there only for a guest appearance.] 
(41:1) 
c. daen nan baeae, I don’t think so. 
 [Not now, I do not think so.] (31:23) 
d.            attə nee she is an elderly person you have to respect her. 
               [True right she is an elderly person you have to respect her.] 
(36:1) 
 
Expressions  
a.  I think he was like …   
gamee   part  ek-ak   daemmee.  
 village.LO part NM-IND put.EMP 
[I think he was like … one of the village ways.] (23:16) 
b. I was like…  
daaha-Tə  arəgenə siiya-Tə  diila   vagee.     
 thousand-DA buy.RL hundred-DA give.PAR
 like.EMP 
[I was like… bought for Rs 1000 and sold for Rs 10023.] (13:9) 
c. After that … 
mamə  aandaa  vagee   lissila   giyaa. 
 1sg eel like.EMP slip.PAR go.PST 
[After that …(he) slipped like an eel.] (12:8) 
d. haemadeemə  vennee  hondəTə   kiyəla  
everything be.EMP very  CMP 
I always tell everyone. 
[Everything happens for the best I always tell everyone.] (40:1) 
e. mee  paara-t   api  kannə   vagee  
this time-also 1pl eat.INF  like.EMP 
 
if we don’t play well. 
[This time also we will loose if we don’t play well.] (25:18) 
 
Particles, interjections and quotatives  
 
Particles 
a. You have to come into the class to do it nee. (17:12) 
 b. Its very clean-lu. (02:1) 
c. She really liked the game nee. (13:9) 
                                                 
23 An expression in Sinhala to mean one has incurred a loss. 
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 d. She has personality nee. (29:19) 
 e. These are young girls nee. (16:11) 
 f. That friend is different to this one nee. (07:1) 
g. mee… grass was amply supplied because Chathura brings so much 
  of grass. (08:5) 
 h. mee you had a friend in England right?(18:12) 
 i. mee …something you are surprised about. (32:12) 
 j.  mee….how do you say that in Sinhala. (35:13) 
 k. mee…hariyəTə mee...     just like a fish-bowl. (18:12) 
 l. mee…didn’t he tell you?(31:23) 
 m.  You come ko then I will tell you. (12:8) 
 
Interjections 
a. anee, I hated that, honestly. (29:19) 
 b. ee kiyanee you know with a lot of malice.(18:12) 
c. ehee…all things are put together to look after the clientele, you 
know to do a lot of things.(13:9) 
 d. anee, I’m afraid he will get punished.(34:24) 
 e. apoi, everything’s in a mess.(29:19) 
 f. ayyo, we lost another wicket. (07:1) 
 g. ayyo you should have seen the photograph. (41:1)  
 h. she is like classic ayyo. (31:23) 
 i. you really said that…ciikey.(8:5) 
j. he showed up and I was like…ciiyaa. (40:1) 
 k. When I was waiting for him I met the boss ahh. (39:25) 
l. I can’t do it anee I don’t know how to talk, I don’t have a good 
voice. (32:12) 
m. I saw him coming and I was like ayyo is this happening really. 
(40:1) 
 
Quotatives 
a. Anyway we have done something wrong kiyəla kiyəla. (09:5) 
 b. I have such a lot of problems with them kiyəla kivaa. (07:1) 
 c. I told him let her go first kiyəla. Then she agreed. (40:9) 
 d. She had said it’s because of the hair loss kiyəla. (09:5) 
e. I thought you were going to open that kiyəla. (37:2) 
f. He will come  kiyəla  kivva. (31:23) 
g. I thought you were going to open that kiyəla. (37:2) 
h. I said I want to go and get jeans kiyəla she said ayyo, I also want. 
(07:1) 
i. I told him let her go first kiyəla. Then she agreed. (15:10)  
 j. She had said it is because of the hair loss kiyəla. (07:1) 
 k. I told we have to be there physically kiyəla. (08:5) 
 l. When you look at the cost there is nothing much kiyəla. (25:18) 
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6.6 Conjoined sentences  
 
Complex constituents 
 
a. If it is a thriller, from start to finish it has to be like that…. 
mee   atərəmaedin dance kaeli             daala        
this   in the middle   dance piece.pl   put.PAR  
harimə        
really  
kaetə-y. 
ugly-FN 
[If it is a thriller, from start to finish it has to be like that…. 
(pause) to have dancing in the middle, its really ugly.] (13:9)  
b. ek-ak    tiyə-nəvaa  ekee                
NM-IND   be-PRS    NM-GEN   
atsan kərannə kiyəla. 
sign do.INF  CMP 
[(I said) that there is a form to sign in that I said.] (36:1) 
c. mee manussa-yaa-və   dannee-mə nae-nee  
this    man-sg-AC    know-AD  NEG-EMP 
so he turned to me   and asked me what to do. 
[(I) didn’t know this man at all so he turned to me   and asked 
me what to do.] (36:1) 
d.            I told him let her go first  kiyəla  then she agreed. 
 I told him let her go first CMP then she agreed 
 [I told him let her go first I said then she agreed.] (40:9) 
e. It’s ok if you are bringing some kind of a chocolate…  
mokakhari  ek-ak. 
 whatever NM.IND 
[It’s ok if you are bringing some kind of a chocolate… whatever 
it is.] (07:1) 
f.    He told me it’s a birthday cake  
mamə-t  seriously gattee   nae. 
 1sg-also seriously  take.EMP NEG 
[He told me it’s a birthday cake I also didn’t take it seriously.] 
(09:5) 
g.           This lady is thin, dark, narrow forehead…(pause)  
ahh  konDee uDə-Tə  daala  innee.    
INT hair up.DA  put.PAR   be.EMP 
[(This lady is thin, dark, narrow forehead… (pause) you know, 
the hair put up.] (36:1) 
h. mamə  giyaa-Tə  passee    
1sg  go.PST-DA after 
the system is carried on.  
 [Even after I left the system is carried on.] (02:1) 
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i. eekə  open  vunee      nae       nee      etəkoTə   
that open be.EMP NEG EMP then 
what did we do? 
 [It didn’t open so then what did we do?] (14:9) 
j. etənə        files   tiye-nəvaa   
 that place    files be-PRS   
 about three that we should delete. 
[The files are there, about three that we should delete.] (09:3) 
k. eyaa-gee      language  eka-t              
 3sg-GEN  language that-also   
German I think 
 [His language is also German I think.] (04:3) 
l. mulinmə      avee                department  ekə-Tə  
first  come.PST department NM-DA 
she just stormed into the department. 
[First, she came to the department she just stormed into the 
department.]  (15:10) 
m. anik film  eka-t        he was criticizing. 
  other film that-also  he was criticizing 
  [He was criticizing the other film also.] (16:11) 
n.  Are you ok?  
Teacher  hit  kəra-də? 
teacher  hit do.PST-Q 
 [Are you ok? Did the teacher hit you?] (02:1) 
o. eekə   contra   neme-y    haridə      
that contra NEG.FN ok 
we have to remember that we didn’t have contras  then. 
[That was not a contra ok? We have to remember that we didn’t 
have contras then.] (06:4) 
 
Long switches 
 
a. What to say… 
mamə  nikan  hitiya.  
 1sg just     wait.PST. 
 [What to say… I just waited.] (31:23) 
 b.  bayə vennə     oona  nae, just say what comes to your mind. 
  afraid be.INF  should NEG 
[(You) should not be afraid just say what comes to your mind.] 
(32:12) 
 c. eyaa-Tə         oona   vidiyəTə     kiyə-nəvaa    
3sg-DA  should  way             tell.PRS 
whatever it is, you only believe what you   want. 
[He says (whatever) the way he wants to, whatever it is, you 
only believe what you want.] (28:21) 
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d.  I think you can…  
pitipassen  gannə   car  ekə 
 behind   take.INF   car  NM.DF 
[I think you can take the car from behind.] (31:23) 
 e. Even for a kid we wouldn’t do that … 
oyaa  dan-nəvaa də? 
 2sg know-PRS Q 
 [Even for a kid we wouldn’t do that …do you know?] (18:12) 
f.  How come?    
mamə kivvə  vacənee   hari nee 
1sg say.RL  word.EMP correct EMP 
[How come? The word I said was correct no (wasn’t it)?] 
(18:12) 
g.  Stop it men (fellow)…  
mamə  aasaa   nae games-vala-Tə. 
 1sg like.INF  NEG games-LO.pl-DA 
 [Stop it men , I do not like games.] (41:1) 
h. Even for a kid we wouldn’t do that  
oyaa  dan-nəvaa də? 
  2sg know-PRS Q 
  [Even for a kid we would not do that didn’t you know?] (18:12) 
i. anee  just forget it men, oyaa  dan-nəvaa nee 
  INT just forget it men 2sg know-PRS          EMP 
  [Oh please just forget it men, you know didn’t you?] (41:1) 
 j. itin  mamə  dannee          kohomə  də… 
  so   1sg know.EMP how  Q 
because she was my batch mate and usually we know everything 
about everybody.   
 [So how do I know because she was my batch mate and usually 
we know everything about everybody?] (31:23) 
k.  But they expect the business to rise, they expect it to pick up… 
daen  meekee  we have a free hand, we can do anything. 
now this one.GEN  
[But they expect the business to rise, they expect it to pick 
up...now look at this, we have a free hand, we can do anything.] 
(13:9) 
l. But very nice film     
ee kiyanee  harimə  lassanə   film  ekə 
  I mean     very beautiful film NM.DF 
  [I mean that film is very beautiful.] (16:11) 
m.  After you guys left, she came around like..(pause)1.00 or 1.30  
 vagee   avaa   she came for lunch 
 like.EMP    come.PST   
[After you guys left, she came around...like…1.00 or 1.30, like 
(she) came, she came for lunch.] (07:1) 
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n. These people were crazy over that (pause)  
haridə  dannee            naeddə  itin   
 ok know.EMP NEG.Q so  
they’d die over everything no 
[These people were crazy over that right, don’t you know they’d 
die over  everything no.] (29:19) 
o.   There were only three people who were with me…  
eyaa-y arəya-y  tava  ek-kenek-uy   
3sg-CN that one-CN another one-IND.PRO-CN 
all of them were younger to me. 
[There were only three people who were with me this one, that 
one and the other one, all of them were younger to me.] (04:3) 
p. mee (pause) she is amazing isn’t she 
 mamə  kiyannee    
1sg say.EMP 
the way she stormed  into the  office. 
[You know she is amazing isn’t she? I mean, the way she stormed 
into the office.] (02:1) 
q.   I thought,  ivəra-y   tamay 
I thought finish.FN   EMP 
she had met the man and let the cat out of the bag. 
[I thought, its all over  she had met the man and let the cat out of 
the bag.] (09:5) 
r. Even he used to peep and look…  
 egollan  tamay  matə        kivvee    ahh (pause)   
they EMP 1sg-DA  say.PST INT 
that  girl is with a  boy  kiyəla. 
[Even he used to peep and look they are the ones who told me, 
you know, it is said that that girl is with a boy.] (40:9) 
s. And then she said it was something else, and I was like…ok… 
what does this mean…(pause)  
daen eeparə   idan   kivva… its a table 
 now this time from say.PST 
kiyəla  ma-Tə          kivva   haridə   
CMP 1sg-DA  say.PST  ok  
to see it was a not a table. 
[And then she said it was something else, and I was like ok.. what 
does this mean…then after that (she) told its a table she told me 
ok, to see it was a not a table.] (28:21) 
t. api  Tangalle   idəla    Matəra-Tə    avaa            
  1pl Tangalle from Matara-DA  come.PST 
bus  ekee   haridə   
bus NM.GEN ok 
that’s how the trips were organized. 
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[We came from Tangalle to Matara in the bus ok that’s how the 
trips were organized.] (14:9) 
u. The way the film is portrayed is hideous. I mean… true the cast is 
good, you get all the best actors and actresses but why do you 
want to…I mean (pause)   
occərə   suffer  kərannee   mokəTədə        
  so much  suffer do.EMP  what-DA-Q  
paeyə    tuna-k 
hour  three-IND  
idagenə   you get back aches  ovv  you do. 
  sit.RL  you get back aches yes you do 
[The way the film is portrayed is hideous. I mean true the cast is 
good, you get all the best actors and actresses but why do you 
want to I mean (pause)  I mean why do you want to suffer so 
much for three hours being seated you get back aches after you 
sit for three hours, yes  you do.] (13:9) 
v. So api hinaa ve-nəvaa  ee   
so 1pl laugh be-PRS   that  
vagee  relationship 
like.EMP          relationship  
ek-ak   tibuna.    
NM.IND  be.PST 
He was I think the chief supervisor and there was another person 
with him. 
[So we had a relationship where we smile at each other, like 
that.] (36:1) 
 
Syntactically un-integrated switches 
a. ma-Tə         kiyannee     naetuvə   
1sg-DA  tell.EMP NEG.PAR.RL   
she went ahead and wrote the letter 
 [Without telling me, she went ahead and wrote the letter.] (40:9) 
b.  That’s how she was introduced to me … 
ma-Tə   taamə  matəka-y. 
  1sg-DA still  remember-FN 
  [That’s how she was introduced to me, I still remember.] (32:12) 
c.  He told me it’s a birthday cake… 
mamə-t  seriously   gattee  nae. 
  1sg-also  seriously  take.EMP NEG 
[He told me its birthday cake though I didn’t take (him) 
seriously.] (07:1) 
d. lan vennə lan vennə      this is getting clearer. 
 close be.INF close be.INF 
 [Closer and closer this is getting clearer.] (29:19) 
e.  Why do you say that they are not good?  
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ayyo  anee  aey  ookə  kərannee. 
INT INT why  that   do.EMP 
[Why do you say that they are not good? Really you know, why 
do you do that.] (41:1) 
f. venə evaa    ehemə nae   
other  things  like NEG 
we are marketing a different brand. 
[The other things are not like that we are marketing a different 
brand.] (13:9) 
g. tavat  ek-kenek  kiyə-nəvaa  
another   NM.IND.PRO say-PRS 
I want a car, I want a mobile  kiyəla 
I want a car, I want a mobile CMP 
 [Another one says, I want a car I want a mobile he says.] (13:9) 
h. oyaa  kiyənə oonaa    dey-ak   kərannan   
2sg say.RL any thing.IND do.VL 
 I’m yours today. 
[I will do anything you say. I’m yours today.] 
i. yanə-koTə ma-Tə hituna   
come.RL-CMP 1sg.DAthink.PST 
that I should actually give it a try  
 kiyəla. 
  CMP 
[While I was going there, I thought that I should actually give it 
a try  
I thought.] (31:23) 
 
Flagging 
a. You should think twice.  
ahh, oyaa  dannee-mə  naed-də  eyaa   
INT 2sg know-EMP NEG-Q   3sg 
 kavudə  kiyəla 
who  CMP     
[You should think twice. Don’t you know who he really is?] 
(37:2) 
 b. mamə  kivva               mee ... 
1sg say.PST  (pause)... 
 
this is a picture of a family kiyəla 
  [I said this is a picture of a family I said.] (28:21) 
 c. She was never going to say it … 
meyaa  tamay  okkoomə  kəree 
  this one  EMP   all  do.EMP 
[She was never going to say it …It is this one who did 
everything.] (31:23) 
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d. They were all at it you know .. 
mee mee api-Tə   beerəgannə    
 INT INT 1pl.DA  save.INF  
baeri   vunaa  
can.NEG be.PST 
[They were all at it you know …we were unable to save 
(anything).] (5:4) 
e Then there is one girl …(pause)  
toilet ekee   idan  mamə  e-nəvaa    
toilet NM.GEN from 1sg come.PRS  
eyaa  ya-nəvaa  
3sg go.PRS 
and she passed me as if I’m invisible, you know. 
[Then there is one girl … (pause) from the toilet, I was coming 
out she was going in.] (36:1)    
       
Embedding in discourse 
 
Embedding with complementizers 
a. When you do an activity what do you get  
kiyəla katava-k  kiyə-nəvaa 
  CMP story.IND say-PRS 
[When you do an activity what do you get he is saying a story 
like.] (18:12) 
b. Tired    kiyəla  kiyə-nəvaa 
tired CMP say-PRS 
 [He is saying that he is tired.] (14:9) 
c. He is a specialized person  kiyəla  kiyə-nəvaa 
 He is a specialized person  CMP  say-PRS 
 [(they say) he is a specialized person.] (35:13) 
d. daen  metanə   arəya   kiyə-nəvaa  
now this place that one  say.PRS 
I want this much, 
kiyəla meyaa   kiyə-nəvaa  
CMP this one  say.PRS 
I want such an amount kiyəla so that is the thing in this,  
tava   ek-kenek  kiyə-nəvaa  I want that, 
another  one-IND.PRO say.PRS I want that 
kiyəla  itin  ookə  tamay. 
  CMP so this  EMP 
 [Now here this one says I want this much the other one says. I 
want such an amount .so that’s the thing in this. Another one will 
say I want that, so that is what.] (13:9) 
Repetitions 
a.        This picture,  
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meekə   tamay  hondəmə   
 this one  EMP good.EMP  
description  eka-Tə. 
description NM.DF-DA 
 [This picture, this is the best for a description.] (18:12) 
b. This is yours   
oyaa-gee. 
 2sg-GEN 
 [This is yours, yours.] (29:19) 
c. mamə hitannee  I think he might come. 
 1sg think.EMP 
 [I think I think he might come.] (13:9) 
d. mee  picture ekə     eyaa    ganiy           
 this picture NM.DF 3sg   take.VL   
this picture    meekə. 
this picture this one  
 [He will take this picture, this picture, this one.] (18:12) 
 e. mamə  hituvaa  I thought as much. 
  1sg think.PST 
  [I thought, I thought as much.] (37:2) 
f. All these people are from the same place and  
tavat   denn-ek   in-nəvaa    
another  two.CLA-IND be-PRS 
there are two more boys who were introduced to me, this was one 
of them. 
[All these people are from the same place and there are two 
more, there are two more boys who were introduced to me, this 
was one of them.] (13:9) 
g. mamə   dan-nəvaa,  I know that you will scold him 
 1sg  know-PRS  
 [I know, I know that you will scold him.] (29:19) 
h. mamə  eccərə   Hindi films-vala-Tə      
 1sg that much Hindi films.LO-pl-DA  
asaa   nae 
like.FN NEG 
 not really I mean it. 
[I don’t like Hindi Films that much,not really, I mean it.] (38:9) 
i. I feel like…  
ahh   ma-Tə     hitennee        atee              
INT 1sg-DA  think.EMP hand.GEN  
kaeallak  gaeləvila-y  kiyəla. 
piece.sg.IND break.PAR.RL CMP 
[I feel like, (pause) you know I feel like a piece of my hand was 
broken.] (32:12) 
j. I think it was deliberate… 
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mamə  hitənəvaa    eyaa  hitəla    
 1sg  think.PRS 3sg think.PAR  
kəraa   kiyəla 
do.PST  CMP 
 [I think it was deliberate, I think it was deliberate.] (07:1) 
k. I was also thinking… 
mama-t    hituvee   daen  tamay   ma-Tə  
 1sg-also think.EMP now EMP  1sg-DA 
terunee     eeka    hari   nae 
 kiyəla. 
 understand.EMP that right  NEG CMP 
[I was also thinking, I was thinking now only I understand that 
that was not right.] (09:5) 
l. How would you feel… 
oyaa-Tə  monəva   hitey  də?  
 2sg-DA what  think.VL Q 
mee        api   nikan  poDi   kattiyə. 
 this  1pl just     small people 
[How would you feel, how would you feel, we are just small 
people.] (4:03) 
m. eyaa  taamə etənə  də?  Is she still there? 
 3sg still that place Q 
 [Is she still there is she still there?] (13:9) 
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Samenvatting 
 
Dit proefschrift doet verslag van een onderzoek naar codevermenging (code mixing 
= CM) tussen Sinhala en Engels in Sri Lanka, vanuit zowel een structureel en 
taaltypologisch als een sociolinguïstisch perspectief. De structurele taalanalyses zijn 
gebaseerd op de spontane tweetalige spraak van tweetaligen in Sri Lanka afkomstig 
uit stedelijke agglomeraties. Het onderzoek is gericht op de beantwoording van twee 
onderzoekvragen: 
 
(a) Hoe is Sinhala-Engelse CM sociolinguïstisch ingebed in de 
taalgemeenschap van Sri Lanka? 
(b)  Wat zijn de structurele eigenschappen van Sinhala-Engelse CM? 
 
Voor het verkrijgen van de onderzoeksgegevens zijn drie 
dataverzamelingstechnieken  toegepast: (1) er is een sociolinguïstische vragenlijst 
afgenomen bij een steekproef van 200 informanten (voor de beantwoording van 
onderzoekvraag (a)); (2) er is gebruik gemaakt van tweetalige taalelicitatietaken bij 
een steekproef van 40 informanten voor de verzameling van (semi)spontane taaldata 
(voor de beantwoording van onderzoekvraag (b); deze data vormen het kerncorpus 
voor de analyse van CM); (3) er is een matched guise-test afgenomen bij een 
steekproef van 20 informanten (onderzoekvraag (a)). De onderzoeksresultaten laten 
zien dat het talige assimilatieproces van Sinhala en Engels vier categorieën van 
vermenging kent: CM, lexicale ontlening, Sinhalisatie en hybridisering. 
De dissertatie bestaat uit drie delen. Het eerste deel is inleidend en geeft 
een beschrijving van de twee talen van het onderzoek. Het behandelt de oorsprong, 
de sociale positie en de structurele eigenschappen van zowel het Sinhala als het Sri 
Lanka Engels. Aan de orde komen tevens het belang van het Sinhala en de invloed 
van het Sinhala op de taalvariëteiten die in Sri Lanka worden gesproken. Het tweede 
deel richt zich op de sociolinguïstische inbedding van de meertaligheid in Sri Lanka 
en behandelt de onderzoeksresultaten van de vragenlijst en de matched guise-test. 
De meeste stedelijke tweetalige Sri Lankezen blijken in hun dagelijkse beide talen te 
gebruiken en te mengen, mede in functie van taalgebruiksdomein en 
interactiepartner. Sinhala-Engelse CM is een alternatieve code voor Sinhala. De 
uitkomsten van de matched guise-test laten zien dat er zowel verschillen in attitudes 
zijn tegenover het Sinhala en het Engels als tegenover twee typen van 
mengvariëteiten. Het gaat om een variëteit waarin de twee betrokken talen hun eigen 
lexicale elementen leveren met hun eigen uitspraakkenmerken. Daarnaast gaat het 
om een variëteit waarin de invloed van het Sinhala (zwaar) doorklinkt op fonetisch-
fonologisch vlak (Sinhalisatie). De resultaten laten zien dat CM, ontlening en 
Sinhalisatie een lage sociale status kennen.  
Het derde deel vormt de analytische kern van het proefschrift. Het bevat 
een kritisch overzicht van de literatuur over CM vanuit sociolinguïstisch, 
psycholinguïstisch, en taalstructureel perspectief. De resultaten van de 
taalstructurele analyse van het tweetalige corpus worden gepresenteerd, alsook de 
functionele aspecten van taalvermenging in het stedelijke deel van Sri Lanka. De 
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taalanalyse, gebaseerd op de structurele elementen van de gemengde uitingen, richt 
zich op de uitwerking van de vier soorten of categorieën van vermenging in het 
corpus: CM, lexicale ontlening, Sinhalisatie en hybridisering. Elk van deze 
categorieën kent zijn eigen structurele eigenschappen, die vooral gemodelleerd 
blijken door de syntaxis, de morfologie en de fonologie van het Sinhala. De 
analyseresultaten laten de dominante invloed zien van het Sinhala in deze vier 
mengcategorieën. De categorie van CM wordt onderscheiden op grond van het 
opvallende gemengde lidwoord eke, de aan- of afwezigheid van Sinhalese en 
Engelse meervoudsmarkeringen en de aanwezigheid van het Sinhalese adjectivale 
pronomen. Het gemengde lidwoord ekə heeft de flexibiliteit om bijna om het even 
welk Engels zelfstandig naamwoord te vergezellen en het gedraagt zich als een 
afzonderlijk element, zoals in het Engelse lidwoordsysteem, met zowel invloeden 
vanuit het Sinhala als het Engels. Ook de naamvalsmarkering heeft kenmerken van 
beide talen. Verdere ‘nativization’ (door aanpassing aan het Sinhala) leidt tot de 
twee volgende categorieën, nl. ontlening en Sinhalisatie. Ontlening wordt 
gedefinieerd op grond van suffigering, verschuivingen van korte naar lange klinkers 
en de fonologische nadruk op de finale /r/. Sinhalisatie wordt gedefinieerd op grond 
van een gesloten voorklinkerprefix, vervanging/verschuiving van de achterklinker, 
weglating van fricatieven aan het woordeinde en vervanging van fricatieven door 
plosieven aan het begin van het woord. Structurele elementen bepalend voor de 
vorm van ontlening en Sinhalisatie vinden hun oorsprong in de L1 van de sprekers. 
Gemengde constructies die van de eerste taal afwijken worden geanalyseerd als 
fouten. Hybridisering houdt in dat zowel Engelse als Sinhalase elementen een rol 
spelen. Het gaat om zowel zelfstandige naamwoorden, werkwoorden als bepalingen 
(‘modifiers’). Verder worden de functionele aspecten van codevermeging in het 
stedelijke Sri Lanka gevat onder de noemers van ‘foregrounding’, neutralisatie, 
‘nativization’ en hybridisering. 
De resultaten laten zien dat het contact tussen Sinhala en het Engels 
resulteert in fonologische uitbreidingen en reducties in de mengcategorieën. Deze 
uitbreidingen en reducties zijn zichtbaar in de Sinhalisaties. Bij ontlening worden 
Sinhalese suffixen toegevoegd aan ontleende Engelse woorden. Bovendien zijn de 
fonologische nadruk op de finale /r/ en verschuiving van korte naar lange klinkers 
zichtbaar in ontleningen. Het effect van Sinhala-Engelse CM is het duidelijkst 
zichtbaar in het proces van lexicale insertie in de categorieën gemengd taalgebruik. 
De resultaten van het onderzoek laten zien dat het contact tussen Sinhala en 
het Engels niet alleen resulteert in toevoegingen aan het lexicon en syntaxis, zoals in 
ontleningen en CMs, maar ook leidt tot verlies van structuur, zoals in de 
Sinhalisaties. De toevoegingen en reducties in de gemengde code hebben in elk 
geval geleid tot een negatief beeld van de Sinhala-Engelse CM in de stedelijke 
samenleving van Sri Lanka. De morfosyntactische kenmerken van Sinhala-Engelse 
CM laten zien dat de mengvariëteit niet alleen nauw aansluit bij de syntaxis van het 
Sinhala, maar dat ook flexibele kenmerken van het Engels zijn ontleend. Alhoewel 
Sinhala-Engelse CM zwaar door het Sinhala is beïnvloed vormt het een aparte 
variëteit. Sinhala-Engelse CM is een mengvariëteit, die de succesvolle assimilatie 
van twee typologische en cultureel verschillende talen laat zien. 
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